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In troduction 

Following .Myth and Thought and .Myth and Tragedy, here is a col
lection of studies under the title of .Myth and Society, the most 
recent of which have never been published before. The reader has 

_ . every right to que.stioIl tl1i5._ tIjp1.t:!.cQl!pl!!lg Qf ITlythvvith some.-�o, ... 
thing else, all the more so since in French (and in English) the 
"copular" and can carry more than one meaning and may infer 
not simply juxtaposition but also association or contrast. 

While I was writing .Myth and Thought I had in my mind one 
of Henri Delacroix's fine bqoks, entitled Language and Thought, 
which appeared when I was a young man. His title conveyed not 
only that language already contains thought, .that language is 
thought, but also that thought consists of more than just language: 
It is never completely contained by its linguistic expression. The 
papers I had collected in that volume [.Myth and Thought] seemed 
to me to lend themselve.s, in a similar way, to a double reading. 
On the one hand, hvas trying to reveal the intelJectual code pecu
liar to myth and to distinguish the mental aspects of myths con
cerned with, for instance, memory, time, and Hermes and Hestia, 
but on the other hand, I also wanted to indicate how far Greek 
. i:htjught� <ii" it dev'doped historically, broke aWay from the language 
of myth. In .Myth and Tragedy the problem was quite similar. Pierre 
Vidal-Naquet and I aimed to throw some light upon the inter
connections between legendary traditions and certain new forms 
of thought-·in particular in law and politics - in fifth-century 
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M Y T H A N D S O C I E TY 

Athens. The works of the tragedians seemed to us to offer a par- . 
ticularly favorable field in which the texts themselves allowed us 
to seize upon this confrontation, this constant tension as expressed 
'in a literary genre which used the great themes oflegend but 
treated them in accordance with its own specific demands so that 
the myths are both present and, at the same time, challenged. 'Our . 
desire to respect the equivocal and ambiguous character of the 
relationship between myth and tragedy was no doubt affected by 
the double methodological orientation of our. studi�s:cWe used 
a structural analysis of the texts -.:. th� works themselves'- to 
detect the system of thought within them, but, ' at the same 
tiI1:l�' follow�d a. method.of historical inqu�ry, . as this alone could 
explain the. changes, innovations, and restructuring that took 
place within any system. 

With this third volume one might be tempted to suppose the 
connection between myth and society to be a looser, more acci
dental, and less Significant one, and to suspect that this time I 
have simply juxtaposed a number of studies on the subject· of 
Greek society and its institutions alongside a number of others 
on the subject of myth. And in factthis book does open with three 
articles on the subject of the class struggle, war, and marriage, 
and closes with the'mythology of spices, the myth of PronH�theus, 
and some general reflections on the problems of myth as they 
appear to Greek scholars of tqd�Y' ��91!1�: .c,��t��IYIl:

:?� .���y!ha_ t. my choice of this or thatt heme hasoft�n been affected by the . 
various circumstances, requests, or opportunities that are bound 
to arise in the course of one's research. However, when I consider 
the question closely it seems to me that here, .as elsewhere, chance 
has another, 'hidden side to it, and that the digressions made in 
the course of a work can often be accounted for by a kind of inter
nal necessity. I do not think that the careful reader will have any 
difficulty in picking out the thread thatlinks together �hese var
ious studies and also links this book to those that preceded if: ' , . 

I shall therefore make only a few brief preliminary remarks. 
The framework of my first article is a debate within Marxism. In 
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I N TROD U C T I O N  

examining the validity of the concepts of a slave-based mode of 
production, of class, and of the class struggle When applied to 
ancient Greece, I wanted, by returning to the ancient texts, to 
give Marx his due for his acute sense of historical reality and his 
understanding of the specific characteristics of different types of 
social forms. In emphasizing what was - in many respects ,- the 
decisive role of the city's institUtions and poHtical life in the nmc
tioning of the social system, I also intended to make the point 
that economic factors and relationships do not, in the context 

_ __________________ _ �------------------�o�f� t� h� e�a� n� c�i�en� t �olis, have the same effects as they�d� o�in�t� h�a�t�o�f ________________ _ 
modem capitalist societies. In order to present the economic facts 
accurately it is necessary to take account of the attitudes and 
behavior of the social agents, for these show that the religion and 
economics of the society are still very closely interconnected� In 
ilifs respeCt the starting p6iritand backgr<:hlfid"or this"paper IS Louis 
Gernet's study, "La Notion mythique de la valeur en Grece."l 

"City-State Warfare" was written as the introduction to a col
lective work, Problems of Waifare in Greece. It is no mere chance 
that so much of this preliminary study is devoted to the recipro
cal relations that can be established between the religious and 
the military spheres. They were bound together by complex and, 
once again, equivocal relationships whose development can be 
traced through time. 

The study of marriage and the transformations it underwent 
between the archaic and classical.periods was specifically under
taken to solve a problem which had been posed by a particular 
work of mythological analysis. When Marcel Detienne studied 
the corpus of texts relevant to Adonis and widened its scope to 
embrace the whole of the mythology of spices, he turned up a 

. new problem: how to account for the manifest disparity between 
the picture myth gives us, in which the wife is diametrically 
opposed to the concubine, and the much more vaguely defined 
institutions of fifth- and fourth-century Athens. To my mind, the 
historical study of the customs of marriage and the inquiry into 
the structural analysis of the corpus of myth collected by Detienne 
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M Y T H  A N D S O C I E TY 

are two aspects of a single piece of research. The aim of this dou- .. 
ble approach is to distinguish more clearly the reciprocal effects' 
of society and myth and to define both. the �iinilarities, and, at 
the same time., the divergences between these .. twoJevels thaL ....... ..... . 
illuminate one another and now reinforce, ri�w check. andcbun';' 
terbalance one another. . ' .' ' .  . 

Our remarks on the Greek gods consider the pantheon from 
two points of view: first, as a divine society with its 9wn·hierar-
chy, i'n which each god enjoys his own particularattributes and� ... .. . 
privileges, bearing a more or less close, more or less direct rela-
tion to the structure of human society; and second; as a classifi
catory system, � syrnb�lic langUage with its own intellectual ends. 

In "The Pur� and the Impure," an examin�tion of the thesis 
of Louis Moulinier, we attempt to show that while this author 
has su.ccessfully discovered what these concepts mean in psycho
logical and social terms, they can only be fully understood through 
their relation to a coherent body of religious representations. 

Then there are the last two studies: "The Myth of Prometheus 
in Hesiod" and "The Reason of Myth." They seem to us to. speak 
for themselves, and both refer so clearly to the book's central 
theme that there is no need to labor the point: to what extent and 
in what forms is myth present iIi a society and a society presentin 
its myths? In fact, expressed in this way, the question is perhaps 
�oo .�iIJ;rel�� I.� t,l1is�et()f �o�k�, originally published by my friend: . Frail9ois M�spe�o, i t i� not'; :a��pite th�ir' tit:i�'�';�;�'ci�'{t�-;:'6(coh� .. ,�.'" 
junction between two terms: Three terms, myth, thought, and soci
ety, form as it were a triangular .framework in which each to some 
extent implies the other two while rema.ining at the same time '" 
distinct and autonomous. Piece by piece, hesitantly and incom
pletely, our research, in collaboration with others, has attempted 
to explore the field of study that this framework deBnes. 
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C HA PTER 

The Class S truggle! 

In his study on the problem of class struggle in classical antiquity,2 
Charles Parain tried to define the specific characteristics of forms 
of social life that underwent profound changes in the period 
between-pre-Homeric-Greece.ahd -Imperial Rome, imd that also 
present marked spatial variations. Parain is well aware of the diver
sity in the historical material. He is, however, interested in a more 
abstract level of analysis and attempts to define the fundamental 
characteristics that gave a unique structure to this whole period 
of human history in the Mediterranean West and constitute a par
ticular mode of production. 

For Marxists, the ancient world is a class society which in its 
typical form can be defined as a slave mode of production. But 
does it follow inevitably that the whole history of classical antiq
uity can be seen in terms of an opposition between the two con
flicting classes of slaves and slave owners? If Marxist theory has 
to be reduced to such a brief, rigid, and anti-dialectical formula, 
it will scarcely be capable of illuminating the work of historians. 

First of all, slavery has its own history. Its birth and develop
ment.are inevitably linked to certain modes of rand appropria
tion. As a result, its spread, its importance, and its forms (in the 
family, agriculture, manufacturing, state administration) are not 
the same in different places nor at different times. Thus, all ancient 
classical societies cannot be classified indiscriminately as slave soci
eties. Several of Marx's texts themselves underline the point that 
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M Y T H  A N D S O C I E T Y  

. the spread of slavery within ancierit civilizations undermines .and .. 
ultimately destroys the forms of property characteristic of the 
ancient city. In Capital, for example; Marx sta.tes:·· . 

Peasant agriculture ona smallsdileano the cari"yirif(out6f inde- . 
pendent handicrafts, . . .  form the 'economic foundation'ofthe' . -- ... 
classical communities at their best, after the primitive form'" 
of ownership of land in common had disappeared, and before 

. slavery had seized o.n.�production:in:�earnest.;.�.��':: 
:'.:-.-.�-.-----. ":.:.-" - .. .. -.-... 

Marxists should therefore consider slavery dialectically as a pro
cess, both in so far as it determines the specifiC characteristics, 
·after a cert�in st�ge, of the social r�lati�p.s�fantiquity, and iiJ.so� 
far as, in the course of its development, it destroys the original 
forms that these social relationships assumed in the context of 
th� city. Historians of ancient Greece and Rome will not, there
fore, have exactly the same perspective. As far as Greece is con
. cemed, the perspective, again,. will not be the same for the whole 
of antiquity. It will be different for the archaic period when the 
city developed its original structure and slavery, which still existed 
only on a small scale,'retained its patriarchal character, and for 
the classical age and the subsequent period df dissolution, which' 
were marked by the expansion of servile labor in different branches 

-',:-. ::- ..... <J..fc=con.qrn.i.c: Jif�.;�c:,,;_: . ...•... "�.:: .:: -.c
·':" -' : .. -C': . . . -...... : . .. ,,�:, c .... ,.: :::":;: ... ;0.; .. :: , " .,. : .... ,c: . .... :. These preliminary comments can be usefully suppl�mentedby " . 

reference to Parain's work. He underlines the difference between 
a fundamental contradiction, which correspom;ls to the specific 
character of a mode of production in its typical form, and the prin
cipal or dominant contradiction, which indicates which social 
groups have actually been opposed at any definite moment in his-

. tory in the concrete context of a particular situation. But there 
is a fundamental and essential problem, which goes beyond this 
question of vocab�lary, .that I want to discuss very bl:i�f ly; less" 
to try to answer the question than to try. to define it better and 
locate its multiple implications. 
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T H E  C LA S S  S T RUGGLE 

We can talk of basic and principal contradictions only because 
Marxist analysis, while seeing each social formation as a whole, 
distinguishes within it various levels, each with its own structure 
and dynamic. Contradiction in a social system can exist within 
any one level or between different levels. The well-known Marx
ist schema corresponds to this: productive forces, economic rela
tions ofprbdtiction, sociopolitical relationships, forms of thought 
aDd ideology. In the capitalist society studied by Marx, the class 
contradictions that at the sociopolitical level oppose the work-

_____________________ e_r_s _a_n_d_ t_h_e_ c_apitalists, correspond to the contradictions that at 
the base of society oppose the increasingly collective process of 
production (forces of production) to the private and increasingly 
concentrated ownership of these means of production (relations 
or system of production). ,Class conflict, manifested in the' social 
and political(xinflicts' that are' the 'concrete material of history, ' 
coincides with what is seen, in the' abstract analysis of political 
economy, as the fundamental contradiction of the capitalist mode 
of production. This is why the definition of classes and class con
flict must show how these human groups and their evolution are 
rooted, at all levels of social reality, in contradictions that in gen
eral terms, coincide. This correspondence of the contradictions 
at different levels explains why within the working class there is 
the possibility of a new society. Its struggle, its political victory, 
and its takeover of the state all entail, according to Marx, a radi
cal transformation of social relations, and thus a new advance at 
the level of the productive forces. To demonstrate that the situa
tion in the ancient world was not the'same, and that this clear-cut 
theoretical model cannot be applied directly to ancient societies, 
it is enough to note that the slave class did not carry within itself 
the po�si�ility gf a n�w society. The political victory orthe slaves, 
if such a hypothesis had ever been meaningful, would not have 
undermined the relations of production nor changed the wa,y in 
which property was held. All historians agree that even when slave 
revolts took the form of an organized political or military strug
gle (something that never occurred in the Greek city-states) they 
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M Y T H  A N D  S O C I E T Y  

had neither prog�am nor prospects and could not have brought 
about a transformation of the social system ofproduction.·They 
were incapable of changing the society becaus� the fundamental 

.. --contradictions-C!.e:v:eloping:between theJorces __ o[production and . 
the �el�tions of production, which were eventually to threaten 
their-necessary articulation, -were:not completely-expressed in· the 

"'antagonism between the slaves and -their-owners at-the level of 
social and political conflict . 
. , --Tocgraspthe.complex interplay:ofJh�,an�agonism between 
social groups hi. antiquity, historlans, whether Marxist'or non
Marxist, must first define more precisely the various contradic-

, tions active in the ancient economy, locate therru,vithin soc:iety 
.... as a �hole, and sE�cJJy - as far 'as possible'::': the'iT hIerarchy and'" 

their relative importance during the diffe�eni: periods of ancle'iJt 
history. Marx has given some indications of the contradictions that 
seemed to him to be fundamental in the earliest period, when 
the polis was established. According to him, we have to deal with 
an opposition between two forms oflandownership, the coexis
tence of which constituted the uniqueness of the Greco-Roman 
city-state.4 The first was state landownership - communal, in prin
ciple; the second, private property in land which was originally 
obtained through the medium of state appropriation. It was this 
dual land-tenure system that made the landowner a citizen and 
turned the old viUage cultivator int� atowndwellex .. The destruc-
ti���f theeq�itibrl��"b��;;� n �thes�: tWg;f�mis�gflariah()ldirig' " 
to the advantage 'of the latter - that is; the gradual consolidation 
of private landholding within the framework of the city-state -
seems to be the necessary condition for the development of slav- . 
ery and a monetary economy. Essentially Marx based his analYSis 
on Niebuhr's work on Roman history. Historians o(the archaic 
economy of Greece, who are not themselves necessarily work
ing in a Marxist framework, are currently concerning themselves 
with the same issues. Recent worksuggeststhe pcissibiiity that 
there were two different forms of citizen land-tenure in the ancient 
Greek world.5 On the one hand, there was family property belong� 
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T H E C LAS S STRUGGLE 

ing to a household (oikos) and not to individuals, who had no right 
to dispose freely of their patTOa (ancestral possessions) outside the 
family by sale. Even in city-states like Athens, it appears that up 
to the last third of the fifth century most landholdings (probably 
those around the urban area, that, properly speaking, was what was 
meant by the term "city land") retained their character as inalien
able family possessions, allotments (kleroi ), each belonging to one 
of the households making up the state, and not to a private indi
vidual. On the other hand, alongside these inalienable landhold
ings (sometimes coexisting with them in the same state, but 

--------------------�localizea-in more outlYing regionsrEnere may nave 15=ee=n=-=a=re=a=s--------
where ownership was further developed and where it was easier 
to buy and sell land. 

A detailed study of land law with its various forms and histor
ical changes isilldispensable since, t4rough()ut this period, while 
the economy remained essentially an agricultural one, class strug
gles were rooted in problems co�nected with land tenure. In the 
beginning, the town (astu) was opposed to the country, (demoi) as 
the place where a certain type of landowner lived (in Athens, the 
Eupatridai). These landowners monopolized the state, controlling 
both political offices and military functions. It was only later (in 
Athens, from the sixth century onward), that the area within the 
city walls came to provide a framework for independent indus
trial and commercial activity that was entirely cut off from agri
culture. It was this situation that prompted Marx to write: 

The history_ or classical antiquity is the history of cities, but 
of cities founded on landed property and on agriculture.6-

In the same text he defined economic life at the beginning of the 
city-state in this way: 

Concentration in the towns, with the land as territorium;-small
scale agriculture working for direct consumption; manufac
ture as a domestic side-occupation of wives and daughters 
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M Y T H  A N D S O C I E T Y  

(spinning and weaving) or independent in specific branches 
(smiths . . .  ) only. 7 

. 

--The city�statecan thus be defIned as'a systeriroHns6i::Utionswhich 
. allow� a privileg��:lminority (the citizens) exclusive access to 

landed property-within a definite area':lri thi{sense the economic 
'-b�sis ofthep�lis was a particular-formoHind appropriaHon. ·· 

The later development of slavery, the separation of artisan man
. ufacfuringfrom the-ddmestie economy; :thegrowth ofa:limi t�d 
market sector both within and, to use Marx's own term, in the 
interstices of these agricultural societies, the spread of money -

. all.these phenomena indicated that..new c.ontrad ictionswf!r(! __ . 
becoming dominant. These contradictions could arise only in_con� 

. ditions specific to the city-state. But, at the same time, their devel
opment challenged the very structures within .which they had 
evolved. For Marx, the generalization of slavery and the spread 
of domestic exchange and maritime commerce, along with the 
establishment of commercial production and the concentration 
of landownership in fewer hands, broke down the forms of land 
tenure and the sociopolitical structures that characterized the city
state; At its apogee, the communityin effect depended "on the 
preservation of equality among its free self-sufficient peasants, " 
using surplus not for market production but for the communal 

. interests ( real odrnaginary) oftl1e..gtOUP _-.tl1at rttaqe}J.1(!m �irJ,1UI
taneously citizens and landowners: war,poiitic�, ;;ria r�1igion.8· 
Conversely, we can characterize the Hellenistic period, when the 
nature of Greek economic and political life was no longer defined 
by the traditional framework of the city-state, in terms of the fol-

. lowing factors: expansion of slavery, uninte'rrupted circulation of 
money throughout the Mediterranean basin, ' and growth of the 
role of the market (although in antiquity commodity production 
always remained limited to certain sectors and, in general terms, 
dependent on agriculhrre).9 

... ' 

It is therefore fairly easy to see why industry and commerce, 
which were to become increasingly important in economic life, 
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T H E  C LA S S  S T RUGGLE 

developed in every case more or less on the periphery of the 
city-state, being somehow extraneous to the civic community. 
Those who were occupied full-time in such activities and played 
the main part in maritime commerce, banking, and commercial 
production were typically non-citizens (metics). Marx wrote: 

In classical antiquity, manufacture appears already as a corrup
tion (business for freedmen, clients, aliens, etc.). This devel
opment of productive labor (not bound in pure subordination 
to agriculture as a domestic task, labor by free men for agri-
culture or war only, or for religious observance and manufac
tures for the community - such as construction of houses, 
streets, temples), which necessarily develops through inter
course with aliens and slaves, through the desire to exchange 
the surplus product, etc.,. dissolves the mode of production 
on which the community rests and, with it, the objective indi
vidual, i.e., the individual defined as Roman, Greek, etc.lO 

Marx's brief references to the antagonisms within the rela
tions of production in the city-state anticipate and clarifY the most 
recent research done on the ancient economy.ll Following Fried
rich Oertel and Richard Laqueur, Erb has emphasized that the basic 
driving force in ancient Greece was, in Greek terms, the opposi
tion between oikonomia and chrematistike. Oikonomia referred to 
the agrarian economy based on the family, upon which the city
state as such was constructed. This system corresPQnded to a 
po!itical jdealo[�utarchyan� was.supported by primitive arti
san production that provided for minimum needs. Chrematistike· 
referred to an economy that developed out of the growth of 
the city-state with its need for a food-'-supply and for financial 
resources, particularly as a result of the demands of warfare. The 
growth of maritime trade, credit banking, and bottomry loans (pro
viding capital and insurance for traders) were all manifestations 
of chrematistike. On the one hand, there Was a very short�range agri
cultural economy which was in�ard-looking and autarchic in 
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M Y T H  A N D  S O C I E T Y  

character, and was associated with craft or activity geared to con
sumption rather than production, or to satisfying the needs-of . 
the " political. community (war and the upkeep. of the city). On 

" .. tll� ()t4.er h<i!lci., there was a wider eC01l10mic sist.en:l_VI'i�h a�tive, 
developed, and:out;;;a;d-loo.ki�g"c-orTImerce,' and maritime·��
change. This system was bll.ilt up essentially for p('!r�o!lal gain. As 
M.L Finley remarks,. one of. the most striJdng�.cba.r:a<::teristics of 
the Greek economy is that, to a very great extent, land and money 
continue to be organized in tw() separate spheres.l2This funda
mental separation is characteristic ofecoI!omic· development 
in the ancient world. 

" 

Marxists should bear in mind these features of economic his-" " .  
tory if they wish to analyze, in: each period, the:concretei:narii� 
festations of class conflict-a fiat he economic structures which 
determined their form. In a note in Capital Marx repli�s to an 
objection made against the Critique of PolitiCal Econo�y�Itis cer
tainly true, so  the criticism went, that in modem society, which 
is ruled by material interests, all development ofsocial,'politi-· 
cal, and spiritual life is dominated by the mode of production of 
material life and derives, in the last analysiS, from economic struc
tures. But this was not so in the Middle Ages "when Catholicism 
reigned" nor in Athens and Romi! "where politics" reigned." Marx's 
reply is doubly interesting from our point of view. On the one 
hand, he does not make the. last attempt to deny that politics ruled 
over soCial existence in ancient times; "He·;tnes,to:show-why this,,· "" 
is so and why it was within the framework of political life that 
class conflict took shape and was acted out, just as it was within 
the framework of political life that Greek civilization created in 
philosophy, science, and the arts its distinctive ways of thinking. 
On the other hand, Marx indicates yet again, and in the clearest 
terms, in what area of economic reality the fundamental contra
diction of antiquity VI'aS to be found - the contradiction that gives 
us the key to the general process of development. Hamng observed 
that antiquity could no more live by politics than the Middle Ages 
by Catholicism, Marx wrote: 

18  
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T H E  C LA S S  S T RUGGLE 

On the contrary it is the mode by which they gained a live
lihood that explains why here politics, and there Catholi
cism, played the chief part. For the rest, it requires but a slight 
acquaintance with the history of the Roman republic, for· 
example, to be aware that the key to its history is 'the history 
of landed property.'13 (our italics) 

As far as archaic and classica1 Greece are concerned - I will 
. not venture into a discussion of the Hellenistic and Roman per-
iods - I would say that Marx's formulation ap.Eears to have E�e�r- _______ _ 
fecdy defined the area in which the fundamental contradiction 
emerged and developed. I believe, with him, that it concerns the 
structures of landed property. To use Parain's terminology again, 
the principal contradictions at the beginning of the city-state 
opposed a class of landowners of the type of the Eupatridai, liv-
ing in the town, controlling the state and undertaking its mili-
tary functions, to the village farmers who made up the rural demos. 
Later on, as a direct result of the social evolution which has been 
outlined, the principal contradictions shifted with the emergence 
of new antagonisms, resulting from the development of the divi-
sion of labor. 

With this in mind, one should emphasize the decisive impor
tance for a state like Athens of the shift which . occurred in the 
second half of the fifth century. It was at this point that the whole 
social and economic equilibrium, upon which the regime of the 
polis rested, was called into question. Three features, which can 
be· said in the main"1:o have:gtven the social life· of the city-state. 
its special character, were equally affected. These were, first, 
the unity of town and countryside (the built-up area was initially 
and in principle only the center which united the countryside 
because it contained 'all the public buildings in which the com
munal life of the group was centered; private interests and indi
vidual family households were distinct from this); second, the 
unity of citizen and soldier (military duties, shared by and exclu
sively reserve? for citizens ?eing considered an: integral part of 
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political duties); third, the close bond between citizenship and 
landownership. Toward the end of the fifth century there was a 
whole series of changes which were to have dec.isive effects. The 
countryside had been:devastated by ,war, and-fields ,and rural-farms-' --, 
deserted;' at the same time, in the i:o�n a truly urban milieu had 
already developed, a city existence-whose,way of life; occupational 
patterns, and mentality now made a dear contrast to the old tra
ditions of the rural dwellers. In response to the demands of war, 
mercenaries reappeared and professional military leaders began 
to gain power. Finally, land ceased to be inalienable as in the past. 
It was. drawn into the sphere of the monetary sy stem from which 

, it had previously been separated, and:wa� alsogranted more easiJy 
to non-citize�sas a reward lor their services.14 There IS all addi
tional sig�ific ant fa�tor: at abo�t' the' saIIle time� the influence 
of a new commercial form of law began to be felt that, for the 
purposes of maritime trade, elaborated a notion of contract rela
tively modem in inspiration that, contrary to all Greek legal cus
tom, made use of written documents. IS We might say, following 
Louis Gernet, that the economy - in the sense that we nowadays 
give to this term - had done its work.16 From the fourth century 
onward everything was to be measured by money. But .n ow we 

" are talking of the fourth century, .the period of the collapse of the 
city-state, not the seventh or sixth, the eras during which it was 
founded and consolidated. Moreover, we are referringto Athens, 
'a inaritime 'and com�ercia(dty�st1ii:e, 'and 'not "to .th'e:Whole -,' 

of Greece. Finally, although Aristotle wrote: "We call goods 
[chremata] all things whose value is measured in money, " it is nev-, 
ertheless a fact that, even when he reflected upon economics, he 
continued to .set his face stubbornly against the commercial way 
of thinking. 17 Was this a biased attitude, or it false perception of 
the economic realities of his age? On the contrary; I believe, with 
Marx, t��t Aristotle ",:,as a faithful recorder of the social world of 
his period. In Aristo,tle's time, the largest sector of economic life 
remained outside the market economy� This was particularly true 
since there was no paid labor force.18 

' 
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What was class struggle like in fourth-century Gr�ece? Claude 
Mosse has recently studied the different aspects and ramifications 
of this question for fourth-century Athens. 19 She has demonstrated 
very usefully the difficulties involved in such a study. We can 
here only refer the reader to the picture she has painted of class 
relations and their evolution through the phase of the collapse 
of the classical polis. 

Clearly, class struggle has never (at any time in history) taken 
a simple form. But Marx believed, apparently correctly,. that in 
ancient times it was far more comp-Iex in character. There are vanc· c ________ _ 
ous reasons for this complexity, some of which Claude Mosse has 
clarified. I would like, as a working hypothesis, to note what seems 
to be essential in this context. The conflicts that toward the fourth 
century involved the different social groups withi� the framework 
of the city..statewere neither baseless· nor purdy ideological: They 
were rooted in the economy of these societies. Human groups 
came into conflict because of their material interests. But these 
material interests did not derive either directly or exclusively from 
�he position the individuals occupied in the process of produc-
tion. They always stemmed from the position that these iridivid-
uals occupied in political life, which played the dominant role 
in the system of the poliS. In other words, the economic function 
of different individuals - which determined their material inter-
ests, fashioned their social needs, and oriented their social and 
political behavior in alliance with or in opposition to other 
groups - was mediated via politicalstatus. 

: A few very simple examples-will- be enough to make-this .clear, 
Between a metic and a citizen, both in charge of a manufactur
ing establishment with 15 or 20 slaves, or active in maritime com
merce, or dealing in bottornryloal!s,there.was no difference in 
economic status, that is, in their positions in the process of pro
duction. Nevertheless, it would be impossible to consider them 
as-memhers of the same class. Betweent:hem there were antago
nisms and conflict�, including conflict of interest. The institu
tions of the P?lis syst�m gave to all citizens: privileges to which 
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non-citizens could not hope to aspire (some of which were ecq
nomic, such as the right to own land). The solidarity that drew 

. all the citizens of the same city together and made them a rela
tiv�ly unfted group in opposition to non-citizens despite their 
internal divisions, no doubt reflected their common interest. But 
this community of interests among the citizens ofa single city, 
md the divergence ofinterests betweeri citizens and non';citizens, 
can be understood only when the mediating role played by the 
structures 'of the state has been taken into,account. These points" 
'caube made more precisely through a second example. 

Claude Mosse has demonstrated that it would be rash to speak 
as though a c.orrnnercial and, indust:rial class were opposed to a 

, landowning class. even in the fourth"century (and a fortiOri even 
more rash in the case of earlier periods). Certainly there existed 
in: Athens a category of traders who were'only traders - true mid
dlemen - in addition to all those who sold part of the produc
tion of their agricultural and artisan labor directly. But these 
middlemen were generally engaged in retail trade, small shopkeep
ers with booths or stalls in the agora. In contrast, all the evidence 
about the large fortunes of those whom we call (with Parain) the 
slave-owning entrepreneurs indicates that they almost always 
included real estate in addition to workshops, liquid assets, and 
funds out on loan. Given the importance assumed by landhold-
jngjn terms of civiLstatus, ;it, i� highlY'!l:PJ*��YJb�t.�,£Lti�!}.;.;.�h.q,.:��,.,.,.,.,;" .. _" 
controlled huge financial resources \vas not a l�nd()�er �s:*elC/:" ", .. 
ff he did not have land at the outset we can be sure that he would 

' 

buy it, since land carried both prestige and intrinsic worth and 
endowed the citizen with a dignity, importance, and status that 
monetary wealth could not provide. 

We have to remember, moreover,.what happened to most of 
the profits of the slave-owning entrepreneur in the city-state sys
tem. There was no industrial capital in antiqtiity. Profits were rl()t 
reinvested in business. Technology remained primitive'since the 
basic productive force was the human. labor of the slaves. Under 
these conditions the greater part of the entrepreneur's surplus 
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returned to the civic collectivity in the form of liturgies, filling 
the treasury and paying for the communal expenditure of the state. 
This included the costs of civic and religious festivals, military 
expenses, and the construction of public buildings. Marx has dem
onstrated that in societies where the productive forces are at an 
early stage of development and commercial production is still lim
ited, money has neither the same role nor the same forms as in a 
more developed economy. While monetary circulation remains 
confined to coins, and money itself conserves its local and politi-

____________ � _______ �c=
a

�l=c=h=u= a=c=t=��(f
u

�n�c=tt�·
o= n=� g

u monq of �oou�and curren��-�--------
as an instrument of circulation20 - and not yet as credit21 or uni-
versal money22) wealth can only be accumulated in the domain 
of mere monetary circulation ,and specifically in the form of hoard-
ing: "The activity which amasses hoards,is, on the one hand, the 
withdrawal of money from circulation by constantly repeated sales, 
and on the other, simple piling up, accumulation."23 

Although it is true that in antiquity everyone hoarded - hoards 
were scattered and dispersed over a whole area, and not central-

. ized in banks as nowadays24 - this continuous and widespread prac
tice of taking money out of circulation was compensated for by 
a counter-movement which Marx analyzed as usual from both an 
anthropological and an, economic viewpoint. Because economic 
facts are to Marx relations between men (relations that endlessly 
transform themselves), their study must be accompanied by what 
one might call a comparative typology of economic behavior,25 
The hoarder who. tried to save his money by hiding it, by bury
ing it, who' accumulated it incessantly; was also the man who was. 
driven to show it off in front of others and spread it before the 
public,26 A lot of money found its way back into circulation in 
.the form�f conspicuous consumption and, in the city"state, where' 
personal indulgence was in principle forbidden, this took the form 
of generous gifts to the civic community. A certain redistribu
. tionofthe surplus between the citizens took place through the 
. intermediary of the city-state, �hose treasury paid the salaries of 

.... legal'and p6lii:ical positions i:liat:wereavailable. to everyone, and 
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even financed some cash gifts to the poores,t in the community , 
One can understand, therefore, why Parai�-al1�_ Cl!3:11de. Mos_se , 

interpreted the class struggle between citizens"as a conflict be-
tween rich and poor:-Affirsf-siglit such-'i"formlililEionls �iJI]5rrs�=�-_--:---'-=
ing, and hardly seems Marxist in spirit. Membership in a class 
depends neither on property �or �� iricome-levels-but-cin aman\;----------
place in the sy stem of production; How then can a Marxist speak 
of a class of rich men or a class of poor? Yet if �his formulation , ' 'appear's to b�-in�ppH�abl€t6t:oiitetrtpC;tary-s-b'2iety; -n.e\ierth-eIess-:�:::�:-::: .. :�'� 

it seems to be the only one that accurately defines the situation 
that existed during the decline. of the Greek city �state.At that 
-time,conflicts between citizens all revolved around the same prob-
lem: W ho should benefit from the redistrib'uti�n bf surplus by 
means of the institutions of the city�state? The mass of citizens, 
whatever the diversity of their economic status, were polarized 
into two opposed cCimps. Those who had nothing or very little 
sought to use the structures of the state to tax the rich as much 
as possible, while the owners - whatever the origins of their for-
tunes - were determined to re�ist this. 

' ' 

Within this general model, where should we situate the con
flict between the slaves and their free owners? What form did the 
struggle of the former take, and how much influence did it have 
on social evolution? On the factual level, one observation must , . ' . . . . . 

""·"���";:--i�-1-t"':-"·be"aecepted �swhhbtit�hesitati0n-,bythe,Gi1eek,-:hi�torlaJ1i:,at ,least, -�-�-,- ,',-', '" 
asfar as itconce�sthe archaic and-classical penods, towhich 
this analysis is limited. The opposition between slaves and their 
ov,rners never emerged as the principal contradiction. In the social 
and political struggles of this period, with their violent clashes, 
the slaves never once appear as it unified social grouping; they never 
acted as a class playing its own role in the succession of conflicts 
that w'ere a permanent feature of the city -states. No wonder, since 

: class struggles were ,generated and ·acted outvvithin a sociopolit
ical framework from which the slaves were by definition excluded. 
Throughout this period the slaves' opposition to-their masters was 

never directly expressed in terms of social and political struggle. 
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In this respect, we need to consider what exactly is implied 
by the formula of Aristotle, a witness to whom Marx paid par
ticular attention. Aristotle saw the slave as q "living tool." In other 
words, to the Greek mind, the humanity of a man was insepara
ble from his social nature; and man was social in so far as he was 
a political being, a citizen. Because he was outside the city-state, 
the slave was outside society, and therefore outside humanity. He 
had no identity apart from being a productive instrument. There 
is a dialectical connection between this image of the slave, reduced 

_____________ ---c _______ ----Cto the_simple_cDndition_ofaJiving_tool,.and_the.minor_role-actu-�-------
ally played in history by the slaves. As long as the system of the 
classical city-state remained alive - in its economic structures, 
in its institutions, and in its ways of thinking - the slaves could 
not form an active, unified social force, a united body of meri inter
vening onthe historical stage to direct the-course of events in a 
way that reflected their interests and their aspirations. Further-
more, it is known that the slaves as a whole were not as unified 
as a group, as we are sometimes led to imagine. In addition to 
the variety of their ethnic origins and the differences of language, 
which in themselves raised obstacles, it is evident that consider-
able differences in their actual conditions of work lay behind their 
apparently uniform legal status. What did domestic slaves like 
those being presented in New Comedy, or the slave who ran an 
artisan business for and in the name of his master, have in com-
mon with those who sweated in chains in the mines of Laurion? 
·What was there in common between an agricultural slave, 'a tutor 
in a wealthy family,- or an employee of the state administration? -

Does this mean that the opposition between the slaves and their 
masters did not play a crucial role in the evolution of ancient soci
eties? Not at_aJLBu�1:.l1.is oppqsitioIldic!no.ttake the form of an 
organized struggle occurring at the level of the social and politi
cal structures. It'came out in individual expressions of revolt; 
sometimes, when external condirlons or the vicissitudes of war 
pe�ftt�dit, by ma�� escapes;· but it was always a question of escap-

- ingf!6rri th«:! .. cQndition ofensl�vement,-and not of changing the 
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social. system t o  the advantage of the group of which the slay� 
felt himself to be a member. In fact, the collective opposition 
came into play, and had a decisive effect, in other terms: It: was 
at the level of the forces of production that the slaves, as a whole 
and as a social class, manifested resistance to their masters - the 
s�me forces of production of which the slaves were' precisely the ' 
central factor in the economic and technical context of aricient 
Greece. At this level, as the use of slave labor became general, 

" the conflict between the . slaves and their owners .became the fun-: 
damental contradktion of i:be slave mode of production. In this 
system, in which overall technical progress was blocked or at least 

. markedly held back,th� spr�ad of slavery was clearly the only way 
to develop the forces of production. But at the same time the 
slaves' opposition to their masters, their resistance, their inevi
.table reluctance to perform the tasks allotted to them, impeded 
progress and imposed tighter and tighter limits on output. More
over, when it came to increasing productive capacity, multiply:
ing the numbers of slaves could not be continued indefinitely 
without endangering the stability of the social system as '! whole. 
Thus we can say that, after a certain point, the conflict between 
the slaves and those who used them became the fundamental con
tradiction of the system, even' though', as Parain poirtted out, it 
did not appear as the principal contradiction . 

. . . • .  ,; . " :;These pr:elimiI1�".re.mark�,};�!1.Y!f,J?��:q)2Q$h;;:�,9..Q; ,k>llg��iI?<!ed . . 
and inadequat�. But th�y �ere ab���:�lI-int�i:ia�d 'tdi��ind o��
selves that we cannot take the conceptual apparatUs' that has been 
developed 01,lt of a study of contemporary society and apply it 
directly and without modification to the ancient world. Arguing 
against classical economics, Marx asserted the historical charac
ter of the economic categories that he distinguished in his study 
of modem society; it was in modem society that they acquired the 
developed form we recognize today. Marx bf:lieved that these cate
gories provide keys t� an ti�d���tanding of sociafdevelopment as 
a whole, but he stated at the same time that they are not time
less. They have not always existed. One must therefore beware 
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of projecting them purely and simply on non-capitalist societies, 
in which they will perhaps not be found, or in which they have 
taken forms very different from those that they have assumed under 
industrial capitalism. To the same extent, whenever we use the 
notions of class and class struggle in application to the ancient 
world, we should beware of anachronism and remain faithful to 
the historical spirit of Marxism. 





C H A PT E R  I I  

C i t y .,. Sta te Wa r f a r e! 

War was quite natural to the Greeks of the classical period. Organ
ized, as they were, into small cities, all equally jealous of their . 
own independence and equally anxious to affirm their s�pr�m
acy, they saw warfare as thl:! normal expression of the rivalry that 
governed reI�ti�ns between different states, so that times of peace, 
or rather truces, seemed like dead periods in the constantly 
renewed web of conflict. 

Moreover, the spirit of strife that set the city-states against each 
other was simply one aspect of a much vaster power at work in 
all human relationships and even in nature itself. In individual rela
tionships and between families, as between one state and another, 
in the competitive Garnes, in lawsuits, in the debates of the Assem
bly, and on the battlefield, the ancient Greeks recognized under 
various names - Poiemos, Ens, Neikos - that same power of con- . 
frontation that Hesiod places at the origins of the world and 
Heraclitus celebrates as the father and king-of the whole universe. 

This agonistic view of man, of socia.l rela.tions, and of natu��l 
forces is deeply rooted not only in the heroic ethos of the epic 
but also in certain -institutional practices in which we can detect, 
as it were, the prehistory of this "political" conf lict in which 
city-states engaged. 

At a period when there was still no legal organization, such 
as the polis, to set up, arbitrate, and regulate the relations between 
the various family groups in the name of the State, there was no 
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distinct boundary between private vengeance and warfare in the 
proper sense of the term. The difference between a band setting 
out to take vengeance for bioodshed, a raid for cattle or wo�en, 
,md an expedition _of "lNar, ""as a matter of scope and the size of 
the group mobilized, but in all these cases the social mechanisms 
and psychological attitudes are identical. Thus Glotz writes: 
�'The vendetta is a war just as war consists of an indefinite series 
of vendettas."2 So in this 'context war does not yet appear as the 
type of institution that regulates power relations between states, 
but rather as. one aspect among others of exc:.�anges between dif
ferent families - just one of the forms taken by the dealings 
between different human groups . that both associate with .and 
oppose each other . .  

-· The use of certain words still current durfng the classical per
iod is significant in this respect. The enemy, echthros, is the oppo
site of the friend, philos, which is close to the Latin suus in that it 
has a possessive sense. The philos is first and foremost an individ
ual's close relative;3 and the !TI0del of philia is realized in the close 
family circle where children, parents and siblings feel themselves 
to be in some way identical to each other, each one belonging 
to all the others.4 The enemy is the stranger, xenos. Yet this same 
term xenos also applies to the guest who is welcomed to the hearth 
to establish a link of hospitality between one house and another. 5 
There is a similar ambiguity in the term othneios. I t  means "the 

. " . . . , .. ·,, ·· . · ,· ··;-::.c· :·· sEranger'" as :a'pposed to " the relative:" Thus Plato waslater tci,make·:,,..,,:.:j.·.'-r" " "�. 
a distinction between two kinds of confliCt: . discord; stasis,' and 

. .  

war, polemos. Stasis concerns that which is oikeion kai xUBBenes, 
related and of common origin; polemos concerns that which is 
allotrion kai othneion, different and foreign.6 However, othneios 
also means a link of alliance between two families. I t  is the word 
Euripides several times uses to refer to the status of Alcestis within 
the family of her husband.7 

Th�s Ares and Aphrodite, Polemos and Philia, Neikos and Har- : 
monia, Ens and Eros also appear in the organization of the pantheon, 
in legends and in the theories of the philosophers, as pairs of pow-

== 
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ers that are opposed yet closely linked, presiding over the com
plementary institutions that war and marriage represented so long 
as private revenge and the exchange of women took place within 
the same framework of interfamily relations. The gift of a daugh
ter is a means of paying off the price of bloodshed, the poine. Mar
riage puts an end to a vendetta and changes two hostile groups into 
allies united by a private peace pact of phi1otes. The procedure for 
phi10tes rests upon a solemn exchange of vows between the two 
parties. Horkoi or spo�dai institutes, as it were, a fictitious family 
relationship between two groups that had, until then, stood in op---------------------------------------�--p-o-si�ti�o-n-t-o-e-a-,ch othe� An exchange ot women h� tne same effe'-c

�t-. ---------------
To become reconciled with Amphiaraos, Adrastos gives him his 
sister Eriphyle, "OPKIOV dJr; orE: marov."8 Moreover, the term phi10tes - ' 
which can still be used during the classical period to refer to a 
public pact of alliance between two cities9 - applies in particu-
lar to the union between a man and a woman. As a religious power, 
Phi1otes presides, at Aphrodite's side, over sexual relationships. 

When Ares, the god of war, pardons Cadmos, the murderer 
of his son, he gives him as a wife Harmonia, his own daughter by 
Aphrodite. All the gods attend this marriage, bringing gifts. Their 
presence gives a cosmic dimension to this reconciliation from 
which the city of Thebes is born . lO However, in the account of 
the wedding of Cadmos and Harmonia, as in that of the marriage 
between Peleus and Thetis, which is in many ways so similar, the 
theme of the gift of discord (Eriphyle's necklace or the apple of 
eris) shows that, although war may end in marriage, marriage may 
also be at the origi� of war, and m�y cause it to spring up again. _  
In the eyes of the Greeks it was not possible to isolate the forces 
of discord from those of union either in the web of human rela
tionships or in the constitution of the world. - ,  
,,' - Religious practices that persisted throughout the whole of 

Greek history testity to this intimate 'connection between con
frontation and association. The so-called ritual battles do very often ' 
have a warlike significance, but some of them are not confined 
to the strictly military domain and appear to have a wider signif-
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icance: On the very occasions when the group, gathered together 
at some festival, affirms its unity, these ritual combats expreSs the 
tensions on which its equilibrium depends and the opposition that 
exists between the various elements which c�nstitute it. 11 A Greek 
festival does not only give expression to fe�lings of corrl1uiiniori -- 
between its participants; conflict is also one Qf its �sse�tictl s()?ial 
and psychological components. The combats sometimes feature 
women, sometimes men, sometimes women against men,12 some
times one age group against another, an9.. s0Pl:c::�il'l1,�s territorial, 
tribal, b-r family units within the same 'age-group; 'espefi;;IIy when, 
at puberty, it was about to leave childhood behind and become 
integra!ed within the socicil community. These combats - which 
were n9t,always altogether 'sham ones; since in sQme of them blood 
had to be shed 13' - made use of arms tha:t �ere different from those 
of war, usually sticks and stones. Depending on the religious con
text and the human and divine agents involved, these combats 
might have an apotropaic and purificatory purpose; or, as in the 
case of the lithobolia of Troezene and Eleusis, they might 'serve as 
fertility rites; 14 or, again, have a warlike significance as, for exam-
ple, in the battles in which the two moirai of Spartan ephebes 
grappled, unarmed, against each other at the Platanistas, after sac
rificing a dog to Enyalios,15 But in every case, whatever its par
ticular purpose, the role of the ritual was to promote social 
integrati()n an� cohe�ion, �t '\Vas through battles and competitions 
--that -the grotip b�ca&te'ii\vare'6nfS'unlty;"isjf'th�csociaklin,k;Hhat-, -, . .  
bound i t  together were the same as those stressed b,Ythe rival-
ries between the different groups. After the death of Alexander, 
in the reign of Philip V, at a difficult time when the Macedonian 
army was divided against itself, two kinds of rituals were per
formed, the purpose of which was at the same time purification 
and unification. 16 First the entire army ha:d to file through a space 
bounded by the head and the hindquarters of a sacrificed dog that 
had been cut in half. Then, uilde:tthe leadership of the reBii juveiJes 
duces, the sons bf the: king, a ritual battle was organized in which 
the army was divided into two sides. Livy, following Polybius, 
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notes that it was so violent that it resembled a true battle except 
that the use of the sword was forbidden. Although the circum
stances may have lent a heightened drama to the ritual battle by 
reason of the rivalry between the two young princes, this was 
apparently an annual ceremony known as the Xanthika and cele
brated during the month of Xanthikos.17 So one is tempted to com
pare it to the combat between Xanthos and Melanthos that the 
Athenian Apatouria were believed to commemorate each year dur
ing the month of October. All the information that can be gleaned 
from the sources concerning the Apatouria has been carefully col-

------------c--------Iected-by Pierre Vidal-Naquet. 18 It was a fe.-s-tC-iv-a.-I -c�el;-e�b-ra-'-t
-"-
e-;;d-;b-y--------

the phratries during which, at puberty, the Athenian adolescents 
were enrolled as members of the group by their fathers, follow-
ing the vote of approval of the phrateres. However, it would seem 
that this integration into the phratry came about at the end of a 
period of "latency" during which the ephebe was, in the com-
pany of the rest of his age-group, segregated from society and sent 
to the "wild" frontier regions, where he underwent a military 
training that constituted a kind of initiation into the status of a 
warrior, as well as into that of a member of the community. 

Did these male adolescent rituals with their ritual battles invari
ably carry this double significance of warrior initiation and social 
integration in ancient Greece, so that a boy would, as it were, 
with the same step enter both military and public life? Or should 
we, with Louis Gernet,19 also acknowledge that, among the peas
ants, young people �nderwentjnitiation ceremonies _of a. differ
ent type-directed-toward marriage rather th��wa,rfare?-Two points 
may, in our view, be made on this subject. First, we should note 
that at different times, especially during the period of hoplite 
reforms, when the Warrior-function was extended to take in new 
strata of the peasant population, ancient agricultural rites were 
adapted to the purposes of military initiation and training. This 
was clearly the case in Spatta, where the cult of Artemis Ofthfa-; 
in which young boys underwent flagellation, appears to have - -
become an integral part of the whole system of trials in the Spartan 
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aBOBe that was aimed at selecting skilled warrior citizens. This 
example is all the more striking in that, in Sparta, as wen as 
Artemis Orthia, an Artemis Korythalia was �, patroness of youth, 
although she dearly had nothing to do with the domain of war.2o 
Secondly, if for a boy the significance of the rites of passage was 
to mark his accession to the condition of a warrior, for the girl 
who took part alongside him in these same rites, and who was 
also often subjected to a period of seclusion, the initiatory trials 
had the force of a preparation for marriage. '  Here again both, the , 
link and the polar opposition' between the two types of institu
tion are noticeable. Marriage is for the girl what war is for the 
,boy: For each of them these mark the fulfillment of their respec
,tive nai:��es'as they emerge from a state in which each still shared 
in the nature of the other. Thus a girl who refuses marriage, 
thereby also renouncing her "femininity," finds herself to some 
extent forced toward warfare, and paradoxically becomes the 
equivalent of a warrior. This is the situation in myth of females 
like the Amazons21 and, in a religious context, of goddesses such 
as Athena: Their status as warrior is linked to their condition as 
a parthenos who has sworn everlasting virginity. It could even 
be said that this deviation both from the normal state of women, 
who are destined for marriage, not warfare, and from the normal 
state of warriors, who are men, not women, gives a special inten-

" si,ty t() walTior values when these ar� emb()died in a gi�L They , ' 
cease, in a way;to be ];erely relatrve;otc6i1'f[ned" t(ra-siD.g1e'''''�··"''''' 
sex, and become "total.'>: , ' 

In this way the ritual battles in which adolescent girls of the 
same age group confront each other as warriors do not simply have 
the effect of putting them at the disP9sal of th� social group from 
the point of view of the intermarriages that must take place within 
it. They also serve as a test of virginity: The girls 'who are over
come in these combats reveal themselves not to be true virgins. 
In one of the spots where Greek tradition sItuated the birth of ' 
Athena Tritogeneia22 - Lake Tritonis, in Libya - there was an 
annual festival in which, in homage to the goddess, one girl, always 
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the most beautiful, was dressed in the hoplite panoply with a 
Corinthian helmet and Greek armor. Thus representing the war
rior-virgin Athena for the young generation that had just reached 
maturity, she was ritually driven right round the lake in a war cha
riot. After this the entire band of parthenoi, divided into two camps, 
fought against each other with sticks and stones. Those who died 
from their wounds were called Pseudoparthenoi, false virgins.23 If 
the false parthenoi can thus betray themselves in the warrior trial 
in which they are overcome, the young warrior may reveal his truly 

___________________ warlike.natur.e_hyjaking on the appearance of a parthenos. Achil-
les is one example, brought up as a girl among girls and dresseal----------
as a girl. Another is the warrior who worshipped his lance so tena-
ciously, swearing by it and revering it more than the gods them-
selves: his name, Parthenopea, indicates clearly enough that he 
looked like a young virgin.24 Moreover, for both sexes the initia-
tion through which a young man or woman is confirmed in his 
or her specific nature may entail, through a ritual exchange of 
clothing, temporary participation in the nature of the opposite 
sex, whose complement he or she will become by being sepa-
rated from it. Warrior initiation ceremonies of young boys usu-
ally employ feminine disguises just as, in Sparta, on the first day 
of her marriage, the young bride wears men's clothing.25 

This complementarity between war and marriage, which is 
expressed in religious thought and which we have also detected 
in the institutional practices connected with private vengeance, 
disappears with the .advent of the city-state. There are a number 
·of reasons to account for this� In the first place, marriages are usu
ally arranged between families belonging to the same city; the 

_ polis normally reserves its women for its own citizens. For exam
pIe, a law passed by Periclf;!s laid down that to qualify for citi
zenship one had to be of Athenian birth·on both thtdcither's aI1d 
t!I� mother's side. Thus confined within the limits of a single state, 

.the sphere ofmatrimoniarexcharige no longer coincides with that 
of war, for this is waged bet�ee-n different states. Second, in the 
poliS, family .Units are. regro.up:e<:l\'''Jth!n Cl_(;oIl1mll!1ity_.t��t

_
not only 
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extends beyond them but also defines another level o f  relation
ship. The political links that unite the citizens are differendrom 
family relationships and have a different purp(),se. Marriage is some
thing private, left to the-initiative of the head of the family act
ing within the framework of the recognized matrimonial rules. 
War belongs to the public sector and is the exclusive prerogative 
of the State. It cannot be decided upon or waged by individuals, 
families, or separate groups within the. city-state. It is the respon
sibility of the city-state itself, acting as such, namely as a politi
cal entity. Politics can be defined as the city seen from the inside, 
the public life that the citizens share within the domain of what-

_ ever is common to them above and bey�nd their individual family 
differen�es_; War is the same -city fadng outward . .  -the activity of 
this same gro�p of citizens no� confronting something other 
than themselves, something foreign to them, in other words -
as a rule - other cities. 

In the model of the hop lite city-state the army does not con� 
stitute a specialized body with its own particular techniques and 
its own form of organization and command; nor does warfare rep
resent a separate domain calling for different abilities and rules 
of action from those of public life. There, is no professional army, 
there are no foreign mercenaries and no categories of citizens spe
cially devoted to the profession of arms. Military organization is 

. _ '_ ' : ' _ _ ." __ _ _ _ ._... continuous with, . and. an extension · of, civic orga:r:tization. The . 
" �tt�teBdi' .;.vho eicerCise cornrnand·are the highest dvil mil'g1strafest: �-<·,·,,· 

elected like all the others without any particular. experienc� in 
the art of warfare being demanded of them. A hoplite's training 
no doubt involves some skill in maneuvering, which presupposes 
a certain apprenticeship. But this is acquired earlier, in the gym
nasium, in the context of a paideia the scope of which is more 
general . Pericles could assert as self-evident that Athenians did 
not need to undergo any training or learn any military techniques 
in order to make war.26 According to him, success on the battle-
field depended on the same virtues as those that ensured . the pres-
tige of the city of Athens in peacetime. All decisions were taken 
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in the Assembly by the whole body of citizens according to the 
normal procedures and after public debate, whether they were 
concerned with engaging in war, mounting a warlike expedition, 
or drawing up a plan of campaign. The fact that the enemy was 
thus alerted and the advantage of surprise lost mattered little. The 
concept of military secrecy,27 so important in our own eyes, was 
something lacking in Greek "strategy," to use the term in the mod� 
em sense. This was because it belonged to the same universal dis-
course that comprises the whole of political thought in ancient 

not be correct to that war-
fare during the sixth and centuries was an extension, using 
other means, of the politics of these states. The warrior and the 
man of politics are completely identified together. Several of the 
essays in ProbJemes de la guerre en Grece andenne quite correctly stress 
this point:.The army, is the popular assembly in arms, the city .out 
campaigning, just as conversely the city is a community of war
riors, for only those who can equip themselves as hoplites at their 
own expense qualify for full political rights. To hold that the cir
cumstances of war can be freely and openly discussed in this way, 
that men can reason about them or - which comes to the same 
thing - can present an intelligible history of them after the event, 
as Thucydides did, is to apply to military operations the model 
of the logic of debate and to represent confrontations between 
city-states in the same terms as the rhetorical struggles of the 
Assembly. In the political arena a faction ensures its predominance 
by its superior pow�rs of persuasion. If, in the context of war, the 

. .  force of arms can replace the force of argument, this is because 
they are considered as the same type of power, both aimed at com- . 
pelling and dominating others, the former concretely effecting 
on the battlefield what the latter achieves in the minds of men 
in the Assembly. A well-argued speech cim save one a war, just 
as, in Thucydides, a victory on the battlefield settles a debate t9at 
was begun in the antithetical speeches of opposed strategoi,28 

There is another reason why warfare should be intelligible to 
. .  rational political enquiry, the only exception being the element 
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o f  change, o r  tuche. It i s  the fact that each o f  the cities waging 
war seeks not so much to annihilate its adversary, or even to destroy 
its army, but rather to force it to acknowledgejts superior strength 

-- ----· -·-------· ----. ·as-the .. outcome:..ofa test as rule-bound as atournament. Thewar-
has a time limit set upon it, for a campaign normally takes place 

.. . .. .  during-the suml11er -and ends -before the onset of winter. -Apart 
from minor operations-ofharassment on enemy territory; -raids 
to destroy their crops, or sieges, for which the infantry is not well
equipped, cthe decisive battle is fough� on Ghosen ground, a pedion 
where it is possible to deploy the two phalanxes of heavy-infan
try. In the clash between their hoplite lines the two hostile armies, 
through the energy, discipline, a_n.d s.t.:lUnqhness of their .respec
tive fighjjng men, an;- the measure oT tne power and cohesion, . 
the dunamis, of the two civi� ��mmunities confronting each other. 
I t  is not, in. principle, necessary to give pursuit to the enemy. It 
is sufficient that their line should not have held, that one should 
remain in control of the field, that they should have sought per
mission to gather up their dead, and that a trophy should have 
been set up. The peace treaty then has only to ratify the supe
rior power of kratein, or mastery, that one side has demonstrated 
to the other on the field of battle. 

Of course; this is ari idealized schema that the historians will 
not fail to modify in detail. Nevertheless, as a theoretical model 

. . . - it establishes thepeculiarJeatures and character of warfare as waged · c '� -<-"·--� ·C-: � '-""b�t:;�;;; ·th�-2itY��t�t:;;�?"Fo�.··the:�r:g�me :'to be 'play�d 'accord:' 
irig to these rules a nuinber of conditions are necessary that his� 
torically were not fulfilled all at the same time except during a 
short period. Nevertheless, the coherence of the system and its 
character as a part of the social and intellectual world of the polis 
give it the role of a model that persisted in the minds of men even 
when everything, or almost everything; about these conflicts -
namely the technIques, the social and national framework, and 
the aims of the war - had changed. 

One of the essential elements of this political warfare is the 
almost complete predominance, as a military weapon, of the heavy 
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infantry deployed in the phalanx. In ProbJemes de la guerre en Grice 
andenne,29 Marcel Detienne shows, on the basis of the archaeo
logical evidence of Paul Courbin, that the hoplite reform of the 
army was not the result of a sudden transformation in combat tech
niques, nor did it stem from the use of infantry deployed in a close 
formation fomierly totally unknown. There is, in this respect, an 
undeniable continuity with the Homeric world. Nevertheless, 
there is a striking contrast between, on the one hand, the com
plex texture of the duels described in Homer between the chariot
borne fighters, the champions of the two armies, and on the other 

---------------------the-coHective-discipline-that-governs-hoplite-eombat-.-Tche-rea-------
son is that military reforms cannot be separated from ali the social, 
political, and mental changes that accompanied the advent of the 
city-state. We are dealing here with a break with the past, inau-
gurating a new system of collective life an<� at the same time 
introducing a new pattern of warfare. By extending the military 
privileges of the aristocracy to the entire body of small-scale peas-
ant landowners who made up the civic community, the city itself 
took over the warrior function. It integrated into its own politi-
cal world the sphere of war, which heroic legend exalted by sep-
arating it from ordinary life. The activities of war now lost their 
specific funct'ional characteristics, and the figure of the warrior, 
seen as a human type, disappeared. Or rather, to be more precise, 
he became merged with the figure .of the citizen who inherited 
the prestige that had been his and took over, and modified, some 
of the values that the warrior had em�odied. At the same time, 
all the disturbing aspects of this fIgure, such as his hubriS, which 
is so m�rked in, for example, th� myths about warriors studied · 
by Francis Vian,30 are rejected. These aspects were a compound 
of frenzy and arrogance in a man who, by devoting himself entirely-
to war and wishing to know of nothing but war, deliberately places 
himself outside his own society. 

. 

Yet even if the city refused to endow the military.art with. a 
special prestige, warfare nevertheless continued to entail its own 
particular exigencies. The use of violence has its own logic. The 
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suitability of the phalanx was strictly limited to one type of terI<l:in 
and one specific form of combat� The practice of requiring the 
soldier-citizen to equip himself as a hoplite set a,dangerous limita-

.. tion upon the.n�mber ofavailable infantrymen . .Itbecame neces-. 
saryto extend recruitment for the heavy infantry so as to mobilize 
all the-manpower the city could provide. Military armament also 

'. had to' be diversified -to-suit different terrains, and so light infan- "  
try and bowmen came into being. Above all, naval warfar�, whose 
cl�v�lopmentand types are described by Jean Taillardat,31 was of 

- crucial importance for a  city such as Athens, and this made it nec
essary to consider warfare in a new light. What is most impor
tant in naval warfare is maneuverability of the.. .craft and ,all tha� 
this entails in the way or1:ralriiiig� experience, a.nef inventive-
ness, and -ad�quate state funds; for it is the state th�t� together 
with the trierarchs ,  bears the expense of building and equipping 
the ships and paying the wages of the crews. Siege warfare as it 
developed called into question not only the equipment, organi
zation, and tactics of the army, but a.lso the very concept of war
fare. This takes different forms depending on whether the city 
considers it more important to defend its rural territory or the 
urban center, and that choice has in its turn important implica
tions for the balance of social power and the orientation of its 
economic policies.32 In an urbanized polis such as Athens, directed 
outward toward the sea on whic:h it dependdor its supplies and .... . .. - . . . '. -- ---, .. · · · �· p·ow�r;·i:lle spiril bt en'terPrise�shown' by'ihe �ifiie�s ' irid e�em: 
plified in the building ofihe Long Walls, the ifuportance attached 
to the fleet, and the control exercised over the islands and sea 
routes stand in contrast to the military traditionalism of cities like 
Sparta, where the emphasis was on their territory as a whole. In 
the former circumstances, the importance of the financial and eco
nomic aspects of war looms larger, and techne, which Pericles could 
afford to ignore so long as only the hoplite battle was concerned, 
comes into its own in the new domains of warfare. Everything 
thus combines to produce a higher degree of technicality and spe� 
cialization within the military sector. War now tends to be�ome 
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a separate activity - an art with its own ends and means, a pro
fession that needs its own specialists at every level, both in the 
area of command and in that of execution. As early as the fourth 
century the mercenary reappears. War ceased to be "political" 
in the full sense of the term even before the polis disappeared from 
the historical scene. 

The mere existence of the city-states was not enough to make 
war political. I t  was also necessary that all the states should 
together form a single organized system in which each unit, free 
to choose its own allies and adversaries, could advance its own 
interests in the general competition toward hegemony. It was in 
the context of this framework that conflicts took place; war was 
waged in the setting of a Greek world in which, in their very con
frontation with one another, cities were brought together in a com
munityunited by its language, religioI1s; customs, fomis of social 
life, and ways of thought. The xenos was not someone radically 
different, to be fought as one hunts an animal simply because it 
is foreign to everything that goes to make civilization and because 
it is outside the pale of humanity. Not even the barbarian was con
sidered thus by the Greek. The xenos was a partner in social inter
course; even in the hatred they bore him he remained close to 
the Greeks, through the gods that he worshipped, the sanctuar
ies he visited, and the ways and customs that he shared with them. 
The city-states at war are "rivals" and rivalry can only exist between 
those who are similar, who recognize the same values, use the 
same criteria of judgment, and play the same game. -To' consider 
no more than the religious a:spect of these conflicts, it should be 
noted that the Greeks could not, cis the Jews did, desire to destroy 
the gods of the enemy, nor, in the manner of the Hittites or the 
Romans, t�ke them over as exiles so that the religious powers of -
the enemy could be assimilated. Since the gods were common 
to both camps they were invoked as arbiters who would guaran
tee the rules that both sides had to obse�e. -T� this e�tent the . -. 
wars between the city-states were an extension of the family con
frontations of the vendetta. This�.warfare was a compound of 
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antagonism and fellowship, and of  conflict and agreement. 
War in classical Greece is an anon. It takes the form of an organ

ized competition that rules out both the fight to the death to 
'cirinihHate the enemy as' a sod�i and religious being, and conquest ' 
designed to absorb him totally. I t  is related to the Great Pan
hellenic Games in which ii�alries' are playe"d out peacefully in a 
framew�'rk of�les that are in many respects similar. Those who 
take part in the Games confront each other in 'the name . of the 
same city-states as those that go to war against eath other. Thf! 
fact that the protagonists are the same, as is the 'structUre of these 
two institutions, makes warfare and the Games as it were the two 

. . ' opposite.Sides of 6rie.a,nd the:same social phenomenon;:All mili.-. . .  
tar-y·operations had to be suspended for the duration of the Garnes. 
There -is sufficient continuity between the following four types 
of confrontation for it sometimes to be possible to pass from one 
form to another: ( i )  the ritual battles which .give a formalized 
expression to the aggression felt within a group; (ii) the competi
tions in which various elements ofa Single civic community are 
opposed; (iii) the Great Games that bring all the Greekcity-states 
together in one competition; and (iv) war.33 If we are to believe 
the Greek historians, during the sixth century it was p6ssible to 
resolve a number of inter-city quarrels by common consent, by 
organizing duels between champions, or tournaments between 

.•. ,. , ;select groups :each. �omp�sing th� saIIie,number.of fighting.�men; :\4..... .. :;. , .  
No doubt this was ari:echo of �'Homeric" times, but it also under
lines the close relation. be�eeIl the 'warlike joust, the Games, and 
practices of the law, orj to be more precise, of the "pre-law" 
(pridroit), to adapt the expression of Louis Gernet. In these cir
cumstances the confrontation only uses the force of arri::ts as a kind 
of test or trial in which the supernatural powers are entrusted with 
the responsibility of pronouncing judgment. Like the legal anon, 
the most archaic forms of which it adopts, the contest between 
warriors presupposes, if not a tribunal and laws, as in the legal 
system of the city-state, at least in the first place ajudge - even ' 
if a divine one - whose authority is recognized by both parties, 
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and second, procedures of judgment that they both agree to 
accept. In the quarrel that divides them, the city-states demon
strate themselves to be all part of the same system that places them 
in exactly symmetrical positions, just as if they were plaintiffs 
before the tribunal, or families bringing their dispute to arbitra
tion. To be sure, there exists nothing that resembles any interna
tional law, the domain oflaw being by definition internal to each 
city-state. However, the religious beliefs arid social traditions of 
the Greeks - which can be referred to by the same term, nomoi, 
which is applied precisely to civil . Iaws - are sufficiently strong 
to impose their criteria in war as in peace. From this point of view, 
war and peace do not represent such radically opposed states that 
the opening of hostilities introduces a total break with the state 
of law that prevailed hitherto, an abandonment of the rules rec
ognized in dealings between .the different groups, and accession 
to an entirely different religious world. The state of war is not 
and cannot be anomia, an absence of rules. On the contrary, it 
unfolds in the context of norms accepted by all the Greeks, pre
cisely because these norms are not derived from law, which applies 
to each polis separately (and because, unlike in Rome, there is no 
judicial framework for war), but stem from the common body of 
customs, values, and beliefs. It was this body of beliefs that con
stituted the unity of the Greek world insofar as it comprised a 
single whole, composed of different city-states that were always 
more or less in a state of rivalry and confrontation in peacetime, 
but that in war re!nained always more or less united or associ
ated with one another. 

Here again, the picture we have drawn is true only given · 
extreme circumstances. This is because, in the first place, war 
never remained confined within the frontiers of the Greek world, 
and because the Persian invasion, in particular, by provoking such 
a large-scale alliance to resist it, prepared the way for the hege
mony of Athens, which rapidly developed into a domination 
imposed by force. From that time on Greece Was divided into two 

. �r:e�rcamps and engaged· �r: �.struggle whose aim, scope, and 
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fonn were quite different. As Mme. de Romilly notes,35 the whole 
system of ancient rules gave way in the Peloponnesian War. Even 
before it the balance was necessarily an uneasy one; it rested upon 
the tension between the will to leadership of the various states " ' "  
and the ideal of self-sufficiency that no city could renounce with-
out denying its very nature. Apart from the· occasional �lliance, -, . -.. --_ . . - -
the states regrouped into amphictyonic partnerships centering, 
as at Delphi, around 'a ' sanctuary. Union was possible on a reli-
gious but noton a political level. The same tension"expresseditse}f-� c::::'7.·: ' , , ',',.,.,. 
in strictly ideological te-nns. There were; on the one hand, those . 
laws that were common to the whole of Greece, ta ton, Hellenon 

. n9miI]la; on �he other, the idea, more �r Jess clearly formulated, 
that. since each city was. a sovereign state, the arche acquired 
through victory gave it th,e quasi-absolute power of kratein over 
the enemy - the power to treat it as a master, doing as one would 
with it, if necessary reducing it to servitude. All the same, as 
M. Ducrey has observed,36 despite the acts of violence that were 
often perpetrated, the unwritten rules were on the whole strong 
enough to confine the treatment meted out to the vanquished 
within certain bounds. The rules were not always respected. 
However, their influence can be detected in the very violations 
that were done them. The unease, and sometiines repentance, of 
the guilty parties and the general indignation aroused by such 

: crimes, ar(! suffici5:!I)t.t��t:jII10ny_tQ_m,�,;�nf;l��;,i�g,p.{?'��F&9�i,t;b�.�����jiiA;,;,,+;;;�:;,;-,�, 
of the game that, by tacit consent,'presi'ded (rver:):h�;�onflici� ' ., : C. : '  

between city-states. . . .- . . 
We have thus seen Greek war both as a system with its own 

deep coherence and as an historical phenomenon strictly local
ized in both space and time and linked to too many internal ten� 
sions for the balance on which it rested to be maintained for long. 
The system disintegrated and gave way to the Hellenistic wars 
which have been described by PierreLeveque.37The .. w:ord iS,the ., . : ' 
same, the gods invoked have not changed, th� phaI��·�tiii e�i·�ts, · · '-·" " ' · '  

and the military traditions of Greece still appear to ,be alive. Nev-
ertheless, warfare is now quite a different matter, and it takes place 
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in a world that is quite transformed.· Mercenary armies in the ser
vice of princes, recruited to carve out and keep a hold on empires 
that now include peoples of the most disparate origins, character
ize this kind of warfare that, being quite separate from politics, 
has lost the status that it had in the hoplite city-state. Its place in 
social life as a whole is quite different from what it used to be. 

We can follow the process that brought about the destruction 
of this system through the testimonies of the ancient historians 
and other written documents, but how did the system itself come 

_____________ � ______ lll·n�t�o�b�e�ing during the seventh century? From what warlike insti
tutions did it emerge? What technical and social changes had 
undermined the more ancient military traditions of the Greeks 
to give rise to this type of political warfare and to the warrior
citizen, the model of which we have attempted to describe? The 
sources- available for consultation to answer these questions are 
indirect, fragmentary, and equivocal. We can now consult linear 
B tablets, some of which are concerned with the military orga
nization of Knossos and Pylos. But the light that they shed upon 
various aspects of Mycenaean warfare gives rise to more problems 
than it solves. It forces us to consider with a new and critical eye 
evidence as venerable as the Homeric poems without, however, 
authorizing us to come to any definite conclusions. Is there any 
congruence or even any real continuity between the world of the 
Mycenaean warrior and that which Homer describes for us? Ifnot, 
where do the discontinuities lie, and how great were the trans
formations? The problem is all the greater in that we must be very 
wary in making a comparison between documents relating to' . 
administrative matters, on the one hand, and a work of epic poetry 
on the other. The Homeric world owes its unity to its being a 
liter�ry creation. Once it is submitted to a historical analysis, dik 
ferent, more or less compatible layers become apparent, betrayed 
first and foremost in the language but also detectable - to con
sider only t�e areas that most concern us - in the weaponry, the 
modes of combat, and the varying social and psychological sta
tus . of the _ warrior. Any attempts toloGate the!£ ort a. time .scal!"! . .  
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must depend precisely upon one's idea of how the Homeric epics 
relate to die Mycenaean world - the world that is both the 
immediate subject of the poems and at the same time a historical 
backdr()p separated from the author by several centuries of oral 
tradition. M. Lejeune has asses'sed the Mycenaean evidence as well 
as anyone could have done, and so too has G.S� Kirk for the com� 
plex of Homeric evldence.38 This two-pronged enquiry clearly 
needed to be supplemented by an archaeological viewpoint, and 
all the factual evidence at our disposal has been collected iri a most, · ,, : 

clear and convincing study by Paul Courbain.39 Wf.! would, how
ever, have judged this difficult investigation incomplete if we were 
, not,able to add a fourth perspective by which to check it.,Marcel . 
Granet has remarked, on the subj ect of ancient China, that in a 
sense legend is truer than history. Francis Vian is the scholar who 
has examined the warrior myths that developed around the great 
Achaean centers and that have lived on in the minds of Greeks 
ever since.4O In fo�using upon the figure of the warrior oflegend 
and establishing his place in fraternities ):hat were sometimes inte
grated into social life as a whole and sometimes existed on the 
periphery of communal life, Francis Vian came up against the prob
lem of the role and the precise character of the military class in 
social thought and contemporary collective representati6ns. , "  ,', 

Bearing in mind the evidence produced by these four separate 
, apprOaches; Marcel Detienne;tackled tl1('!;cr:uc;iaLpr.9ql,ep:U#;,.t�,�.';;:';-�4;;;�'�;;;f: 

hoplite, reform: the 'practice of fighting in Close foimatfciri that;-: " . , , ' 

to start with, seems to have been the prerogative' ora military 
elite and that led, in the new framework of the city-state; to the 
integration of war and politics and to the identification of the 
figure of the warrior with that of the citizen.41 Two other to 
some extent symmetrical studies carry this investigation further. 
MJ. Finley shows how, in Sparta, the appearance of the hoplite, 
the passing of the military function of the laos to the Equals aS" a" 
whole, is one aspect of a reorganization of the social syste�"�( 
Sparta , that is so total and profound that it can be described as a 
sixth-century revolution. The agoge was the keystone of the sys-
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tern. It put the ancient initiation rituals to new purposes. This 
was how the whole city .of Sparta became an organization engaged 
in selecting and training warriors and fostering, at every level, a 
spirit of conflict and rivalry alongside obedience and discipline. 
However, this army, which is kept in a constant state of tension 
and preparedness, is directed inward rather than outward. It is 
not so much an instrument for conquest abroad as a vast police 
force whose role is to maintain internal order. The use of this 
instrument in war and the success it owed to its superiority in 

'--�----------�-�------infantry.combat.werejn.the-end.to.recOiLagainst-itsel£and.bringc--------
about the destruction of the model warrior-state.42 

This study is balanced by that of Pierre Vidal-Naquet, who 
begins with a description of Athenian military organization at the 
end .of the fourth century. He shows how the hoplite tradition, 
Which had manifestly outlived its usefulness in a predominantly 
.urban democratic state, lingered on and became institutionalized 
at the very time when, in the theoretical thought of the philoso
phers, the ideology of a specialized warrior function was being 
promoted in an attempt to solve the problems posed by the devel
opments of military strategy and the crisis of the city.43 

We cannot explore in detail the complex interrelations of the 
various studies whose'main themes we have outlined, nor assess 
their positions in a general inquiry into warfare in Greece. They 
are too rich to be briefly summarized, and their structure is too 
definite for such an undertaking to be necessary. We should sim
ply like to indicate briefly the problem that represents the guid
ing thread to the whole of this part of the investigation. 

As we have noted, the state of war is normal in the relations 
between city-states. However, the fact that war is a natural and 

. ' ,.necessary part ofcity-stateJife means that, in a sense, it is absent 
from it just as much as it is present in it. War no longer consti
tutes a separate domain in social life, with its own specialized 
institutions and agents and its own values, ideology, and reli
gion. It is inseparable from the communal life of the group as this 
finds,�:"pr�ssion throughthe state institutions. War is not just sub-
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ject to  the state, a t  the service of  politics; it i s  itself political, 
identified with the city since the warrior. is the citizen and only 
assumes a warrior role inasmuch aso he (11S0 plays a p6liticahole, . . 

- - - -o-- -- ' -' -- -exerdSin:g a power equal to that Of his fellows in the communal 
' 0 _ " _ 0 affairs of th� gr()up� 0 

. The absorption of the domain of war into the "civic:" sec::t�� 
is all the more striking in that it takes place among one of the 

, ,  __ I,n�o�European peoples who are known to have conceived a soci
. ety is an integiatwhole in which VVaifare has an important though 
strictly limited place.44 Among the gods as among men, every

. thing to do with war is organized as a specialized function; the 
. . 0 " warrior appears-as-a particu:lar�type:ofri:Hin who tindergoes a ospe- .. -

- dal 'training or drill; he has-a character -ofhis 'own, his own par
ticular powers and mode of action, his own code of ethics; he has 
a special social status and a distinct psychology. 

Greece does not appear to have been an exception to the rule 
in this respect. Consider the presence in the pantheon of a god 
so exclusively devoted to war as Are�, or the role played in the 
power struggles of the gods by mythical groups such as the Giants, 
to which must be compared the fratemities of specialized war
riors oflegend such as the Spartans at Thebes or the Phlegyens 
at Orchomene: These are all factors that allow one to conclude 
with Francis Vian that the Greeks shared the ideology of the 
'warrior-function; Wh�n; . following Hippodamos, Plato ,declared ' 
himself to be in favor of a military Class living separately on the ' ' 
Acropolis,  segregated from the "producers" in the community 
in order to devote itself exclusively to the activity of war, it is 
no doubt in response to 'Certain contemporary political and stra
tegic preoccupations. At the same time, however, by favoring a 
certain image of Sparta, he was also going back, beyond the hoplite 
ideal and in some degree in opposition to it, to a traditional model 
of warfare that had remained alive in the l egends of the heroes. 

What is the historical evidence on the position of this mili
tary class during the Mycenaean period, and why was it that, in 
Greece, in contrast to other civilizations, 'the warrior function 
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embodied by this group disappeared toward the seventh century? 
Apart from the foot soldiery, the Mycenaean army comprised 

a force of chariot fighters which depended both militarily and eco- . 
nomically upon the king. The palace issued to each man in com
mand· of a chariot the following equipment: one chariot, two 
horses, and two breastplates. There is insufficient evidence for 
us to define the social status of these knights who·had to be suf
ficiently adept at controlling a light chariot to drive it over all 
kinds of terrain, deploy themselves in battle �rder, charge, pur- . 

___________________ .........isue the enemy, and fight from the chariot, lea�ing,�d�oc'..'.wn��fr�o�m�a�n�d--------� 
mounting it while it was in motion. But a comparison with other 
pe()ples who also developed the chariot for military use during 
the second half of the second millennium i� illuminating. The 
broad line� of such a comparison can be found in an appendix to 
ProbJemes de Ja guerre en Grice ancienne containing studies on China 
(J. Gernet), Mesopotamia (E.  Cassin, P. Garelli) ,  and Greece 
(M. Detienne) .. 45 Despite differences in the kinds of chariots used, 
the composition and armament of the chariot units, and the fight-
ing tactics, there are a number of common features linking the 
societies characterized by a use of chariot forces. These were pow-
erful states, sufficiently centralized to concentrate in the same 
hands responsibility for all the technical, economic, and admin-
istrative means required by the construction, supply; maintenance, 
and distribution of a large force of chariots. The charioteers con-
stituted an aristocracy both of the army and of the people, whose 
status was closely Hnked with their military activities.-Owning 
horses and driving chariots implied both a way of life, essentially . 
devoted to hunting and warfare; and high social standing. The 
horse was a nob�e, warlike beast and possessing, raising, and train-
ing it were the privileges of a minority. The chariot was a presti-
gious object made for show as well as battle. Furthermore, skill 
in handling it could only come from hard training and professional 
know-how. Where a warrior class already existed; the introduc-
tion of a force of chariots could only increase its specialist char-
acter; where no such class existed such a development must have 
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contributed toward its formi\tion; The form o f  allegiance owed 
by this class to its sovereign varied considerably. However, in gen
eral it can be said that the use of massed chariots in combat always 
presupposed a measure of dependence of the warrior caste upon 
its prince. This was likely to be the more pronounced the greater 
the control exercised by the palace economy over the life of the 
country. In· all the known cases the chariots were provided for rhe 
warriors by the palace, although this does not necessarily imply 
the existence of a permanent garrisoned army. Very often the cha
riot would be a gift; its presence in �arrior tombs proves that the 
charioteer could do what he liked with it even in death. Being 
thus the gift of the sovereign, the chariot symbolized the privi
leges granted by the king to its owner; however, at the same time 
it represented the charioteer's obligation to serve the king who 
had given it to him. The oath sworn before their king by the 
Hittite army at the beginning of a campaign was unilaterally bind
ing: It marked the warrior's personal bond of allegiance to one 
who was not only leader of the army but also sovereign of the 
kingdom. It is quite different from the pact of philotes that, as 
described in Homer, concluded with a reciprocal exchange of 
oaths, where both men swearing the oath committed themselves 
in their own name and in that of their phi/ai, for the dur'l-tion of 
the expedition. Thus, at the beginning of the Iliad, Achilles is free 
to withdraw from the coalition with his whole troop of hetairai, 
just as he had earlier joined it. There were other changes that 
accompanied this transformation of the military oath, or the horeos, 
which brought separate groups of warriors together in a single 
army. Military equipment was no longer centralized; it was no 
longer the palace that issued the fighting men with horses, cha- . 
riots, and breastplates. These were ktemata, personal possessions. 
His horses were an owner's pride. Each warrior was responsible 
for the manufacture of his own chariot and breastplates, which 
were made for his own purposes. Thus, the old economic and mili
tary dependence of the charioteers upon their sovereign, or anax, 
did not survive the disintegration of the Mycenaean kingdoms. 

. .. .. : :  . .  ' 
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The greater autonomy of the warrior aristocracy, no longer sub
ject as it used to be to the power of a centralized state, is reflected, 
in the army, by the disappearance of the chariot force used as a 
combat weapon. In the picture of battle painted by Homer, not 
only are chariots no longer used in formation, to charge or harass 
the enemy, but. the individual warrior no longer fights from his 
chariot whether it be stationary or in motion. The vehicle is no 
longer a weapon of combat; it is simply a means of transport and 
a symbol of social prestige indicating that the hero belongs to the 

_____________________ :w:arrioLeJLt.e�._Th�e members of this elite move around b),-,c",h..,a,,-n,..,· o"-'t'---______ _ 
and this clearly gives them an increased mobility, but they always 
fight on foot. In view of this there is no way of avoiding the con-
tradiction noted by G.S. Kirk: Either the chariots did indeed play 
the role assigned to them by Homer, in which case they were posi-
tioned behind the lines, the purpose being to bring the war lead-
ers to the scene of the battle, in the same way as horses were used 
for the hippeis in the archaic period (at least up to the introduc-
tion of a specialized corps of cavalry); or, alternatively, the chari-
ots drew up in front of the lines, as Homer describes, but in that 
case they engaged in a mass charge in the manner of the Hittites 
or the Assyrians, or at least did battle, chariot to chariot, like the 
Chinese. They would not have been used simply to get from one 
point to another on the battlefield, presenting an almost defense-
less target for the enemy . 

. The importance of these two alternatives to which the Homeric 
text, in its very confusion, testifies, cannot be too strongly stressed. 
On the one hand we have the survival of the chariot as the sym
bol of the privileged social status that continued to be enjoyed 
by an aristocracy specialized in warfare and faithful to the heroic 
ideal; on the other, the total disappearance of a chariot force seen 
as the characteristic I:I1ilitary institution of a centralized state. If 
the military aristocracy fought on foot it is easy to understand how 
(as M. Detienne suggests) the development of the practice of fight
ing in close formation could have been initiated in this context. 
The first phalanx may have comprised a small group of elite fight-
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ing men and assured these specialists in  warfare of success in  the 
works of Ares. But the phalanx implies a radical transformation 
of the warrior ethos: Collective discipline takes the place of indi
vidual exploits and sophrosune, self-discipline, supplants menos, the 
state of warrior frenzy. In the context of the social conflicts of 
the seventh century it also made it possible for the men who made 
up the former foot soldiery (the men of the demos, the laoi agroiotai 
that Homer contrasts with the kouroi and the aristoi ) to accede to 
all the privileges which until then had beep reserved for the hippeis 
and heniochoi by reason o"f the latters' military superiority, sym
bolized by their chariots and horses. With the introduction of the 
phalanx the warrior's panoply was in fact reduced to the hoplite 
equipment that waS within the means of the small peasant land
owner as well as of those who possessed horses. Finally, the pha
lanx represents on the field of battle the model of the human 
group in which every man is equal and claims to be nothing more. 
The ideal of isotes, homoiotes, with its corollary, the right to isegoria, 
freedom of speech in the military assembly, may originally have 
been a feature of an elite group of fighting men united by the pistis 
which their reCiprocal oaths of loyalty have sealed, but it now 
became possible to extend it to other social categories, to all fight
ing men, in other words to the citizens as a whole. So i t  was that 
the aristocratic and warrior values did not die out with the advent 
of the city-state. They lost certain specific features and were 
diluted to the extent that the entire city now became an aristo
cratic, military elite. 

Thus before the warrior function could become integrated into, 
and disappear within, the poliS, it was necessary for it to affirm 
its own autonomy and free itself from its subjection to a central
ized type of state that implied a hierarchical order of society and 
a "mystical" form of sovereign power. Once this had happened, 
it became possible for a new development to occur within the 
warrior groups themselves - that of the institutional practices and 
modes of thought which were to lead to a new form of state, 
the polis, which simply meant ta koina, the communal affairs of 
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the group settled among equal� by public debate. Although every 
Greek remains hegemonic as regards his family and private affairs, 
just as a king does in relation to his subjects, in public life in the 
city-state he is obliged to accept that he is a different, egalitarian 
man; as are the fighting men in the phalanx, each one in his own 
place playing an equal part in the battle. Thus the introduction, 
with the advent of the city, of a truly political sphere that over
laid family connections and loyalties and hierarchical relations of 
dependence, can be seen as the extension to the whole commu-

___________ � ________ =ni9' of a model of egalitarian, symmetrical, and reversible rela
tionships already highly developed within warrior circles. 

In saying that at the time of the city-state the military func
tion becomes absorbed by the political we are, it is true, imply
ing that the latter causes the former to disappear. At the same 
time, however, we are suggesting that the practices and spirit of 
the former live on in the institutions of the latter. This accounts 
for the tension, the oscillation that Claude Mosse illustrates by 
two striking historical examples: On the one hand, the army is 
nothing if not the city itself; on the other, the city is nothing but 
a troop ofwarriors.46 

?' . 
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M arriage! 

Why choose the subject of marriage in an inquiry concerning the 
archaic period? There seem to be two reasons for undertaking a 
study on this theme. In the first place the domain of matrimo
nial practices appears to offer the best opportunity to gauge the 
extent of the transformations introduced by the advent of the city
state and - more precisely - by the establishment, in Athens, of 
the democratic city-state at the end of the sixth century. Second, 
marriage as we see it functioning in Athens during the classical 
period, that is during the fifth and fourth centuries, cannot itself 
be understood properly unless account is taken of the historical 
background from which, it is true, it marked a departure, but from 
which, at the same time, it inherited a number of characteristics. 

We tend to speak of Greek marriage during the classical per
iod as if there existed such a thing as the institution of marriage . 
with a single well-defined legal form. We ha�e_ (mly to read the 
texts_of the orators to see that in a city such ��_Athens the situa
tion was by no means-so simple. The status of a legi1:imate wife _ .  
whether she was referred to by the old word of damar or the 
more technical expressions of gamete gune or gune enBuete - involves 
a number of factors not one -of which, taken on its own, consti- · ·  
tutes a decisive, unequivocal criterion. 

The essential element of-marriage at this time-is the engue; -The 
enBue turns the union between a man and a woman-into a social 
action whose effect reaches beyond the two individual� involved 
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to seal , through them, a commitment between two domestic 
households, two "houses." The enBue binds them to each other 
by a mutual, public, and solemn agreement sworn in the pres
ence of witnesses who can act as its guarantors. Demosthenes cites· 
a law that defines the Bnesioi, or legitimate children, as those "who 
are the issue of a woman given through enBue by her father, blood 
brother or paternal grandfather."2 And yet the enBue does not, in 
itself, have the force of constituting a marriage. It is a necessary 
element in marriage but not its sufficient condition. In this con
nection we need only recall the well-known example of Demos
thenes' father: Before his death he promised his wife by enBue to 
one of his nephews and his daughter, aged five, to another. Nei
ther of these marriages was ever consummated and the enBue by 
itself provoked no legal consequences. In neither case was it nec
essary to nullifY or break the l ink it was supposed to have estab
lished. If the enBue was not followed by cohabitation between the 
woman and her husband it had no · effect. Similarly, we notice that 
the act of handing over the daughter by her kurios, the relative who 
has the authority to arrange her marriage, is not definitive. The 
act of handing over, or ekdosis, consists in the transfer of the woman 
from one kurios to another, from the qualified relative to the hus
band. The nature of this transfer is not absolute; it does not sever 
once and for all the links between the daughter and her family 
of origin; it is valid for· the duration of the period of cohabita
tion and for predetermined purposes, in particular the procreation 
of children. 3 The act of giving the daughter is associated with pre
sentation of the dowry, the proix, a practice introduced after the 
. time of Solon that, in the classical period, had the force of a legit
imation, testifYing that the daughter had truly been settled by her 
oikos in the family of her spouse. However, the dowry was no more 
irreversibly made over to the husband than was the daughter. It  was 
composed of movable chattels, usually in the form of cash the value 
of which was decided in the presence of witnesses, and, although 
it .was presented to the husband, it remained attached to the daugh
ter throughout her matrimonial career, acting as a kind of link 
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with her original home. If the marriage broke down the dowry was 

returned, together with the daughter, to the man who gave her 
away, or, failing this, to his representative. In a sense, it remained 
at the disposal of the daughter to be used for a new marriage.4 

This system may, at first sight, appear quite strict. A legitimate 
wife was one who, after an enBue, had been given together with 
her dowry by her kurios to her husband. The proix was the tangi
ble sign of the alliance between the two houses. In contrast, the 
woman became a concubine if she installed herself on her own 

___________________ �resp-Qnsibilitr,..11ojnterv.:entioILheingJllade-by-her_oikos._In-this-case:--------
there was, strictly speaking, no marriage. However, a text from 
Isaeus shows that a girl could be installed with a man as a concu-
bine, pallake, by the member of her family who had authority over 
her, and this relative fixed in advance the payments that had to 

. be made to him in retum;5 The opposition ·between legitimate 
wife and concubine was not as clear-cut on this point as it seemed. 

Furthermore, the ekdosis and the proix are no more sufficient 
conditions of a legitimate union than is the enBue. Marriage is first 
and foremost a state of fact, the fact being sunoikein, lasting cOhabi
tation with the husband. In his speech ABainst Neera, Demosthenes 
cites the law (dating from 451 )  thatJorbids a foreigner to sunoikein 
and paidopoieisthai with an· Athenian woman and have children by 
her.6 But a clear distinction is made between the concubine and 
the courtesan, hetaira, the difference being that the concubine 
cohabits with her man. But how was a cohabitation that was legit
imate to be distinguished ·from one that was not? It  cannot have 
been an easy task: At 5 1  Demosthenes uses this very term, sunoikein, 
to describe the position of Neera, who lives with Stephanos and 
the legitimacy of whose marriage Demosthenes is contesting. 

Tll!�, one can use:expressiQnli: sllch. a.s sunoikein kata tous nomous . 
or kata ton thesmon (to cohabit legitimately) as opposed to sunoikein 
para ton nomon ( to do so against the law).7 But this nomos boils 

·· down,-�o�a deCIarati()n that·Neera is not the Bune of the man whose 
house she shares, that he took her in as a pallake ("l7aMalalV exC/V 

.. tvooy�)LThis i5. {Jrecisely what oughuo.be .capable of proof by 
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law but can only be  inferred from the evidence, tekmen'a. Demos
thenes' remarks in this same sp�ech indicate better than anything 
both the desire to establish a clear demarcation, or even a posi
tive opposition, between the legitimate wife and the concubine, 
and at the same time the impossibility of so doing. Demosthenes 
declares: "The state of marriage consists in procreating children 
that belong to one [TO yap ovvolla:lv roUT' carlV, 6e: iiv naIl50nOlllTaIJ,"9 

and he goes on to 'say, "We have courtesans for pleasure, con
cubines for one's day�to-day needs Tfle: Ka()' njJcpav ()epaneiae: rou 

o@jJaroe:, and wives in order to have legitimate children by them 
ntllOOnOlelO()o/ yvnoi(j)e:, and as the faithful guardians of the household 
goods." I t is a purely rhetorical distinction that has no meaning in 
terms of the existing institutions. Courtesans for pleasure - it is  
easy enough to see what Demosthenes means. Legitimate wives for 
the procreation of children - that is equally clear. But what about 
the pallake? How is one to understand this therapeia tou s8matos that 
she is supposed to fulfill? In the Gorgias, Plato uses this expres
sion to refer to gymnastics and medicine. 10 This cannot be what 
Demosthenes means by it, and one gets the feeling that, in default 
of any valid definition of the concubine, he has chosen this for
mula precisely because it has no precise meaning. Furthermore, 
in his Against Aristocrates, he cites a law of Solon or Dracon' declar
ing that one has the right to kill a man caught in one's own house, 
"in flagrante delicto with one's wife (damar), mother, sister, daugh
ter or with the pallake that one has taken for the purpose of pro
creating free children [tn' CAev()cpOle: nalOiv J." 1 1  The text of this law 
has been the subject of many commentaries. We will note three 
points from it. First, the pallake is put on the same level as the 
damar and all the other closely related women dver whom the 
head of the family has full authority in his own oikos. Second, the 
pallake lives , in one's house for the purpose of paidopoieisthai (hav
ing children), which was used just now to define the status of mar-

, riage. I t is true that these children are not gnesioi, but neither are 
they defined as nothoi; they are referred to as eleutheroi, free. There 
is every reason to believe that, under Solon, unlike in the fifth 
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century, children born from a marriage without enBue, from a union 
which we would today describe as unofficial, had a status which 
did not radically exclude them from the anchisteia, or inheritance, 
or from the right to take part in the religious and political life of 
the city. 12 It should further be pointed out that during the Pelo
ponnesian War, between 411 and 403-2 (when Euclides was archOn),. 
there was no doubt a return to the earlier state of affairs. This 
would explain Diogenes Laertius' remark about Socrates' double 
marriage. The philosopher would appear to have had two wives, 
the second of whom, Myrto, had no dowry ( aproikon) .  Diogenes 
Laertius notes: "Some people say that he had them both at the 
same time, for there was apparently a decree, prompted by the 
lack of men, allowing a citizen both to marry an Athenian woman 
and to have children by another woman [yapelv ptv aarnv piav, 

. nau)onou:TaaGl at Kai i:� i:ri:pac;]."13 The status of children born from 
such unions was no doubt comparable to that of the eleutheroi of 
Athens in the period before Cleisthenes. If he wished to, their ·  
father could ask that they should be enrolled in the phratry, the 
latter having the right to grant or refuse his request. The same 
permission was given to Pericles during the fifth century, in quite 
exceptional circumstances, in connection with the son he had had 
from Aspasia. This boy was doubly nothos since his mother was 
neither a legitimate wife nor an Athenian. Pericles obtained the 
right to present him as his son to the phratry, giving him his own 
name. 14 Thus, we do not find the institution of marriage per
fectly defined in fiftp-century Athens. Rather, there were several 
types of union to one of which the democratic city- attempted 
to give a privileged status, to the exclusion of the others. It did 
not, however, succeed in giving it an altogether clearly defined 

.. legal ch�r:acter, and alongside it there continued to exist differ
ent types of union whose implications for the woman and her chil
dren varied according to the historical circumstances. 

We should therefore give full weight and attach due social 
significance to Aristotle's remark that, in Greek, there existed no 
word to denote the union between a man and a woman ("dvwvupoc; 
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Ii yuvalK(Jr: Kai avo pac; av�cubc;"). 15 I t  i s  a remark that is 'illuminated 
by Emile Benveniste's general observation that there is no Indo
European word for marriage)6 This vagueness, or rather, these con
tradictions make it necessary for us to examine the past, where 
we find riot monogamous or polygamous marriage but a number 
of different matrimonial practices that can coexist with one 
another because they all fulfill differ�ni: ends and purposes in a 
context where the network of matrimonial exchanges operates 
according to very ·flexible and free rules. The framework is that 
of socia:l interchange between the great noble families, with the 
exchange of women seen as a means of creating links of union or 
dependence, of acquiring prestige or confirming vassaldom. In 
this interchange the women play the role of precious objects; they 
can be compared to the aBalmata that Louis Gernet has shown to 
have been so important t� the social practice and thought of the 
Greeks during the archaic period. !7 

In this respect one can speak in terms of a break between 
archaic marriage and marriage as it became established within the 
framework of a democratic city, in Athens, at the end of the sixth 
century. In the Athens of the period after Cleisthenes, matrimo
nial unions no longer have as their object the establishment of 

" relationships of power or of mutual service between great autono
mous families; rather, their purpose is to perpetuate the house
holds, that is to say the domestic hearths that constitute the city, 
in other words to ensure, through strict rules governing marriage, 
the permanence of the city itself through constant reproduction. 

It is. agreed that the measures which established the suprem
acy of this type of "legitimate" marriage should be dated to the 
period of Solon or just after. These to some extent gave it an 
"official" status by attempting to provide a stricter legal founda
tion for it. The enBu1!, considered as a necessary condition for offi
cial marriage, may have been introduced by Solon. Aristotle tells 
us that before this certain magistracies - and he cites, no doubt 
quite mistakenly, those of strateBoi and hipparchoi -" were reserved 
for those who had legitimate children born from a married ';ife, 
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a gamete. 18 If the children born from a non-legitimate wife had, 
on that account, been excluded from citizenship, it would have 
been superfluous to make the point. Besides, as is noted again 
by Aristotle, at the time of Peisistratos there were, among the 
Dacrians who made up his following, many whose birth was not 
pure (in other words, not�oi) . !9 After the expulsion of the tyrants 
the lists of citizenship were revised because of the large number 
enjoying political rights although not qualified to do so. It would 
thus seem to be after Cleisthenes that the civil marriage was actu
ally established. At this point nothoi found themselves excluded . 

---------------------rrorfltl1e andj}stew; tl1ey We1"e-rf6t-Cl:>lfSiClefe�d-as'-helonging-to-their--------
oikos and their father could no longer integrate, them into it. Thus 
they no longer belonged to the city on either a religious or a politi-
cal level. 20 They remained free men and they were not xenoi, for� 
eigners, in the strict sense, but their status was comparable to that 
of the metics. It is to be supposed that in earlier times they some-
times succeeded their fathers, at l�ast if there were no legitimate 
children, as was still happening at Tegea in the mid-fifth century, 
where the order of succession was as follows: first the legitimate 
sons, then the legitimate daughters, then the nothoi and, only after 
that, collateral relations)! If the nothoi had been entirely excluded 
from the oikos in the time of Solon, it is difficult to see why the 
latter should have relieved them from the obligation of looking 
after their parents in their old age.22 It is a measure which implies 
their belonging to the paternal family. After Cleisthenes a clearer 
distinction is made between the gune gamete an� t�e simple pallake, 
and between the gn'esioi ,md the nothoi. The seco.nd distinction fol� . 
lows systematically from the first, for to be a gnesios ii-was neces� 
sary to be the child of a gune gamete. Hans Julius Wolff has pointed 
out that the key to the entire marriage system of Attica lies in 
the clearcut distinction made betweeri the nothoi and the gnesioi,23 
marriage being considered in the framework of the city as the 
means of ensuring that a house should have· a legitimate line of 
descent, the father's existence being continued through a son who 
is "like him," his own issue, gono gegonos.24 This ensured that none 
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of the limited number of matrimonial hearths that go to make 
up the city was at any time left deserted. By giving to marriage 
founded upon the enBue and proix the exclusive privilege of pro
curing a legitimate line of descent by having legitimate sons, the 
city was attempting to guarantee the permanence of its own insti
tutions and form across the generations.25 

It has often been noted that in the Homeric world, as in that 
of heroic legend, the opposition between the legitimate wife and 
the concubine appears much less marked than in the classical per
iod. Linguistic usage and the matrimonial customs attested in the ' 
great families of the legendary past are equally telling in this 
respect. A wife, alochos or kouridie alochos, is a woman who is led 
to a man's home in order to share his bed there. There are sev
eral ways of leading a woman to one's home. The most official 
way is to obtain her from her parents by offering them, in return, 
the hedna that - in principle at least - consist of a certain num
ber of head of livestock, in particular cattle. This constitutes a 
nbble marriage that, through the daughter, seals the alliance 
between two families. In such a marriage the daughtei:, just like ' 
the herds for which she is exchanged, is an important item of 
exchange in the network of gifts and counter-gifts. However, one 
may also obtain a woman without hedna,26 in return for some 
exceptional exploit or for some service done for the girl's par
ents, or by winning her by armed force in some warlike expedi
tion, or carrying her off in a foray or piratical raid .  True, there 
are differences of status between the women acquired by these 
various means, but these depend upon the way that they are treated 
and "honored" in the husband's house, by the man whose bed 
they share, as much as upon the actual process of marriage. To 
express his preference for Chryseis over his kouridie alochos, his 
legitimate spouse, Clytemnestra, Agamemnon says that he wishes 
to "keep her in his house."27 Achilles uses the same term, alochos, 
to refer to Briseis,28 a captive of war and thereby, by definition, 
if one abides by the clear-cut categories we have referred to, a 
woman whose status is that of a slave concubine. Now, in a speech 
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recalling the memory of the husband given .her by her father and 
mother and killed by Achilles, Briseis points out that, according 
to Patrokles, Achilles himself intended to make her his kouridie 
alochos and to celebrate the wedding as soon as they returned to 
his homeland.29 In Priam's palace, which houses in neighboring 
apartments not only all his sons with their wives but also many 
of his daughters, together with the sons-in-law chosen for them, 
Hecabe certainly enjoys pride -of place. She is the queen. But it 
would not be true to say that she is Priam's only legitimate wife, 
and none of the king's other companions is called pallake. The 

-------------------daughterofthe-king-ofthe-l:;elegoi,blothoe-whom-Priam-intro----------
duces as the most noble of women ("Kpciovaa YVValKtlm"), is cer-
tainly no concubine.30 No more is Castianeira who,  we are told, 
came to Troy "e! AiavjJn(Jev onvlOjJi:vn," having been married from 
Aisyme.31 In such conditions, the opposition between the nothos 
and the gnesios is in no way an absolute one. Priam's bastard sons 
live in the palace just as do their legitimate brothers; they fight 
alongside each other, the bastard often as the driver of the legiti-
mate son's chariot and, as such, associated with him. This is the 
case for Isos and Antiphos32 and also for Cebrion, Hector's driver, 
whom the hero calls his adelphos even though, being born from a 
differerit mother, he is in fact no more than his bastard half-
brother.33 Furthermore, Imbrios is married to one of Priam's bas-
tard daughters, Medesicaste. When the Achaeans attack Troy, he 
feels it  his duty to come to Ilium where he distinguishes himself 
with warlike deeds. He lives with the bastard daughter, his wife, 

- in Priam's own pala'ce and-we-are told that th-e king "honors him 
eq��lly with his oWl� soh�J'34 - -- . - -

The situation among the Greeks is similar. Menelaos celebrates 
the marriage of both his children at the same time: They are 
Hermione, the daughter of his wife-Helen, and Megapenthes, his 
son ek doules, by a slave. For this bastard child "who is dear to him," 

.. the poet.tells us, Menelaos has chosen_the daughteLofa Spartan 
noble, Alector.35 Odysseus, in one of his lying stories, claims to 
be the son ofa "naMaKiI; @vnTTl," a bought concubine, his father 
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having had legitimate sons ("yvnaiol" ) from a wife ("I:( GAOXOV"). 
But, he goes on to say, his father "Taov iCJayl:ViE:aO'lv l:riJ1a" ("held him 
in as high regard as his legitimate children").  At his father's death 
he was not entirely excluded from the inheritance; he was given 
a house and a little property. Although he feels he has been unfairly 
provided for compared with his brothers, he will be able to make 
a rich marriage, taking a wife from a very wealthy family. 36 

These cases make it easier to understand the exact position, 
at first sight a strange one, of Eurycleia in relation to Laertes. 
Eurycleia is the daughter ofOps, and the granddaughter of Pis en or 
who acts as herald of I thaca. While still a child she was obtained 
by Laertes, who gave twenty oxen from his own possessions in 
order to have her in his house. Like the mother Odysseus falsely 
claimed, she was a doule oneter, a slave bought to be the pallake of 
her master, but at the same time, by reason of her birth and the 

. exceptional price he has had · to pay for her, a sort of second wife. 
I t is she who is in charge of the running of the palace and who is 
nurse to the son of the house, whom she has brought up, and it . 
is she who asked Autolycos, Odysseus' maternal grandfather, to 
choose a name for the child. Laertes "honors her, in the house, 
equally with his legitimate wife"; nevertheless, to avoid displeasing 
his wife, he has abstained from taking her to bed with him)7 Was 
it simply that he feared her jealousy for a rival? Or was it that the 
cholos, or resentment, of his wife would be aimed, through the 
woman whom Laertes honored as her equal , against the son she 
might have borne and who might have rivaled the child 'from his 
wife's own bed in the affections of his father? On this point of 
family psychology we should recall the story of Peisistratos and 
the daughter of the Alcmaeonid; Megacles. At the time when 
Peisistratos married her for political reasons, he already had two 
adolescent sons from a previous marriage. If the tyrant refused to 
have normal sexual relations with his new wife this was n�t sim
ply through a quirk in his nature, nor in order to humiliate her, 
but rather because sons from such a union, being the children of 
a woman of such high rank, might be prejudicial to the line of 
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descent from the first marriage bed, or even eclipse it  entirely, 
to the greater profit of the Alcmaeonid clan.38 

The status of women, like that of their sons, whether legiti
mate or bastard, thus depended to a large extent upon the time 
or ronor in which they were held by the head of the family. And 
he was, in all probability, not entirely free to behave as he wished 
in this respect. A woman of high birth who had had to be won at 
the expense of hedna of exceptional value and who, in terms of 
the interchange of gifts and counter-gifts brought about by mar
riage, represented a commitment to an alliance between two pow-

--------------------erfuHami1tes�could-not-with-impunity-b�e-tre-ateCl-intn-e-s-a-m-e---------
way as some girl who had been bought or captured in war. Nev-
ertheless, even if certain norms and rules of behavior obtained, a 
wide margin of choice still remained, and the range of possible 
attitudes was so great that we cannot speak in terms of a single 
model for the institution of marriage. The range in the kinds of 
status women could enjoy and the scale of different positions that 
could be held by the companions of the head of the family were 
such that th"ey formed a hierarchy too subtle to be forced into 
our simple categories of monogamy or polygamy. In Manages de 
Ijrans, Louis Gemet notes a number of matrimonial customs pecu-
liat to the aristocracy of legend, customs that had lived on into 
the classical period and that for practical political purposes, had 
become identified with those exceptional figures, the tyrants, who 
were not strictly speaking a part of the city-state. He describes 
cases that we should be tempted to call bigamous were it not that 
for us the term carries too precise legal implications.39 We are 
told that at the end of the fifth century the Elder Dionysus of Syr-
acuse married two women at the same time, on the very same day. 
One was. a Syracusan, the other came from Locri. I t was the son 

. of the wife from Locri who later succeeded him, and Dionysus had 
him marry the daughter of his other wife, the Syracusan woman. 
Similarly, before Peisistratos took the daughter of Megacles as his 
wife, he also contracted a double marriage, with an Athenian 
and :with a .woman of noble birth from Argos, whose name was · 
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Timonossa. We are told that only the Athenian woman was Bamete, 
legitimately married; but the woman from Argos was certainly 
not considered as a concubine nor her children as bastards. The 
two marriages, one with a woman from the same city, the other 
with a foreigner, were equally valid and equally official but they 
belonged to different types. The second was a matrilocal mar
riage. The children from it, and probably their mother too, stayed 
in their maternal grandfather's house; they were Argive, not 
Athenian. At Pallene, one of them was in command of group of 
a thousand Argives who had come to fight on Peisistratos' side. 
As Louis Gernet points out, the two marriages were equally 
"noble." It was not so much that they were of unequal rank; 
rather, their purpose was different. Similar cases of double mar

. riages can be found in legend. Alcmaeon marries Arsinoe, the 
daughter of Phegeus, and offers her, as presents and symbols 
of their union, the necklace and dress of Harmonia, which are 
family talismans. Subsequently, while on this travels ,  he mar
ries Callirhoe, the daughter of a river god of the land he is in. 
She demands the same presents and pledges as Arsinoe received, 
and Alcmaeon is obliged to use false pretenses to get his first 
wife to part with them.40 Even Helen's status is not without ambi
guity. In respect of Priam, Hecuba, and their sons, she uses the 
terminology of kinship hekuros and hekura ( father-in-law and 
mother-in-law ),  daer and einateres (brother-in-law [brother of the 
husband], sisters-in-law [wives of the brothers of the husband]), but 
she also use_s the same terms of her Achaean family-in-law. She 
is thus involved in a double network of legitimate alliances, 
through her union with Paris and also through her union with 
Menelaos. Although somewhat different,  certain customs of 
Sparta reported by Xenophon and Plutarch follow the same ten
dency.41 A Spartan citizen has the right, given the agreement of 
the husband, to have children by a woman who is already legiti
mately married. These children will not belong to the husband 
but to him. As Bnesioi they will carry on the line of his house 
and family. This gune Bamete or matron thus finds herself strad-
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dling two lines of descent, providing legitimate scions for both. 
As we have seen, the dowry represents an essential part of the 

marriage system of the classical period. The proix represents more 
than a mere break with the earlier practice of marriage by hedna: 
It is a kind of reversal of it. The hedna were gifts presented to the 
father of the girl by her husband. The proix is given to the hus
band by the girl's father. There is no doubt that the expression 
"marriage by purchase" which has sometimes been applied to this 
type of institution is open to criticism.42 It was not a matter of a 

___________________ !purchase in the true sense of the term and, as M . l .  FinleJ'-'h""a"'s'--________ _ 
shown very clearly, the hedna was part of the system of recipro-
cal loans between two families.43 Nevertheless, the word hedna has 
a precise technical meaning: I t  is not normally used to refer to 
the gifts offered to the husband by the girl's family; these are 
referred to as dora or mei/ia. The term pherne, which appears in 
the Laws of S% n,  also refers to something other than the dowry. 
I t  applies rather to what we, today, would call the bride's trous-
seau, and it consisted in particular of rich materials and precious 
garments. So it is easy to understand why the sumptuary laws 
attempted to restrain the ostentation of the pherne that gave the 
noble families a chance to parade their opulence. The general-
ized practice of providing a dowry, considered as a necessary ele-
ment of legitimate marriage introduced a radical change. Louis 
Gernet notes that such an innovation could not be explained in 
terms of "a spontaneous, gradual development but only by the 
substitution of one J:egime for another." He goes on to conclude 

. that it was the establishment of the city that was the determining 
factor here. "It imposes a definite type of marriage, an exchange 
made within the city as opposed to the earlier system followed 
by the noble families, in which marriages were made with for
eigners."44 The law passed in 451 that officially prohibited mar
riage between Athenians and foreigners was simply legalizing a 
state of fact. The practice had already for some time been for mar
riage to take place bet�een citizens, and there was, furthermore, 

.. .. ... . a.marked tendency toward family endogamy. 
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Herodotus' account of how Cleisthenes of Sic yon set about 
arranging the marriage of his daughter Agariste shows clearly how 
important marriage with a foreigner could be for the aristocracy.45 
The tyrant invited the elite of eligible young men, who flocked 
to his house from every comer of Greece. He put them all to the 
test, submitting them day after day to trials of masculine excel
lence. This lasted for a whole ye�r during which, in order to 
observe them well, Cleisthenes accommodated them under his 
own roof, fed them and showered generosity upon them. His fame 
and the prestige of his house were spread abroad all the more effec
tively given that the suitors had come from far and wide. When 
they returned home they were all in his debt, all beholden to their 
host, who had dazzled them with his ostentatious wealth and had 
compensated all the unlucky suitors by giving them presents. As 
we know, Cleisthenes' choice fell upon the Athenian, Megacles, 
of the Alcmaeonid family. And without a doubt, the influence 
and renown of the father-in-law must have redounded to the glory 
of his new son-in-law and all his line of descent through this mar
riage that so notably demons�rated them. Herodotus concludes 
his account with the remark: "It is thus that the Alcmaeonids 
became famous."46 

This system of marriage with a foreigner may have been sub
ject to certain rules, but it is very difficult to reconstruct them. 
The evidence is fragmentary and thin. The most we can do is put 
forward a few tentative suggestions. There ,may, at an early per
iod, have existed a definite network of alliances in Attica. In his 
Life of Theseus, Plutarch indicates that the people of Pallene are 
not allowed to marry those of Hagnous.47 This negative fact, that 
is, the absence or prohibition of marriage between the two groups, 
implies its positive counterpart: that there were regular matri
monial exchanges between two or more groups. Pallene and 
Hagnous are situated close to each other but belong to different 
demes. It seems likely that systems of organization involving three 
or four different groups existed. One thinks , for instance, of  
Tetrapoleis, groups of four villages such as that in which Marathon 
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was associated with Oenoe, Probalinthus, and Tricorythus .  Even 
after the synoecism this type of grouping was still important from 
a political and, above all, a religious point of view, and it may have 
been of some significance in the domain of matrimonial customs. 

_ In aristocratic circles the models for exchanges of women can ..tfti,. 
be more dearly defined. Here again the example of the tyrants 
is illuminating. At the beginning of the fifth century a restricted 
system of marital interchange, operating in two directions, was 
established between the family of Gelon in Syracuse and that 

_______ �__'.. ____________ .:::.o=_f_"T�h:::e�ro.:::.n:.::...:i:::n_;..::Agtigentum. Each family took its wives from the 
other.48 Gelon: married Damareta, the daughter of Theron. When 
Gelon died, his brother Polyzalos took his place in the widow's 
bed, and married her. Gelon's other brother, Hieron, took as his 
wife one of Theron's nieces (the daughter of his brother) . -Mean
while, Theron married the daughter ofPolyzalos and Polyzalos thus 
became both his father-in-law, having given him his daughter, and 
also his son-in-law, since, following Gelon's death, he had married 
the woman whom Theron had given his brother. Relations of a 
similar kind existed at one time between the Cypselids of Corinth 
and the Philaids of Athens from whom Miltiades was descended. -

Sometimes the circle of exchange was much wider and, as in 
the case of the Bacchiades in Corinth, embraced a total of two 
hundred noble families who reserved their daughters for one 
another. In such cases it was considered equally scandalous if the 
daughters were married outside the circle or if they were not found 
-marriages within it. 

It is also clear that there could be a system of regular exchange _ 
involving two lineages but operating- only one way (which obvi
ously implies the existence of a wider system of exchange as well). 
In_ his sixth Olympian Pin dar uses the phx:ase paTfJ{J)EX; livopec; to refer 
to one particular Benos, the Iamides.49 The word metros, which is 
not Indo-European, is formed on the analogy of the word patros, 
brother of the father. It  may refer to the maternal grandfather or 
to the uncle, the brother of the mother.5o But it may also, as in 

_ _ _ the_ expression matroes andres, refer to the entire lineage whose 
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part in relation to the patemal genos, in the matrimonial exchange 
system, is simply to provide wives.5 1  I t  seems possible that cer
tain legendary episodes' might be interpreted in this way, nota
bly those in which the brothers in an exclusively male lineage 
aspire to the hands of, or in fact marry, the sisters of an exclu
sively female lineage. Thus, the fifty sons ofAigyptos pursue the 
fifty daughters of Danaos, wishing to be united with them. And 
then there is the case pf the Leucippids. Leucippos has two daugh
ters, his brother Tyndareos has two sons and a third brother, 
Aphareos, also has two sons. The sons ofTyndareos and those of 
Aphareos compete with each o�her for the hands of the two daugh
ters of Leucippos. In Thebes two of the sons of Cadmos marry 
the daughters of the surviving Spartoi and this double union is 
the origin of the Theban aristocracy. 

Whatever the various forms of these types of union may have 
been, it is clear that, however far back we go in our attempts to 
trace this matrimonial system, it. always appears to reflect a state 
of crisis. Anthropologists have noted that, in a system where the 
exchange of women is the rule, tendencies toward endogamy are 
often a sign, if not· of the system being completely blocked, at 
least of difficulties in its functioning. it is our belief that it is in 
this light that we should interpret the many instances, in legend, 
of unions within a single family, marriages between close relatives, 
and exchanges of daughters between brothers. It is enough, in this 
connection, to mention the marriages of the sons of Pandion in 
Athens or the case of Cretheus, the brother of Salmoneus who 
brings up the daughter of his brother in his own house. I t is not 
a matter of gratuitous hospitality. Cretheus is "reserving" his 
niece as a wife for himself.52 He has a number of sons by her, 
notably Pheres and Amythaon. Similarly, the latter marries the 
daughter of his brother Pheres, Eidomene. We can regard this as 
the mythical model of an institution which was regularized in 
the classical period under the title of the ipiklerate. This certainly 
originated from certain customs peculiar to the aristocracy. Given 
that in the framework of the life of the nobility women were 
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. regarded as precious possessions and that, when put into circu
lation, they transmitted prestige and wealth, as soon as it no longer 
proved advantageous to exchange them with one's peers, one kept 
them for oneself. 

, In legend, endogamous unions sometimes take forms that are 
even more astonishing from a Greek point of view than marriage 
between an uncle and his niece. The nephew marries his aunt, 
the sister of his mother. One example is the case of Pandion 
who takes as his wife his maternal aunt, Zeuxippe.53 Another is 

____________________ �I.Ehidamos, whom Cisses, his metroearor, that is, his maternal grand
father, brings up in his own house in Thrace in order to give his 
daughter - that is to say, the sister of the young man's mother -
to him in marriage as soon as he reaches the age of adolescence. 54 
This could be described as a kind of inverted epiklerate. 
, Apart from these endogamous practices we have evidence of 

another custom which also testifies to the existence of a state of 
crisis in the normal processes of matrimonial exchange. I t  is what 
the anthropologists refer to as svayamvara; the selection of a hus
band is left to the free choice of the daughter. Here again histor
ical evidence and legendary tradition overlap and are mutually 
illuminating. Herodotus tells us the story of Kallias, victor at the 
Olympic and Pythian games and renowned for his sumptuous 
extravagance. However, the historian adds, he is chiefly admired 
for the way he behaved toward his three daughters. He settled 
very rich dowries on each of them and "gave each one to the man 
she elected to chQose as a husband."55 To leave the choice of a 
husband to the daughter herself, who has full powers to s�lect the 
man she wants, is in some ways similar to the typically noble pro- . 
cedure of marriage by competition. The two themes are often pre
sented as doublets, or are associatyd, in legend. In soine �ccounts 
Helen is held to have been given to Menelaos following a com
petition, a race held between her many suitors. According to 
Eurip�des, her father "allowed her to select as husband the man 
to whom she had lost her heart in love. She chose the man she 
should not have taken, Menelaos."56 Idas carries off Marpessa, the 
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daughter o f  Evenos, to whose hand Apollo also aspires. At Messene 
the man and the god fight to decide who shall marry her. Zeus 
intervenes, stops the fight,  and asks Marpessa to decide for her
self whom she will marry. Fearing that Apotlo will abandon her 
in her old age, Marpessa chooses the mortal, Idas; as her husband.57 

There is one further type of marriage, often attested, which 
is also a response to the, difficulties involved in concluding, in 
normal conditions, an alliance that is not too unequal with one 
of the foreign families with which relations exist. This is mar
riage with a man quite unknown, an exile, all of whose connec
tions with his country and family of origin have been severed. It  
is precisely his status as a man without a background that quali
fies him to marry a girl of such high birth that her father cannot 
hope to find a suitor of high enough degree among his own circle. 
Giving her to a stranger is both a way of not lowering oneself and 
also of not losing her. Since the son-in-law, has no connections 
he is bound to be integrated into the family of his father-in-law 
and there father children who will continue the line within the 
house.58This is the reason why Alkinous, knowing as yet noth
ing of Odysseus, except that he is entirely alone, lost on Phaeacian 
territory, wastes no time in suggesting that he should marry his 
daughter: It is preCisely that the hero is entirely foreign to the 
normal system of alliances of the land. 

The practice of endogamy, the acceptance as son-in-law of the 
solitary exile, and the choice of a husband being left to the daugh
ter are three instances that reflect the, ambiguity of the status of 
a woman in any system of matrimonial exchange in which the 
woman's role is that of a precious possession. To acquire a wife' 
of high �irth is to have her in one's house as a pledge of agree
ment with powerful allies, to win prestige and increase the stand
ing of one's children and entire line of descent. But one also 
becomes indebted for her. Even if she has been fully paid for by 
the hedna, the husband is in the position of keeping in his house 
one who represents a different lineage and, through his wife, he 
contracts obligations that are all the greater the higher her value. 
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Conversely, to give one's daughter to a foreign family is to acquire 
influence and fame, to put others in one's debt and to make allies, 
as Cleisthenes of Sicyon did, but at the same time it is to lose 
her and forego the children she may produce. The balance of the 
system is unstable. When the system is threatened or destroyed 
as a result of the interplay of exchanges being restricted or blocked, 
one keeps one's women for oneself or, what amounts to the same 
thing despite appearing to be the opposite, one hands over one's 
daughter to an unknown man, a "total stranger" who, being out
side can become one's own son as well as one's son-in-
law. Alternatively, one puts into the hands of one's daughter, whose 
prestige and value are thereby enhanced, a decision that it is impos
sible for one to take oneself according to the normal rules - which 
is yet another way of bypassing the system. 

There is one more aspect of the wife we should mention. As 
a daughter offered in marriage to a foreign genos, she fulfills the 
role of wealth put into circulation, weaving a network of alliances 
between different groups, just as do the agalmata exchanged at 
the wedding, or the herds that, in order to win his wife, the hus
band must present to her father. But as a mother who bears a man 
children that are truly his own and that directly continue his line, 
she is identified with the cultivated land owned by her husband, 
and the marriage has the significance of an exercise of ploughing, 
with the woman as the furrow. 59 Seen from this point of view, 
the wife takes on different functions. She appears intimately linked 
to her husband's h9use, soil, -and hearth - at least for as long as 
she lives-with him and shares-the-master's bed.c She represents the . ·  
husband's hearth and all that it signifies, and in particular the vir
tues of a royal hearth. It is as if the conjugal bed in which the 
king sleeps with the queen held powers which qualifY the king's 
house to provide his kingdom with sovereigns who will make it 
bear fruit. To take the king's place at the heart of his house, in his 
bed, by beconiing united with his wife, is to acqu1re a cIaim to 
reign after him over the land which his wife, in a way, symbolizes. 

There are plenty of examples in legend, in tragedy, and even in 
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history, to illustrate this identification of the wife with the power 
of her husband and the privilege which her conjugal status confers 
upon her of perpetuating and transmitting the sovereign power. 

We shall limit ourselves to mentioning two of them, one taken 
from the world of the gods and the other from that of mortal men 
in . the native land of Ody.sseus. As wife of Zeus, Hera is not merely 
the patroness of legitimate marriage. Through the intermediary 
of the k,ing of the gods she is also associated with sovereign power 
that she can bestow, in some indirect way, because she shares the 
royal bed with her husband. In the myth of the judgment of Paris, 
each goddess promises the shepherd a gift in order to win his vote. 
Athena and Aphrodite offer him the very things that constitute 
their attributes as goddesses, the advantages connected with their 
functional powers , victory in war on the part of Athena, and suc
cess in erotic seduction on the part of Aphrodite.60 Only Hera 
commits herself to promising something that she does not strictly 
speaking possess but in which she shares through her union with 
Zeus, namely sovereignty. Euripides puts it quite clearly: "Cypris 
boasted of desire, Athena of her lance and Hera of the royal bed 
of sovereign Zeus ""Hpa u: LIIiJl: tivaKTOC; evvafal 8aaIAialv."61 

This tale about the gods �rill perhaps illuminate the status and 
role of Penelope in the Od),ssey.62 Why are the suitors so deter
mined to seek a place in her bed? How should we explain the 
somewhat equivocal attitude of the queen who seems not to want 
to come to any decision, neither dismissing the crowd of suitors 
en masse, once and for all, nor clearly committing herself in favor 
of any one of them? The initial situation can be summed up as 
follows: Telemachos, who is still a child , is not counted as a man. 
He remains, so to speak, tied to his mother's apron strings . .  In the 
absence of Odysseus, in the vacuum left at the hearth of his house 
by the departure of the head of the family, and at the center of 
his kingdom by the disappearance of the king, it is she who, as 
mistress of the house, represents the continuity of the hearth and, 
as wife of the prince, stands for the permanence of the royal author
ity; What the suitors want from Penelope is that, in the very house 
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in which she lives by rea�on of her marriage, she should finally 
accept to consider herself a widow, and take into Odysseus' bed 
a replacement for her husband who should, on the strength of 
his position, step directly into the former master's place both in 
the palace and the land. When Athena intervenes the facts of the 
situation are changed. She asks Telemachos to declare himself an 
adult and to behave as such. To convene "the aBora is to take up a 
man's position and, thenceforward, to take in hand the affairs of 
one's own house. Thus, if his mother truly desires a new marriage 

---,------------------she-wHI-have-to-return-of-her-own-free-will-to-the-house-of-her'-------
father, !caros, and if the suitors persist in their desire to marry 
her, they will have to win his favor by promising him more hedna 
than any of the others can give him.63 But from that point onward 
Penelope will have severed the links that connected her . to the 
house of Odysseus, which, if the hero is dead, will now become 
the house of Telemachos. This is precisely what the suitors fear. 
Telemachos accuses them, before the assembly, of fearing such a 
departure on the part of his mother to the house of !caros;64 they 
prefer, instead, to remain in the house of Odysseus as if he were 

. dead and Telemachos did not count. In their reply, before the 
demos, the suitors present their defence and counter-attack. They 
claim that it is Penelope who, for years, has been leading them 
on, giving them reason to believe that she is ready to marry one 
of their number; this is the reason for their still being there, wait
ing for her decision. As for Telemachos, if he is no longer a child 
and ClaIms to be a man, he has only himself to-blame for.his mis
fortu-nes; i t-fs up to hi� tb send his mother a;;'�y from his house, . 
back to !caros, if he really wants the suitors to betake themselves 
to the old man with gifts of hedna.65 This time it is Telemachos 
who refuses to cooperate. He says he cannot force his mother; it 
would be doing wrong both to her and to !caras, who would then 
be justified in insisting OIL reparation in . the form of gifts.66_So an 
impasse appears to have been reached. Penelope, fearing for her 
son, whom she does not consider strong enough to take on the 
suitors, and still hoping- for the return 'of her husbimd, whose death 
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has never been confirmed, spins things out without ever coming 
to an irrevocable decision. The suitors refuse either to leave the 
royal house or to allow Penelope to return to Icaros of her own 
free will, thereby forfeiting what she represents in term� of the 
continuity of power. Telemachos does not want to force his mother 
to sever the links which bind her to the hearth of Odysseus. But 

. the young man puts forward a new proposal. He desires to put 
an end to the uncertainty that reigns as to his father, an uncer
tainty which makes the entire situation indefinite and ambigu
ous. This is the case both within Odysseus' own household ,(where, 
because it is not clear who is in authority, the suitors can install 
themselves and make themselves at home) and in the country as 
a whole, where nobody knows who is king. Telemachos, dec;:lares 
that if he finds proof that his father is no more, he will set up a 
serna for him and will offer his mother a choice between two solu
tions: She can either remain with him in the house of his father, 

. where he will .then be undisput�d master, or else she can depart 
and occupy the house of the man she has decided to marry.67 If she 
wishes to marry, Telemachos will himself arrange Jor her marriage 
and will, as befits his station, offer huge presents "aanew ofJpa" 
in return for the hedna.68 This solution fits in with one of the two 
schemes envisaged by the suitors; namely to spare the life of 
Telemachos, who would then, as master of the household, be in 
a position to dispose of his patrimony as he so desired, and them
selves to solici� the hand of Penelope by offering hedna, each suitor 
this time courting her from his own home rather than in a group 
in the palace of Odysseus. 69 The implication of this would be that 
Penelope, by accepting such a marriage, would give up living in 
her former royal residence and would leave it to become installed 
in the home of another family. The second plan, suggested to the 
suitors by one of their number, has similar implications regard
ing the ties which link Penelope, through the conjugal bed, to 
royalty. It is to kill Telemachos, now that he has becorne a man . 
. The house of Odysseus would thus be left without any kind of 
heir, either direct, since Telemachos would now be dead, or indi-
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rect, there being no cousins or collateral relatives. The house 
would be left devoid of a man, "deserted." It would then be sim
ple for the suitors to divide between themselves, in equal shares, 
all the food reserves and treasury, all the ktemata of Odysseus. His 
house, however, would have to remain the property of Penelope.7O 
Whomever ;he chose as husband would enter this royal dwelling 
there to act both as husband to the widow of the former mon
arch and also as prince over all those to whom he has been pre
ferred by the queen.71 

Neither of these plariS is actually fulfilled. But when PeneloJLe� ______ � 
decides to allow the suitors to compete for her hand, it is in f.1Ct 
sovereignty over Ithaca that they are striving to gain through mar-
riage to the queen. And when Telemachos himself enters the lists, 
competing with the suitors and setting himself up against them 
all, it is so that his mother should remain at his side and he should 
thus be clearly seen to be the one qualified to take the place for-
merly filled by his father, both in his own house and in the king-
dom.n Neither Telemachos nor the suitors are successful in their 
attempts to bend the bow that Penelope's royal husband used to 
handle with ease, and that he left behind him, at home with 
Penelope. The exploit which reveals Odysseus, beneath the mis-
leading disguise of a poor beggar, restores him to his rightful place: 
Penelope's bed and the throne of Ithaca. Besides, even before his 
arrow hit its mark, victory was already assured. It was all decided 
from the moment when, on returning to his home, he went into 
the marriage chamb.er and saw that the bed that he used to share 
with his wife was still in its proper place, immovable and the same 
as ever and with one of its legs - just like the hearth of the royal 
palace - rooted deep in the earth ofIthaca. 
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Soci al H is tory a n d the E volu tio n 

o f  Ideas i n  C hi n a  a n d  G reece fro m the 

Si x th to the Secon d  Cen t u ries B . C . 1 

I. In China 
The very tenns in which this discussion between a Chinese scholar 
and a Greek scholar was set up beg the question as to whether 
the history of Greek and Chinese thought can be related to the 
particular historical experience of the ancient Chinese and Greek 
worlds, and whether their modes ofthought can be understood 
in relation to certain political institutions and practices and cer
tain types of activity - in sum, whether mental phenomena are 
one aspect among others of social phenomena. 

This discussion of China must inevitably be in part conjectural; 
it contains a number of ideas that are new, that is to say that 
have not yet been put to the test of criticism. However, this was 
unavoidable. Classicists should bear in mind how few scholars are 
engaged in research on Chinese history and the relatively recent 
date of any studies on this strange, rich, and complex world whose 
history stretches over :i:nore than three millennia. 

The comparison seemed feasible because the general lines, at 
least, of the historical development of these two worlds appear 
to be similar. In,China as-in Greece we find the dissolution of an 
aristocratic society of warriors and this phenomenon is speeded 

. up by changes in military techniques. In the one case it is a mat
ter of a .  transition from noble hippeis to citizen hoplites, in the 

. _ _ other froITI nobll:!s fighting from chariots to peasant infantrymen. 
- A-profound change in mentality accompanies these transfonna-
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tions: The place and functiort o f  religion are altered, modes o f  
action take on a more. positivist character, and thought becomes 
increasingly secular. Nevertheless, we also find fundamental dif
ferences. The ephemeral institution of the dty-state seems to have 
been a remarkably unique and original phenomenon, whereas the 
states established in China between the fifth and third centuries 
appear similar to a type of political coristitution quite common 
in the history of mankind. Furthermore, it has to be recognized 
that, in China, social and political change takes place at the same 
time as a rapid development of technology and economic life, and 
also a sudden increase in populati9n. This material progress, the 
continuity of population, and the absence of natural obstacles were 
no doubt not irrelevant. to the establishment of the tyrannies and 
the appearance of a unified empire. 

But let us begin at the beginning. In about the seventeenth cen
tury B.C. , in the lower basin of the Yellow River, there develops 
a civilization that is chara�terized by the use of bronze, horse
drawn chariots, and writing. The centers of this civilization com
prise flat sites accommodating the palaces and temples of a class 
of nobles whose principal activities consist of performing religiOUS 
rituals, taking part in huge hunting expeditions, and raiding other 
communities. These centers are situated in zones of cleared land 
w here a peasant population', under the protection of the riobility, 
continue to pursue the same activities as in neolithic times. Mean
while, vast forests and expanses of marshland still cover most of the 
territories in which this bronze-age civilization spreads, between 
the seventeenth and eighth centuries. Widely diverse aboriginal 
populations, which are however in the process of being absorbed 
by the Chinese, are almost everywhere in contact with the Chinese 
communities. Thus, from the beginning of the first millennium, 
new cultures come into being as a result of interchange and fusion 
between the Chinese and aboriginal cultures. Certain cities, sit
uated far away from the original centers, begin to play a locally pre
dominant role and appear, at the moment when Chinese history 
begins to be better known to us (the end of the eighth century), 
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as the capitals o f  different kingdoms. Increasingly bitter wars are 
waged between confederations of kingdoms and principalities and, 
at the same time, internal conflicts between the great noble fami
lies multiply (seventh and sixth centuries). At this point efforts 
are made to introduce a measure of centralization. They run 

. counter to the traditions of the noble class and herald the great 
transformations that take place in the fifth and fourth centuries. 

Meanwhile, it seems that the way ofHfe of the noble class grad
ually changed between the end of the second millennium and the 
seventh and sixth centuries. More land was cleared, reducing the 
hunting grounds and pasturage, and the foundation of the no6II'�i--------
ty's wealth became agriculture. Although still a warrior nobility, 
it was now also a court nobility preoccupied with matters of eti-
quette and protocol. 

One ritual, the l.i hi (K'iu ii, I, 1 §23 ),. based on practices proba
bly dating from before the period of the Warring Kingdoms (fifth . 
to third centuries) ,  refers to a very ancient period when the ritu
als were not yet standardized. It runs as follows: "High Antiquity 
set the highest value upon virtue" - that is to say competitions in 

_ generosity and vehement rivalry for prestige, for that is what 
the word to (virtue) means. This becomes . easier to understand 
when we think of the type of life reflected in the excavations at 
Anyang: These revealed the remains of dozens of human and ani
mal sacrifices, religious objects of great richness, and in particu
lar bronzes depicting fabulous hunting expeditions and drinking 
parties. All are cha.racteristic of a period when "the highest value 
was set upon virtue." The l.i hi-goes on to-note: �But- subsequently 
more importance was given to the exchange of gifts, for the rites -
value as most important of all [the balance in] relations between 
men: going w.ithout coming, and coming without going are both 
contrary to the rites." . 

The Ii ki is not the only evidence of this fundamental change 
in customs, the transition from lavish gift-presentation oran ago
nistic type to a minutely organized system of exchange. There is 

• abundant written as well as archaeological evid.ence to confirm 
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it. Nevertheless, the historical situation was a complex one. On 
the one hand we find this ritualization of all the activities of the 
noble class. The stimulus toward this attempt to systematize the 
ritual appears originally to have come from the ancient princi
palities of the Great Plain, the agents being the small group of 
those employed to administrate the power of the nobles - the 
scribes, diviners, chroniclers, astronomers, and so on. On the other 
hand, in contrast to the spirit of moderation which inspired the 
ritualists, other, more ancient types of conduct were still very 
much alive, involving contests in prestige and ostentation, dem
onst;rations of generosity and wagering on the future. Concurrently, 
the measures taken to advance centralization in certain king
doms during the sixth century - for example, agrarian and fiscal 
reforms, population censuses and the promulgation of written 
p�nal codes - appear as so many attacks against the rites. They 
were prompted by a widespread desire for wealth, possessio�s, 
and power, which was felt to be radically opposed both to the 
spirit of moderation associated with the rites and to the spirit of 
generosity that inspired the contests in prestige of archaic times. 
It was, however, toward centralization that China �as to move. 

In the course of the three centuries leading up to the impe
rial unification of 221 B .C . ,  warfare provoked the creation of 
statelike structures and also resulted in a very rapid increase both 
in the power of the armies and in cereal production. Two factors 
appear to have had a determining influence on the formation of 
centralized states in China during the fifth, fourth, and third cen
turies. These were the development of an infantry recruited from 
among the peasantry and constituting the biggest element in the 
armed forces, and, from about 500 B.C. onward, the diffusion of 
a new technique, the casting of iron, which made possible the 
production in large quantities of .tools for-clearing the land for 
agriculture and for great civic and military undertakings. It seems 
to have been these technical innovations that precipitated the his
torical changes that occurred . 

New ways of thinking appeared, in keeping with the needs of 
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organizing and directing large armies o f  infantrymen, and also con
nected with the complex problems posed by the administration 
of richer and more densely populated countries. The leaders of 
these kingdoms no longer needed sages of exceptional qualities 
but administrators and specialists instead. A system of rewards and 
punishments inspired by army life got the most out of these civil 
servants. Stamped coinage came into more general use; as did com
mercial contracts and obj ective methods, and progress reports 
were introduced in the administration. Quantitative calculation 
became common. All these factors no doubt help to account for ----------------------------------------�---� -----------------
the manifestation in China at this perioclof a spirit Which it woula 
not be exaggerated to describe as positivist and rational. We should 
note, however, that this is a practical form of rationality that does 
not conflict with other forms of thought, which we find coex
isting with it among, for example, the big businessmen whose 
mentality probably had a considerable influence on the political 
thinking of the period, and who attached great importance to the 
ideas of chance, secrecy, and the auspicious moment - all of which 
reappear among the professional politicians. The same is the case 
among schoolteachers, diplomats, and orators, all of whom con
tinue to set great store by the rituals and the morality of mod
eration, and among the promoters of anarchy and of individual 
self-sufficiency . . . .  In short, the behavior patterns and mental atti
tudes inherited from the archaic periods continue to operate more 
or less beneath the surface: They manifest themselves, for exam
ple, in tbe ostentatious funerary customs, and. re.appear in flam- .. 
boyant.form with the.first emperor,. for. all that-he was the head . 
ofa state fou�ded �po� law: 

Thus, the social changes, the scale of which varied in differ
ent kingdoms, did not bring about an abrupt break with the past, 
despite the fact that the men of the fourth and third centuries 
were well aware that the world they lived in was very different 
from that of the Hegemons ohhe seventh and eighth centuries. 
They all accepted the fact that problems of subsistence and admin
istration made it essential to employ objestive .methods of gov-
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ernment, systems of reward and punishment, and quantitative 
calculation. Although there were still sovereign monarchs, their 
sovereignty was stripped of its mythical and autocratic aspects and 
became nothing more than the source of an impersonal order. The 
ruler no longer comrrianded. He simply set up a system of mea
sures and laws. Whatever religious element the sovereign power 
retained was seen as part of the order of nature itself. To the edu
cated classes, Heaven was no longer a deity, as it had b�en in the 
archaic period, but rather an expression of the cosmic order. Crit
ics who relied on historical explanations were determined to purge 
the ancient myths of all that might seem strange and contrary to 
the accepted mores, and transformed them into nothing more than 
historical events. There were no more personal, creator gods; these 
were replaced by historical sages and impersonal religious forces. 
The rituals that in the seventh century were no more than forms 
of court etiquette now became universal procedures whose pur
pose was to ensure the internal order of society as a whole ( for, 
according to the moralists, laws could only maintain this order 
in an external and artificial manner). This explains the importance 
given to example, education, and culture. 

The so-called Chinese philosophers pursued many different 
lines of thought. However, between the fifth and third centuries 
B.C. the Chinese world inclined toward a type of thought that 
c�)Uld be described as "organicist." It is rational thought, in its 
way, since its terms of reference apply to a human and social order 
and to a cosmic one, both of which are independent of any indi
vidualized power. 

Nevertheless, this thought had its own particular framework 
and themes. It was concerned with questions that, at least until, 
quite recently, attracted little or no interest in the West. So it 
would be fruitless to expect it to manifest those philosophical 
preoccupations which dominate the Western tradition, and unjust 
to use our own categories when analyzing it. 

Mencius (end of the fourth and beginning of the third centu
ries) makes a di�tinction between the mind (the "heart" or seat 
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of the intelligence) and the senses (the "ears and eyes") .  But we 
should be quite wrong to interpret this in terms of our own famil
iar opposition. On close analysis 'it becomes clear that this dis
tinction rests upon another: that between the productive and the 
administrative functions. Mencius is simply expressing a dualist 
hierarchy of complementary grades and values. Indeed, the radi
cal opposition so characteristic of Greek thought, between the 
sensible world and the intelligible, is totally unfamiliar to the Chi
nese Writers before the empire. No doubt they would have r(!jected 

as artificial. 
Similarly, the distinction, so important in our eyes, "',,'-u"'''''' 

a positivist and a religious attitude does not appear to have pre
occupied the Chinese. The opposition does not appear in the same 
form in the Greek and Chinese worlds. The first emperor of China 
unified the administrative system of the new empire, in 221  B.C. 
But we should beware of.regarding this simply as a positivist action 
to be explained purely in terms of the practical needs of the admin
istration. Another powerful and, to our way of seeing it, irratio
nal idea is also detectable here: that it is the emperor's own genius, 
his own personal "virtue" that is diffused through the world and 
brings it order. There were thus ritualistic and religious aspects 
to the system, and without these aspects the administrative action 
would undoubtedly have lost its essential significance and efficacy. 

The Chinese authors bf the three centuries before the empire 
were not engaged in a quest for the Truth, the non-changing and 
non-contradictory._ We should like, in passing, to point out that 
in China there-were linguistic obstacles, quite apart from anything 
else, to the development of a philosophy of being and to the elabo
ration of logic.  Chinese thought took a quite different path: 
toward a .D:1()re precise analysis of the factors ordering the social 
and the cosmic spheres.  .. ..  . . . ,. . . 

In the work of the Chinese philosophers we often find the idea: 
. thaCactio'ii can be efficaeious only ifTt conforms with the con
stant tendencies of man or the'forces of nature, only if it exploits 
_these,I1atllra1 inclinati0Ils to minimize !�� �ffort required for maxi-
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mum effects. This is one o f  the major themes o f  Chinese fourth
and third-century thought. It is easy to see what concept of soci
ety and nature is implied by such a philosophy: Order can never 
result from the external intervention of a 'power of command, nor 
from an arbitrary authoritarian division of functions and powers, 
nor from a balance dependent upon an agreement reached between 
antagonistic forces. In short, it cannot proceed from anything that 
is arbitrary. The activity of the sovereign is similar to that of the 
farmer who does no more than encourage the growth of his plants 
and in nq way intervenes in the process of germination and growth. 
He acts in accordance with the orders of Heaven ( t'ien), and iden
tifies himself with it. The principle of order is to be found only 
in the things that are. It cannot but be immanent in the world . 

. The concepts of influence, of patterns, of spontaneity, and of 
modes of being carry more weight than that of law. This may 
explain why the Chinese paid more attention to precisely those 
areas of physics that �ere neglected by Greek science and its heirs. 
They preferred to concern themselves with the study and inter� 
pretation of the phenomena of magnetism -and vibration, tides, 
and sonic and seismic waves. In music they appear to have been 
particularly interested in the tonal quality of different instruments 
and in ways to construct accurate models of chimes, whereas the 
Greeks defined the musical scale geometrically. 

How should we explain these fundamental differences in ori
entation? In our view history may provide the beginnings of an 
explanation. In China, there was no violent crisis or confronta
tion between the demos and the aristocracy leading to a radical 
change in the political constitution and a revaluation of the whole 
past, but rather an evolution that, despite its great scope and the 
progress it made toward rationality, allowed accommodation and 
compromise. In China, theI:e was nothing that can be compared 
with the radicai separation between the world of men and the 
world of the gods that was the first necessary step toward the 
birth of Greek rationality. In this respect one could say that Chi
nese thought before the empire both falls short of and goes beyond 
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such a distinction; i t  goes beyond i t  in the sense that the Greek 
gods and myths would have been considered as puerile inventions 
by the Chinese (in just the same way as the Christian myths were, 
later on). But it also falls short of making such a distinction because 
it was never concerned to separate the ritual sphere from the posi
tivist or the cosmic from the human. It was too late for thought 
of the Greek type to develop in China because the Chinese had 
already naturalized the divine, and thus closed the way to devel-
oping any form of transcendental thought. , ______________________ -1In.short,_allistoricaLappr9ach_make.sjj;_p_ossible to glimp""se"-"'th"'e"--______ _ 
quite surprising links between a people's thought and its politi-
cal institutions. Chinese rationality that was, in its own way, just 
as much the fruit of original human experience, may be differ-
ent from Greek rationality, but does that necessarily mean that 
it represents an inferior stage.in the evolution of the human mind? 
To make such a claim would be to set up as a norm one specific 
type of thought and to condemn as misguided and derisory any 
attempts to uncover a universal rationality that falls outside the 
particular methods adopted by the Western world. 

JACQUES GERNET 

II. In Greece ) 
The undertaking of a comparison between Greece and China in 
parallel studies depends on two necessary conditions. First, the 
authors must approach the subject from a similar point of view. 
Like Jacques Gernet, I shall therefore consider the evolution of 
ideas from the point of view of its relation to social history. I shall 
attempt to define the historical factors that were most influen
tial in directing Greek thought into the channels it adopted. How
ever, such. a comparison. also. implies that the juxtaposition is 
provoked by certain analogies between the two types of civilization. 

In point of fact, the resemblances between Greece and China 
have s'eemed to some scholars su.fficiently striking to point to a 
kind of convergence in their historical development and in the 

, changes of mentality each underwent. Chronology itself suggests 
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such a comparison. The upheavals in' their social life that led to 
their setting up new forms of state occurred at roughly the same 
period. In both cases the transition was from an archaic stage in 
which power essentially rested upon religious privileges and was 
exercised through procedures of a ritualistic type, to mOre posi
tivist types of state organization and a mentality that can be 
described as more modern. Vassal relationships and links of per
sonal dependence are destroyed, the imp�rtance of the world of 
the peasant increases , and towns develop: The same facts appear 
to recur in China and in Greece. In both cases these social changes 
appear to be linked to technical innovations of great importance: 
iron metallurgy, and the use of the metal not only for "noble" 
objects but also for utilitarian products for general use. There are 
changes on the military level as well: The peasantry becomes more 
important as the infantryman takes the place of chariots and horses 
on the battlefield. Finally, it is during the same period, between 
the seventh and the third centuries B.C. ,  that the characteristic 
features of both the Chinese and the Greek cultures emerge. 
Schools that produce works which deeply affect the humanist stud
ies flourish. The range covers the philosophy 'of nature, moral and 
political thought, sciences such as mathematics and medicine, and 
dialectic and logic. It is therefore easy to understand the desire 
to assimilate the Chinese and Greek data and assume that these 
two peoples underwent analogous historical transformations, any 
differences between them being accounted for by the fact that 
Greece developed both faster and further. If that were the case, 
the purpose of any comparison would be to determine what obsta
cles were encountered by the Chinese that prevented them from 
progressing so fast or so far along the same path - as if there was 
only one path for human evolution to take, and that was the one 
taken by the West, which today, through technology and science, 
affects the whole of the rest of the world. Jacques Gernet's study 
has shown us that to pose the problem in terms such as these is 
to make it insoluble at the outset. Greek civilization is no more 
the measure of the Chinese than the reverse. I t is not that the 
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Chinese did not get so far as the Greeks; they simply advanced 
in a different direction. The divergences in their social evolutions 
and in the orientation of their thought are to be valued, for they 
help us to seize upon what is original in each of the two cultures. 
They set in a new perspective and make sense of certain features 
of the Greek civilization that are so familiar to us that we take 
them for granted. What I should like to do, in this study, is con- ' 
sider the nature, scope, and origin of these divergences. 

There are striking differences even within the similarities that 
have appeared most noticeable to us. We have mentioned iron 

---------------------metaHurgy.Butin-fact-we-are-dealinghere wiln two very aff---------
ferent techniques. China, was prodUcing cast iron, a technique 
that the West did not discover until the dawn of modem times. 
Such metallurgical work requires more complicated methods and 
investment on a larger scale than anything in Greece. For this rea-
son it was always more or less' in the hands or under the control 
of the state, which made it an instrument of its power. In Greece 
the blacksmith was a small independent producer, operating in 
his workshop to satisfy the needs of the public by selling directly 
to the customer. 

hi China the changes in the status of the peasantry result at 
the same time from a sweeping transformation of the human envi
ronment, and from the setting up of vast centralized states. Land
clearance leads to the sole cultivation of cereals over extensive 
areas. The progress made in this type of agriculture is tied to the 
development of a central administration capable of controlling 
it and setting up large-scale schemes using the power of water. 

In Greece, peasant life combines the raising in particular of 
sheep and goats but also of cattle and horses with agriculture of 
an increasingly diversified kind. Tree cultivation, which is more 

' lilcnitive and aimed at overseas trade, develops alongSide the pro
duction of cereals. Here, agricultural production, organized out
side the control of a centralized state, has two purposes: to ensure 
the subsistence of the family, the aikas, and to sell any surplus 
on the open market. 
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So we can s�e how i t  was that the advancement o f  the peas
antry followed different courses in China and in Greece. In China 
it was fostered by the ruler, who saw the peasant masses as the 
source of his economic power and military strength, provided he 
controlled and organized them in their village life as he did when 
they were recruited for the army. In Greece, the advancement of 
the peasantry was a liberation not only from the ancient forms 

. of servitude, but from any kind of servitude at all. It was brought 
about by the peasants in the rural demes opposing the landowning 
aristocracy who lived in the town and controlled the state. It came 
about through social antagonisms, conflicts, and confrontations, 
which were much more violent than in· China, where the power 
of the new states transformed the old social relationships by grad
ually absorbing them. Through their own efforts the Greek farm
ers, small peasant owners of a parcel of land, were to confiscate 
all the ancient privileges of the aristocracy to their advantage, mak
ing them "common property": These included access to legal and 
political magistracies, the administration of public affairs, con
·trol of the army and even of the culture, with its partictllar. modes 
of thought and feeling and its particular system of values. This 
widening and democratization of the aristocratic culture is one 
of the features that characterizes the Greek civilization. It explains 
the persistence of a certain ideal of man, and of certain attitudes: 
the agonistic spirit, the desire always and everywhere to prove 
oneself the best; the scorn for utilitarian and commercial values; 
the ethic of generosity, exalting the concept of largesse and the 
gracious giving of gifts; disinterestedness; and, finally and above 
all, a desire for autonomy and non-servitude, coupled with a con
cept that the human quality of a man depends upon his relation 
to other men. We should note straightaway that it is only within 
such a society, in which the concept of the autonomous individ
ual, free from. all servitude; has emerged and been confirmed, that 
the legal concept of the slave can, by contrast, be clearly defined 
as an individual deprived of all the rights that make a man into a 
citizen. Greece at one stroke invented both the free citizen and 
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the slave, the status o f  each being defined in relation to the other. 
Without free citizens there would be no slaves, but instead a hier
archy of degrees of dependence stretching from the top to the 
bottom of the social scale,  a general state of servitude from 
which even the king, in his relations with the gods or the divine 
order, is not exempt. 

Nothing better illustrates the importance of this aristocratic 
ideal of autonomy implying an isokratia ( in which power is shared 
equally by all) than the intellectual significance of the urban phe
nomenon in Greece. -----------------------------------------.= The town, which always constitutes a favorable setting for 
the flowering of a new mentality, has a particular significance in 
Greece insofar as it is connected with the institutions of the polis . . 
Mycenaean Greece no doubt produced a kind of palace-city; and 
archaic Greece had its towns that were inhabited by the nobility, 
as opposed to the countrySide that was populated by "villeins" 
who were responsible for feeding the kaloi kagathoi. But, unlike 
in China, the classical Greek town did not become the royal admin
istrative center for a vast rural territory, populated by civil ser
vants, priests, and political councillors in the direct service of the 
sovereign, together with a number of merchants and industrial 
contractors. In Greece the urban establishment is not opposed 
to the countryside, because the city encompasses· both the rural 
territory and the urban complex without making any specific 
political distinction between the two. Peasants arid town-dwellers 
enjoy the same rights and assume the same responsibilities; they 
sit in the same assembly and on· the same tribunals, and toge_ther _ 
elect the same magistrates. So what is the role of the town as such 
in the system of the city-state? It provides a center for and makes 
a communitybf the whole territory, or rather; of the human group 
established there that cultivates it. Essentially; the urban complex 
is comprised of those buildings connected with public life, that 
is to say, everything that, being comrribrnatherthan private prop
erty, concerns the fndividuals insofar as they are all, equally, citi
zens; the temples, the buildings set aside for the magistracies, the 
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tribunals, the assemblies, the agora, the theater, and the gymna
siums. Thus, the town is conceived as the center that gives the 
social space of the Greeks its uniformity: In relation to this com
mon center all the citizens occupy positions that are, in a way, 
symmetrical and reversible. In a city inspired by the ideal of  
isonomia, power and authority are, as the Greeks put it ,  placed at 
the center (en mesoi ), and are not the prerogative of one individual 
such as the king or·of a privileged minority of citizens. 

There is a clos� connection between this political system of 
the city-state and the ne� spiritual world of the Greeks of the 
sixth century. Of course, their ideas were bound to change, but 
so long as the city remained alive they were the ideas of men who 
saw themselves as autonomous and free within the framework 
of small, "  independent comm�nities. Just as, in the city, power 
belongs to everyone, is placed en mesoi ( an expression that is sig
nificantly reminiscent of a military aristocracy's way of conduct
ing its wars and dividing up the spoils), so too does culture belong 
to all; it is placed at the center, no longer the privilege of a few 
families or, as in China, of a class of educated men. This democ" 
ratization is, of course, only made possible by alphabetic writ
ing, which is no longer the speCiality of a class of scribes, and 
which enables all the citizens to learn to read and write. For the 
rest, by participating in the festivals and going to the theater, 
the whole city has access to artistic and literary productions of 
the highest quality. 

This common participation in the culture, paralleled by the 
common sharing of political authority, has decisive consequences 
for the evolution of ideas. Henceforward, all the knowledge and 
intellectual techniques that were hitherto the more or less jeal
ously guarded secrets of certai� privileged families , are fully and 
publidy revealed . The rules of political l ife - that it should . 
take place in public, conducted via free discussion and reasoned 
debate - also become the rule in intellectual life. Truth is no 
longer derived from mysterious revelation. Doctrines are made 
public, submitted to criticism and controversy, and subjected to 
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a form o f  reasoned argument. Sacred tales o f  hieroi 1ogoi now give 
way to secular demonstration. 

We must now consider from a social and intellectual point of 
view the historical factors that made such a phenomenon possible, 
namely the small size of the groups in which men lived, and the 
dispersed and fragmented character of the population. The demo
graphic scale is of fundamental significance when we compare 
China and Greece. Because the Greek social unit is so relatively 
small, two conditions are fulfilled: First, rapid and widespread 
dissemination of information and communication throughout the 

---------------------e-n�tire sociaroodyis possible, and-tniS-favors a system ofairect�--------
democracy. It is possible to come to political decisions follow-
ing public debate since each citizen can rapidly be informed of 
all that is going on. The world of the city had to be small enough 
for everyone - or almost everyone - to know each other and be 
able to enter into discussion with everyone else. And what applies 
to politics also goes for ideas - witness Socrates finding his inter-
locut�rs in the agora. 

Second, the state does not have to direct what we today would 
call the economy; it does not have to administer the details of 
agricultural and industrial production or the exchange and cir
culation of goods. All this is left to individual "houses." Indeed, 
this is the true meaning of the Greek word oikonomia. The state 
only becomes involved when it needs money or materials for the 
particular ends that are its concern. Its true domain is politics, 
that is to say the interplay ()f relations of rul!ng and submitting 
to _rule l:>eJ:yv:et!n cii:izens,_ �nd the links of domination and sub
mIssion between different states. Politics, for the city, consist 
essentially in organizing the methods of exercising power. They 

. revolve entirely around the conc-ept oP'power." Within the city 
- how can power be balanced so that all the citizens exercise it in 

common? And, in its relations with the outside world, how can 
the city-strengthen its power so as to remain always sovereign mis- -
tress of itself and affirm its own supremacy over its rivals? 

Power is perhaps one of the key concepts in our understand-
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ing o f  Greek thought. Andre G .  Haudricourt once contrasted the 
mentality of peoples composed of herdsmen and sailors, like the 
Greeks, with that of "gardening" peoples such as the Chinese. He 
suggested that the domestication of animals led the herding peo
ples to conceive the action of a man upon his fellows - in par

" ticular the power of a king over his subjects - on the model of 
the relationship of the shepherd to his flocks, that i s  to say, as a 
form of direct and compelling intervention. In contrast, garden
ing peoples take "indirect and negative action" as their model for 
human relations. For them, the best authority - that is, that which 
conforms most closely with the natural order - is that which, 
being immanent in all things, never needs to intervene. It is, at 
all events, noticeable that, when not drawing on images taken from 
the field of navigation, Greek political terminology draws on the 
experience of the herdsman. The power of the leader over those 
whom he directs is represented as a constraining action in which 
the inferior is bent beneath the' yoke of the stronger and forced 
to submit to being guided and trained, just as the shepherd trains 
and guides his flock with his crook, by virtue of his superior power 
of "domination." This image of the leader, seen as an agent inter
vening directly from without to impose compulsion upon his sub
jects, is deeply rooted in religion. The Greek gods form, as it were, 
a society of Powers - who are both competitive and at the same 
time mutually supporting. The gods are" agents possessed of a supe
rior strength to which men must submit. Among these gods Zeus 
proves himself to be, on his own, stronger than all the others put 
together: Kratos and Bia, brutal domination and compelling vio
lence, who flank Zeus' throne, never leave the side of the sover
eign of the gods. 

One must beat in mind this concept of might seen as a power 
of coercion, as violence done to others, or the deployment of a 
superior force of constraint, if one is to understand how it was 
that Greece could produce a social system in which power, the 
kratos, should be made com'mon to ali, placed en mesoi so that it 
should no longer belong to any one person. In such a situation 
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commanding and obeying cease to appear antithetical and form, 
rather, the two terms of a single reversible relationship. The same 
men in tum obey and command, following a temporal order that 
is numerically determined because it revolves around the com
mon center where the power of command is henceforth depos
ited. Domination by brute force is replaced by the abstract order 
of an egalitarian distribution of responsibilities. 

This political ideal of isonomia takes shape gradually as moi:al 
ideas develop between the seventh and the fifth centuries. Dur
ing a, period of social crisis and religious upheaval Greece devel-

-�����������--------�ops-an-ethic-of-wisdom,sophrosune,-which-puts-one-in-mind-of--------
China. It involves the rejection of luxury and the condemnation 
of riches, excess, and violence, and the exaltation of moderation, 
self-control, and the just measure. This moral idea impinges, 
through iegislation, upon social realities, leaving its mark upon 
them. The aim is to produce a balanced, harmonious, united 
human group and to rationalize social relations, to achieve a bal-
ance between them and set up a geometrical model for them. In 
this way moral thought, while frequently retaining its religious 
character, leads to the instituting of Law and essentially positiv-
ist political reforms such as those introduced by Cleisthenes, 
although it never becomes a Machiavellian type of realpolitik aimed 
at strengthening the power of the prince through any possible 
means, as it  does among the legalists in China. Nor does Greek 
moral philosophy lead, as it does for the Confucianists, to an 
attempt to bring human society into harmony with the ancient 
ritual order. The nomoi, the body of rules introduced by the leg-

- isl�tors; are pre-serited as' hun:i�n solutions aimed at obtaining 
specific results: social harmony a�d equality between citizens. 
However, these nomoi. are only considered valid if they conform 
to a model of equilibrium and geometric harmony of more than 
human significance, which represents, an aspect of divine Dike. 

.' 

Thelink.hetweeu Dike and. the human nomoi.is never quite bro
ken. True, there are· some sophists who claim that there is no abso
lute Dike or that, if there is, it cannot be known. But theirs is a 
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"paradoxical" opinion and is felt to be such. For the great majority 
of Greeks the nomoi are human, subject to discussion and even 
revision; yet they are not radically separate from divine Dike. With 
Socrates and the beginnings of moral thought, in the strictly philo
sophical sense, this dual aspect of ethics, which is an autonomous 
human discipline and at the same time demands an absolute basis, 
acquires its full significance. Socrates takes concrete behavior and 
the virtues practiced by every individual in the diverse circum
stances of life as his starting point, but he does not stop there. 
He desires to put the actions of his fellow citizens face-to-face 
with criteria that are permanent and self-justifying: Piety, Cour
age, and Justice themselves. These absolute criteria are not reli
gious, and moral behavior is, in a sense, the opposite to ritual 
obedience. Such values imply that they have been arrived at 
through critical evaluation; they are the fruit of rational analysis, 
discovered through debate, dialectical argument, and a quest for 
definitions. Ethics thus constitutes a system of transcendental val
ues considered as universally applicable truths from which it 
should be possible to deduce the various courses of behavior suited 
to particular circumstances. 

Alongside this moral thought, a philosophy of nature starts to 
develop at the beginning of the sixth c�ntury in the Greek cities 
of Asia Minor. The theories of these first "physicists" of Ionia have 
been hailed as the beginning of rational thought as it is under
stood in the West . 

. In a recent study we have attempted to show that the physi
cal thought of the Greeks of the sixth century is intimately linked 
with their political thought. In  their conception of nature the 
physicists of Miletos make use of conceptual equipment and a 
terminology which had been developed in social practice. They 
interpret the physical universe in accordance with a model of equi
librium between opposed powers that is in keeping with the ideal 
of isonomia that governs their organization of the human world. 

Certain aspects of the new view of the world presented by the 
Milesians may seem close to the concepts of the Chinese. The 
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gods are no  longer seen as being outside nature and the human 
world; instead, the natural order itself is, in a way, considered as 
divine. And yet there are considerable differences. The Greek 
image of the world is fundamentally geometrical in character. The 
cosmos is imagined in spatial terms. The order that governs it is 
egalitarian rather than hierarchical. It assumes a balanced distri
bution between contrary powers so that no one of these can come 
to dominate the others. Finally, the Milesian philosophers, far 
more than the Chinese thinkers, had to break with traditional 

__________________ ---Cr=-:e=ligious beliefs, and on many_p_Qints_they_deliberately_take-up_a ___ � _____ _ 
contradictory position to them. For this reason the opposition 
between this emerging philosophy, on the one hand, and religion 
or myth on the other is, in certain respects, extremely marked. 

Nevertheless, Greek religion is more of a practice, a manner 
of behavior and an internal attitude, than a system of beliefs and 
dogmas. So, on this level, philosophy fills a gap; in its attempt 
to construct a coherent world system, philosophy has no cause 
to come into direct conflict with religion. 

' 

Besides, philosophy does not reject the concept of the divine; 
rather, from the very first it uses and transforms it. For the Ionian' 
physicists the divine is present within the world that they seek 
to explain. The universe can be explained not by the activities 
of the traditional gods but by the interaction of the powers that 

, form the basis for the phusis, and represent the principles or archai 
at work in it. These principles still carry a religious charge. In 
what senses can the Milesians call these physical elemental prin
ciples "divine"? Like the gods, these principles are contrasted with 
natural phenomena in that they are invisible; they belong to the 
domain 9f what is adela, not of what is phanera. They are eternal 
apd indestructible ,  not mortal and perishable; immutable,  not 
changeable anciephe��raf;- pure, not mixed. In short, like the 
gods, they are powers that are superior to all others and that, 

., betWeen them, govem the woi-Id. " 
. 

So the--physical thought �f the Milesians develops within the 
frameworK o[th.� gr_e.at oppositions established by Greek religious 
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thought between a whole series of  polar terms: men-gods; the 
invisible-the visible; what is eternal-what is mortal ; the perma

. nent-the changing; the powerful-the powerless; the pure-the 
mixed; the certain�the uncertain. 

Thus, both in its fundamental features and in the way it devel� 
ops, Greek philosophy appears to take over from Greek religion. 
Philosophical enquiry takes place within the very framework reli
gion had provided. But now, instead of belonging to the domain 
of mysterious and secret revelation, the divine becomes the sub
ject of an enquiry pursued in the full light of day. It is no longer 
manifested in a more or less ineffable vision; now it must be 
expressed and formulated articulately. I ts permanence and unity 
make it possible to define it unequivocally. Thus the divine, seen 
as an immutable principle and essence appears in the guise of the 
intelligible. It can be perceived by a particular way of knowing 
and expressed in a rigorous language that is a far cry from vulgar 
speech. Thus, for Parmenides; the Loaos belongs to the level of  
the immutable being that he identifies with Truth. This Loaos is 
something quite different from the mere words, epea, used in their 
inconsistent talk by those whom Parmenides dubs "two-headed 
mortals" because they can hold two opinions on a single subject. 
In this way the opposition between the world of the divine and 
the human world is transposed in Parmenides' philosophy into 
two contrary Ways , two contrasting domains: on the one hand 
Being, and the true word that expresses it in its perfect self
identity; and, on the other, Non-Being that is subject to genera
tion, change, and destruction and that is the object not of true 
knowledge but only of uncertain and ambiguous opinion. With 
Parmenides, Greek philosophy finds its true vocation. It is at the 
same time and inseparably a philosophy of Being, an ontology, and 
a philosophy of knowledge, a logic. The quest for Being as such 
is inseparable from a logic of identity involving a refusal of all that 
is ambiguous, changeable, arid relative, and postulating a radical 
separation between the intelligible and the sensible. 

We are familiar with how Greek philosophy develops after 
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Parmenides, and to a large extent i n  response to him, down to 
the moment when Aristotle provides a precise definition of the 
principle of non-contradiction. But one point should be empha
sized. It is that this whole development took place within the 
framework of a logic of identity, of the exclusion of contraries. 
Linguists can explain how much the ontology and logic owed to 
the particUlar state of the Greek language, and the ease with which 
it could be made to express the concept of Being and all its dif
ferent dimensions. But other factors, too ,  appear to have played 

____________________ --=th::=-e=i=-r-Lp:.::a::.-:rtC'-. ..-::T:..::h:.::r-=..=ough its analyses of the commonl:llaces of language,,_-'--__ -'--__ _ 
methods of reasoning, and demonstration and types of argument, 
sophistry prepared the way for the work of Plato and Aristotle. 
Now the techniques of the orators and sophists cannot be disso-
ciated from the practices of the tribunals and the political con-
tests in the Assembly. The method of the Dissoi Logoi, the double 
speeches that put forward two contrary theses on every question 
considered, is a first attempt to formUlate mutually exclusive"argu-
ments. But this method, in its turn, is connected with an impor� 
tant social factor: in· the human affairs that were debated at the 
tribunals and in the Assembly - affairs that could be solved only 
on the basis of what was probable or likely, not of what was evi-
dent or certain - there are always two conflicting viewpoints, two 
opposed sides between which a choice must be made in order 
to come to a judicial or political decision. 

There can be no question of reaching definite conclusions as 
a result of the present inquiry. In recalling one or two themes, 
our purpose is to present them, rather, as problems. As· compared" 
with China, in Greece social development and the evolution of 
thought seem to have a more viole�t and dialectical character. A 
greaterrole is played by oppositions, conflicts, and contradictions 
and, in corresponding fashion, thought tends to develop on the 
plane of the immutable and the identical while modes of reason-
ing aim at the radical exclusion of contrary proposition"s .  

. 

In this inquiry into the ideas of the Greeks we have noted 
a number of factors: antagonism and confli.ct .. �� .. �h�ir sodal his-
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tory; a dualism in their philosophy between the intelligible and 
the sensible, between. Being and Coming-to-be, and between Truth 
and Opinion; a logic of non-contradiction; an ethic based upon 
man's power of choice, of free decision; and judiciary and politi
cal practices that imply a confrontation between two opposed 
causes, the clash of hostile speeches. To what extent are all these 
features interrelated? " 

If it is true that tragedy expresses a "torn consciousness," a 
feeling for the con"tradictions that divide a man aga,inst himself, 
perhaps this comparison with China can help us to understand 
why it was the Greeks who invented tragedy. 
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The Socie ty o f  The Gods! 

In writing of the Greek gods - and especially of their birth - the 
gaps in the information we possess, and our ignorance concern
ing their origins, certainly constitute major obstacles. However, 
the little knowledge that I may lay claim to on this subject does 
not make the task any easier. How can such a vast and complex 
problem be tackled in the space of a few pages without much sim
plification and a certain measure of distortion? Perhaps I may rather 
be permitted to discount from consideration a �umber of inter
pretations that today seem too outda,ted, too dubious, or too pre
mature to be of any help in understanding the religious facts . . 

First, what is the position as regards the proble� of origins 
or, to put the question in the terms in which it has been addressed 
to me, what do we know of the birth of the Greek gods? An 
inquiry into origins is always difficult. In the case of the Greeks 
we are completely: in the dark. However far back we maygojnto 
the past ( that is to �ay, since the decipherment of Linear B, as_far _ .  . .  -- .-
as the Mycenaean period), we are confronted with a religious sys-
tem that has already undergone many transformations and bor
row:ed much, arid- in which it  is very difficult to distinguish what 
is Indo-European, Mediterranean, Aegean, or Asiatic. Any attempt 
at a global explanation, such as the suggestion that the great male 
gods have an Indo-European origin and the greatfemale- deities a 
Mediterranean one must be open to question. 

Furthermore, what is true for-a linguistic system is also true 
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for a religious one. I n  the study o f  a language, etymology offers 
possibilities and is sometimes rewarding. In the history of reli
gions etymology is much more obscure, but even in the case of a 
language etymology cannot enlighten us as regards the use of a 
term at a particular period, since the native speakers, when they 
use it ,  are unaware of its etymology. Thus a word's meaning 
depends not so much on its linguistic past but rather on the place 
the word occupies in relation to the general system of the lan-

. guage at the period iIi question. Similarly, a Greek of the fifth cen
tury may well have known less about the origins of Hermes than 
a specialist does today, but that did not stop him from believing 
in Hermes and from sensing the presence of the god in certain 
circumstances. And what we are trying to understand is precisely 
what Hermes represented in the religious thought and life of the 
Greeks - the place that this god held in men's existence. 

Let us consider one of the examples most favorable to an 
inquiry into origins, that of Zeus, the greatest god in the pan
theon. It so happens that the name of this god is informative. 
Behind the name of Zeus we can detect the Indo-European root 
that we find in the Sanscrit dyau'h ,  meaning "to shine." We can 
consequently <;:onnect the Greek Zeus pater with the Latin Jupiter 
and the Indian Dyaus pita. But the Greek Zeus is not only an Indo
European god; he has come into contact with other male deities, 
in particular a Cretan cave god with whom he merged. This Cretan 
god differs in many respects from the Indo-European Zeus: He is 
a child god, Zeus kouros; he is also a god who dies and is reborn. 
His tomb used to be pOinted out in Crete. The Greek Zeus is the 
result of these fusions and transformations. What we are seeking 
to understand is this complex figure, rather more than his affilia
tion with the ancient Indo-European god. 

There is another danger in etymology. We detect in the word 
Zeus the root meaning "to shine." So we conclude that Zeus repre
sents the luminous sky, the shining light of day. We are then 
tempted to assume that all the great gods of the pantheon can be 
Similarly equated to other natural forces. Thus Zeus is linked with 
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shining sky, Poseidon with water, Hephaestos with fire, Hera with 
air, Hennes with wind, Dionysos with vines, Demeter with wheat, 
and so on. Such an interpretation assumes that the universe in our 
modern conception can be compared tenn for term with the l 
Greeks' image of it; expressed through their religion. This would 
be to suggest that their religious thought had the same structure 
and same type of organization, and used the same conceptual cate
gories as our own scientific thought, the only difference being 
that in Greek religion natural forces are animated and personified. 

______________________ T""-h"'e�stu�dy-.Of religions today: is sufficiently: advanced for no sE""e-_______ _ 
cialist still to be convinced by such simple naturalistic explana-
tions. So, in attacking them, I perhaps appear to be pushing at 
doors that are already wide open. But, after all, the only way to 
open doors is to push them, and I am hoping that our attack will 
carry us rather further than just over the threshold. 

Zeus is the shining sky but also, in a way, the night sky. He is . 
the master of light and reveals himself in and through light, but 
he also has the power to blot it out. And, as we shall see, Zeus is 
many other things besides. He is a god in the strict sense of the 
word, a th� precisely because he is so many things at the same 
time - things connected with what, to our eyes, are completely 
distinct or even opposed domains: the world 'of nature, the social 
world, the human 'World, and the supernatural world. 

It is I who am distinguishing between these different spheres 
because they do appear separate to us today, but the religious 

-- thought of the Greeks made no such clear-cut distinctions between 
: man and:his internalworld;the social-world'and its hierarchy, .  the 

physical universe and the supernatural world or society of the 
Beyond made. up of the gods, the daem()ns, the heroes, and the 
dea�:.. This is .  not to say. that the Greeks confused everything 
together and that theirs was a kind of primitive mentality where 
everything participated in everything else. The Greeks made dis
tiI1ci:ions ii� i:hei·rreHgio�s.- tl1?ugh,i:, but not the same 'ones as we 
make. They ,c:Iistinguished in the cosmos between different types. 
of P?wers -:-: multiple fonns of power that could, take action on 
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every level o f  reality, not just in one o f  the domains we have men
tioned, making interventions within man himself as well as in soci
ety, in nature, and in the Beyond. 

Thus their religion and their pantheon can be seen to be a sys
tem of classification, a particular way of ordering and conceptu
ahzing the universe, distinguishing between multiple types of force 

< and power operating within it. So in this sense I would suggest that 
a pantheon, as an organized system implying definite relations 
between the various gods, is a kind of language, a particular way 
of apprehending reality and expressing it in symbolic terms. I am 
even inclined to believe that, in those ancient times, there existed 
between language and religion a sort of co-naturality. When one 
considers religion as a type of thought it appears to date back as far 
as language itself. 'What characterizes the human level as opposed 
to that of other creatures on the animal scale is the presence of 
these vast mediatory systems - language, tools, and religion. 
. However, man is not aware of having invented this language 

of religion. He feels that it is the world itself that speaks this lan
guage or, to be more precise, that reality itself is fundamentally 

'- language. The universe appears to him as the expression of sacre<:l, 
powers that, in their own parbcular different forms, constitute 
the true texture of reality, the being behind appearances, the mean

, ing that lies behind the symbols that manifest it. 
" Let us focus our inquiry a little more closely. For the ancient 
Greek, the luminous sky above seemed to establish a connection 
between him and Zeus. That is not to say that he believed that 
the sky was, Zeus, but rather that certain features of the sky, the 
influence that it exerted over human life, constituted, as it were, 
the ways through which the power of Zeus was �ade manifest 
to man. Zeus is made manifest by the sky, but he is at the same 
time hidden by it: A power can only be seen by men through what
ever it is that manifests it, but at the same time that power is always 
greater than its manifestations: It cannot be identified with any 
single one of them. 

So it is not so much that Zeus is the luminous sky, rather that, 
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for a certain fonn of power, the luminous sky is simply a way both 
. of being visible and concealing itself. What kind of a power is 

it? In the case of Zeus, perhaps the least incorrect definition would 
be to say that what is concerned is the power of sovereignty. One 
of Zeus' essential features is that, both for the gods and for men, 
he is enthroned at the summit of the hierarchy, he hold� the 
supreme command and possesses a superior strength that (i'llows 
him absolute dominion over all others. 

Those who are submitted to this sovereign power of Zeus feel 
the effects of its double and contradictory character. On the one 
hand this power embodied by the sky, with its regular movements 
and the periodic cycle of days and seasons, represents a j!l.st and 
ordered sovereignty. At the same time, it also comp�ses an ele
ment of opaqueness and unpredictability. The Greeks make a dis
tinction in the sky between what they call aither, the sky that is 
constantly luminous, the brilliance of an incorruptible zone, and 
what they call aer, that is to say the zone o f  atmospheric phe
nomena whose unpredictable violence is of the first importance 
in the life of men since it is the source of the winds, clouds, and 
beneficial rain, and also of destructive stonns. Zeus' power is a
compound of regularity and constancy and, at the same time, 
unpredictability; it  combines aspects of beneficence and of ter
ror. Seen as the sky, then, Zeus already appears in a complex and · 
ambiguous f0n.!l; he belongs both to the day and to the night and 
is both auspicious and at the same time inauspicious. But in a way 
Zeus is also presen� in .everything that evokes sovereign domin
ion_.�He js p.r�sent:on-the mountain tops - on Mount Pelion where 
he was worshipped under the name of Zeus akraios, at the summit 
of Olympos, the mountain that is so high that it links heaven and 
earth together, and whose rugged peak calls to mind the fortress 
at Mycenae from which King Agamemnon would survey the flat 
countryside over which he reigned. Zeus is present in certain 
treeS that are� taller' than -the:rest; · reaching up through-theaer-as 
far as the aither: This is Zeus Endendros. He is present in the light
ning as Zeus Bronte)], Keraun.ios o� _Kataibates; iIi the rain as . 
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Ombrios or Huetios, especially i n  the fertile rains o f  autumn 
that herald the season for sowing and thus bring about what can 
be seen as the divine marriage between the sky and the earth, 
and here he is known as Zeus Gonaios, Genethlios, Georgos, 
Maimachtes. Zeus is present in the depths of the earth in the form 
of the riches which his fertility produces there: Zeus Chthonios, 
Katachthonios, Plousios, Meilichios. Zeus is present in gold, the 
metal that is as unchanging as the sky, condensed from the light 
of the sun whose dazzling beams evoke the brilliance of sover
eignty: Here he is Zeus Chrusaor. 

However, the power of Zeus is not restricted to these natural 
forms. It is also at work in human activities and social relations. 
Zeus is present in the person of the king as Zeus Basileus. There 
is even a Zeus known as Agamemnon. In particular he is present 
in the scepter of the king, enabling his decisions to be put into 
force. In the house of a priest a royal scepter can, by its mere pres
ence, be the focus of the cult addressed to Zeus. Zeus is present 
at the king's side in all the circumstances in which the human 
sovereign is exercising a power that comes to him from the gods 
and that. can only be effective through the intermediary of divine 
powers. Thus, when the king leads his army out to battle he is 
flanked by Zeus Agetor, Promachos; when he mediates in his coun
cil, turning over some plan in his mind, it is Zeus Boulaios; in 
critical situations, when the people no longer know to which 
power to address their prayers and come to beg their king to find 
a way of salvation, he is Zeus Soter. Above all, Zeus is present 
when the king metes out justice: Just as the sovereignty of Zeus 
in the sky makes the earth rich and fertile, similarly the justice 
of the king brings prosperity to the entire territory dependent 
upon him. If the king is unjust his land produces no wheat, the 
herds do not multiply, and the women produce deformed chil
dren. But if the king respects justice and embodies the sovereign 
power of Zeus, his whole kingdom flourishes in endless prosperity . 

. This same dominion that Zeus has over the universe and the king 
over his subjects is also exercised by the head of each family in 
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his own house. So the cult of Zeus also celebrates a number of 
aspects of him as a domestic deity. When a suppliant who has been 
ejected from his own home and cut off from his social roots seeks 
shelter at the hearth of the master of the house, begging for his 
protection, Zeus Hikesios and Zeus Xenios enter the dwelling with 
him. Zeus Gamelios presides over legitimate marriage, the essen
tial purpose of which is to place a woman under the domination 
of her husband and to give her children who will owe respect and 
obedience to their father. Zeus Herkeios, the Zeus of the enclo
sure or of the barrier, encompasses the territory over which the 

--------------------'lieaaoftneTamily exercises his power, while Zeus Klarios, the 
apportioner, marks out and protects the boundaries between prop
erties belonging to different masters. Finally, Zeus Ktesios is 
enthroned in the cellar of the house, in the shape of a jar, as he 
watches over the riches of the father of the house. 

This wide range of epithets given to a god such as Zeus can 
perhaps help us to glimpse, one of the essential functions of the , 
supernatural powers. They make it possible to integrate the human 
individual into various social groups, each with its own ordered 
way of functioning and its own hierarchy; and to integrate these 
social groups, in their tum, into the order of nature which is then 
made a part of the divine order. So one of the functions of the 
gods is to impose social order. Emanating as it does from Zeus, 
the power of the king is truly endowed with efficacy, always pro
vided that it is exercised according to certain rules and in con
formity with an established order, The king and his subjects are 
implicitly agreed upon what might be termed the rules of the 
game of sovereignty. If the king exceeds his rights it is not simply 
a matter of an individual being wronged or the social hierarchy 
being distorted� The whole sacred ordc::r of the universe is brought 
' into question by this diste>rtion of just sovereignty. The compro
mised order has to be reestablished at the expense of the guilty 
party.-·Such a reversal of the situation may be seen either as ven
geance wreaked by Zeus, who is the gtiarantor of sovereign power, 
or equally well as a quasiaut�matic way ofreintroducing order by -> • •  • - - -- . - -- -
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restoring the balance between cosmic forces that have been upset. 
The two interpretations - the one referring to the vengeance of 
Zeus and the other to the fatality of destiny (Nemesis or Moira) 
are not contradietory, for there is a Zeus known as Moiragetes. 

In this way the power of Zeus establishes the connections 
between various types of human activities, social relations, and 
natural phenomena. It links them together but does not confuse 
them. The Greeks knew perfectly well that a king was not a force 
of nature and that a force of nature was not the same as a deity. 
Nevertheless, they saw them as linked, interdependent, as differ
ent aspects of a single divine power. 

The expression "divine power" is designed to emphasize the 
point that the Greek gods are not individuals each with a particu
lar single characteristic form and spiritual life. The Greek gods ar� 
powers, not persons. It has been correctly noted that, when refer
rfng to the gods, the Greeks make no clear distinction between 
the use of the singular and that of the pluraL The same divine 
power is sometimes conceived in the singular, for example charis, 
and sometimes in the plural, the charites. In the words of Rohde: 
"The Greek is incapable of imagining a god as a single deity but 
rather envisages a divine power which can be apprehended now 
in its unity and now in its diversity." 

The representations of gods in myth and literary works par
ticularly emphasize their unity. Homer presents us with a Zeus 
who, as a 'figure, possesses a relative unity. When a god is wor
shipped, however, it is rather the aspect of plurality that is stressed. 
The living religion of the Greeks knows Zeus not in one single 
form but rather as many different Zeuses, each with its own epi
thet peculiar to the cult that links it with its own particular area 
of activity. In worship, the important thing is to address oneself 
to the Zeus that is suitable in a particular situation. Thus even 
while he is protected by Zeus Soter and Zeus Basileus, Xenophon 
is dogged by the anger of Zeus Meilichios to whom he omitted 
to offer a sacrifice on the occasion of the festival of the Diasia. 
And he sees nothing strange in being favored by two Zeuses while 
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at, loggerheads with a third. Zeus' unity is not that o f  a single and 
unique person but of a power whose various aspects may be mani
fested in different ways. 

If these remarks are correct they must lead us to eliminate 
another method of arialyzing the religious data. Any study that 
attempted to define the Greek gods independently from one 
another, as if they were separate and isolated figures, would be 
in danger of missing an essential point about them. Much erudi
tion has been b�ought to studies of this kind and they provide us 
with much highly valued information. However, it is no longer 

-�-------------�----p-o-ssiDle toaay to. De satisfieawitn sucn an approaclLTne worK-----�---
of a historian of religion such as Georges Dumezil has clearly shown ,. ' . 
that, as with a linguistic system, it is impossible to understand a 
religious system without making a study of how the various gods 
relate to each other: 

Instead of simply drawing up a list of the different deitie�,�� 
must analyze the structure of the pantheon and show how the vari
ous po�ers are grouped, associated together, and opposed to and 
di�tinguished from each other. Only in this way can the pertinent 
features of each god or each group of gods emerge .:.. that is to 
say, those that are significant from the point of view of religious 
thought; The study .of a god such as �ermes, who is a very com
plex figure,' must first define his relation to Zeus in order to pick 
out what in particular it is that Herri:tes contributes to the wielding 
of sovereign power, and then 'compare him with Apollo, Hestia, 
Dionysus, and Aphrodite. Hermes has affinities �ith all of the�e 

.gods but is distinguished from each of them by certain modes of 
action that are peculiar to him. 

' 

In the third place, it would be equally mistaken to study the 
r . 

,_ ( r�ligi�l1s data as if it :constitut�d an independent world, quite sep" 
\,araie trom the material and soc�al life of the Greeks. I believe that, 

to understand a religion, it is necessary to connect it with the 
men who lived by it, to seek to understand how these men related 
to nature through the intermediary of their tools, and to each other 

� th�ough the intermediary of their institutions. For a historian of 
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religion it is the men who explain the gods, not the reverse. Mean- . 
while, it must be pointed out that hitherto the history of Greek 
religion has been concerned to study religious representations and 
rituals more than to discover the sociology of religious man, the 
sociology of the believer and of the various types of believer. I t  
i s  a difficult task that scholars have already undertaken where the 
great contemporary religions are concerned, but that still remains 
to be attempted for the religions of the past. Clearly, the task is 
made the more problematic by the need to consult documentary 
evidence and the impossibility of pursuing any direct inquiry. But 
apart from this there is also a preliminary obstacle to be cleared 
away, namely the existence of certain preconcep.tions. 

The fact is that we approach the study of religions burdened 
with all the experience contemporary man has inevitably acquired, 
and with firmly entrenched ideas about the place of religion in 
man's life and its role in society. Now it is impossible tei know 
Q priori whether the role played by Greek religion in relation to 
the men and society of antiquity was the same as that played by 
contemporary religions in relation to the men and societies of  
today. We may well wonder whether the function of religion can 
have been the same in archaic societies, where it dominated social 
life as a whole, as in modem societies in which the life 'ofthe 
community has been almost completely secularized. Is it not to 
be expected that, like other important factors in civilization, the 
religious phenomena too should have their own history reflect
ing the transformations and changes in meaning that took place? 
We must therefore ask ourselves to 'what extent our own religious 
categories of thought, our own �onception of the divine and its 
relation to men and our concepts of what is sacred and supernat
ural are applicable to the Greek reality. 

For us, the divine is basically external to the world .  God 
transcends the world, as the theologians and philosophers put it. 
This transcendent deity is the creator of the world and of man
kind. It is related to the universe as a craftsman is related to his 
own creation. The creation does, in a way, bear the imprint of 
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the creator. However, the creator is beyond his production and 
moves in a world apart from the world he has produced - and / 
produced from nothing. 

This god who is foreign to our own world is present within 
us. Where else could we find him, since he is outside nature, if 
not within ourselves? So this is an interior god: The' point of con- -
tact between the deity and man is within the soul of each indF 
vidual and takes , the form of personal communion between the 
two. This individual relationship is at the same time universal: 
Th/:! link between each separate individual and God is,an expres---------�----------------------------------������----�������----�--�----�----------��,�-�----sion of the fundamental relationship of man and his creator. I am 
rela-ted to God as a human being and as an individual, not as a 
Frenchman, or as the member of a particular profession, a par-_ 
ticular family, or a particular social group. 

Finally, in the life of a contemporary man, the religious sphere 
is in general fairly closely defined. We consider most of our social, 
economic, cultural" and political activities, our work, our leisure, 
our reading, our entertainment, and our family relations to be out
side the strictly �eligious sphere and as constituting the secular 
domain. Religion is thus restricted to one definite sphere of human 
existence; the religiOUS life of each individual belongs to one par
ticula� area of his life with its own objectives. 

When I tum to consider Greek religion and the Greek gods I 
do not find the features that I have just described in simplified 
form. The Greek gods are not external to the world. They are an 
integral part of th� cosmos. Zeus and the other Olympians cre
ated neither the physical �niverse nor living creatures'nor man- 
kind. 'They were themselves created by primordial powers that 
continue to exist, providing a framework and substratum for the 

. universe. These are Chaos, Gaia, Eros, Nux, Ouranos, and Okeanos. 
Thus the gods whom the Greeks worship only emerged at a given 
point in time; they had not always existed. In re�ation to the ori
ginal powers they are "late-comers" who seized power for them
'selves. Zeus established at the same time his own sovereignty and 
a world order never again to be brought into quesdon� He-holds ,t _ -
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the scepter and is master and king o f  the universe, but h e  did not 
secure this position without difficulty or without a fight. Zeus 
is aware of what he owes to the allies who supported him, and 
what he has to fear'from the enemies whom he has put into chains 
but who are not all totally disarmed; he knows which are the 
powers that he must treat with circumspection and the preroga
tives that he is obliged to respect. Homer shows us Zeus backing 
down before the ancient Nux, N ight ,  seized with reverential 
and religious awe. ' 

So the gods are not eternal , merely immortal. Their immor
tality defines them in contrast to the poor life of men, the'''ephem
eral" beings who appear only to disappear, l'ike shadows or wisps 
of smoke. The gods are much more consistent. Their aion, or inex
haustible vitality, will endure, permanently youthful, throughout 
time. Meanwhile, there are certain intermediate levels be�ween 
gods and men. First, in between the immortals and the mortals, 
there are the makrobioi or makraiones whose existence covers many 
myriads of years, such as the Numphai whose destiny is linked with 
the cycle of life of the trees in which these deities dwell. Then, 
certain gods may experience a waning of their power and vitality, 
as did Ares, who was on the point of perishing in the jar in which 
two of his brothers had managed to confine him. And finally, 
certain men, in particular conditions, may accede to the status 
of the gods, and in their company live a blessed existence until 
the end of time. 

The gods are no more all-powerful or omniscient than they 
are eternal. When Hades carries off her daughter into the Under
world, even as great a goddess as Demeterhas to wander the world 
over, searching for her, begging to be told where her child has 
been hidden. In the end Helios, the sun, does so. It is not, strictly 
speaking, that Helios is omniscient, but his round eye, which is 
always open up there In the sky, makes him an infallible witness; 
his gaze of light misses nothing whatever that takes place on the 
surface of the earth or waters. On the other hand, Helios knows 
nothing of what the darkness of the future holds. Only deities of 
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another type, the oracular gods such as Apollo, can know the 
future. The power of Helios, like his knowledge, is related to the 
type of activity peculiar to this star. The function of the god sets 
a limit upon it. When he is angered all Helios can do is threaten 
to stop illuminating the world. Ifhe attempted to aiter the route 
taken by his chariot, the Erinyes would waste no time in bring
ing him back to the correct path. 

What we find then is neit�.�� omniscience nor omnipotence 
but specific forms of knowledge and power between which cer
tai; oppositions rna}' arise. The divine Eowers have natures suffi-

------------------------�--------�--������. ciently dissimilar for rivalry and conflict to exist between them. 
In Homer, Olympos is loud with the quarrels of the gods, in par
ticular the arguments between Zeus and Hera. Of course, the 
Greeks were amused by such accounts but they knew very well 
that, over and above the anecdotal level, .  they expressed a seri-

y, ous truth: They saw the divine cosmos tom by tensions, contra
dictions, and conflicts over prerogatives and power. At the same 
time they were also conscious of the unity of the divine world, 
for all these turbulent and diverse gods are held in check by Zeus 
and ·his universal law. How�ver, just as in the physical universe 

�epends IIpon a balance between oEposed [?�ces - the cold, 
the hot, the dry, and the wet ,... and as, in the city, peace results 
from agree�ent reached between contemporary groups, so the 
unity �f the divine cosmos consists in a harmony between contrary 
powers. Although thes� divine powers may come into conflict and 
.fight each other, I11an has no right to scorn any one of them, for 
each represents an authentic:.aspect·ofbeing;·expresses one part � - ... .  
of reality, stands for a particular type of value without which the 
universe would, as it were, be mutilated. Thus, when the pure 

.. Hippolytos devotes himself totaIly to Artemis, the virgin goddess, 
refuSing to pay homage to Aphrodite, he is rejecting an entire 
aspect of the human ·condition. Ap,hrodite takes her revenge and 
Hippolytos meets his doom because he has refused to recognize 
that there is a part in each one of us that belongs to Aphrodite. 

�The gods ar� a part e�en of the contradictions and. conflicts 
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in the world, and they intervene'in human affairs. The Greek feels 
their presence within him in the form of sudden impulses, in the 
plans and ideas that come into, his head, in the panic or frenzy 

_.that grips the warrior, in a surge of love or a feeling of shame. 
This presence of the gods in the entire universe, in social life and 
even in men's psychological life,  does not mean that there are no 
barriers between the divine and the mortal creatures; indeed, the 
barriers not only exist but are, in a sense, insurmountable. The 
gods are a part of the same universe as men, but it is a universe 

\ with a hierarchy, a world of different levels where it is impossi
ble to pass from one t� anothe�o this extent the society formed 
by the powers of the Beyond is an extension of the hierarchical 
organization of human society as it appears in Homer. The g6ds 
are as close to and as separate from men as the king is in relation 
to his subjects. Perhaps the comparison between the society of 
the gods and that of men can be taken even further. When the 
king is the mouthpiece of justice he is not obliged to obey a writ
ten law fixed in advance. Justice is actually established by his word 
and action and executed through his tbemis. Does this mean that 
the sovereign may do as he pleases? Not at all. His royal power 

\ rests on respect for the timai, the prerogatives, ranks, and tradi
tional honors that make up the hierarchical order that is insepa
rable from his sovereignty. Of course, the king can ignore the time 
of others, ride roughshod over the rights of the next man, over
reach his moira, exceeding the ' role that is properly his. But if 
he does so he unleashes forces that, by upsetting the order, 
recoil against him and threaten his sovereignty. He calls forth a 
dangerous curse from the man whose time he has not respected, 
a curse that will eventually bear poisonous fruit. In the council 
and among the people he arouses hostility, slander, and deri
sion - in sum, popular "jealousy" that eventually destroys royal 
power just as the praise and admiration of his subjects reinforce 
its prestige and authqrity. The fact is that words of blame, defi
ance, and scornful mockery have the effect of diminishing the king, 
cutting him down to size, just as glorification by his people 
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and by the poets increases the luster o f  his name and person. 
One can see that faults on the part of the king bring into being 

powers that are, at one and the same time, religious, social, and 
psychological forces. Zeus' situation is very much the same as that 
of the king. Greek scholars have often pondered the problem of 
Zeus' relation to destiny as portrayed by Homer. At times Zeus 
appears to control destiny and it is he who decides it; at others 
he seems quite powerless before it and has no choice but to sub
mit to it. This ha's been seen as a contradiction. But perhaps the 
problem has not been PQsed in the correct terms. The fact is that 

-----------------'-----Homer Cloes not conceive Clestiny as fixeCl once and for all, qui'-te--------
separate from and above Zeus and the gods as a whole; on the 
other hand, no more does he imagine that the gods are aU-power-
ful, free always and everywhere to act as they please. Zeus' power 
is exercised subject to the same conditions as that of a king whose 
status is higher than that of his peers but whose rule is insepara-
ble from a whole complex of prerogatives and honors. Thus, in 
the Iliad (XVI, 433 ff.) ,  Zeus would like to save his son Sarpedon, 
who is destined, like all mortal men, to die, and is about to fall 
under the onslaught of the enemy. He is hesitating as to whether 
to intervene and alter the course of events when Hera gives him 
a warning. She tells him he may do as he pleases but she and the 
rest of the gods will not agree to support him . . . .  If he carries 
Sarpedon off alive in defiance of the moira of human beings he 
should beware lest another god, in his tum, take it upon himself 
to do the same fOLhis own childre�. Zeus heeds the waliling and 

__ __ ��<::t�t�_ to sub!l}it'rather than to spark a conflict of forces that 
would eventually threaten to topple not only the order of the uni- ' 
verse but also his own supremacy. 

Other expressions of this truth are extremely illuminating. In 
th,e Iliad (XVI, 849 ff. ) ,  a warrior on the point of giving up the 
ghost pronounces the following words, indicating where lies the 

" responsibility for his death: "It is sinister destiny [poip' 6ilonlthat 
has overcome me; itis the son of Leto [Le., Apollo]; and, among 
men, itis Euphorbos."To our way of thinking th�s may seem like 
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an over-abundance o f  explanations where one would have sufficed. 
But the Greek is more demanding. He knows very well that he is 
dying because his body has been pierced by the spear of his enemy. 
But after all it could have happened the other way about; the vic
tory might have been his. The reason why it is not so is that he 
has had bad luck: He slipped during the fight, was blinded by the 
sun, or else his blow missed its mark. Such things can only be 
explained by the intervention of some god: Apollo must have inter
vened on the battlefield to settle an old score; he must have wished 
to avenge wrongs previously done him. But at the same time 
Apollo's resentment is in conformity with the law of destiny that 
insists that every wrong done to the gods shall be paid for and is 
the cause for men having be�n made mortal. Thus different expla
nations can be found for a single event according to which level 
of reality one has in mind. The various explanations are not mutu
ally exclusive precisely because they do not refer to the same level. 

So we can see how it is that the same religion can compre
hend a deep feeling of the divine presence in almost everything 
that happens in human life and, at tpe same time, the equally 
strong conviction that man must manage on his own, that it is 

, always first and foremost up to him to save himself. Like any other 
Greek, Odysseus believes that warrior frenz;y and panic on the bat
tlefield are directly inspired in men by the gods, but he also knows 
that the morale of a band of men is higher when they are fight
ing on a full stomach. So, against the advice of Achilles, he rec
ommends that the soldiers should be fed and refreshed before 
returning to battle. There is no denying that the outcome of the 
war lies entirely in the hands of the gods, but the leaders should 
�evertheless keep a close-eye on the running of it. 

. 

At the heart of Greek thought one can perhaps even discern a 
similar ambiguity with regard to the relationship between men 
and gods. Poets such as Homer and Pindar are constantly declar
ing that gods and men belong to two entirely separate races and 
that man should not se.ek to become the equal of the gods. "Rec
ognize your limitations," "Be satisfied to be a man," "Know your-
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self': These are the maxims that express Greek wisdom, And yet, 
in certain circles - religious sects or schools of philosophy - we 
can detect a very different line of thought. Here, man is advised 
to develop the part of himself that is divine, to make himself as 
much like the gods as possible, to attempt, through purification, 
to accede to the immortality of the blessed, to become a god. 

Two trends are also apparent in the kinds of classification of 
the powers of the Beyond, in the hierarchy of the society of the 
gods. The official religion makes clear distinctions between the 

--------------------various�categories�of-supematuraLpowers . .-Eirst,_ther_e_ar-.e�tbe theoi, ________ _ 
the gods in the strictest sense of the term, with whom the daimones 
may be grouped and who occupy the dominant position in the 
divine world. Second, and below these, come beings who are con-
nected with different rituals; they are known as � and are 
conceived as men who lived in former times on earth but who 
are now worshipped by the whole city. Finally there are thos'e who 
are sometimes called the "blessed" or the "strong," that is to say 
the ordinary dea�..i. they are anonymous powers who are the object 
of family piety in every home. Thus between the theoi at the top of 
the hierarchy and living men at the bottom of the scale there are 
the successive grades of the heroes and the dead. The grades remain 
quite separate, however; there is no communication between 
them. It is normally impossible for men to escape from their mor-
tal condition. Among the philosophers, however, we find a dif-
ferent system of classification. For one thing the distance between 
men and gods is increased. The philosophers reject any anthro-
pomorphic image of the divine;-They have a purer and more rig-
orous conception of the divine essence. To this extent, with the 
philosophers the world of the gods is set further apart from men. 
But at the same time the daimones and the heroes, who have drawn 
closer together, constitute a class of intermediary beings whose 
function is precisely to mediate between the theoi and men, and 
to make ,it possible'f�r the mortals to span the increased distance 
that separates them from the gods, allowing them to accede, step 
by �tep, �t'o the status of hero, then of daimon, and then of god. 
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Thus, within the religious thought o f  the Greeks, there i s  as it 
were a tension between two poles. Sometimes it postulates a 
divine world that is relatively close to men, the gods maki.ng direct 
interventions in human affairs and existing alongside the mortals, 
while at the same time it conceives it to be impossible to span 
the gradations between man and the gods, impossible for man to 
escape his human condition. At other times it imagines a more 
clear-cut divide and a greater gap between gods and men, but on 
the other hand introduces the idea that men may rise to accede 
to the world of the gods . .  

Finally, this polarity is present in religion itself. On the one 
hand we find a civic and political religion whose essentIal func
tion is to integrate the individual who accomplishes the religious 
rites into the social groups to which he belongs, deffning him as 
a magistrate, a citizen, the father of a family, a host or a guest, 
and so on, and not to 'pluck him out from his social framework in 
order to elevate him to a higher sphere. In this religious context, 
piety, eusebeia, applies not only to the relations between men and 
the gods but also to all the social relations that an individual can 
have with his fellow citizens - his relatives, living or dead, his 
children, his wife, his hosts or guests, strangers, and enemiesfln 
contrast is a religion whose function is, to some extent, the oppo
site, and that can be seen as complementing the state religion. 
This cult is addressed to gods who are not political, who have 
few or no temples, who lead their devotees away from the towns, 

' into nature in the wild, and whose role is to tear individuals away 
from their ordinary social relationships and their usual occupa-
tions, alienating them from their own lives and from their very 
selves. Because women are less well integrated into the city than 
men and are specifically excluded from political life, this type 
of religion is especially associated with them. Since, as women, 
they are socially disqualified from participating in public affairs 
on an equal footing with men, from a religiOUS point of view they 
are in a position to take part in cults that are, in a way, the oppo
site of the official religion. This "mystic" sense of religion, which 
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differs so much from the communally shared Greek piety in its 
desire for escape, its cult of madness, mania, and its quest for indi
vidual salvation, manifests itself in social groups that are them
selves peripheral to the city and its normal institutions. Thiasoi, 
brotherhoods, and mysteries are the basis for types of grouping __ 
that lie outside the family, tribal, and civk organization .. Thus, 
through a kind of paradox, the powers of tht; Beyond that men 
created in particular social circumstances in turn have an effect 
on those very social conditions and cause new types of groups and 
new in�titutions to develop. 

How should we conclude an inquiry that is both so long and 
at the same time so summary? I hope that, in conclusion, I may 
simply be allowed to stress once more the complexity of a reli
gion such as that of the Greeks. The system itself is complex, as 
are the relations between it and social life; and at the very heart 
of the ·religious experience there is a polarity and tension, an aware
ness of the contradictions that exist in man, in the universe, and 
in the divine world. There i� no doubt that this religious con
cept of a world that is at once harmonious and rent by conflict _ 
should be 'connected with the fact that it is the Greeks who are 
the inventors of tragedy. 

Their's is a tragic vision because the divine is ambiguous and 
opaque, yet at the same time it is optimistic, for man has his own 
tasks that he can accomplish. I believe that today we are witness
ing a kind of rebirth of this sense of the tragic in life; each of us 
is aware of the ambiguity of the human condition. Perhaps that 
is why these Greek gods who, as I earlier suggested, seem to form 
a kind of language, continue, when we listen to them, to mean 
something to us: . 
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T he P ure an d T h e  I m p ure! 

In his study on the ideas of the pure and the impure in Greek 
thought, Louis Moulinier was anxious not to impose any pre
determined system on them, taking care not to interpret them 
in the light of our own concepts or of those attested among other 
peoples.2 According to him, if we restrict ourselves to the Greek 
data alone, we cannot help but acknowledge the presence of such 
diversity as to discourage the formulation of any overall theory. 
In his study he seeks not so much to uniry and explain the facts 
as to trace the hesitant development of a complex, diverse, and 
even sometimes apparently contradictory thought through the 
texts, rituals, and terminology of Greek thought, and . even through 
the philosophy of Plato. 

Moulinier's is a historical study ranging from the origins of 
Greek thought down to the end of the fourth century. He tells 
us that, so far as the origins are concerned, the t�s�mony of Homer . 
and Hesiod is all we have to go on. Neither archaeology nor lin
guistics can throw any light on the place of defilement and puri
fication in the most ancient forrris of religion among the Cretans 
and the lrido�Etiropean groups that settled in Greece during the 
second millennium. In particular, there is nothing to be learnt 
from the etymology of the word aBos; and according to him there 
was in fact no real doublet aaos-haBoS that, underlining the link 
between the pure and the sacred, might have seemed to suggest 
a strictly religious origin· for the- concept-of defilement.·.so we-
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must limit ourselves to an examination o f  the texts and interpret 
therq without any preconceived ideas on the possible nature of 
primitive Greek religion. Now, in Homer, he suggests, defilement 
has a purely material character. I t  is something dirty, a concrete 
stain of blood, mud, filth, or sweat. It is washed away with water. 
Man is pure when he is clean. Dirt is the only form of defilement. 
But physical cleanliness affects more than simply the body. The 
stain that makes it dirty blemishes the individual and makes him 
ugly; it affects his inner being, his social and moral personality. 
It also debars him from any contact with the gods; before taking 
part in any religious ritual , a man must wash himself. However, 
Moulinier appears to see this religious obligation as no more than 
a mark of courtesy shown to the divine powers. At the same time 
he notes that Homer makes a distinction between two kinds of 
washing, one of which is ritual, performed with lustral water, 
chernips, and has the purpose - accElrding to one scholium - of 
"making a man resemble the god as much as possible."3 Could it 
not be that physical cleanliness is, from the outset, seen as a reli
gious value? The author does not appear to think so .. In his view, 
all efforts directed toward cleanliness essentially reflect a desire 
for hygiene.4 As he sees it, Hesiod's testimony supports that of. 
Homer. He believes that the same positivist spirit imbues the long 
list, in the Works,5 of the many ritual prohibitions so close, in their 
quaintness, to popular religion. Before approaching the divine, 
man must shed any physical dirt by washing and cleansing him
self. The only difference is that, in Hesiod, this religious cleanli
ness takes on. a more explicitly moral quality as it is the sign of 
man's obedience to the will of the gods. 

. 

Having considered the origins, Moulinier examines the state 
of ideas in the archaic period. He poses the problem in a familiar 
way: Does a new conception of defilement develop during the 
seventh and sixth centuries? This is, in fact, the period in which 
we find testimony for the ideas of the defilement of the murderer 
and the impurity of death; both apparently absent in Homer's day. 
Moulinier draws up a list of the innovations of this period. First, 
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there are the cathartic rituals: the purificatory sacrifices - espe
cially for murderers, the ritual of the phannakos, the expulsion from 
sanctuaries of corpses and of perpetrators of sacrilege; then, fig
ures such as Epimenides who were purifiers; new words such as 
euageos, ages, enages, amiantos; and, finally, the extension of old terms 
to cover a more moral meaning and apply to more abstract sub
jects, for example a city can now be described as "defiled." Should 
we conclude from this body of new practices and ideas that, as 
Glotz believed, the religious concept of defilement only appeared 
at this stag�, in'resflonse to a desire for justice that was not satis-----------------------------------------���� .� 
fied in this period of crisis? In all honesty Moulinier finds that 
he cannot accept such a thesis, � it supports his original posi
tion. He points out that in t�e�entury the Greeks traced 
the idea of all types of defilement, mcluding that of the murderer, 
back to the earliest times. He emphasizes, quite correctly, that 
in the classical period, just as in the time of Homer, defilement 
continued to be thought of in a very concrete way. It is always a 
stain that is washed away by the purificatory sacrifice. It is sim
ply that the matter in question has now become more subtle and 
can henceforth extend to more beings - to corpses, for instance. 
Besides, the fact that it is not mentioned by Homer cannot be 
considered as conclusive, for the defilement of the murderer may 
have taken a long time to be reflected in literature. 

From the fifth century onward our information regarding rit
ual becomes more precise. Moulinier examines the various cir
cumstances in whi.ch religious purifications were considered 
necessary: when a-child-was bom-, after.·a w.oman-had-given-birth, . 
before a sacrifice to the gods, at a death, and even, in certain cases, 
when the anniversary of the death came round, and, finally and 
above all, when murder had been committed. Defilement could 
affect men, families, cities, holy places, and even the gods them
selves. The many types of defilement are matched by many dif-

. fereri!: fonns of rituaL There is not just one fonn ofSacriJice but 
many different cathartic sacrifices: Lustrations employ water but 

. also fire, -sulphur; and plants such as the squill bulb or the fig, as 
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well as incantations, the blood o f  the victim, and so on. Games 
and dances may have a purificatory value. Does this multiplicity 
of ritual forms indicate that the religious sensibility of the Greeks 
was obsessed with the idea of defilement? Some have thought so 
but Moulinier disagrees. In the official religion the quest for purity 
plays only a minor role: It is a means of preparation but never an 
end in itself. Apart from certain superstitious practices, religion. 
was bent rather on obtaining release from defilement. It did so 
by imposing none too severe conditions, in some cases a time limit 
and in others statutory rituals and acts of reparation. Furthermore, 
defilement does not affect all spheres of life. Woman is never seen 
as an impure being, not even - according to Moulinier, who is 
perhaps over-emphatic here - when she is pregnant or at the time 
of her period. When legitimate, the sexual act is never impure. 
In sum, it could be said that the multiplicity of rituals reflects a 
general spirit of reserve and moderation. I t is in the case of death, 
espeCially violent death and in particular homicide, that the com
munity feels threatened by defilement and manifests a deep fear 

/ of contagion. By continuing to have contact with the murderer 
and by not refusing him access to the sanctuaries, public places, 
and city territory, each member of the community assumes the 
defilement of the murder and so the whole country eventually 
becomes affected and corrupted. In this instance defilement is 
indeed a miasma, a power of contagion that demands that the city 
should remain anxiously on its guard. 

As well as the rituals, a study of the words used and intentions 
expressed in them should enable us to d�fine the nature of this 
dangerous miasma more closely. But here again Moulinier alerts 
us to the existence of a disconcerting diversity. Defilement con
nected with murder remains, as in the past, associated with the 
image of the blood that spurts forth from the wound, staining the 
arms of the murderer and making him "the man with impure 
hands." This is not the only relevant image, however. The stain 
reaches the mind, tas phrenas, as well as the hands and body, and 
can even ge indistinguishable from the personality of the mur-
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derer. Orestes declares, not that he has wiped out the stains of 
defilement in the course of his voyages, but that he has worn him
self away in his contact with so many houses and paths.6The 
miasma, can always be purified by washing, but it can be "con
sumed" as well, it can be "lulled" and "dispersed." It is described 
as a stain but also as a "thing that flies," a "weight," a "sickness," 
a "trouble," a "wound," a "suffering." Nor is this all. Hitherto, 
all the many forms taken by the symbolism have related to the 
state of the murderer. Now, we know that in the fifth century his 
defilement left him at the frontier of his homeland. As soon as 
he ceased to tread the soil his own city, 
consider himself pure once more, as ifhe were leaving his defile
ment behind him in the place haunted by his victim. So the 
defilement no longer appears to be a part of the personality of 
the murderer, but is associated rather with the dead_ man and his 
anger and dangerous thirst for vengeance. I t would seem that in 
order to purify the impurity it was necessary, not to wash away 
the stain from the guilty party, but rather to appease the rancor 

1" of the deceased. And indeed, when the victim ,  before dying, 
pardons the murderer, forswearing vengeance, the murderer is 
"undefiled" by the murder. ' 

There is yet another problem. Whether the defilement is asso
ciated with the blood on the hands of the murderer or with the 
desire for vengeance on the part of the dead man, there is nothing 
to indicate th�ti t  had anything to do with the criminal intention. 
And yet-it has. Qu�te apart from the di�tinction made between 

, - " voluntary" and "involuntary" murder, in some cases murder does 
not appear to have involved any impurity at all. Demosthenes tells 
us that the man who kills in certain conditions remains pure, 
katharos - if he kills by accid�nt in the course of the games, at 
war when he has mistaken a friend for an "enemy, when a man 
strikes down a traitor, a would-be tyrant or a man who had vio
lated his wife, his mother; his sister, and so on. How is it that, 
despite the violent death and the bloodshed, there is no defile
ment in such cases? Demosthe-Iles tells us th.at i,t is because the 
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int�ntion, dianoia, was not an evil one and the action conformed 
with the law. Moulinier even thinks that murders whiCh were com
mitted by pure chance, those that were atuchemata, must also have 
been considered exempt from any stain of defilement. The only 
murders that had to be purified were those which appeared to 
imply wrongful intention. Thus pure "bad luck" in a case of hom i
cide could be invoked in favor of the accused to free him from 
the stain of defilement from the bloodshed. Antiphon's chorus 
leader says that the important ' thing is to haye one's own con
science clear, to have committed no fault and, if misfortune befalls, 
for it to be the result of chance, tuche, not of injustice, adikia.7 

But here we are faced with a new paradox. This same bad luck 
will at other times be interpreted as a proof of defilement; it will 
be taken to indicate criminal impurity in the individual afflicted 
with bad luck. Indeed defilement, bad luck, and misfortune can 
all be seen as aspects of the same thing. The impurity of the mur
derer becomes confused with the misfortune that it calls down 
upon him and everything around him. Thus, to prove his inno
cence, an accused may argue that nothing untoward has ever hap
pened to the ship on which he has been voyaging.S From this point 
of view, fatality now condemns him (whereas in the previous 
instances it had exonerated the murderer from responsibility and 
from the stain of defilement); it is interpreted as the stain of defile-

, ment itself, pursuing the guilty man and dogging his steps. 
Thus, a simple and uneqUivocal concept of defilement is no 

more conveyed by the terms used than by the rites. I t  appears as 
a material stain but also as something invisible. I t  is both objec
tive and subjective, both external and internal to man. It is also 
both a cause and consequence; it unleashes a scourge and at the 
same time is the very scourge that it provokes. It is a part of the 
murderer, indeed is the murderer; yet it is just as much a part of 
the victim, it is his vengeful spirit. How is such contradictory 
thought to be understood? Moulinier does not believe that we 
should assume that the structures of Greek thought differed from 
our own. The huITlan mind is always the same. The answer is sim-
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ply that one must beware of seeking a logical unity in these repre
sentations, which are first and foremost expressions of an obsessive 
arixiety: Defilement is seen as anything that arouses this anxiety. 
Nevertheless, Moulinier does go on to make a remark that seems 
to us to touch on the essential point, although he lays no empha
sis on it and does not seize upon its implications. He notes that 
while defilement is invariably connected with materlal objects 
it nevertheless has a "supernatural existence." But if it thus relates 
to two different levels, representing in the visible world the pres
ence of a "power of the Beyond," should we not recognize in it 

---------------------the-character-of-a-religious-fo�ce?-;However,-not.only_has_Moulinier _______ _ 
froin the start been anxious to reduce it to the - in our view, 
narrow - idea of physical dirtiness, but his book as a whole is 
aimed against any theories that attempt to restore the concept 
of the defiled, with all its contradictory aspects, within the con-
text of religious thought. . 

This trend can be clearly seen in his chapter devoted to the 
relation of defilement to the gods and to what is holy. First, 
Moulinier criticizes the idea (often repeated since Rohde) that 
the Greeks regarded all types of defilement as religious powers 
of the nature of daimones, harmful spirits that, through motives 
of revenge, give rise to impurity and propagate it. Purifying defile
ment would, if this were the case, be a matter of appeasing their 
anger or of enlisting the help of the gods to combat them. Mou
linier declares that, although one comes across belief iIi figures 
of this' kind in tragedy, in the shape of the aJastopes or aliterioi men
tioned by Antiphon in the TetraJolJles,- this idea is strictly lim
ited fo-·drama; There IS ' rio-evidence for it in the historiaris, the 
comic writers, or the orators. I t  does not reflect the thought of 
the people but is rath_er the view of poets or theorists promoting 
a new doctrine. On the contrary, the Greeks regarded defilement 
as inseparable from real material objects such as blood and dirt, 
or from <::oncret_e_���I1g� �.':lch._a� ��e_ n::':.':l�dere� aJ:ld_th� corps_��. Sim
ilarly, purification is effected thr()!1gh physical ()perations involv
ing washing or burning, not through action directed against spirits. 
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Moulinier then considers the theory according to which what
ever is defiled is, in certain aspects, close to the sacred. And here 
again his thesis is altogether negative. In his view, the concepts 
of the sacred and the defiled are quite separate. Against the view 
of Eugen Fehrle,9 Moulinier suggests that there is no connection 
between the two roots aB- and haB-' Thus, he distinguishes two 
quite distinct groups of terms; on the one hand, the terms enag.es 
and enaBizein are connected with aBos and the idea of defilement, 
on the other, the terms haBizein, kathaBizein, and exaBizein are con
nected with haBnos and haBios and the concept of the divine, s�en 
as something pure, clean, and holy. He claims that no contact, 
shift in meaning, or interference exists between the two series 
of terms any more than there is any semantic connection between 
aBos, meaning "defilement," and haBnos-haBios, denoting the 
quality of what is divine or what can enter into contact with the 
divine. He concludes that we are faced with "no ambiguity, not 
even a primitive one, between the sacred and the impure but, on 
the contrary, a profound connection linking the sacred, the pure 
and the moral." 10 

But this raises a problem. During the classical period defile
ment appears to be connected, par excellence, with death, and death 

, manifestly has a sacred character. The dead man is both impure 
and at the same time consecrated. So, as well as the essentially pure 
sacred there exists a sacred that is "radically impure." Moulinier 
reveals himself to be aware of the fact which nevertheless, given 
the standpoint he has adopted, remains impossible to explain. It 
is not the case that there are two kinds of gods, one devoted to 
the sacred that is pure, the other to the sacred that is impure -
that is to say, on the one hand the Olympians, the object of prayers 
and sacrifices, and on the other, the chthonic powers, the gods 
of punishment and misfortune, the objects of apotropaic rites. 
Depending on the time, the circumstances, and the place, the 
very same gods either preside over defilement or else delight in 
purity alone. What can all this mean? Moulinier sees it simply as 
evidence of a contradiction between the ideal and reality where 
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things sacred and the gods are concerned. The Greek ideal - as 
revealed by any study of the terms used to denote purity - is that 
purity is inseparable from justice and from what is sacred. The 
reaiity, however, is that the gods, who are related to what is pure 
but who are "all too human," are themselves fallible. They too may 
err, hate, and defil!! themselves, as men do. It does not seem a 
very pertinent solution, for it is not the case that the gods sim
ply defile themselves as men do; they control defilement, it is 
they who send it to men. One and the same god, Apollo, is both 
a healer and cause of sickness, he can, both purify and taint. Admit- -

-------ctc-e-.dly, at certain times tliTsdOtible aspect may E-e-s-e-e-n-a-s-a-c-o-n----------�· 
tradictibri between the ideal and reality, as for instance when the 
author of the Sacr:t:(LDisease takes issue with the idea that defile-
ment is sent by the gods; at other tiines or in other milieux, how-
ever, it indicates the presence in the divine of two opposed 
qualities that are felt  to be complementary. At the conclusion of 
Moulinier's study the problem of the relation between defilement 
and the gods and the "relatedness" of the impure and, the sacred 
seems to us as unresolved as ever. 

Moulinier is certainly to be congratulated on having tried to ana
lyze the pure and the impure respecting the complexity of the 
data and without yielding to the temptation of theoretical over
simplification. Perhaps, however, he himself has oversimplified 
in a different way. First, let us consider the question of origins. 
It would have been in�eresting to show how a physical state such 
as cleanliness can assume a religious significance. Furthermore, 
some indication should have been given of the different levels on 
which the concepts of dirt and cleanliness, which for us are essen-

, tially positivist, 1 1  come into play, and their religious implications 
should have been underlined. Even in Hoiner the " dirtiness" of 
blood is not simply a matter of a material stain; even when it has 

. been washed away with water, i t  is still necessary to purify the 
/taint, kaka, with sulphur. t2 Equally, if it is no more than dirt 

besmirclifng the hands ofthe murd'erer, why does it call down 
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misfortune upon him an.d upon those around him? Why dO,es it 
strike the inhabitants of any house whose threshold he crosses with 
stupefaction, thambos?J3 And, if the term apolumainesthai in line 
314 of Book I of the Iliad simply means the washing of a physical 
stain of dirt, and carries no overtones of religious defilement, why 
did the Greek�, having completed their ablutions, have to throw 
the lumata, that is, the polluted water, into the sea? It makes no 
sense if there is no more to it than dirty water. It makes more 
sense,' however, if we remember that, after Agamemnon has sworn 
an oath calling down divine vengeance if perjury is committed, the 
body of the sacrificed boar, which is charged with a fearful reli
gious power, is likewise cast into the sea.l4 Admittedly, in general 
Homer demonstrates a very positivist attitude toward defilement. 
We must even recognize that here, as in other domains, there is 
evidence that he adopts a deliberately positivist attitude deter
mined to ignore certain aspects of religious thought. This means 
that the examples that do convey the religious implications of 
defilement acquire even greater significance. Equally, the rules 
listed in Hesiod's Works appear to us incomprehensible if we restrict 
ourselves to a narrow interpretation of the m�aning of diI;t. Mate
ria\ defilement is notthere a function of a desire for hygiene but 
is to be seen in relation to a religious vision of the world.  He 
tells us that at a feast of  the gods one should not detach with 
black metal what is dry from what is green on the stem with five 
branches: In other words, one should not cut one's nails. But why 
should the nails be any dirtier than other parts of the body? Can 
they too not be washed? Hesiod also says that near the hearth one 
should not reveal parts of the body spattered .with semen. This 
seems to indicate that semen is dirty. But Moulinier does 'not think 
that women's periods are considered to be dirty. IS And elsewhere 
he refers, quite correctly, to Empedocles and Aristotle, accord
ing to whom this same semen, Bone, is composed of whatever is 
most pure, in man and in the world. 16 So the problem is not such 
a simple matter after all. According to Hesiod, it is also forbid- . 
den to wash in water in which a woman has bathed. Because it is 
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dirty? Moulinier's explanation does not even satisfactorily account 
for the examples that seem most in his favor. For instance, it is 
forbidden to urinate at the source of rivers and where they meet 
the sea because, according to Moulinier, urine is dirty. But then 
it is equally forbidden to bathe ,there. 

Dirt, as understood by Moulinier,. does not explain to us what 
the Greeks called defilement. This is not a simple concept, suf
ficient unto itself and self-explanatory. Moulinier argues as if dirt
iness were a property of certain things, as if it were an absolute 

--------------------qualit-y,-evident-no-matter-what-the-eireumstanees.-He-suggests:---'------
that blood is dirty and dust is dirty. But this is not always so. The 
blood that circulates in a man's body is not dirty. It is the very 
life in him. Yet when shed upon the ground or on the hands of 
the murderer or the corpse of the victim, it  dirties and defiles 
them. Why is this? Is it because, from an entirely positivist point 
of view, it  makes a mark there, covering up the surface? But then . 
a cosmetic, a .cream, or even a garment may also cover up the body 
yet they do not dirty it. And again, when shed on the altar, the 
blood of a sacrificed animal does not defile but, on the contrary, 
consecrates it. When blood is seen as something dirty and as a 
defilement it is because, when shed in certain conditions (espe-
cially if it is mingled with dust, to luthron), it represents murder, 
death, and thus belongs to a domain of reality that is the opposite 

- oflife and a threat to the living. Dust .and mud on the human body 
are indeed considered as lumata that must be washed off before 
addressing the gods; for earth is made to cover up the dead, and 
when a relative of the dead spreads dust on his head it is a mark 
of his making contact with the world of death. In contrast to this, 
the Selli, the priests of Dodona, whose official duties demand that 
they be in constant contact with the powers of the earth, are rit
ually forbidden to wash their feet.17 
{\ Thus "physical" dirt, in the sense understood by Homer and 

_ Hesiod, can itself only be understood within the framework of 
� religious thought. A "besmirchment" seems to indicate some con

tact that is contrary to_a qertain order_of the.world in that it estab. 
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lishes communication between things that ought to remain quite 
distinct from each other. Such a con tact' is .the more dangerous 
the more powerful the objects concerned, Seen from this angle, 
Hesiod's text acquires its full signifjc�nce. Nails should not be 
cut at the feast of the gods because the nail, detached from the 
body where the green and the dry meet, is a dead part of the man 
and, as such, it defiles the divine. The "dirtiness" of the nail con
sists in its impurity in relation to the gods. Semen is not dirty in 
itself; however, it defiles the fire of the hearth because Hestia, 
the virginal goddess, must - like Artemis or Athena - keep away 
from all contact with sex. 18  Woman, as such, is not unclean, but 
for a man it can be dangerous to bathe in the s�me water as her. 
Finally, the source and mouth of a river, the points where it 
emerges from the earth and enters the sea, are particularly dan
gerous, so man should avoid contact with them. He should treat 
them with respect, taking care not to urinate in them just as he 
does not urinate during the night, which is the time of the gods. 
He does not bathe in them either. In all these examples the physi
cal disgust for whatever is felt to be unclean also reflects the reli
gious fear of any contact that is forbidden. 

Moulinier's position also seems to us open to objection from 
another point of view. In the course of his criticism of Rohde he 
declares that stains of defilement are not invisible daimones but, 
on the contrary, very concrete things, just as purifications are 
entirely material operations. But is the matter really so simple? 
Even if defilement seems generally - although not invariably -
to be inseparable from visible objects, it transcends the concrete 
beings through which it is manifested. There is a supernatural side' 
to it. And the purification aims, through the material operation, 
to bring about some result on a plane beyond that of its observ
able effects. When an individual pours lustral water over his hands 
before taking part in an act of worship he does indeed desire to 
cleanse himself, but in a Wider sense than simply washing his body. 
In short, these are objects and operations with symbolic signifi-

-l cance. Moulinier gives them a narrow interpretation that only con� 
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siders the concrete beings who embody them as signs, and ignores 
the meaning they derive, on other levels of thought, from their 
relation to religious forces as a whole. 
. Moulinier's argument against the daemonic concept of defile
ment is, in our opinion, falsified by his failure to recognize its 
symbolic character. Taking certain remarks of Rohde quite lit
erally, 19 he imagines the daimon as a kind of individualized genius 
quite distinct from the concrete objects that confront man in his 
experience of the impure. Now; in religious thought, the salient 

-------------------characteristic-oLthis-type-oLsupernatural-power-referred-to-by-the,--------
term daimon (with the indefinite plural daimones and the neuter 
form daimonion) is that, in contrast to the divine figures that are 
conceived as being external to our world, the daimones are not 
very clearly delineated; they operate in a diffuse and faceless man-
ner on the lives of men. When portrayed stylistically in tragedy 
the daimon can, as we have seen, acquire a more independent form 
and life of its own, and in other contexts it is more directly con-
nected with the great personal gods and seen as the agent of divine 
chastisement. However, in general, as Louis Gernet points out, 
the daimon is no more than "a situation in human experience in 
which religious thought finds a numen at work."2o So it is indeed 
quite true that defilements are visibly embodied in concrete 
objects such as a particular blood-stain, criminal, or corpse; but 
what the concept of a daimon conveys is the presence of a dan-
gerous supernatural power in all these things insofar as they defile. -
Besides, we should note that even the personal gods who are 
conceived as external to the world have to manifest themselves 
through concrete objects and, in order to enter into contact with 
men, they too often make use of material things and operations. 
But even though the Greeks may parade, wash, and clothe a statue 
and may, when performing rituals, handle· objects considered 
sacred, and even though they may call the thunder Zeus and fire 
Hephaistos, does this mean that, in these instances, the god is no 
longer distinguished from material things? Whether concentrated 
or diffuse, transcendent or immanent, the divinejs' only. ever appre-
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hended through its manifestations. Nor, to b e  sure, is i t  ever totally 
identified with whatever manifests its presence. The divine is in 
it yet always remains some distance beyond it. I t  is simply that 
the distance may be greater or less. 

We are anxious to stress the symbolic nature of defilement 
because this makes it easier to understand how, despite the diver
sity of forms it assumes, it nevertheless retains a unity, never being 
fully identified with any one of them. Also, when seen as a reli
gious force, it becomes more closely comparable to other forces 
of the same type which reflect a similar pattern of thought. To 
cite Louis Gemet, hubris and ate are at the same time powers of mis
fortune both external to man and within him, and the misfortune 
itself, the crime, the origin of crime, its consequences, and its 
retribution.21 To say that all these aspects of syncretism can be 
explained in terms of a logic of participation would perhaps be 
too general a remark to be useful. However, we should like to point 
out that, in the religious thought of the Greeks, the category of 
action seems to be defined differently. from in our own. Certain 
actions that ru� counter to the religious order of the world con
tain an unpropitious power that quite overwhelms the human 
agent. The man who· commits such deeds is himself caught up 
in the force that he has unleashed. The action does not so much 
emanate from the agent as if he were its origin; rather, it over
whelms and envelops him, engulfing him in a power that affects 
not only him but a whole sequence of actions of greater or less 
duration that are influenced by him. The effects of the defilement 
thus cover a field of action in which the constituent parts and 
moments are all connected. In the case of murder, for example, 
the miasma is embodied in all the beings or obj ects that are 
involved in the crime: the murderer, the weapon, the blood, and 
the victim. I f  the crime is of a directly sacrilegious nature, the 
uncleanliness, in the form of a IOimos, may even embrace an entire 
territory, causing the land to be infertile, the herds to be barren, 
and the children to be born deformed. The objects on which the 
power of the daimon works comprise a whole more or less exten-
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sive system of human, social, and cosmic relations the order of 
which has been upset by the sacrilegious disruption. Basically, it  
is  this disorder that the defilement makes manifest through all 
the various concrete forms it adopts. There is one last point on 
which we feel obliged to take issue with Moulinier's thesis. He 
is quite right to point out that there is no such thing as "the 
sacred" in general, but rather many different forms of the sacred, 
whether they be pure or impure, which vary according to whether 
they are linked with the gods, with the city or with the dead. 
But is he not oversimplifying here too when he denies that there 

---------------------=w=a-=-s-=a=n=y�a=m=·l5iguityfortneGreeksl5etween wnans sacrea ana--------
what is defiled? 

Since the publication of Moulinier's book, an article by Pierre 
Chantraine and Olivier Masson has examined the problem from 
a philological point of view and has come to conclusions quite 
different from those of Moulinier.22 Against Moulinier, who does 
not believe in the existence of an ancient hagos, the doublet of agos, 
these scholars show that the compound words in -ages cannot 
be related to agos, meaning defilement. Semantically they must 
be rela,ted to hagios: They express a relation to the· awesome domain 
of the divine. This is evident in the case of euages, which clearly 
has nothing to do with defi"Iement and means that one is in a good 
state as regards the agos. The same goes for enages which has the 
opposite meaning. The term does not refer to the state of those 
who are defiled, but to those who are caught up in the Ggos, who 
are in the power of the agos. T�e construction of enages plus the 
genitive of deity do"es not mean defilement of the deity, but rather, _ 
in the power of the deity. In Oedipus R�x (656-7), it is clear that ' 
enages is the equivalent of enorkos, and to be enorkos is to find one
self in the grip of the power that is immanent in the object by 
which the oath has been sworn. Similarly, through the curse that 
he pronounces against himself, Creon gives himself over to a fear
ful power: From that time on he belongs to it but, by the same 
token, he is protected against all profane attacks. Finally, in the 
Supplices ( 122) ,  the adjective is given its favora�le meaning and 
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signifies the offerings consecrated to the god. The verb enagizein 
does not mean, as Moulinier supposes, to behave as an enages, that 
is to say as a man defiled by the death of a close relative. The word 
does, it is true, refer to the chthonic sacrifice for the dead and 
the heroes, but with the meaning indicated by Stengel of tabu 
facere. It is a matter of liquid libations or blood directly offered 
to the gods o f  the under world,  "poured out into the sacred 
world." Finally agos itself cannot .be fully understood unless its 
meaning of defilement is connected with the wider concept of 
the sacred that is forbidden, a domain that is dangerous for man. 
In the words of the oath sworn by the Greeks before Plataea: "Let 
there be an agos for those who perj ure themselves." The word 
denotes the dangerous power that the perjuror must fear. As well 
as its meaning of sacrilege, the term retains a reflection of its con
nection with hagios: In the Choephori ( 1 5 5 )  and in Antigone ( 775 ) ,  
it refers not to a sacrilegious defilement nor, as Moulinier would 
have it, to the impurity inseparable from the victim of an expia
tory sacrifice, but to an action performed in accord with the world 
of the gods. Hesychius explains the term as foliows: agos, hagnisma, 
thusia.23 More generally, the ambivalence of agos, which was appre
ciated by the ancient Greeks, is attested in the article agos of the 
Sunagoge and in Photius' lexicon, and most notably in Et. Magnum 
( 1 2 ,  26) and Eustathius, ad Iliad ( 1 3 , 56 , 55 -60).24 

If we may now pass on to the terms in the second group, we 
again find that some of them, in particular hagizein, support the 
argument in favor of the existence of an ancient hagos and that, 
overall, they cannot be isolated from the terms in the first group. 
The connection between kathagizein and enagizein is evident:. Both 
denote total consecration, through fire in the case of,the former, 
through libations in the case of the latter. Exagizein does not mean 
to exclude from the sacred, but to deliver up entirely to the sacred, 
ek (ex) indicating that the action is completed. Thus Eustathius 
can connect exagistos with enages meaning defiled, accursed, wholly 
in the power of the agos. However, the same term can also take 
on the opposite meaning of very holy, very sacred, as in the case 
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of the exagista mentioned in Oedipus at Colon us (1526). Here again 
we find an ambivalence. Finally, the mealJings of hagnos and hagios 
are not fundamentally different from that of agos. They refer to 
what is forbidden, prohibited in the sacred. This is the same idea 
as that conveyed by agos but there is one difference: Hagnos and 
hagios suggest a distance, the barrier that must not be_ crossed, 
the mystery that must be respected; afJos refers to the same reli
giol:ls power when it takes hold of men and delivers them up to 
the deity. The first two terms are related rather to that which 

---------------------m�a-Kes tIle aiVine, antrch-;-untouchable;-the-latter-to-the-power--------· 
that possesses man when he is in contact with the sacred. So it 
would appear that there are not two independent series of terms 
after all, but rather one semantic group embracing polar notions 
that in general can be expressed in the opposition agos-hagnos, 
but each of which can also be detected to a greater or lesser degree 
in each series; and the etymology of this semantic whole is con-
nected with hazonai: the respectful fear that the sacred inspires. 

According to this interpretation, the concept of defilement 
is connected with one of the aspects of the sacred, namely its awful 
nature. It now becomes easier to understand how it is that some 
supernatural beings are seen both as defilements and as forms of 
the sacred. From one point of view in religious thought the 
"purity" of a divine power is in effect gauged by the number and 
strictness of the interdictions that protect it. Even as these rein
force the purity they multiply the possibilities of sacrilegious 
defilement in thi:gocl's retations with mt:Il' But if this E�ogres
siori is carried to its ultimate conclusion the two opposed poles -
of the pure and the defiled meet and become one. Ultimately, 
what is pure is that which is totally forbidden, that is to say, what
ever living men must .never come into contact with; Thus the 
sacred that is perfectly pure may be altogether abominable to men, 
since any contact with it becomes- a-defilement that delivers him 
up to the power of its agos. The powers of death are certainly of 

.. this type. For man, they represent the defilement par excellence; in 
·· · themselves they :are-the- "x196vlOl-oaij.lovGt;' ayvoi" mentioned by 
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Aeschylus,25 or the "dyvn" Persephone. To enter into direct contact 
with death is to be so completely overtaken by defilement that, 
by this very token, one is at the same time liberated - one is still 
a source of defilement for other living men but, because defini
tively excluded frOI.l1 the profane life, one is, in fact, "consecrated." 
The living are defiled by the dead but consecrated by' Death. When 
the defilement is so total that it takes over one's whole being, 
nothing escaping it, it is no longer defilement but sacredness. In 
certain cases the logic behind sacrilege is not very different. When 
Tiresias sees what men are forbidden to see, that is, Pallas naked 
in her bath, death overtakes his eyes; but this defilement on his 
face is none other than the religious power that qualifies him to 
be a diviner: Because he is blind to the light he can see what is 
invisible. Thus sometimes defilement can be seen as the reverse 
side to a positive religiOUS quality, the effect of a supernatural 
power on one whose religious standing is inadequate to receive 
it. We can now see how it is that defilement may carry a religious 
force, that the very blood and dust that defile may also conse
crate, the cloths stained with menstrual blood and the garments 
of women who have died in child-birth may be consecrated to 
the haBne Artemis, and the bones of the dead or of a criminal, of  
a sacrilegious being, an abominable creature such as Oedipus or  
the phannakos, may also be the source of blessings for a whole coun
try. What must be done is to find ways to channel the religious 
power in the direction of what is good.26 

This idea of making use of the sacred by means of a system of 
rites and rules that govern its intervention in the human world 
reflects another need in religious thought. If these extreme cases 
in which man loses himself in the divine represented the only 
means of entering into contact with it, the religious organiza
tion of earthly life would be impossible. This other concept of 
the sacred as something usable and used appears to be what the 
term hieros denotes, just as aBos refers to the idea of the sacred 
possessing a man, and haBnos (originally at least) referred to the 
concept of the sacred that is doubly forbidden, being, on the 
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one hand, dangerous to man and, on the other, itself pure from 
every profane contact. 

Moulinier would no doubt counter this interpretation with 
the objection that he has already made to Williger's thesis: If agos 
refers to the religious fear inspired by the divine, how can it also 
mean exactly the opposite, narnely that with which man can come 
into contact without danger - in other words, no longer that 
which is forbidden but that which is permitted?27 We should note 
that the word hosios undergoes the same semantic evolution:, When 
applied to the mysteries it retains its stronger meaning, but it can 
also come to mean the profane interests of the city as opposea-------
to those things that are hiera. The fact is that� in the Olympian 
religion, where emphasis is laid essentially upon the regular orga-
nization of relations between man and the divine, the concept 
of what is sacred comes to be, as it were, "extenuated and intel-
lectualized" (extenw!e et intellectualisee) .28 However, the very way 
that religious thought operates, and the ambiguity of ideas that 
it exploits, suggest a number of internal reasons for the way it 
has evolved. A comparison of the same episode as it appears ·on 
the one hand in the Supplices and� on the other, in Oedipus at C% nus 
shows how the Greek mind inclines in opposite directions depend-
ing upon. whether it conceives the hagneia in relation to that which 
is divine and consecrated or in relation to that which is not. At 
the beginning of the former tragedy the Danaids, having sought 
sanctuary on a holy hill in front of the communal altar of Argos, 
consecrate the.mselves as suppliants to the gods of the city. Seated 
here, tv aYVliJqJ; they are separated and _protected -from- the world 
more effectively than if they were surrounded by a wall. But when 
Oedipus and Antigone take a rest, sitting in the grove consecrated 
to the Eumeiiides, overlooking Athens, the holy place (which they 
are, incidentally, urged to leave) is called x(Jpo<; oux ayvo<; rrau:fv. 
The hagneia gave protection to the consecrated suppliants but it  
repulses Oedipus and threatens him with defilerrient. Thus the 
same holy place may be hagnos in relation to itself or to conse-

_ _____ cr_at_e���eing!; and ouch hag?�_in !�l�:_ion to th� actions of one 
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who is profane. I f  we now tum to consider the matter from the 
standpoint of the other term in the relationship, namely the 
hagneia in man, the same interplay of relative ideas shows us how 
it comes to take on a significance that is the opposite of its ori
ginal meaning offorbidden. For the suppliants, the hagneia is a 
positive quality conferred upon them by the holiness of the place, 
and it makes them "untouchable" too. But, for Oedipus, the 
hagneia seems, on the contrary, to refer to a quite negative quality 
of abstention: respect shown for a prohibition. Because he over
steps the bounds his sacrilegious defilement sets him apart from 
other men, just as the purity of the Danaids does: So he too · 
becomes "untouchable." The Coryphaeos refuses to approach him 
until he has purified his defilement. Consecration and sacrilege 
are two positive qualities which produce similar effects although 
their Significances are opposite. In contrast, "purity,"  for Oedi- . 
pus, would not confer any kind of consecration upon him but 
would simply make it permissible for him to have dealings with 
other men: He would be hagnos in relation to them in the sense 
that there would be no danger of hiin defiling them. Here the 
word takes on the meaning of a permitted contact. It is this purely 
negative quality of hagnos that is dominant in the use of the verb 
hagneuein , which does not generally have the meaning of "to 
purify" or "to consecrate," but merely "to hold oneself at a dis
tance from defilement." Characteristically, the expression can be 
used equally well to convey two opposite emphases, to refer to 
the sacred that holds itself apart from the defiled and also to the 
defiled that holds itself apart from the sacred; so that, provided 
that they respect the ritual prohibitions connected with their par
ticular form of defilement, it can be said of both the murderer 
and the woman giving birth that each hagneuei. 

Moulinier's objection, then, appears not to be decisive. From 
the point of view we have indicated it does perhaps become pos
sible to understand how it is that, depending upon the context 
and level of meaning, the relation between the defiled and the 
sacred may assume very different aspects. Moulinier's study is 
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valuable as a historical analysis o f  the many different concrete 
forms the pure and the impure may take. We believe, neverthe
less, that it was necessary to relocate s1:lch a historical perspec
tive within the framework of religious thought. Moulinier does 
not appear to us to have fully understood that a body of religious 
thought constitutes a system in which the various concepts are 
defined and are modified in relation to each other. It is a sys
tem of symbols the logic of which may not t.ake exactly the same 
form as our own. 





C H A P T E R  V I I  

B e t w ee n  the B easts a n d  the G ods l 

F r o m  t h e G a r d e n s  of A d o n i s t o  t h e 

M y t h o ] OBY of Sp i c e s 

Marcel Detienne's quest for the gardens of Adonis leads him to 
take us by the long way round. This is the same route Plato men-

. tions when he advises those seeking the truth to follow patiently 
along every bend in its winding way. We have to leave the well
trodden paths of mythology and, as we do so, the mir�ge of the 
conventional view of the East, transplanted to Greek soil, melts 
away - the mirage to which we have become accustomed and that 
the historians of religion at the turn of the century explored 
exhaustively (as they believed) without ever encountering there 
any other forms or species than those they had already classified 
and listed. They found, for instance, a god who disappears in the 
full flower of youth, vegetation that dies and is revived each year, 
and the spring reawakening of the forces of nature that slumber 
through the cold winter or are consumed under the burning 
summer sun. In th�s book we discover new horizons, a landscape 
full of perfumes, extraordinary plants and marvellous beasts, an 
unknown land retaining all the appeal of a fairy tale country yet . 
whose features are delineated with all the rigorous austerity and 
sober logic oLi scale diagram. There are Herodotus' fabulous sto
ries to fascinate us, telling of the harvesting of spices in the Land 
of the Sun. Starting with myrrh and ending with lettuce, we see 
displayed before us the full range of plants in whose context 
Adonis' story is set. The whole scale of the animal kingdom rises 
before us, stretching from the beasts that fly to those that grovel: " - - -
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At the top is perched the eagle, then come the vulture, the bat, 
and the winged snake; at the very bottom lurk the snakes of both 
water and land. But with the rising of the fabled phoenix the two 
end.s of the scale are brought together. The phoenix belongs far 
above the eagle, close to the sun, yet it is in the form of a larva, a 
worm born of co�ruption, that it must be reborn from its own 
ashes and thus, all of a sudden, we behold it placed lower than 
the snake and even doser to the earth and waters. We see how 
the sad stories of Adonis and his mother Myrrha are interwoven 
with those of Mintha or Mint, Phaon the ferryman,  Iunx the wry
neck bird and sorceress, and Ixion the ungrateful,  the father of 
the Centaurs. We are truly once again in the land of fairy tales, 
but the pleasure we once felt  there as children is now supple
mented by the scholarly interpretation of a code, or rather, of many 
interlocking codes that offer us the keys to a whole mental uni
verse different from ours, not easy to penetrate, even disconcert
ing, yet in some ways familiar. I t is as if the Greeks had used these 
fantastic and marvellous tales to transmit as clearly as possible the 
code to statements in which they express their own distinctive 
view of the world. I t is this code that Detienne helps us to decipher. 

Such is this book that simultaneously affords us both delight 
and instruction. As for the former, we can do no more than express 
the pleasure we have experienced in reading it - and above all, in 
rereading it. As for the latter, no book can have less need of an 
introduction. It is self-sufficient and speaks for itself. So rather 
than write a preface to it, I should prefer to accompany the author 
on his way to . raise and discuss certain questions about some of 
the guiding themes in his inquiry. 

My first question is this: How should we interpret a myth such 
as that of Adonis? The Frazerian type of classical interpretation 
saw Adonis as an example of the "spirit of vegetation." Detienne 
rejects this from the outset, but he also challenges the over-facile 
global corriparisons that attempt to assimilate one myth to another 
without taking any account of the particularities of different cul-
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tural systems. The attempt to decipher the story o f  Adonis by 
tracking down, here and there, gods and heroes that appear analo
gous to him implies three interdependent assumptions that are 
bound to affect the entire view of the myth. In the first place, it 
is assumed that every mythical figure can be defined as a sepa
rate entity in and by himself and that he possesses some sort of 
essence; second, that this essence corresponds to some reality 
which, in the last analysis, must be considered to be a part of the 
natural world since it is found to be represented by one god or 
another in the most widely differing civilizations. The third 
assumption is that the relationship between the mythical figure 
and the reality it represents is a "symbolical" one, in other words, 
that it rests upon metaphor or analogy: Thus, Adonis is born of 
the myrrh tree, therefore he embodies a spirit of vegetation; he 
spends a third of his life in the underworld and the remainder 
with Aphrodite in the light of the sun, therefore he embodies the 
spirit of wheat in the same way as Persephone does. This three
fold hypothesis has already been completely demolished by the 
work of Georges Dumezil and Claude Levi-Strauss. A god has 
no more one particular essence than a single detail of a myth is 
significant on its own. Every god is defined by the' network of 
relations that links him with and opposes him to the other dei
ties included within a particular pantheon; and similarly, a sin
gle detail in a myth is only significant by virtue of its place 
within the ordered system to which the myth itself belongs. So 
the .Greek scholar ITlust start again from scratch. It is not that he 
totally rejects the comparative method; on the contrary, he has 
constant recourse to it, but he applies it from a different stand
point, giving it a different meaning. Now the comparisons are 
made within the context of the particular civilization to be stud
ied, by making systematic cross-references between cycles of 

/ legends that seem, at  first sight, to revolve aroun� figures hav
iriifnothing to do wjth each other. The partitions separating the 
purely mythological tradition from evidence from other areas of 
the material, social; and spiritual life of the Greeks are done away . �- . -- --
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with. The aim is to define, as one proceeds, as exhaustively as 
possible, the framework within which the myth must be set so 
that every detail in its structure and episodes may take on a pre
cise meaning that can, in every case, be confirmed or refuted by 
reference to other parts of the body of data as a whole. The com
parison is only valid insofar as it is carried out within a definite 
field of inquiry that can adequately ens�re, on the one hand,  
comprehensiveness and, on the other, internal coherence. With 
an aim such as this the nature of the work of comparison becomes 
infinitely more demanding. The study takes just as much account 
of differences as of similarities, or - to be more precise - it does 
not attempt to establish analogies between figures or legends 
of different types but rather to establish the relative positions of 
various elements within a single complex. Thus it  distinguishes 
separations, distances, intervals, and inversions as well as points ' 
of symmetry, with the final aim of establishing an ordered sys
tem. Instead of postulating as if it were self-evident that Adonis 
is eqUivalent to vegetation and so connecting this Greek god at 
times with deities of the dema ( tubercules) type, and at others 
with the Oriental gods who die and are rebom in accordance with 
the cycle of plant life,  the study tries to identifY accurately the 
position occupied by myrrh, considered as a species of spice, 
within the hierarchical classification of plants which the Greeks 
elaborated. This method gives rise to a number of consequences 
that affect questions of procedure as well as problems of con
tent. The field of inquiry must inevitably embrace all the evi
dence concerning the Greeks' view of the relation of the spices 
to other plants. This evidence includes the writings of botanists, 
doctors, and philosophers, the use of incense in religious ritual 
and of perfumed ointments in daily life. Thus, as the investiga
tion wideris it involves the progressive deCiphering of a botani
cal code whose components range from the myrrh from which 
Adonis was born to the lettuce that became his deathbed. The 
structure of this code appears to be strictly based upon a vertical 
axis passing from the "solar" plants that are hot, dry - even 
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scorched - incorruptible, and perfumed, to the plants from below 
that are cold, wet, and raw, and are closely connected with death 
and foul smells. In between these two extremes, occupying an 
intermediate position at what one might call the' "right" distance, 
are those plants that in the Greek view correspond to the nor
mal life of civilized men, in other words the cereals, cultivated 
plants in which the dry and the wet are balanced and that con
stitute a specifically human type of food. Far from embodying 
the spirit of wheat, Adonis' position is sometimes above and 
at other times below the cereals; never does he belong to the --------------------�s-a-m-e-sp-h'-e-r-e-a-s-c1they. HiSCIestiny leaosliTmclirectlyTi-'-o-m-m-y-rr-.h---------
to the lettuce and this is, in a sense, an indication that he by-
passes the cereals which lie quite outside his path. It thus illus-
trates the temptations and dangers of a way of life that would 
seek to elude normality. 

To indicate the differences between the traditional form of 
interpretation and the type of study that Detienne, following L6vi
Strauss, proposes, we could say that a shift has taken place from 
a naturalistic symbolism of a global and universal kind to a sys
tem of complex, differentiated social coding characteristic of one 
culture in particular. We use such terms as "system" and "social" 
advisedly. For the botanical code does not and could not stand 
in isolation. It is interlocked with a number of other codes which 
constitute so many different levels of approach, each one com
plementing the others. In the first place there is the zoological 
code for which the eviden.ct:! is, first, the ,stories in Herodotus, 
which introduce certain categories of animals, to act,as t�e nec- , 
essary mediators between man and the spices; and, second, the ' 
myths about the Phoenix, the spice bird. Then there is the diet
ary code, in which the vegetable kingdom is subdivided into 
the three categories of food reserved for the gods, food for the 
humans, and pasture for the wild animals. Finally, there is the 
astronomical code, in which the spices are placed under the sign 
of Sirius, the Dog Star, whose appearance marks the moment 
when earth and sun, normally distant from each �theri are in the 
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closest proximity: I t  is a period both o f  extreme danger and also 
of the wildest exaltation. 

In this way we discover that the decoding of the body of evi
dence is based upon a series of oppositions l inked with one 
another: below-above, earth-heaven, wet-dry, raw-cooked, cor
ruptible-incorruptible, stench-perfume, mortal-immortal; these 
terms, which are at times united and brought together through 
intermediaries and at others set apart and mutually exclusive, are 
organized into a coherent system. The validity of this interpreta
tion - or, to us.e a term from linguistics, its pertinence -. is con
firmed by the fact that these same pairs of antinomies, arranged 
in the same order, reappear each time the Greeks are concerned 
with the power and functions of myrrh or spices, whether in their 
"scientific" writings or in the most diverse myths and religious 
rituals. Seen as a whole, this system appears to have a fundamen
tal social significance: It expresses how a group of people in par
ticular historical circumstances sees itself, how it defines its 
condition oflife and its relationship to nature and the supernatural. 

We are thus led to pose a second category of problems, this 
time not merely concerning the methodological question of how 
a myth should be read, but of a more fundamental kind: What, 
in the final analysis, does this myth mean, and in what sense does 
it have a meaning? In order to understand how the story of Adonis 
is linked to the ritual of the Adonia, Detienne distinguishes two 
central th�mes around which the whole body of relevant evidence 
is organized and that form, as it were, the keystones in the struc
ture of the various codes that he shows to be strictly economical. 

The first theme concerns foodstuffs and eating practices. I t is 
most fully expressed in the structure of the sacrificial meal, in 
which spices have a definite and significant role. Sacrifice sepa
rates the man from the beast despite their common nature. Both 
are mortal animals; both, to survive, need to keep up their strength 
each day by taking in food that itself is perishable. However, man's 
food consists of plants that have first been cultivated, such as cere
als, or of the cooked meat from domesticated animals such as the 
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beasts that are reserved for sacrifice - in other words, food that 
is, in every sense of the term, "cooked." Animals, on the other 
hand, feed upon wild plants and .raw flesh, that is to say food left 
in its original "raw" state. Sacrifice also separates men from the 
gods, marking the opposition between them with the very action 
whose purpose is to unite them. In the religion of the city-state 
the sacrificial ritual is the normal channel of communication 
between earth and heaven. However, through its very form, this 
contact emphasizes the radical disparity in status between the mor-

___________________ -=ta:::ls:.....:.:wc:.h:.::o'-'i:.::n:.::h""a""b.o.:it:...:t:.::h:.::e=-:s:.::u:.::bc::.lu:::n=a!)' world and the immortals who, for- . 
ever young, are enthroned in the luminous heights bf the ether. 
Man's share of the sacrificed animal is the dead, corruptible meat; 
the gods' share' is the smoke from the charred bones, the smell 
of perfumes, and incorruptible spices. The ritual that brings men 
and gods together at the same time sanctifies the fact that it is 
impossible for man to have any direct access to the divine and to 
establish with it a true commensality. Thus in the context of blood 
sacrifice, the cornerstone of the state reli'gion, spices and myrrh 
represent the 'portion allotted to the gods alone, the portion 

, that men could never assimilate and that remains outside their 
nature and alien to it, despite the place they assign to it in their 
dietary ritl.!-als. Within the context of sacrifice, which is a model 
for normal human eating habits, myrrh does indeed appear as an 
instrument of mediation, the link between opposites, the path 
connecting earth to heaven. At the same time, however, its sta
tus and- position in the hierarchy of plants gives 'it the further 
Significance of.maintaining the distance and establishing the sep
aration between these two opposites. It represents the inaccessi
ble character of the divine, the fact that men must renounce the 
'far-offheavenly BeyOI�d . " . ' . ' 

The second theme is marriage. Here myrrh and the spices again 
have a role to play. This time they do not take the form of fra
grant incense rising up to 'the g�d;, inviting' the�-to associate 
themselves with the meal of the mortals, but of perfumes whose 

__ , __ _ j.P_�E?disi��_powersJ)rov���J�eJ}Eg.:>�L<ie�ire and thus'�ring_�� 
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two sexes together. Here the mediation does not operate verti
cally between the world below, given over to death, stench, and 

. corruption, and the world above, forever unchanging in the shin
ing purity of the sun, but horizontally, at ground level, through 
the attraction that draws men and women irresistibly toward each 
other. The allure of erotic seduction is a part of  marriage j ust as 
the spices are a part of sacrifice; but it is neither its basis nor a 
constituent element in it. On the contrary, it remains, in princi
ple, alien to the tie of marriage. Although its presence is neces
sary - since on their wedding day young couples are crowned with 
myrtle and sprinkle each other with perfumes - it presen�s both 
an internal and an external threat to marriage. There is an inter
nal threat because if the wife abandons herself to the call of desire 
she rejects her status· of matron and assumes that of the courte
san, thus deflecting marriage from its normal end and turning it 
into an instrument for sensual enj oyment. Pleasure is not the 
object of marriage. I ts function is quite different: to unite two 
family groups within the same city, so that a man can have legiti
mate children who "resemble their father" �espite being the issue 
of their mother's womb, and who will thus be able, on the social 
and religious level, to continue the line of their father's house to 
which they belong. The danger from this threat from within is 
greatest during the canicular period which is not only the time 
when the earth, being close to the sun, gives off all its perfumes, 
when the spices that have reached maturity milst be gathered if  
they are to prove efficacious, but also when women, however 
chaste and pure, are in danger of abandoning themselves to the 
lasciviousness which totally overwhelms them at this period, and 
of changing, under the influence of the summer sun, from model 
wives into shameless debauchees. The seduction of desire also 
presents an external threat to marriage. One of the striking fea
tures of the Greek civilization in the classical period is that true 
relationships of love, whether heterosexual or homosexual, occur 
outside the home� The pseudo-Demosthenes puts it as if it were 
an incontrovertible fact: "We have courtesans for pleasure . . .  and 
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wives in order to have a legitimate posterity and a faithful guard
ian of the hearth" ( Contra Neera, 162). 

It is not difficult to see then that the vegetable, astronomi- . 
cal, and dietary codes do not apply to the sacrificial meal alone. 
They do indeed provide a lOgical framework for this meal, within 
which it assumes its allotted place: in an intermediary position 
half-way between the raw and the burned, the rotten and incor
ruptible, the bestial and the divine. Its position co�fers upon it 
a status that exactly corresponds to that of the cereals, which, 

____________________ --LP..;:.O"-'SiC'-tl=-:· oc::.n::...:e..c:d'-Ca-,s_t:.c..hc.cey are .in between the plants that are cold and wet 
and the spices that are hot and dry, stand for the truly civilized 
life, the type of existence led by men who are tied to the earth 
they must cultivate by farming in order to live. Their position is 
half-way between, on the one hand, the bloody bestiality of the 
wild beasts that devour each other raw, and, on the other, the pure 
felicity of the Immortals who need do nothing to enjoy every kind 
of good, as used to be case for men in that bygone Golden Age 
before Prometheus' crime occasioned the institution of sacrifice -
which is the sign of the human race's definitive separation from 
the race of the gods. 

However, these codes also concern marriage, whose position, 
within the same system, is strictly equivalent to that of sacrifice. 
Monogamous marriage is a solemn public contract placed under 
the religious patronage of Zeus arid Hera, which unites two fami
lies through the union of a man and a woman. In the eyes of the 
Greeks it thus raises the relationship between the sexes to the 
level of "civilized" life.  You could say that marriage is to sexual 
consummation what sacrifice is to the consumption of meat: Both 
assure continuity of existence to mankind, sacrifice by making 
it possible for the individual to subsist throughout his life and mar
riage by affording him the means of perpetuating himself after 
death through his child. The "wild" state involves first and fore-

. most, to be sure, cannibalism and the eating of raw meat: Wild 
beasts all devour each other, and raw to boot. But it also involves 

___ __ genera!!_z.:!��:ini�yr�miscuiry: They have �exual �el��i.c:>�s with 
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each other, crudely, in broad daylight, as chance dictates. The off
spring born of these unregulated wild unions have admittedly a 
mother to whom they are linked by the natural, animal bond of 
childbirth; but they have no father. Without marriage there can 
be no paternal filiation, no male line of descent, rio family - all 
of which presuppose a link which is not natural, but social and 
religious. Within the system the Golden Age represents the oppo" 
site pole to the wild state, its exact counterpart, since, instead 
ofliving like beasts, men then still lived as gods. During this age 
men put no living creature to death nor ate any meat. They knew 
neither sexual union nor the eating of meat, and since the race 
of women was not yet created men did not need to be either con
ceived or engendered but were born directly from the earth. 

So the human condition is exactly like that of the cereal plants. 
During the Golden Age, before the institution of sacrifice, fruits 
and com germinated spontaneously in the soil . It was as unnec
essary to plough the land and plant it with seed in order to reap 
the harvest as it was to labor with women and fill their wombs 
with seed in �rder to obtain children from them. The sacrificial 
meal, instituted by Prometheus, has two effects. It introduces a 
diet in which the consumption of cooked meat from domestic 
cated animals goes along with agricultural labor arid the harvest
ing of cereals. Its other immediate consequence is, as Hesiod tells 
us, the appearance of the first woman and the establishment of 
marriage. The fact is that for the Greeks marriage is a form of 
ploughing, with the woman as the furrow and the husband as the 
laborer. If the wife does not, in and through marriage, become 
cultivated, cereal-producing land, she will not be able to produce 
valuable and welcome fruits - that is, legitimate children in whom 
the father can recognize the seed that he himself sowed as he 
ploughed the furrow. Demeter, who is the goddess of agriculture, 
is also the patroness of marriage. When a young girl enters into 
marriage she enters the domain that belongs to the deity of cere
als. To enter this domain and remairi there she must rid herself 
of all the wild character inherent in the female sex. This wild-
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ness can take two, opposed fonns. It might make the woman veer 
toward Artemis, falling short of marriage and refusing any sex
ual union, or, on the other hand, it might propel her in the oppo
site direction, beyond marriage, toward Aphrodite and into 
unbridled erotic excess. The position of the gune enguete, the legit
imate wife, is in between that of the kare, the young girl defined 
by her virginal status, and that of the hetaira, the courtesan entirely 
devoted to love. Shunning contact with males, living far from men 
and the life of the city, the kare, like Artemis, the virgin huntress, 
mistress over wild animals and uncultivated land, shares in the life 

--------------------in tne wilatnat is sym50lizea�in tne marriage rites, Dy tn-=e-=c=rc::-o"='-n---------
of thorny plants and acorns. The civilized life of a wife, the "milled 
wheat" life as it was called, was symbolized in the marriage cere-
mony by winnowing basket, pestle, and bread, and opposed to 
life in the wild as good is to evil. To accede to this life the virgin 
had to renounce the wildness that hitherto held her at a distance 
from man. The yoke of marriage domesticated her, in the strong-
est sense of the tenn. By belonging henceforth to one of the family 
hearths of which the city was composed she became integrated, 
so far as any woman could be, into the civic community. 

Like that of the kare, the position of the courtesan is also out
side marriage, but toward the opposite extreme. Her wildness con
sists not in a hatred and intractable rejection of the male but in 
an excessive seductiveness and unbridled license. As she gives her
self to the passing embraces of whoev,er comes along she fosters 
in each of her men the dangerous, seductive illus.ion of a life all 
perfume and spices,' which, in relation to the life of milled wheat, 
occupies the opposite pole to the life of acorns. Under the beguil
jng mask of sweet Aphrodite, the hetaira reintroduces into the very 
heart of the civilized world the very same general sexual promis
cuity that used to reign in the wild times before civilization. 

Positioned as it is between, on the one hand, a radical rejec
tion of physical union and, on the other, exaltation of the plea
sures of love to the exclusion of all else, lying between sexual 
impotence and.an excess of sexual potency, both of them equally 
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infertile, marriage like the cereals stands for the "right distance": 
This alone can guarantee that the labor of marriage will bring forth 
an abundant harvest oflegitimate fruits of good stock. 

Marriage brings us a stage further on from sacrifice in our . 
decoding of the myth. The analysis of sacrifice was necessary to 
interpret every level of the code implicit in the story of Adonis 
and the network of oppositions on which it rests. However, that 
analysis did not produce an interpretation capable of revealing how 
the story conveys a unified message, having a general significance 
as such, within the context of Greek culture. Marriage on the other 
hand leads us straight to this interpretation. Although on the face 
of it the myth does not appear to be any more concerned with 
marriage than with sacrifice, its silence on these themes is not 
comparable in the two cases'. The fate of Adonis is not directly 
related to sacrifice, although we find the same system of codes 
at work in both. On the other hand it does involve the status of 
marriage directly. You could say that the silence of the myth on 
this point makes it a story about non-marriage. Implicitly it speaks 
of erotic seduction in its pure, fundamentally extra-marital state. 
Every detail in the myth acquires its significance when related 
to the state of marriage - which, to the Greeks, represented the 
correct norm, and which for this reason does not need to be explic
itly mentioned to remain the constant point of reference and essen
tial theme of the entire story. The author's demonstration of this 
point seems to be conclusive. I shall not here repeat or summa
rize it, but only emphasize some ofits important features. 

We have already pointed out that in passing directly from 
myrrh, from which he originates, to lettuce, which becomes his 
deathbed, Adonis cuts the cereals out of the vegetable code on 
whose axis they held a central position. But put in this way, this 
remark does nothing to further our search for the meaning of the 
myth. Adonis in fact has nothing to do with the consumption of 
particular foods. He is the irresistible seducer whose erotic pow
ers of attraction are capable of bringing together the most oppo
site of terms, terms that would normally remain widely separated 
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from each other. Adonis is a human being, yet hardly is he born 
than he arouses the love of goddesses. He brings gods and men 
together, inspiring an equally passionate love for him in both 
Persephone of the Underworld and the heavenly Aphrodite. As 
he moves between the two of them he links heaven and earth 
together. He is himself the product of a union between a man and 
a woman who are, sexually speaking, set poles apart and should 
never have been united: a father and his daughter. The circum
stances of his birth encapsulate all the themes which are to be 

___________________ .'.'il.'.'lu�s�t.'.'ra':.':t-'=e�d�in the adventures of his brilliant but brief career. His 
mother is initral1y a young untameavirgin:-Like-the-Banaids-and-------
like Hippolytos, she scorns Aphrodite and rejects all the normal 
marriages proposed for her. Seeking revenge, the goddess inflicts 
upon her a passionate love that is not only outside marriage but 
also destroys its very foundations from within. The incestuous 
union takes place on the occasion when the married women cele-
brate the festival of Ceres-Demeter, during ,the days when sepa-
ration between the two sexes is a ritual obligation for married 
couples and when, in consequence, the daughter is most closely 
associated with the wife who,  having the status of a legally mar-
ried woman, appears as a mother accompanied by her child. The 
very movement that brings the daughter closer to her mother sep-
arates her as much as possible from her father who, as a male, rep-
resents the other sex in the family, the sex with which erotic 
union, which is possible in nature, is now strictly forbidden. . 

First Myrrha scorns all the men who could possibly marry her; 
then she is fired with passionate love for the only being who can
not become her husband. Because she wanted to stop short of mar
riage she finds herself placed at the furthest forbidden point beyond 
it. The gods effect her metamorphosis into a myrrh tree. From 
the seed that she received when she managed to seduce her father 
despite the barriers between them, Myrrha gives birth to Adonis 
whose destiny follows, but in the opposite direction, a path that 
corresponds to that of his mother's. At an age when other little 
girls and boys, devoted to chaste Artemis, know only the games 
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ofinnocence, the aromatic child who is endowed with an -ir��"'" 
sistible seductiveness is totally devoted to the joys of erotic plea
sure. But when he has to cross the threshold of adolescence, 
which, for the young man, marks the moment of his integration 
into society as a warrior and future husband; his career as a lover 
is brutally curtailed. He fails the test which normally gives a boy 
access to full manhood. The son of myrrh is discovered in the let
tuce bed where he has either been killed or placed. Having flour
ished during the period that is normally innocent of amorous 
relationships, his excess of sexual potency disappears as soon as 
he reaches the age for marriage. I t is arrested where marriage 
begins, and so represents, as it were, its converse. Now we can 
solve the problem of the by-passing of the cereals. It is a refer-
ence not to any anomaly in food consumption but to the perver
sion of Adonis' sexual consummation that, because it takes place 
outside marriage, projects him straight from a premature excess 
of potency into a precocious impotence. The erotic significance 
of spices is balanced, at the end of our hero's career, by the lettuce 
that is not only a cold, wet plant but also (as so many authorities 
stress) one that possesses anti-aphrodisiac qualities and represents 
sexual impotence. And whether Adonis' powers of erotic seduction 
are exercised beyond marriage or fall short of it, they invariably 
fail to produce any fruit; whether spices or lettuce be concerned, 
Adonis' seed remains equally infertile. . 

Our interpretation of the myth of Adonis is substantiated and 
enriched when We take into account further types of evidence. The 
first consists of a body oflegends that, despite their different epi
sodes 'and figures, are also intended to express the theme of erotic 
seduction and to throw light on its nature, role, and effects. The 
second type of evidence is what we can reconstruct from both 
written and pictorial evidence of the ritual of the Adonia in fifth
and fourth-century Athens. Phaon, the ferryman, is presented -
as is Adonis - as an irresistible seducer. Through the favor of 
Aphrodite, who has presented him with a perfume with erotic 
properties, he acquires the power to inspire all women with love 
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for him so passionate as to ignore the duties and prohibitions of 
marriage. There is another side to this limitless power of seduc
tion. Phaon dies the victim of the jealousy of a deceived husband, 
or - as other, highly significant, versions have it - he disappears, 
like Adonis, hidden in a lettuce bed. Like Myrrha, Mintha (or 
mint) is a fragrant plant. As Hades' concubine she shares his bed 
in the Underworld. When the time comes for the god to pass on 
to a legitimate marriage with Persephone, Mintha boasts that she, 
with her beauty and seductive charm, will supplant the legitimate 
wife within her husband's house. Demeter is angered and p_u_n_-_______ _ 
ishes the over-forward rival of her own child by changing her by 
metamorphosis into a plant that has equivocal properties; it 
is an aphrodisiac, for sure, and yet it procures abortions; it is 
perfumed but "insignificant" and sterile. The wheat-mother, asso-
ciated with her daughter in her capacity as the patroness oflegiti-
mate marriage, turns Mintha into a plant that is akarpos, a term 
which means incapable both of bearing fruit and of having children. 

The theme of the stories revolving around Iunx, whose name 
Mintha once bore - according to one Alexandrian source - is 
again one of vanity in conjunction with the powers of an entirely 
self-centered erotic seduction. Iunx denotes in the first place 
a bird, the wryneck; this bird's ability to twist its head right 
round, the constant motion of its tail, and the piercing sound of 
its cry make it a creature of strange and disconcerting mobility. 
Just as light and shadows whirling together in an illusionary man
ner perplex- and Il1ake one dizzy, the wryneck projects a danger
ous and uncontrollable fascination. Pindar calls it the " bird of -
delirium." The second meaning of Iunx is an instrument of erotie 
magic which is made to whirl and whistle like a wryneck by 
women wishing to attract men, even against their -will, to their 
beds. Thirdly, Iunx is a sorceress nymph, the daughter of Peitho, 
the persuasion of amorous desire or - in other versions - of 
Echo, the will-o'-the-wisp, the gliostof a sound that, being noth
ing in reality, can imitate all voices with equal success. The 
nymph attempts to cast her love spells againstt4e couple formed 
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by Zeus and Hera, trying to separate them by making Zeus either 
desire to possess her, Iunx, or to be united with 10.  Iunx is 
changed by Hera into' a wryneck; and her male equivalent is Ixion, 
whom Zeus punishes by fixing him, spread-eagled, to a wheel 
whirling in the sky. 

I xion's mythical adventures present him, systematically, as 
negating marriage as a social institution. Whether marrying Dia, 
the daughter of Hesioneus, or coveting Hera and attempting to 
take her by force or seduce her by guile, in every instance his 
behavior manifests the same scorn for marriage as a' contract, as 
an accepted exchange based on mutual agreement. Hesioneus gives 
his daughter to Ixion but Ixion refuses to reciprocate by giving 
him the hedna. This was the price paid for a wife that in the archaic 
time in which the legend takes place, constituted the basis and 
visible sign ·of marriage because it publicly set the seal upon an 
alliance effected through marriage between two family groups. 
By so doing it made the daughter not just an ordinary compan
ion for the bed but a true wife given to the husband to provide 
him with a legitimate line of descent. By first undertaking to pay 
the hedna and then refusing to honor his pledge, Ixion makes a 
pretense of entering into marriage in order the better to destroy 
it from within. He does away with the distinction between the 
damar, or legitimate wife, and the pallake or concubine. He reduces 
Dia, whom he has received from her father's hands to be his wife, 
to the level of a companion in sexual activity, like a slave cap
tured by force in battle or carried off during a pirate raid,  or like 
any woman installed in the house without ceremony to do her 
master's pleasure. However, Ixion does not simply deny Dia the 

. status of wife, within . the context of marriage. He also destroys 
the alliance with his father-in-law, changing it into its opposite, 
a relationship of hostility. When his son-in-law invites him to a 
feast to celebrate their reconciliation, Hesioneus goes trustingly 
to atte�d it and perishes in the trap treacherously set for him. In 
return for the gift of Hesioneus' daughter Ixion offers only vain 
and misleading words and then repays the friendly trust of the 
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father with trickery, duplicity, and murder. He negates all the forms 
of exchange and mutual generosity called for by marriage and, in 
place of the mutual exchange of gifts or - to express it in Greek 
terms - the charis, which is the basis for. the marital bond, he 
substitutes the mere use of constraint in the form now of deceit
ful persuasion, or Peitho, and now of brutal violence, or Bia. 
Although Peitho may, in many contexts, be opposed to Bia where 
marriage is concerned they have this in common, that they both 
act in the exclusive interest of one party without the agreement 
of the other. Peitho, the persuasive power of the deceitful word 

��-----------------�o=r�of-b-eguilin-g-appearances,can-be-said,like-Bia,to-force-sub--�--------
mission upon one of the two partners instead of bringing them 
into agreement, as does charis. 

The second stage of myth throws further light on this collu
sion between Peitho and Bia who, by moving in on either side of 
charis and together blocking the circuit of exchanges over which 
it presides, unite to destroy the institution of marriage. Ixion, the 
first human being to shed the blood of a relative, is obliged to 
flee the earth. Zeus receives him in heaven and Ixion, charac
teristically, repays his host's kindness with ingratitude and the nega
tion of chans. He covets the wife of his host within his very house. 
In order to gain access to the marriage bed of the divine couple 
who are the patrons and protectors of hymen he uses any means 
possible, resorting to violence as well as the artifices of seduc
tion. He imagines he has already won the day once he holds Hera 
in his arms, apparently thereby celebrating a mockery ofhier
ogamy, c:;Qnsummatlng _!Vith �he patrQness of weddings a-marriage 
that becomes an anti-marriage since Zeus had been usurped. How
ever, this man of misleading words, this deceitful seducer, can 
experience only the phantom of a true loving relationship, only 
the illusion of hymen, a marriage that is hollow because "devoid 
of chans." In reality Ixion caresses and embraces not the true Hera 
but a false ghost, a vain illusion, an empty cloud; Nephele. Such a 
mockery of the union between man and woman can produce only 
the mockery of a child and Nephele duly gives birth to a monstrous 
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offspring, a being without race, family or lineage with which to 
identity, which remains alien to all that exists either on earth or 
in heaven: the. ancestor to the Centaurs. Neither gods nor men 
will recognize it, although it is not, strictly speaking, a true beast. 
Ixion f�thers an illusory son, a creature that is, as it were, th� bas
tarp of the universe, a pure nothos for whom there can be no place 
within an order of filiation. The apostle of brute seduction is 
condemned to whirl forever in the sky where Zeus has , for the 
edification of mankind, transformed him into an iunx, there to 
celebrate d�y after unending day the virtues of the very charis 
that he presumed to deny and without which sexual union is 
nothing but a game of make-believe, incapable of giving rise to 
any authentic descendants. 

Having thus cleared the ground with his analysis of the myths, 
Detienne is in a position to propose ari entirely new interpreta
tion of the ritual of the Adonia, and one which carries convic
tion. The force of his demonstration does not depend simply on 
the concordance between myth and ritual that complement and 
mutually illuminate each other. Every detail in the festival, with
out exception, is taken into account, and, in the light of the var
ious codes previously identified, each one takes on a precise 
meaning that gives it its pliJ.ce within an ordered whole. Not a 
single detail is neglected or dismissed as being of secondary impor
tance, gratuitous, or without Significance. First, the question of 
date is considered: The Adonia are celebrated during the Dog 
Days, the period when spices are collected, when women expe
rience sensual abandonment, when earth and sun are in the clos
est proximity, and when erotic seduction in all its aspects is at 
its height. Next, there is the question of location: The festival 
takes pl!J.ce in private dwellings, not in the public sanctuaries; and 
furthermore on the terraces of these private dwellings, on the 
house tops so that a closer union between the above and the below 
is effected. Then there is the instrument that characterizes the 
festival : a ladder set leaning toward the top of the buildings, up 
which the god's devotees climb in order to place their "gardens" 
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in position. Then there are the participants: These are women, 
concubines, and courtesans, adorned and perfumed, who feast and 
dance with their lovers whom they have invited there to join 
them. Then, there is the religious atmosphere of the festival: noisy, 
unbridled, improper, to the point of drunkenness and sexual 
license. Next, its purpose: to carry miniature gardens set in lit
tle earthenware pots up to the rooftops where they are exposed 
to the intense heat of the summer sun. In these imitations of true 
agriculture, the mere ghosts of real plantations, there are lettuce 
and fennel (which here assumes the role of substitute for the 
spices, a gardener's version of myrrh), and also seeds of wheat and 
barley, which the women treat as garden plants. Exposed directly 
to the sun as they are, in their pots, the seeds take only a few days 
to germinate, grow, and become green, and thereupon immedi
ately die, completely dried up. The women then cast the pots 
and their contents into the cold water of springs or into the bar
ren sea. These pseudo-gardens, which pass in a few days from 
greenness to desiccation, from vigor to exhaustion, do not merely 
evoke the young god, born of spices, whose precocious career of 
seduction ends up in the cold and sterile lettuce bed. They also, 
at every level, represent an anti-agriculture: a m�ke-believe game 
rather than a serious and useful occupation, a pastime for women, 
not the work of men, in which a cycle lasting only eight days takes 
the place of the eight months that elapse between the normal time 
for sowing and the harvest; in which the plants are abruptly and 
forcibly.. roasted ins�ead of ripening slowing and naturally. The 

. canicular period alone takes the . place of a .harmonious and bal
anced collaboration of the different seasons, and ludicrously tiny 
receptacles replace the vast mother earth. The gardens of Adonis 
that never come to maturity, that have no roots and bear no fruit, 
are indeed sterile, infertile "gardens of stone." Their rapid, illu
sory blooming simply serves to emphasize more strongly the pro
ductivity of the ploughed field in which Demeter, having received 
the seed at the propitious time, in due course makes the cereals 
on which men live germinate, ripen, and be fruitful. 
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T,his first set of oppositions is overlaid by a second. Or rather, 
the same characteristics which set Adonis' gardening and Demeter's 
agriculture in diametrical opposition on the astronomical and 
botanical levels, also set up an opposition, on the social level, 
between the unbridled license of the Adonia and the solemn grav
ity of the Greek festival of Demeter. According to myth it was 
the Latin equivalent which Myrrha's mother was celebrating at 
the very moment when her daughter was carrying out her guilty 
attempt at seduction. The Adonia represent more than simply an 
inverted agriculture. They must also be seen as a counter-Thes
mophoria. On the one hand, with the lover of Aphrodite, we have 
the lascivious heat of summer, courtesans and concubines together 
with their lovers, in intimacy in their own houses; revelry, carous
ing, and sexual license; the climb up the ladder to place the gar
dens on the rooftops; a profusion of perfumes heightening the 
atmosphere of erotic seduction. On the other, with the mother 
of Persephone, we have the season of autumn rains when the sky 
makes the earth fertile, which at the onset of winter at the time 
of sowing marks the beginning of the period that is propitious 
for marriage; married women, mothers of families, celebrating as 
citizens accompanied by their legitimate daughters an official cere
mony in which they are, for the time being, separated from their 
husbands; silence, fasting, and sexual abstinence; they take up an 
immobile position, crouching down on the ground; they climb 
down into underground megara to collect talismans of fertility to 
be mixed in with seeds; a slightly nauseous smell prevails, and 
instead of aromatic plants there are clumps of willow branches, 
the willow being a plant with anti-aphrodisiac qualities. 

At this point, however, we are faced with a difficulty. The par
allelism to be seen in the table of strict oppositions appears to 
raise a problem. By reason of their status or profession, the devotees 
of Adonis - concubines and courtesans - are rel�gated to a posi
tion outside the family. So how can it be that they celebrate their 
god, and his power of seduction, with a ritual whose every char
acteristic constitutes a negative imprint of the model forms of 
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conjugal union created by the very institution from which these 
women are excluded? How can they glorify sexual attraction, 
the power of eroticism, and the pleasures oflove with a language 
and within a framework borrowed from a religion that refuses to 
recognize anything but the procreation of children and the estab
lishment of a legitimate line of descent within marriage? Why 
do they honor their god with gardens whose significance appears 
to be purely negative, whose sole raison d'etre seems to lie in the 
contrast that they set up with true agriculture and that can only 
be defined in the negative terms of their deficiencies - as lack-

---------------------ing�serious�purpose,rootless,fruitless,good-for�nothing�but�to-------
be thrown away? 

We may find part of the answer to the problem in consider
ing the nature of the evidence that portrays this aspect of the 
Adonia. It comprises. texts from the authors of comedy, remarks 
made by philosophers or scholars, maxims, and proverbs - all of 
which, on the whole, represent the prevailing views of the city, 
the official line of thought, the opinion of citizens well integrated 
into the public life. It is quite possible that the point of view of 
the devotees of Adonis was very different. Indeed, this seems all 
the more probable given that there is another aspect to the Adonia, 
this time an altogethe� positive one, and, far from having no con
nection with the ritual creation of the gardens, it forms the nec
essary counterpart to it. At the same time as they hold their 
celebration with their mends and grow their short-lived gardens 
for Adonis, these women carry out on the rooftops what seems 
to be an imitation of the collection of spices, carrying these down 
the very ladder which they previously used to carry up the gar
dens. Frankincense seeds and loaves fashioned from myrrh are then 
depOSited in incense and perfume burners, and serve both to honor 
the lover of Aphrodite and to promote the power women exert 
over men through their seductive wiles. 

Seen from this point of view the gardens of Adonis appear in 
a different light. The inverted image of agriculture turns out not 
to have a purely negative significance after all. C?n the contrary, 
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it  appears as a necessary preliminary condition i n  order to gain 
access to spices. One can only enjoy the life of perfumes and taste 
its precious, short-lived delights at the price of having no earth 
in which to put down roots, and no fruits as end product. The 
ritual of the festival does indeed express the incompatibility of 
Adonis and Demeter, of seduction and marriage, but it  does so 
in order to choose and glorify Adonis and seduction. The Adonia 
thus have a place within the same system of codes that is at work 
in the official city religion. But it is a code that can be approached, 
so to speak, from two different, diametrically opposed points and 
that can be interpreted in two different ways, depending on which 
of the two poles one chooses to make the positive one. Although 
they employ the same language within the framework of the same 
religious system, the adherents of the official cult and the devo
tees of Adonis use it to convey truths that are different or even 
opposed. Once the plants that have been forced too quickly to be 
fertile have been cast into the spring or the sea, the Adonia, the 
festival held to grieve for the lover, reaches its culmination with 
the j oy of perfumes, the promise of pleasures to come, and the 
assurance of seduction. At the end of the Thesmophoria, held to 
grieve for the daughter, the matrons abandon their silence, mourn
ing, and abstinence and celebrate 'the joy of reunion. The last day 
of this festival , which held husband and wife ritually apart from 
each other, went by the I1ame of Kalligeneia, betokening assur
ance and promise, in this case the assurance of a good harvest and 
the promise of a fine offspring. 

' 

We have been considering the question of the meaning of the 
Adonis myth. In our view Detienne's analysis resolves this ques
tion. His reading of the myth and ritual of this god provides 
the modern interpreter with a i:neaning, that is, it reveals a well
defined position for them within the Greek religious system (even 
if - as we have seen - this is a somewhat marginal position), which 
determines where erotic seduction stands in relation to the other 
elements in the system as a whole. However, a third category of 
problems remains to be tackled, concerning the organization of 
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the system of codes discovered by Detienne, how it is balanced 
and where there. are internal distortions and tensions. The struc-
ture of the system would appear at first sight to be startlingly 
asymmetrical. Sacrifice and marriage appear to occupy the same 
position at the center of gravity of the system, this being exactly 
comparable to that of the cereals .that, placed between the wet 
rawriess of grasses (the food of animals), on the one hand, and the 
incorruptible dryness of the aromatic plants (the food of the gods), 
on the other, represent the midway position, the human norm. 
S_o

�
facas_the consumption of meats is concerned, sacrifice stands 

in between cannibalism in general (as in a state of wildness) and 
the refusal of any food in the form of ineat (as during the Golden 
Age); and with regard to erotic consummation, marriage stands in 
between general promiscuity (as practiced in a state of wildness) 
and total abstinence (as during the Golden Age). Sacrifice and mar
riage are also the two human institutions where spices have a 
part to play - in sacrifice to bring gods and men together, and in 
marriage to bring men and women together. But the union does 
not, in the two cases, have the same meaning and value. In sacri-
fice the spices have a purely positive quality. They represent the 
share of the gods, a superfood for which men can only yearn with-
out themselves ever attaining to it. So, in a sense, to have the spices 
predominate to the exclusion of everything else .  in sacrifice (as 
Empedocles does when he replaces the ox to be slaughtered by 
little figurines fashioned from spices, which the participants divide 
among themselves. instead of each eating his-portion of roasted 
meat) is to destroy the sacrifice by making it-reach:beyond itself. . 
In contrast, in marriage the role of myrrh and perfumes is dan
gerous and negative. If they are allowed to predominate in the 
cOI�j-ugal' union - instead of their effects being first restricted and 
later totally eradicated (a  matron is supposed to eliminate all 
perfumes both on her own person and on her husband's) - the 
marriage is destroyed, not by over-reaching itself but by being per
verted. Thus, when spices are seen not in the context of sacri-
fice �-':1!.i.�_��� of_ma_rriaJ��� ����� rr:�a�iIlg an�_ ,:,�!�.e a��_inverte�_ �  __ _ _ _____ __ __ _ _ 
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At the beginning o f  his inquiry Detienne examines the fig
ure of Adonis somewhat indirectly and from a particular angle,  
since he takes sacrifice as his starting point and this is not a sub
ject with which either the myth or the ritual connected with the 
god are directly concerned. The full light of his inquiry is brought 
to bear upon sacrifice since, in order to distinguish its meaning
ful elements, he considers the subject not from the standpoint 
of the official religion but from the point of view of a sect, the 
Pythagoreans, whose attacks on sacrificial practice questioned the 
very foundations of the public religion. The Pythagoreans either 
rejected all forms of blood sacrifice, or else they excluded oxen 
and sheep and allowed the slaughter only of pigs and goats that 
were to be eaten. What they did depended on whether they saw 
themselves as a religious sect quite outside the city, or as a broth
erhood committed to political life and seeking to transform it from 
within. In both cases the purpose of the religious challenge to 
sacrifice, to the murder of domesticated animals and the eating 
of meat, was to establish a more or less vegetarian diet, which 
should ideally bridge the gap separating men and gods and thus 
wipe out the original, insuperable distance between them that 
sacrifice was s.upposed to have established, and that, in the official 
religion, was celebrated, confirmed, and consecrated each time 

. that an animal was ritually slaughtered and subsequently eaten. 
The Pythagoreans thus sought to outflank sacrifice by going one 
better than it and to replace it with a way of life and of eating 
that could restore the community of existence, the total com
mensality with the gods that used to exist in the olden days before 
the crime that Prometheus committed against Zeus, currently 
commemorated by sacrifice. In order to live in the company of 
the gods they were, as far as  possible, to  eat like the gods them
selves did. They were to consume vegetable plants that were alto
gether "pure" like the foodstuffs eaten in the Golden Age, and 
now offered up to the deity on altars that were not bloody, that 
had never been defiled by the murder of sacrifice. And holy men, 
such as Pythagoras or Epimenides, would even be able to nour-
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ish themselves from nothing at all, to live o n  fragrant perfumes 
just as the immortals did. 

By the end of his analysis Detienne is thus led to emphasize 
the positive character of spices. In the context of the consump
tion of foodstuffs the "life of spices" represents an ideal, an ideal 
that, according to the official religion, men must necessarily forego 
and that, according to the Pythagorean sect, they must seek to 
attain by giving up the portions of meat that in sacrifice are allot
ted to men as thei� share. However, when Detienne considers mar-

---------------------�riage,�the�institution�to-the-heart�of�which-he-is-Ied-by�the-religion-----
of Adonis, he has to characterize the spices as negative. These per-
fumed and incorruptible essences bring together both earth and 
heaven, and men and gods. But when they unite men and 'Women 
too closely they break up a marriage instead of cementing it. In 
the context of marriage they represent, not the ideal, but the kind 
of erotic seduction that in itself bodes ill and is evil. How then 
can one explain, in such a precise and consistent system of codes, 
the same element taking on opposite values in the contexts of 
two similar and parallel institutions? For Detienne the problem 
is all the more crucial in that it is within Pythagoreanism, chosen 
by him to throw light upon the significance of sacrifice, that the 
contradiction appears in its most startling form. The sect aligns it-
self with spices to the point of refusing all forms of blood sacrifice 
and the eating of meat; yet to defend the institution of marriage 
it aligns itself with lettuce. When the Pythagoreans condemn all 
kinds of seduction-together With the use of perfumes; harass con-
cubines and 'courtesans,-aridTorbid iUegitimate love affairs, it is-riot . 
the element of myrrh in their diet that they are celebrating but 

. that oflettuce, whose anti-aphro.disiac qualities they extol. Within 
the framework of Greek religion they thus occupy a position that 
is the extreme opposite to that of the devotees of Adonis. I t  is as 
if the choice of spices in the one case was incompatible with their 
choice in the other, as if their being prized in the context of sac-
rifice and the consumption of meat implied their necessary depre-

. �_cJ��ioI!j!Lthe cont��t�oLx:n<!r:ri.age (mdii�:lgJ<!Lc_on$ummati�n .. _ _ _ _ _ � 
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How does Detienne account for this asymmetry? We should 
first point out that the picture is, in fact, not as simple as we 
have made out. In both the forms in which we have come across 
them - as incense bringing men and gods together and as per
fumes uniting men and women - spices have ambiguous aspects , 
in their role as mediators, aspects which Detienne quite rightly 
emphasizes. They are plants "of the sun," dry and incorruptible, 
and as such are related to the fire above and the divine; yet they 
grow here below, upon the earth of mortal men. And it is only 
under particular conditions of time, place, and harvesting thqt they 
acquire their fully fiery quality. The role of the spices is to bring 
opposites together, and it would be impossible for them to fulfill 
it if  they were once and for all totally on th'e' side of one of the 
terms to the exclusion of the other, in the couple they are sup
posed to unite. In order to unite earth and heaven they must shut
tle between the below and the above; to bring men and gods 
together they must be in some way connected to the former even 
while they are close to the latter. This equivocal status of the spices 
explains the extraordinary stories in Herodotus of the ways in 
which they are collected. These are really myths, although dis
guised as accurate accounts, and in various forms they were later 
echoed throughout Greek literature, from historians and geogra
phers to botanical writers. Spices grow in a land that is both quite 
real and at the same time utterly mythical , in Arabia, a country 
that, like any other, can indeed be described and located on a map 
but that is also ( like the homeland of the Ethiopians, known as 
the Long-Lived, the most just, beautiful, and pious of men) a land ' 
of the sun - as it were, an enclave of an age of gold preserved 
within our own cor�pted world. Part of the spice harvest is for 
men to use, while the rest is placed on the altar of the Sun where 
it bursts spontaneously into flames. The spice harvesting - one 
might even call it the spice hunt - is carried out according to 
two opposed methods which, through their very contrasts, empha
size the ambiguous nature of the quarry and the role as mediator 
that it plays. Men cannot procure it directly. Intermediaries are 
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necessary in the form of animals, some of which are hostile, others 
benevolent, some chthonic, others heavenly. In some cases the 
spices grow "below," in the waters of a lake or in a deep ravine. 
In order to collect them it is necessary to overcome the animals 
that guard them - chthonic beasts; monstrous bats or snakes, all 
related to the realm of the wet, the earthy, the corrupt. To do so 
the collectors must use the pelts of flayed oxen (that is, the out� 
ermost, incorruptible, inedible part of the animal) to cover their 
entire bodies, except their eyes, which are, as it were, the lumi
nous, sunlike element in a man. In other cases the spices are to 
be found "above," in the nests of birds of the heavens, perched 
on top of inaccessible rocks. In order to bring them down, these 
creatures related to the fire from above are lured by pieces of meat 
that, in contrast to the pelts, represent the internal, corruptible, 
edible part of the animal. The heavenly birds swoop down and 
grab the hunks of dead flesh; they carry them up to their nests, 
which collapse under the weight of the meat, meat that can be 
said to be doubly out of place, being carried up from below to the 
heights where it is incongruous and whence it returns to where 
it should be, bringing down with it as it falls the spices that the 
hunters are then able to seize. Thus for collecting spices men have 
at their disposal two methods whose means and modalities are 
the reverse of each other. In the one case the spices are brought 
up from the depths, despite the chthonic beasts, thanks to a dried 
pelt that repulses the attacks of these creatures, which are putrid, 
albeit sometimes �inged. In the other they are made to fall from 
up-above with the help of heavenly animals, thanks this time to 
the hunks of bloody meat that attract these creatures, which are 
related to the fire above although they still need foodstuffs that 
are "wet." In both cases emphasis is laid on this tension between 
opposite terms, which is the characteristic feature of the status 
of spices and which causes them to oscillate between the above 

- anCl the below, the dry anCl the wet, the incorruptible and the 
putrid. This constant shuttling to and fro is most strikingly 
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. · lating suddenly from the fiery to the corrupt, and thence return
ing to its original incandescent nature, simultaneously and, as it 
were, with the same movement, emphasizes both the antinomy 
that exists between two mutually exclusive orders of reality and 
also their necessary conjunction in the eart�ly world. The phoe
nix occupies in the hierarchy of animal life � position equivalent 
to that of spices in the hierarchy of plants. I t is a creature of the 
Sun, belonging to the highest sphere. Each day it accompanies 
the fiery star in its course, regenerating its strength from this con
tact and being fed by its purest rays, and it thus escapes the mor
tal condition while yet not acceding to the immortality of the 
gods. It is perpetually reborn from its own ashes. The power of 
celestial fire that i s  pure, incorruptible, and spontaneous is  for
ever sufficient unto itself; it perpetuates itself in a constant, imper
ishable youth. Human fire, stolen by Prometheus and given to 
mortals in the form of a "seed of fire," a fire that must be gener
ated for the purpose of cooking the meat from the sacrifice, is a 
hungry fire: It must be constantly fed or else, like man himself, 
it will die for lack of sustenance. The phoenix's incandescent life 
follows a circular course, waxing and waning, being born, dying, 
and being reborn. This cycle carries the spice bird, which is closer 
to the sun than an eagle of the heavens, to the state of a worm, 
which is putrid, a creature even more chthonic than the snake 
or the bat. From the ashes of the bird that is consumed at the 
end of its long existence in a nest of fire made from spices a tiny 
grub is born, nourished on dampness and eventually, in its turn, 
becomes a phoenix. 

This myth makes it quite clear that if they are to bring together 
the above and the below and fulfill their role as mediators between 
the gods and men, spices must occupy an intermediary position 
between the two opposed terms. The gods enjoy an eternal form 
of existence outside time, in the permanence of an unchanging 
youth. Men live within a limited time, always facing in the same 
direction, namely toward death; they are born, grow old, and dis
appear forever. To perpetuate themselves they must unite with a 
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creature .of the opposite sex and produce a child that is a con
tinuation of themselves in a new being, different from themselves. 
The phoenix lives in boundless, cyclical time, alternately facing 
in opposite directions. It perpetuates itself without being physi
cally united to anything, without producing another creature that 
is not itself but by being born from its own ashes. So it can be 
said that, according to the logic of the myth that expresses in the 
most condensed form the mediatory role of spices, these perfumed 
essences have the power to bring together earth and heaven, and 
men and gods� to the extent that they represent in the botanical 

·------and-zoological-codes-a-fonu-oHife-that-inelf-renewing,which,-----� 
has no need of a union of opposite sexes, no need consequently 

-' 

of marriage and the procreation of children. In a way the phoe-
nix's mode of existence recalls that of men in the Golden Age 
before the introduction of sacrifice, before the use of corruptible 
and generated fire, before agricultural labor, before the creation 
of women and mai:riage, when mankind - exclusively male - still 
led a pure life, a life incomparably longer than nowadays, know-
ing neither old age nor death in the strict sense ·of these tenus, 
being born spontaneously from the earth just as the phoenix is 
from its own ashes. 

These remarks will perhaps enable us to supplement Detienne's 
explanation concerning the mismatch that we have noted between 
the positive function of spices used as incense and their negative 
role when used as perfumes. 

Detienne makes the point that, in the eyes of the Greeks, there 
is a good way of using spices - namely in sacrifice - and a bad 
one - namely in erotic relationships. This is because once per- . 
fumes are principally used for erotic ends they are'''diverted'' from 
their proper religious and ritual purposes. They are "withdrawn 
from their correct role which is to return to the gods the sub
stances ·with which these have particular affinities." But where 
and why does this diversion occur? There are two possible answers� 

.. One is simply that in using perfumes for erotic seduction there 
is none left for sacrifice, that one neglects to sacrifice, one fails 
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to d o  so at the very moment when one indulges in any sexual 
enjoyment. But this is obviously untrue. In a matter of sacrifice 
lovers, voluptuaries, and sensualists are neither more nor less scru
pulous than those who are chaste or prudish. Besides, as the Adonia 
show well enough, even spices used for erotic purposes have a rit
ualistic and religious role to play. Alternatively, there is a more 
complex explanation: Because the aim and significance of spices 
are reversed in the two cases of sacrifice and seduction one can
not give unqualified support to them in both cases at once. A 
Pythagorean celebrating the Adonia is as unthinkable as a devo
tee of Adonis being converted to the Pythagorean way of life and 
vegetarianism. And of course this opposition, which takes the form 
of a r�dical incompatibility at the two extreme poles of the reli
gious system, is also expressed at its center, in official ceremo- . 
nies, by a tension between the spices that are an integral part of 
sacrifice and the perfumes that are an integral part of  marriage. 
According to the method that, with Detienne, we have followed, 
the solution should, first and foremost, be a structural one. It 
should account for the disparity in terms of the overall structure 
of the system. The phoenix myth gives us our first clue: The spice 
bird is the embodiment of a form of existence that corresponds, 
in Greek philosophical terms, to a moving image of eternity, and 
in terms of Greek mythology to the life of the men of the Golden 
Age. In the context of a sacrifice the role of the spices is positive 
since they point toward this Golden Age. It is true that sacrifice 
commemorates the passing of this happy state of former years, 
but within its context spices represent the share that, even now, 
is truly divine. To give them a heightened or even exclusive role 
is to promote a religious experience that stands for a return to 
the Golden Age; it is to make oneself aromatic in order to find 
once more that original condition in which one used to live and 
eat in company with the gods. In marriage, however, spices point 
in the opposite direction. They preside over sexual attraction, 
without which marriage cannot be phYSically consummated and 
thus, at the very center of this institution, they consecrate the 
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break with the Golden Age, the duality of the sexes, the need for 
a sexual union, for birth through generation and, correspondingly, 
also for old age and death. Sacrifice and marriage occupy analo
gous positions on the same level. But in sacrifice spices are con
nected with what, in myth, preceded the need for meat as food. 
In marriage they are connected with what, in myth, led man to 
sexual consummation. The greater the part played by spices in 
sacrifice, the greater the apparent power of spices to unite gods 
and men. The more limited the role of perfume and seduction 
in the union between man and woman, the more their marriage 

��-----------------islegifimatelyest:ablisne-d:-Fromneligious-Foint-ofview-the-jus·=---------

tification for sacrifice is the offering of spices that are thus ena-
bled to return to the deity. The religious justification for marriage 
lies in the very definite restrictions it imposes upon the sexual 
attraction that is stimulated by the use of perfumes. I f  it were 
possible, indeed, marriage would do without perfumes altogether, 
but the human condition that resulted from man's separation from 
the gods forced it to make, as it were, a virtue of necessity. 

This does not solve our problem but it enables us to rephrase 
it in the following manner: Given the role that they play in sacri
fice, why is it that spices also preside over erotic seduction? Hesiod 
provides us with the answer in the two versions he gives of the 
myth about the introduction by Prometheus of blood sacrifice. 
Originally men and gods live in the closest proximity, feasting . 
together. When the moment comes to establish their respective 
shares Prometheus. kills and cuts up a huge ox, dividing it into 
two parts. The men receive the meat and all that can be eaten . .  
while the gods are left with the bones and a little fat, the very . 

portions still assigned to them, in the form of rising smoke, in 
the sacrifices made on perfumed altars. ZeiIs takes his revenge by 
hiding his fire from men - the heavenly, pure, inexhaustible, 
ungenerated fire which men had presumably enjoyed hitherto. 
So it is now impossible to cook the meat. Prometheus steals the 
seed of fire, hidden in the hollow stalk of a fennel plant, and pres
ents it-as a gift to men. So the flame of sacrifice. bums on·earth, -
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where men are now able t o  sustain their failing strength by eat
ing the cooked meat. Zeus, cheated, counter-attacks . He hides 
the seed of wheat from men and buries it in the depths of the 
earth: It will henceforth be necessary to labor in the fields in order 
to harvest grain and eat bread. At the same time he creates the 
first woman, with whom it will be necessary to labor in order to 
produce children. Hephaistos models her out of clay moistened ' 
with water. She is a chthonic creature, damp and earthy, and not 
only is her condition mortal but also close to bestial by reason , 
both of her insatiable appetite for food and also of her sexual appe
tite unleashed during the Dog Days when, being better protected 
against the burning heat of the sun than her husband, whose con
stitution is hotter and dryer than hers, she literally roasts her man; 
"without any torch she dries him up," delivering him over, even 
while still green and raw, to the desiccation of a premature old 
age. Pandora is, through her excessive animal sensuality, a fire to 
make men pay for the fire that Prometheus hid and stole from 
the gods. But she is more than this. She is herself a hidden trap, 
a double being whose appearance disguises and masks the real
ity. Hephaistos makes her out of clay and water but he fashions 
her in the images of the immortal goddesses, and the beauty that 
shines forth from her body as if she were divine strikes not only 
men but gods too with wonder. The cunning of Zeus' vengeance 
lies in his having endowed with erotic seduction, that is, a divine 
appearance, a being whose soul is that of a bitch and who hides 
her gro�s bestiality beneath the winning gentleness of her smile 
and the deceitful flattery of her lips. Pandora is an evil, but an 
evil so beautiful that men cannot, in the depths of their hearts, 
prevent themselves from loving and desiring her. The seductive 
attraction of her physical appearance is further enhanced by the 
grace with which Aphrodite endows her whole body, and the 
clothes, flowers and jewels with which Athena and Hephaistos 
adorn her. Pandora emerges from the hands of the gods as a young 
bride, leaving the women who have prepared her for her wedding, 
anointed with perfumes, crowned with myrrh, and clothed in the , 
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wedding tunic and veil; and she makes straight for Epimetheus, 
the Thoughtless One, who despite the waming of his brother 
Prometheus, the Foreseeing One, receives her into his house as 
his spouse. An irresistible enchantment emanates frpm her and 
illuminates her whole being; yet her first action is to lift the lid 
of the jar and release all the evils men had hitherto not known: 
hard labor, sickness, painful old age, and death. . 

In the world of men erotic seduction is embodied in the 
equivocal figure of Pandora, the poisonous gift sent from Zeus 

.
����������--:-�

_��������a=s�a=---=.co=-u=n=t=-=e=rpart to fire, as the opposite of the good thing that 
. Prometheus fraudulently presented to them. And seduction - like 

Pandora - is a dual and ambiguous thing. In virtue of what it imi
tates it is divine. All beauty comes from the gods and the grace 
of a human body can only be reflection and emanation of theirs. 
The perfumes are divine too. The gods smell fragrant; their pres
ence is made manifest not only by intensely bright beams of light 
but also by a marvellous smell. So the attraction exercised by 
beauty and stimulated by perfumes has in itself a fully positive 
significance; it is an impulsion toward something divine. How
ever, in erotic seduction it is a perverted impulSion toward a false 
semblance of the divine, toward the deceptive appearance of 
beauty disguising something in reality quite different: female bes
tiality. Just like Ixi,?n, who embraces the ghost of a goddess in 
the form of Nephele who has the appearance of Hera, the man who 
yields to the call of desire falls into the trap Zeus laid in the per
son of Pandora; beGause he is clasping at an illusion, his prey eludes 
him, and he is left empty-handed. Because he has desired t9 taste 
the divine life of the spices in the illusory guise of erotic seduc- . 
tion he forfeits, in the union of the sexes, man's rightful share, 
which allows beings now become mortal to perpetuate them� 
selves through marriage in a line of descent, and which makes of 
woman - who is divine in virtue of her seductively beguiling 
appearance and a beast in her true appetites - the companion; if  
not the equal, of her husband. Together they form a couple whose 
condition of life is neither that of the gods nor that of the beast, -- , -----.----�---- --
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neither the Golden Age nor state o f  wildness but something 
between the two: the life of man as it has been defined ever since 
the separation of mortals and immortals through sacrifice, agri
culture, and marriage. 

In finding a solution to the difficulties that arise from the pres
ence of spices in both sacrifice and marriage where their roles 
are parallel but inverted, one is paradoxically led to formulate a 
new, and final , category of problems. We have tried in our con
sideration of Detienne's work to emphasize the analogy between 
the two institutions and to distinguish as accurately as possible 
the implications and consequences of this symmetry. However, 
when the two institutions are replaced within the total system 
to which they belong, a radical difference between them becomes 
apparent that affects the entire harmony of Greek religion and cul
ture. Sacrifice is the cornerstone of the religion of the city. Yet it 
is attacked from both sides, both where it establishes a gap between 
men and gods and where it separates men and beasts. In both cases 
the attack is prompted by a desire to use different approaches 
(which, while being opposed to each other, may nevertheless be 
common to the same sect) in order to attain a religious experi
ence that is unlike that offered by the official religion and that 
confers upon the aevotee the privilege of a more direct contact, 
a, closer union with the divine. We have seen how the Pythagoreans 
outflank sacrifice by going one better than it, by giving up _eat
ing meat, in an attempt to bridge even during life the gap sepa
rating gods from men. They are not alone in making such an 
attempt. A whole current of religion and philosophy follows the 
same trend, from those who were known as the Orphic sect to 
the greatest thinkers in classical Greece, Plato and Aristotle. For 
them, the object of the philosophical I"ife is to make man like a 
god to the greatest extent possible, as opposed to the teaching 
of the official religion, which can be expressed in the Delphic 
maxim, "Know yourself," or, in other words, "Recognize your 
limitations, know that you are not one of the gods, and do not 
seek to equal them." 
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But sacrifice can also be outflanked on the other side. There 
were groups of the devotees of the Dionysiac religion that prac
ticed a form of worship in which the central rite was amophagy, 
the devouring of the absolutely raw flesh of an animal not led rit
ually to the altar to be slaughtered, cut up, roasted, and boiled 
according to the rules, but captured as it ran wild, cut up, tom 
apart while still alive, and consumed while life was still warm in 
it. Here the frontier that is wiped out is that separating man and 
nature in the wild, the aim being to abolish the barrier between 
humanity and bestiality. Instead of feeding on pure foods and, ide-

----�������--��--������-=ally, aromatic smelTsliketlie gOd0liese people eat raw fl�e-s�h�l�ik�e������ 
wild beasts. This retrogression to a state of primitive wildness, 
which is, as it were, the reverse' of the Golden Age, is also expressed 
in other aspects of the cult. Dionysus is seen as a wild hunter lead-
ing to their quarry a group of women who have themselves become 
wild, who have abandoned their homes, their domestic duties, 
and their husbands and children in order to roam the wild, uncul-
tivated countryside among woods and mountains far from the 
towns with their sanctuaries and far from the cultivated fields. 
The animals which these women track down and then eat alive 
are presented as being at times wild - lions, tigers, or fawns -
and at others domesticated - such as cows or goats - as if the 
difference between them had disappea�ed. Yet this difference 
between the two kinds of animals is recognized and consecrated 
by the usual form of sacrifice in which, unlike in the hunt, only 
domesticated animals are killed and - in principle at least - not 
until they have given �ome -sign -to- indicate their acquiescence. 
Cannibalism is added to omophagy. The frontier between men 
and beasts is abolished. In the myths in which they appear there 
is nothing left to distinguish Dio-nysus' frenzied Maenads from the 
wild animals that they hunt down even in their lairs. They them-
selves become the very vixen, does, and panthers whose blood 
they are about to lap up: Or else -the reverse is ' the case: Those 
whom they in their madness believe to be the wild dwellers 
of the forest tum out to be, in reality, their own .race, their own 
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family, o f  all living creatures those that are closest to them and 
most like them - their children, their parents, their brothers. 
And they tear at them with their teeth without realizing what 
they are doing - humans devouring other humans as birds eat 
the flesh of other birds. 

This foray into wildness has a positive, religious significance: 
Once the barriers within which man is enclosed (being confined 
as well as protected by them) are down, a more direct contact 
with the supernatural can be established. The Maenads, beyond 
themselves, overwhelmed by mania, the divine delirium, accede 
to a state that the Greeks call "enthusiasm"; they are taken over 
by the gods who (in a religious sense) ride and possess them. The 
Dionysiac religion, in the savage form of possession, and Pytha
goreanism, in the intellectual and ascetic form of spiritual puri
fication, both - in opposite ways - bypass sacrifice in order to 
draw nearer to the gods. The aim they share explains how it is that, 
despite their mutual opposition, omophagy and vegetarianism 
are ( as there is evidence to show) in certain instances practiced 
within a single sect: Eating raw flesh and a vegetarian diet rein
force each other, the one serving as necessary condition for the 
other, the one falling short of and the other going beyond sacri
fice. Perhaps it could be said, to use a distinction sometimes used 
by anthropologists, thaf where it is a question of falling short of 
sacrifice, on the side of wildness, of omophagy and maenadism, 
it is the gods who take charge and draw near to men, descending 
to their level in order to take possession of their devotees. Beyond 
sacrifice, on the side of vegetarianism, asceticism, and inner puri
fication; it is men who take the initiative and strive to develop 
their own spiritual resources in order to be able to rise to the level 
of the gods, to reach them by an internal effort to pass beyond 
the normal limitations of human nature. At all events, by taking 
up a position outside the framework imposed by the practice of 
sacrifice, both these "mystical" experiences shaped the religious 
world of the Greeks and had a decisive effect on the orientation 
of ancient thought. 
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There is nothing comparable so far as marriage is concerned, 
and yet, from a. structural point of view, the same possibilities 
existed here. Marriage, like sacrifice, could have been outflanked 
in two different ways. This could have happened either in the name 
of total chastity, with a rejection of sexual consummation along 
with the rejection of the consumption of meat in order to find 
again the Golden Age in which both were unknown; or, on the 
contrary, in the name of sexuality and eroticism seen, in their brut
ish forms, as religious forces that can no more be limited and reg
ulated in man than in wild beasts. Why did the Greeks not exploit 

--�------------------this dOUble possibility that appears to us to be implied in the archi-

.' 

tecture of their religious system? In their quest for a life that is 
totally pure - alien to anything concerned with death and gen
eration - the Pythagoreans could have adopted toward marriage 
the same dual attitude as they adopted toward sacrifice. On one 
level, as a brotherhood integrated within the city and seeking to 
transform i t  from within, they could have cut their losses by 
accepting sexual union only in the form of legitimate marriage, 
and rejecting concubinage and prostitution in the same way as 
they accepted sacrifice only for goats arid pigs and not for oxen 
and sheep. On a second level, as a religious sect, they could have 
taken up a more radical position and refused sexual union in all 
its forms just as they totally rejected blood sacrifice. Although 
there is much evidence to show that on the first level such an 
attitude was adopted, it does not seem that the sect ever defended 
the second attitud!!. The Pythagoreans are not religious extrem
ists where marriage is concerned. The need for d�scendants is . 
never directly questioned, despite the fact that the procreation 
of even legitimate children fuels the cycle of rebirths which, from 
a Pythagorean point of view, is to some extent an evil. Nor do 
they appear to have had the idea that sexual activity is impure; 
they only considered it to be so if the union was an illegitimate 
one. The marrIage couple remained pure in the carnal act that 
united them as husband and wife. The ideal of hosiotes, of com-

Jl_����r:�_��ty_ and the._��pe �!:.':. retum t� the _g_�
lden Age, did 
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away with sacrifice but bypassed the institution o f  marriage with
out attacking it, for there wa's no tendency - not even a sectar
ian one - to reject this. Marriage does not appear ever to have 
been challenged from a religious standpoint in Greece. Figures such 
as Hippolytos who, in tragedy, are the embodiment of a religious 
insistence on total purity, are presented with such equivocal fea
tures, and display a puritanism so ambiguous in its very excesses, 
that there is a whole side to .their characters that tips the scales 
over toward wildness. Hippolytos whom his father, Theseus, con
siders as a devotee of Orpheus and as a fervent follower of the veg
etarian diet desires and claims at the same time to be as chaste 
as a virgin.  He rejects carnal union with the same intransigent 
disdain as a vegetarian rejects animal flesh. He is a strange vege
tarian, though, for he also appears to be very close to the wild 
beasts that he devotes his time to hunting and slaughtering and 
that then, once the -hunt is over, he shares as a meal with his male 
companions - a meal that he enjoys with the best of appetites. 
While he speaks of marriage only to reject it with indignation 
and horror, this young man, believed to be all modesty and reserve, 
has difficulty in masking under the artifice of a sophistic rheto
ric the brutish violence of his true temperament. As for the 
Danaids who flee from marriage like timid doves escaping from the 
hawk that seeks them as its prey, the first time the king of Argos 
comes across them he compares them to the Amazons, "the women 
who devour raw flesh,"  and the full force of this comparison 
becomes apparent when one considers the treatment they later 
mete out to their husbands, actually slaughtering them on their 
wedding night. For Greek thought in general, as well as for the 
Pythagoreans in particular, purity consists not in the rejection of 
marriage but in the rejection, in the name of marriage, of all ille
gitimate sexual relationships. And to renounce marital life alto
gether is not to beat a, path toward the Golden Age but rather to 
detain boys and girls in the primitive state of wildness from which 
marriage can deli�er them by introducing them into'  the very 
heart of civilized life. 
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Marriage is equally successful in resisting such attacks as could 
assaiUt from the opposite quarter. All that we learn from Detienne 
about the religion of Adonis indicates clearly that it does not attack 
marriage head-on. There is nothing in either the myth or the rit
ual that constitutes a challenge to its legitimacy or denies its reli
gious value. In the religion of Adonis the attitude remains defensive. 
It goes no further than asserting the rights of erotic seduction, 
not claiming that it should take the place of marriage but that it 
should be practiced alongside marriage and apart from it. This 
happens within the framework of a religious sy-=st:::e::m::...::t:::h=at:c.:::re=-:v..::o�lv:...:e:::s� ______ _ 
around legitimate union, and no attempt is made to deny the wife's 
recognized and proper privileges, namely her capacity to produce 
true fruits, to engender a line of descent firmly rooted in the earth, 
fixed to the very hearth of the house, a line of descent that is, in 
this way, directly continued and perpetuated with every birth of 
each new generation. Sacred prostitution, which is commonly 
practiced in the East, is significantly absent from the Greek world. 
Even where, as in Corinth, there is evidence that it existed, it is 
a matter of a phenomenon that is in some way atypical, a reflec-
tion of Oriental influences which remains profoundly alien to the 
Greek mentality. And the Greeks did not consider erotic activity 
to be a religious experience in itself any more that they conse-
crated total sexual abstinence. Unlike other civilizations they never 
made erotic activity a discipline for the body to acquire and 
develop,  a kind of inverted asceticism. It is  the fact that they 
consecrated neither abstinence nor eroticism- that assures the 
undisputed legitimacy of marriage- and that establishes it, along-
side cereals ,  at the center of the religious system. There were some 
sects for whom men were not considered to be those who ate 
the cooked meat of a sacrificed animal; but m;;ertheless they 
remained those who ate bread and practiced a form of marriage 
without which there could be no civilized life, no polis. At the 
same time, the fact that the Greeks consecrated neither sexual 
abstinence nor eroticism raises problems. By providing a solution 
to longstanding dis�gree�eJ:lt�,_Detienne's study, _ li.!<e __ a_IlL\I,,r�r!<:_. _  
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that is truly ciriginal and marks a turning point in scholarship, alters 
the entire field of traditional views and suggests new areas of 
inquiry. To solve these new problems it would no doubt be nec
essary to enlarge the investigation beyond a mere stuctural analy
sis of the religious system. We should have to examine, this time 
from a historical point of view, how marriage became instituted 
in archaic Greece, how it developed from infinitely more open 
and free forms, and how, within the institutional framework the 
city imposed upon it, marriage was transformed as, in part, it  
became established but also, in part, continued to seek its own 
identity. As the author indicates in his l ast pages, one might 
formulate the hypothesis that religious thought was all the more 
insistent in consecrating the unique significance of marriage by 
opposing it systematically to erotic seduction, since, in default 
of an unequivocal legal definition, the distinction between con
cubine and legitimate spouse remained in the fifth and fourth 
centuries somewhat hazy and uncertain. However, that is another 
story, which we can but hope to see told in its turn one day, 
following the same lines as those indicated by Detienne. In this 
way this book, which is full of seductive attractions and which 
is bound to prove seminal, would have the effect of uniting the 
two opposite qualities, and of reconciling the hostile figures, 
of Adonis and Demeter. 
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Th e M y th o f  P rom e theus i n  H e siod 1 

Hesiod devotes two long passages to the episode of Prometheus' 
theft of fire. The first occurs in the Theogony (1.535-616), the sec
ond in Works and Days (1.45-105).  The two versions of the story 
are not just complementary but interlocking, for each contains, 
in the form of an allusion, an episode that is explicitly described 
in the other. (The first passage in the story as told in the Theo
gony, concerning Prometheus' trick when he allots the shares of 
food, is alluded to in 1.48 of Works; and conversely the last part 
of the story, as told in Works, concerning Epimetheus' acceptance 
of Zeus' fatal gift to men in the shape of Pandora, is alluded to 
in the Theogony in lines 5 12�514, as a prologue to the myth of 
Prometheus.) The two versions thus form a whole and should be 
analyzed as such. 

. 

Let us start by making a formal analysis of the story, consider
ing first in the The()gony, and then in Works, the agents, actions, 
and plot. We· shall then attempt by comparing the two texts to 
make out the general logic of the story seen as a whole; 

First Level: A Formal Analysis of the Story 

A. THE AGENTS 
1 .  In the Theogony 
In the presence of gods and men, . 
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on the one hand there is 
Prometheus, 

on the other Zeus and, 
aCting as the executors of his 
final decisions, Athena and 
Hephaistos. 

Prometheus is defined by his metis (51 1 , 5 21 , 546., 550 , 559) ,  that 
is to say, his guile, his Q.ll¥lipp"<intelligence, and by his dolie techne , Kv.1 I'IJ 
( 540, 5 74, 5 5 1 , 5 5 5 , 5 60),  his skill in trickery. 

Zeus is defined by his metis of a sovereign (520, 550 ,  and 545 ) 
and also as god the father (542 ), master of the thunderbolt and 
of the sky ( 5 58 , 568 , 602). 

2 .  In Works 
There are on the one hand 
Prometheus and Epimetheus, 

who represent men. 

On the otner, there is Zeus 
(assisted by Hephaistos, the 
Charites, Peitho, Aphrodite, 
Athena, and Hermes) ,  
who represents the gods. 

The metis of Prometheus, a compOund of cunning foreSight, 
guile, and deception, is matched by the lack of metis in Epime
theus, who understands nothing until it is too late and who is 
al ways fooled by everything. This pair of brothers, who are the 
complementary opposites of each other, in other words this union 
of subtle foresight and stupid shortsightedness, is characteristic 
of the human condition. ' 

B. THE  ACTIONS ( FUNCTIONS OR PERFORMANCES ) 
The whole story concerns a duel in cunning - each party trying 
to fool the other - between the Titan endowed with metis and 
the Olympian king of the gods, the metioeis one. 

In the TheoBony, the duel is played out before gods and men 
who are as yet still united, and the result of the duel is to deter
mine the allotment of shares and honors between them and fix 
their respective timai ( shares) and moirai (honors). 
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In Works, gods and men are presented as already separated, and 
the dueI between their respective heroes (Zeus representing the 
gods, Prometheus/Epimetheus representing men) is to some 
extent a cQnp-ontation between the two sides. cJ e,.. ; (r. ", �'\r rt't!.: 
. In botH texts the actions of Prometheus and Zeus are strictly 

comparable. 
They consist in: , .  

1 .  preparations (which are carefully premeditated) for the dis
posing and setting up of certain ploys (tithemi and its compound 
forms; cf. ,  for Prometheus: Theoa. ,  5 37-9, 541; for Zeus and his 

. assistants: Theoa . ,  5 77-8 , 5 83 ,  601; Works, 61 ,  74, 80) aimed at 
deceiving (apatan) the adversary. This deception (apate) or fraud 
(dolos) is expressed in the case of both protagonists by a series 
of similar operations designed to "hide," "conceal from view" 
(kaluptein, kruptein) and, in Prometheus' case, also to steal with
out being seen (kleptein) .  

.' 

2 .  reciprocal offers of deceptive gifts, trick presents that may · 
be either accepted or refused. The rules governing this interchange 
conform to the following formal pattern, which provides a sum
mary of the entire logic behind the story: 

to give 

not to give 

. { to take the gift = to accept it 
not to take the gift = to reject it. 

{ not to take what is not given 
. to �ake what is not given = to steal.--

c. THE PLOT 
1 .  In the Theoaony 
This general analysis explains the structure of the story. Each epi
sode is introduced by an expression indicating the temporal 
sequence which links it to the preceding episode. The consecu
tive episodes of the narrative can be distinguished as follows: 
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First episode ( 535-61 )  
5 3 5  -6: Kai yap or' . . .  ror' cncrra 
[When indeed . . .  then, after that] 

In the presence of gods and men, and in order to distinguish 
between them (ekrinonto), Prometheus sets out, at the same time 
hiding them ( 5 39 :  katetheke kalupsas, 54 1 :  euthetisas katetheke 
kalupsas), the two portions of tHe ox he has brought before the gods 
and men (537: proutheke), and then sacrificed and cut into pieces. 

He "offers" to Zeus the portion of beef that seems appetizing 
but is, in reality, inedible. Zeus accepts this share that appears 
to be the best one and so is tricked (although this trickery is in 
effect an integral part of the metis Zeus has premeditated in order 
to undo mankind). Zeus is angry. 

In this way are determined the shares that fall ,  in blood sacri
fice, to men ( the flesh and fatty entrails = the edible parts) and 
those that fall to the gods ( the bare, white bones that are burned 
on altars perfumed with incense). 

Second episode (562-9 ) 
562:  be raurau on cncira . . . .  [From that time on . . . .  J 

Ever mindful of this fraud perpetrated by Prometheus, Zeus refuses 
to hand over ( ouk edidou), the celestial fire ( the thunderbolt) 
which men had hitherto been able to use. 

Without being seen by Zeus, Prometheus steals (exapatesen . '  . .  
klepsas) the flame of fire. So, in default of celestial fire, this 
Promethean fire now burns among men (who can use it to cook 
their food ). 

Zeus is angry at having been fooled in this manner. 

Third episode (570-84) 
570: auriKa . . . .  [Forthwith . . . .  J 

As a counterpart to the fire that he refused to give but which 
Prometheus has stolen, Zeus sets about making for men some
thing which has not hitherto existed: I t  is an evil (kakon ) ,  
namely, woman. 

1 8 6  
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Hephaistos and Athena prepare this evil and "set it out" just 
as, in the first episode, Prometheus "set out" the shares of food. 

Fourth episode ( 585-613 ). 
5 85 :  aurap i:rrGi on . . . . [Then when . . . . J 

The counterpart to fire, woman, the "beautiful evil," once cre
ated is led by Zeus before gods arid men just as Prometheus ear
lier led the ox that was sacrificed before them. Woman, however, 
is a gift prepared exclusively for men ( 570 and 589)  and she is 
the visible sign of their ��df2��ition. 

Indeed, the race of women are to men what the .d.L9.R.�o�te to 
the bees: a hungry stomach (gaster) that swallows up the fruit of 
others' work (599) .  

Thus, henceforward men ,are presented with a choice: either 
not to marry, and to enjoy a sufficiency of grain (since the female 
gaster does not take it from them) but not to have any children 
(since a female gaster is necessary to give birth) - the evil thus 
counterbalancing the good; or to marry and, even with a good 
wife, the evil again counterbalances the good ( 609). 

Among human beings, goods arid evils are inseparable because 
Zeus, by the gift of woman, presented men with a kakon ant' 
agathoio, an evil, the counterpart of good. 

Conclusion (613-16) 
Prometheus may have been �uccessful in stealing (kleptein) the fire; 
but itjs pot p'ossible. to kLepsai noon, to elude , tQtC !llind of Zeus. 
However knowlng he may be,. the �n. is submitted to the grip 
of a terrible b�nd. 

. . c:"'.J " 

We may summarize the structure' of the story as follows: 
Prometheus offers a dolos (a trick present, a fraudulent gift) 

to Zeus. 
-'-Zeus accepts it; 
In anger, Zeus denies (celestial ) fire to men. 
-Prometheus will not accept this denial: He steals fire and 
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gives i t  to men. 
Zeus then makes and presents men with woman who is a dolos. 
A distinction is thus made between gods and men. 
Prometheus has given men the flesh of sacrificed animals to 

eat; and to the gods the-bones that are burned. 
Prometheus has given men the stolen fire while Zeus has kept 

celestial fire for the use of the gods alone. 
Zeus has given to men -and to men alone -the race of women. 
Thus, to the extent that men are differentiated from the gods, 

the human condition implies ( 1 )  sacrifice; ( 2 )  "Promethean" fire, 
together that all this implies, that is, cooked food; ( 3 )  marriage. 

2 .  In Works 
Introduction (42-8 ) 
The gods have hidden (krupsantes) men's life, bion, from them, that 
is, food in the form of cereals, that is, grain.  

If  they had not done this there would have been no need for 
men to work and labor in the fields; however, Zeus concealed it 
(hekrupse) when Prometheus tricked him (an allusion to the first 
episode of the TheoBony story) .  

First episode (49-59)  
49: TOVVE:K' iip· . . . . [Thenceforward . . . . J 

From that time (when he was tricked ) on, he planned sad trou
ble for men and hid fire from them (krupse de pur, 50) .  

Prometheus stole it, provoking the wrath of Zeus. 
Zeus declares that, as a counterpart to fire, he will give (doso 

57 ;  cf. in opposition: ouk edidou, in line 563 of the TheoBony) an 
evil which men will surround with love. 

Second episode ( 59-82)  
59:  @c; crpar: . • •  [Thus, he said . . . . J 

Preparation of the harmful and beguiling gift by Athena, Hephais
tos, the Charites, Peitho , and Aphrodite . 

This evil is called Pandora, being "the gift of all the gods" to 
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men who "eat grain" (82;  cf. the same expression in Theogony, 5 12). 

Third episode ( 83-9 ) 
83 :  Avrap end . . . .  [But when . . . .  J 

Hermes brings the di'iron theon, the "gift of the gods,"  from the 
gods to Epimetheus. Prometheus has forewarned his brother never 
to accept any gift from Olympian Zeus but instead to refuse it 
and send it back whence it came. But Epimetheus accepts the 
gift. By the time he realizes his mistake the damage is done. 

Fourtli episocle(90:;;104)1--------------------'-�----'-

90: npiv J1E:V • • • •  [Before that . . . . J 

Hitherto, men had known no evils in their life: neither work nor 
sickness nor old age . .  

However, Pandora has lifted the lid of the jar and all the evils 
have been dispersed among men. Now they are ever present but 
cannot be avoided because they are always unpredictable:  They 
are invisible, unlike woman who is a visible evil. but one that 
beguiles through the deceptive beauty of her appearance. They 
are aIso inaudible, again in contrast to woman who has a phone 
which she uses the better to seduce with her lying words those 
who are so imprudent as to listen to her. 

Thus, the evils which men would attempt to avoid, could they 
but see them, remain invisible. 

And the evil that can be seen and heard deceives and seduces 
through i�? !n.isleading appearance of something good. 

Conclusion 
So it is not possible to elude the mind of Zeus (and this men 
should not forget). 

The structure of this version of the story may be summarized 
as follows: 

..,.. The gods have hidden men's livelihood from them. 
Zeus, the victim of the apate or trick of Prometheus (who "hid" 

the shares of the ox) hides the fire. 
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Prometheus, concealing himself from Zeus, steals this hidden 
fire and offers it to men. 

Zeus makes the "gift of all the gods" and offers it to Epimeth
eus, who is the counterpart to Prometheus. Instead of refuSing 
it, Epimetheus accepts it. 

Human life is therefore full of evils: Some are invisible, hidden; 
others, which are visible, conceal themselves beneath their mis
leading appearance which suggests that they are good and desirable. 

D .  COMPARISON BETWEEN THE Two VERSIONS: 
THE LOGIC OF THE STORY 
The account in Works differs from that in the TheoBony on several 
points. 
1 .  The episode of the Promethean apate with the shares of the ox 
is only alluded to; on the other hand, the episode of Epimetheus' 
(men's) acceptance of Zeus' gift ( Pandora) with all its sorry con
sequences ( the opening of the jar of evils) is fully developed; but 
it was also present, in the form of an allusion, in TheoBony 5 11-12 .  
2 .  Extreme emphasis i s  laid, in Works, on Pandora being a gift, a 
harmful trick of a gift that could have been either accepted or 
refused (cf. the interpretation given to the word Pandora and lines 
57 , 82 , 85 , 86) .  But this theme of the gift, the offer, was also pre
sent in the version in the TheoBony and dictated the entire logic 
of the story told there (cf. in particular, heleiI in line 549; ouk edidou 
in line 563 ;  and the datives indicating the recipients of the offer, 
anthropoisin, in lines 5 70 and 589). 
3 .  The action of "hiding" (kaluptein , kruptein) attributed explicitly 
to Prometheus and implicitly to Zeus in the TheoBony is explic
itly attributed to Zeus in Works. This krup'tein even assumes a gen
eral theological Significance in respect of the relationship between 
Zeus ( the gods) and men. 
4. The episode of the theft of fire is identical in the two versions. 
The episodes of the pr.eparation of the first woman and/or Pan
dora match exactly, although the Works version is more precise 
and fuller. In both cases the female creature fashioned by the gods 
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, ' 
for the human beings is described as a parthimos adorned to cele-
brate her marriage. 

Thus, the two versions can be considered to be complemen
tary, together combining to form a single unit. 

This comparison between the two versions makes it possible 
to distinguish more clearly certain aspect� of the logic of the story. 
We have already picked out two kinds of actions performed by 
the figures whose roles in the intrigue are those of agents: 
( 1 )  Preparatory actions: setting out while concealing; 
(2) Actions directed toward others: giving or not giving on the -------------------

--'.o-n�e hand, ana accepting or refusing fne gift: or tne alJs�errce-ohhe·---------
gift on the other. 

Now when the two accounts are compared it becomes clear 
that these two types of action are not simply superimposed on 
or coordinated with one another: They are seen to be integral parts 
of one another. 

The fact is that "not to give" is exactly the same as "to hide" 
(cf. TheoBony, 563 :  "Zeus no longer gave the fire," and Works, 50: 
"Zeus hid the fire"). For the gods, no longer to give to men some
thing good which the latter had previously freely enjoyed is "to 
hide" it from them. Seen from this point of view, "to hide their 
livelihood," that is to say cereals, and "to hide the fire" are two 
aspects of a single operation. Originally, wheat grew of its own 
accord, being offered to men through an aroura automate ( Works, 
116-17). They had but to stoop to gather and eat it. Henceforward, 
since wheat is "hidden," cereals (that is, " cooked" plants as opposed 
to raw grasses that grow of their own accord ) imply agricultural 
labor (hard ponos);  the earth must be ploughed and the seed 
(spenna) sown in order to obtain wheat. Similarly, originally celes
tial fire was freely available to men on the ash trees where Zeus 
placed it; but henceforward, since fire is hidden, it must be bur
ied deep "in a hollow stem" or one must preserve its seed (spenna, 
cL Odyssey, V, 490; sperma puros, associated with kruptein and 
kaluptein) by concealing it beneath ashes, and then it must be con
tinually fed,  for this fire only lives if it is fueled � cf. Herodotus, 
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I I I ,  16) .  Finally, in the same way, men used to be born spontane
ously from the soil just like the wheat springing from the furrow 
or like the fire from the ash trees; henceforward it is necessary 
to labor the female belly ( which, like the fire, needs to be fed 
and; like the earth, needs to be ploughed) in order to plant man's 
seed (sperma) there. 

. 

But if, for the gods, "not to give" to men means "to hide/, 
equally "to give" to men means "to hide" for since every gift from 
the gods is a dolos or trap, an apate or snare, in reality the gift with
holds what it seems to be offering; beneath its deceptive appear
ance of a proffered good it hides an invisible evil. In other words, 
once good things have been hidden (not given) by the gods, men 
can only reach them through the evils in which they have been 
placed (panos, woman) .  Conversely, whatever the gods have given 
to men turns out to be an evil camouflaged by its deceptively 
desirable appearance. 

Thus the opposition which seemed to govern the logic of the 
story, namely to give/not to give, can be resolved into two dif
ferent forms of one and the same action: to hide, 
( 1 )  not to give = to hide a good thing so that it can only be 
obtained through the evils which envelop it, 
( 2 )  to give = to hide an evil under its beguiling appearance of 
something desirable. 

\' The logic of the story reflects the ambiguous character of the 
human confition in which, as a result of the "hiding" action taken 
by the gods, good things and evils, whether given or not given, 
always turn out to be indissolubly linked together. At the same 
time the story defines the status of man, midway between that 
of the beasts and that of the gods : I t is characterized by sacri
fice, fire for culinary and technical operations, the woman seen 
both as a wife and as a bestial stomach, and cereal foods and 
agricultural labor. 

* * * 

Hitherto our an'alysis has concentrated on the narrative structure 
of the text, its syntax and its logic. 
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Now we must continue it on a different level, undertaking a 
study of its semantic content, taking into consideration every 
detail in the structure of each episode and the complex network 
of relations connecting the different episodes. 

We shall then, on yet a third level, be able to make out the cul
tural context of the story or, to put it more precisely, the organi
zation of the mental space (with "its classificatory categories, its 
way of organizing and codifying reality and its delineation of the 
different semantic fields) within which these myths were produced 
and in relation to which the modern interpreter can rediscover ----------------------------------------
tneir ft.illana. complex significance. 

Second Level: The Analysis of the Seman tic Content 
In the interests ofbrevi1:y we shall present the results of our analy
sis of the significant terms of each episode in the form of general 
conclusions. On a whole series of levels we find that there are 
analogies and correspondences between the shares of the sacrifi
cial animal, the stolen fire, the first woman/Pandora, and the 
cereal bios. 

We may d�scribe these relations schematically as follows: 

1. Pandora (at the end of the story) corresponds to the shares of 
the sacrificed ox (at the beginning of the story) ,  
(A)  inasmuch as  she is  a beguiling gift offered by Zeus to men just 
as Prometheus earlier offered Zeus the more attractive of the two 
portions of the animal; 
(B) inasmuch as she "is a dolos, a trap, a trick the exterior. of which 
conceals a reality that totally belies the outward appearance. In 
the case of the ox, the edible parts are hidden under the double 
covering of the skin (rhinos). and stomach (gaster), which looks quite 
revolting; the inedible parts are camouflaged beneath a coating 
of appetizing white fat ( Theog. ,  541: kalupsas argeti demoi) .  In the 
case of Pandora, within (cf. Works, 67: en de; 77 and 79: en d'ara . . .  ) 
there is the spirit of a bitch, a thieving nature and a voice (aude) 
designed for lies and deceit ( Works, 67 and 78), but this internal 
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"bitchiness" ( the kakon) i s  disguised beneath a doubly seduc
tive appearance ( the kalon): the bodily form of a virgin in every 
respect like the immortal goddesses, and the garments and jew
els which adorn her, in particular the white dress ( Theog. ,  5 74: 
argupheei estheti; cf. 541) and the shimmering veil which covers 

. her ( Id. , kaluptren daidaleen) .  The divine charis which illuminates 
the body and clothing of Pandora turns her into a trap (dolos: cf. 
Theog. ,  589 ;  W;rks, 83 )  that disguises her true bestial nature in 
the same way as the appetizing white fat turned the apparently 
better share of the ox offered to Zeus into a trap (dolos: Theog. ,  
547, 55 1 , 5 55 , 560, 562)  disguising the inedible bones; 
(C)  inasmuch as she is a gaster ( Theog . ,  599), an insatiable belly 
devouring the bios or nourishment that men procure for them
selves through their labor (cf. on the appetite of the woman, Works, 
374 and 704). Now the edible part of the ox which Prometheus 
kept for men in externally enveloped in the gas.ter of the animal. 
As well as its meaning of container, receptacle for cooking food 
(cf. Od. , XVI I I ,  44-5 ;  Herodotus, IV, 6 1 ), the term gaster has 
another semantic significance: Prometheus' trick of hiding all the 
edible piec·es of the animal inside the gaster condemned the human 
race to being unable henceforth to live without eating, without 
filling this "paunch" that has been used to disguise their share of 
food. Henceforth they are slaves to this gaster ( the· hateful, accursed, 
harmful gaster that is, as the Odyssey puts it: XV, 344; XVII ,  286;  
XVII ,  474; XVII I ,  55 ,  the source of all evils and cares) ,  and are 
in danger of themselves becoming "like bellies" ( Theog. ,  26;  cf. 
also Epimenides, fro Bl,  EV.S.) .  The figure of Pandora represents 
this "bitchiness" of the belly which characterizes the human 
condition once it has been separated from the gods as a conse
quence of the trick played by Prometheus: "Is there anything more 
bitchy [Kuvrepov] than the hateful belly?" Odysseus asks in the 
Od)'Ssey (VII, 2 1 6). And Hermes hides within Pandora a klineos noos, 
the nature of a bitch .. 

But the appetite of the female belly craves not only food but 
also sex . During the canicular period ( the Dog Days) women, 
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with their erotic hunger, reveal themselves to be lascivious and 
shameless ( Works, 5 86-7; cf. Alcaeus fro 347 ,4 , Lobel and Page) .  
Pandora's kuneos noos implies not only voracity but also lascivious� 
ness, machlosune. 

I I .  Pandora also corresponds to the Promethean fire whose con
verse or counterpart (anti puros: Theog. ,  570, 585 ,  602; Works, 57 )  
she represents on  several levels as well as according to  the logic 
of the story: 
(A) Inasmuch as she is a dolos. The Promethean fire is, in fact, a 
trap in exactly the same way as the share of the ox and Pandora 
herself. It is invisible, concealed inside a stem offennel the inte
rior of which is not damp but dry, fibrous, and secretly burning. 
Placed en koiloi 'nartheki ( Theog . ,  567 ;  Works, 5 3 )  in a hollow stem, 
the stolen fire is disguised as a green plant carried in the hand. 
Furthermore, Promethean fire, in contrast to celestial fire, is as 
it were hungry: When not fed, it dies. It is also a fire that must 
be created: To light it one needs a "seed" of fire - a seed like 
that which Prometheus hides inside the fennel just as the laborer 
hides the seed of wheat in the belly of the earth or the husband 
buries his seed in the belly of his wife. 
(B) Pandora also proves herself to be anti puros, the counterpart 
to fire, in that she is herself a fire that bums her man, desiccat
ing him with fatigue and cares ( through her twofold appetite and 
also through all the evils that she brings him) .  However vigorous 
he may be (euei ater daloio ) she bums him without a brand ( Works, 
705 ) and even when he is in the prime of life (amos, raw) she turns 
him into a desiccated old man. (Cf. Euripides, Fr. 429, Nauck. ;  
Anth. Pa); , IX, · 1 65 and 1 67. ) As Palladas·of-Alexandria writes in 
a gloss to Hesiod, "As· a ransom for fire Zeus made us the gift of 
another fire, woman . . . .  Fire can at least be extinguished but 
woman is an inextinguishable fire, full of ardor and ever kin
dled . . . .  She burns a man up with worries, she consumes him and 
changes his youth into premature old age." 

. (C) Finally, Pandora is characterized by her epiklopon ethos ( Works, 
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6 7 ) ,  her thieving nature - afeature noted i n  Works, .375 :  "Who
ever trusts a woman is trusting himself to a thief." The "stolen" 
fire that Prometheus' cunning sneaked from Zeus in order to give 
it to men is matched by its "converse," the "thieving" fire that 
Zeus , to get his revenge, slips to Epimetheus,  who is himself 
the converse of Prometheus, so .that he shall spread the poison 

. to all mankind. 

III. Pandora corresponds to bios, the cereal food that Zeus "hides" . 
when he also hides his celestial fire, just as Prometheus hid the 
food in the form of meat in the gaster, and the seed of stolen fire 
in the hollow stem. The belly of the woman, which man must 
plough ifhe wishes to have children, is like the belly of the earth 
that he must plough if he wishes to have wheat since Zeus has 
hidden the bios in it. As Plato puts it, woman imitates the earth 
in the way she becomes pregnant and gives birth (Menexenus, 
238a). Furthermore, Pandora is one of the names given to Earth 
because, we are told, she offers as a gift all that is necessary for 
life, which is why she is called fecund, zeidoros, and also Anesidora, 
she who causes gifts to rise from below (Sch. to Aristophanes, Birds, 
970; Hesychius and ft. Magnum s.v. Anesidora). Pictorial depictions 
stress this aspect o(proffering gifts that are hidden in the earth, 
in Pandora/Anesidora: Her fertility is no longer the spontaneous 
generosity of the zeidoros aroura automate ( Works, 1 17-1 8 )  of the 
Golden Age, but a fertility that henceforth demands agricultural 
toil, fatigue (panos), and labors (erga). At Phlius it was Demeter, 
associated with Ge, who bore the title of Anesidora ( Pausanias, 
I ,  31 ,  4 j. Marriage, which is introduced into human life with the 
coming of Pandora, is itself none other than a ploughing with the 
woman as the furrow (aroura ) and the man as the ploughman 
(aroter) . Seen on this level, the woman's belly is associated not 
only with feeding and sexual activity ( all that is consumed or 
consummated in this belly), but also with the procreation of chil
dren and the fertility of cereals ,  both of which are closely con
nected with marriage (all that the female belly produces having 
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first hidden it, and that cannot be produced except through this 
belly which first hides it). 

Finally, this analysis that we have limited to cover only the 
major aspects of the myth shows that the grammar of the story 
(the logiC accounting for the actions) and the semantic content 
are interlocking. The logic of the story exploits a reversible equa
tion: in the case of the gods, in their relations with men, both 
to give and also not to give = to hide. This grammar of the story 
has a semantic significance (for men, desirable things are hidden 

� _____________ � � _____ withiILevilLwl1ile_eYils_are_s�Qmetimes hidden within desirable 
things and sometimes concealed by their invisibility) .  All the 
semantic relationships revolve around the same theme illustrated 
on a number of different levels and developed in a number of 
different ways by the network of correspondences. These flesh 
out the idea that, in every form that it takes and from every 
point of view, human existence is governed, through the gods' 
"hiding" operations, by a mixture of goods and evils, by ambigu
ity and duplicity. 

Third Level: The Sociocultural Con text 
The trick of Prometheus that, through the institution of the sac
rificial meal in its normal form, consecrated the separation of men 
and gods, is attended by a number of inevitable consequences and 
correlations: (stolen) fire, woman and marriage (implying birth 
through a process of engendering, and death) ,  and cereal agri
culture and work ...,. all these different elements are embedded . . 
at the �tore bfthe myth� in a web of interrelations so dense as 
to be inextricable. 

A number of points may be no!ed: 
1 .  Throughout pagan Greek thought this network of interrela
tions provides the framework of reference within which the human 
condition is defined in its distinctive characteristics insofar as man 
differs both from the gods and from the beasts. 
2. At the level of social institutions, sacrificial procedures, the 
use of fire, mamage rituals, arid agricultural practices appear inter-
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connected i n  a variety o f  ways. The sacrificial meal involving rit
ualized cooking implies the use of fire: The god's share is burned 
upon the altar while men can only eat the edible parts once these 
are roasted or boiled. Sacrifice also appears linked to agriculture. 
The domesticated animals (which are sacrificed) stand in the same 
relation · to wild beasts (which are hunted),  from the point of view 
of their proximity to man, as the cultivated plants ( considered 
to be cooked) stand in relation to wild plants (considered to be 
raw) .  The practice of sacrifiee stresses this  similarity between 
sacrificial animals and cultivated plants by incorporating barley 
and wine into the ceremonial killing and burning of the ri tually 
sacrificed animal. 

The affinities between marriage and agriculture find expres
sion in the organization of the pantheon, in marriage rituals, in 
religious festivals such as the Thesmophoria, and in a whole series 
of other myths. 
3. Each of the features that are noted in the myth to differentiate . 
men from the gods is equally relevant to the o'pposition between 
men and beasts. The sacrificial meal is governed by a double set 
of rules: Men do not eat all kinds of meat without discrimina
tion - above all they do not eat human flesh - and whatever meat 
they do eat is cooked. This stands in contrast, in Hesiod himself, 
to the omophagy and allelophagy of the beasts that devour each 
other ( Works, 2 77-8 ) .  In a whole series of myths (Aeschylus , 
Prometheus Vinctusj Plato, Protagoras) the fire Prometheus stole and 
gave to men does not so much set a distance between heaven and 
earth as wrest mankind from its primitive bestiality. It is seen as a 
technical fire with which to master the skills accessible to the 
industrious mind of man . Marriage also draws a clear-cut l ine 
between man and the beasts that unite at random, crudely, with 
the first comer. Finally, if the gods are immortal "because they 
do not eat bread or drink wine" (Iliad, V, 341-2)  such cultivated 
food is equally unknown to the beasts that, when not carnivo
rous, feed on raw vegetation. 

In the Theogon)' and Works, Hesiod's account makes Prometheus 
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the agent who brings about the split between gods and men, and 
it emphasizes the distance that separates them. But this distance 
between men and the gods presupposes that a corresponding gap 
separates men from the beasts. The subject of this myth about 
the origin of sacrifice is the definition of the very status of man, 
midway between the beasts and the gods. To decipher all the lev
els of meaning in the text and seize upon all its many implications, 
it is necessary to place it in a wider context, to integrate it into 
the corpus of evidence afforded by other mythical versions of the 

____ �_stJ)J:y, to extend the field of inguil)' to cover various nrJ:p-=es=-:::o�f.:::in.:::s::::tl=-· -_________ _ 
tution and to take social practices into account. 

It then becomes easier to understand the special place given 
in the story to Pandora whose double nature is, as it were, the sym
bol of the ambiguity of human existence. The figure of Pandora 
combines all the tensions and ambivalences that characterize the 
status of man, placed midway between the beasts and the gods. 
Through the charm of her outward appearance, in_ which she 
resembles the immortal goddesses, Pandora reflects the brilliance 
of the divine. Through the bitchiness of her inner spirit and tem
perament she sinks as low as the bestial. Through the marriage 
that she represents, and through the articulated word and the 
strength that Zeus commands herto be endowed with, she is truly 
human ( Works, 6 1-2; "tv 6' avfJpwnov fJi:pE:V auoizv Kai afJi:voc;").  But 
this humanity in which she shares as man's companion and the 
inevitable counterpart to his male state is not without an element 
of ambiguity. Becallse she speaks the same language as man and 
he _can talk to her, she is a part of the human species, but at the _ 
same time she founds a Benos Bunaikon, a race of women that is -
not exactly the same as the race of men but at the same time is 
not a1together different from it. And the articulated word that 
Zeus has conferred upon her as upon men is not used by her to 
say what really is, to transmit the truth to others, but, instead, 
to hide the truth beneath- faTsehood, to -give, In the shape of 
words, substance to what is not, the better to deceive- the mind 
of her male partners ( Works, 78 ). 
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The fundamental ambiguity of Pandora i s  matched by the ambi
guity of Elpis (hope) who alone remains in the house with woman 
( Works, 96-7) ,  trapped deep inside the jar (cf. 97: hupo cheilesin) 
when all the evils have been dispersed among men. If, as in the 
Golden Age, human life held nothing but good things, if all the 
evils were still far away, shut up inside the jar ( Works, 115-16), there 
would be no grounds to hope for anything different from what 
one has. If l ife was delivered up entirely and irremediably to evil 
and misfortune ( Works, 200-1 ) ,  there would be no place even for 
Elpis. But since the evils are henceforth inextricably intermingled 
with the good things ( TheoB. '  603-10; Works, 178,  to be compared 
with Works, 102) and it is impossible for us to foresee exactly how 
tomorrow will turn out for us, we are always hoping for the best. 
If men possessed the infallible foreknowledge of Zeus, they would 
have no use for Elpis. And if  their lives were confined to the 
present with no knowledge or concern at all regarding the future, 
they would equally know nothing of Elpis. However, caught 
between the lucid forethought of Prometheus and the thoughtless 
blindness of Epimetheus, oscillating between the two without 
ever being able to separate them, they know in advance that suf
fering, sickness, and death is bound to be their lot; and, being 
ignorant of the form their misfortune will take, they only rec
ognize it too late when it has already struck them. 

Whoever is immortal , as the gods are , has no need of Elpis. 
Nor is there any Elpis for those who, like the beasts, are ignorant of 
their mortality. If man who is mortal like the beasts could fore
see the whole future as the gods can, if he was altogether like 
Prometheus, he would no longer have the strength to go on liv
ing, for he could not bear to contemplate his own death directly. 
But, knowing himself to be mortal, though ignorant of when and 
how he will die, hope, which is a kind .of foresight, although a 
blind one (Aeschylus, Prometheus, 250;  cf. also Plato, GorBias, 
523d -e), and blessed illusion, both a good and a bad thing at one 
and the same time - hope alone makes it possible for him to live 
out this ambiguous, two-sided life that is the consequence of the 
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Promethean deceit that instituted the first sacrificial meal. Hence
forward, there is a reverse aspect to everything: Contact can only 
be made with the gods through sacrifice, which at the same time 
consecrates the impassable barrier between mortals and immor
tals; there can be no happiness without unhappiness, no birth with
out death, no abundance without toil, no Prometheus without 
Epimetheus - in a word, no Man without Pandora. 
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The· R eason o f  M y th l  

The concept of myth that we have inherited from the Greeks 
belongs, by reason of its origins and history, to a tradition of 
thought peculiar to Western civilization in which myth is defined 
in terms of what is not myth, being opposed first to reality (myth 
is fiction) and, second, to what is rational (myth is absurd) .  If  
the development of the study of myth in modem times is to be 
understood it must be considered in the context of this line of 
thought and tradition. Seeking for methods of interpretation and 
techniques of decipherment that will make sense out of what may 
at first glance appear as no more than a jumble of grotesque tales, 
scholars have been led to question the concepts of the ancient 
Greeks and to ponder the true nature of what we call myth. 
What social and intellectual status does this type of story have? 
To what extent does it constitute a specific mode of expression, 

'with its own particular language, thought, and logic? What is the 1 
position of myth within the general framework of the collective 
life of a society, arid what distinguishes it from religious belief . 
and ritual, from other elements hi the oral tradition - stories, 
pr6verbs, and folklore � and from strictly literary fictions? Iri other :'" 
words, what is its relation to the individual and to the social group , 
as a whole, and what human significance do we discover in it when 

!' we exa�ine it from an anthropological point of view? 

I. Muthos and Loaos 
. The .Greekworcl muth�s means f6rmulated speech; whether it be a 
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story, a dialogue, or the enunciation of a plan. So muthos belongs to 
the domain of legein, as such compound expressions as mutholegein 
and muthologia show, and does not originally stand in contrast to 
logoi, a term that has a closely related semantic significance and 
that is concerned with the different forms of what is said. Even 
when, in the form of stories about the gods or heroes, the words 
transmit a strong religious charge, communicating to a group of 
initiates secret knowledge forbidden to the common crowd, muthoi 
can equally well be called hieroi logoi, sacred speeches. Between 
the eighth and fourth centuries B.C. a whole series of interrelated 
conditions caused a 'multiplicity of differe�tiations, breaks, and 
internal tensions within the mental universe of the Greeks that 
were resPQnsible for distinguishing the domain of myth from 
other domains: The concept of myth peculiar to classical antiquity 
thus became clearly defined through the setting up of an opposi
tion between muthos and logos, henceforth seen as separate and 
contrasting terms. 

A. SPEECH AND WRITING 
The first point to grasp here is the transition from the oral tradi
tion to various types of written literature. This transformation had 
so profound an effect on the position of myth in Greece that many 
contemporary students of myth are doubtful whether the same 
methods of interpretation are valid for a body of oral accounts, 
such as those studied by the anthropologists, as for th'e written 
texts that are the concern of Greek scholars; it has even been con
sidered doubtful whether the two types of data should be classi
fied within the same category. 

Writing was not necessarily introduced in the different areas 
of Greek creative literature at a uniform pace or as the result of 
similar kinds of developments, and we are certainly not in a posi
tion to establish the various stages of its evolution, the course-of 
which was neither linear nor unambiguous. We should like sim
ply to identify those' aspects in the emergence of a written liter
ature that most directly concern myth in its development and 
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transmission and its place in the culture o f  antiquity. 
First, some general remarks. It is well known that written com

position is governed by more varied and adaptable rules than oral 
composition of the formular type. The writing of prose marks a 
new departure. As Adam Parry saw clearly, there is a strict corre
lation betwe�n the development of abstract language and the sty" 
listic mastery achieved by the first great Greek writers of prose.2 
Prose composition - medical treatises, historical accounts, the 
speeches of the orators, and the dissertations of the philosoph-

____ @[s_-._represents_noLonly_a_diffexent mode of exE"-re=s=si:..:o:..:::n'-'fr:.:...:::om::::....=th=a:..:t
:---_______ � 

of oral tradition and poetic composition but also a new form of 
_ thought. The organization of written discourse goes hand-in-hand 

with a more rigorous analysis and a stricter ordering of the con
ceptual material. As early as in an orator such as Gorgias or a his:' 
torian such as Thucydides, the measured interplay of antitheses 
in the balanced rhetoric of written discourse functions as a veri
table logical tool. By separating, positioning, and opposing theJ . 
fundamental elements of the situation to be described, term for 
term, it allows the verbal intelligence to obtain a grip on reality. 
The, elaboration of philosophical language goes further, not only 
in the degree of the abstraction of concepts and in the use of onto
logical terminology (for example, of Being, as such, or of the One), 

. but also in its insistence on a new type of rigorous reasoning: The'1 
philosopher counters the persuasive techniques of rhetorical argu
ment with the demonstrative procedures of a type of discourse 
modeled on the deductions of mathematicians working with num
bers and geometrical figures. Emile Benveniste is quite right when l 

he notes that when Aristotle seeks to define the logical status of 
all the predicates thaCcan be asserted of-Being,-he is simply fall
ing back on the fundamental categories �f the language in which 
he is thinking.3 The categories Aristotle distinguishes and estab
lishes �s valid in the domain of thought can be seen to be a trans
position of Greek linguistic categories into that domain. However, 
perhaps we should add that this type of thought, in which the 
definition of the modalities of Being and the explicit expression 
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o f  logical relationships are founded upon the structures of the lan
guage itself, was only made possible by the development of the 
particular forms of writing that emerged in Greece. To be sure, 
Aristotle's logic is linked to the language in which he thinks; but 
then, as a philosopher, he thinks in the language used in philo
sophical writing. It is in and through written literature that this 
type of discourse becomes established; where it is concerned the 
logos is no longer simply speech but has come to imply demon
strative rationality and, as such, it is set in oppo.sition, both in 
form and in fundamental significance, to the speech of muthos. 
In form it is opposed to muthos in all the ways that argued dem
onstration differs from the narrative of the mythical story; and 
in fundamental significance it is also opposed, to the extent that 
the abstractions of the philosopher differ from the divine pow
ers whose dramatic adventures are the subject of myth. 

The differences between the two are just as great if one adopts 
the point of view not of the writer but of the public who reads 
his work. Because it is possible, when reading a text, to tum back 
and analyze it critieally, the operation of reading presupposes a 
quite different attitude of mind - both more detached and at the 
same time more demanding - from that involved in listening to 
spoken discourse. The Greeks themselves were fully aware of this; 
they contrasted. on the one hand the charm that speech must 
deploy to hold its listeners under its spell and, on the other, the 
somewhat austere but more rigorous gravity of writing, and often 
gave preference to the latter. They credited the one with the plea
sure inherent in speech - a pleasure that, being a part of the oral 
message, lives and dies with the discourse that gave rise to it. The 
other, writing, they credited with the usefulness achiev�d by a 
text that one can keep on looking at and that continues to con
tain a lesson of lasting value} This functional difference between' 
speech and writing has a direct bearing on the position of myth. 
If the tendency of the spoken word is to give pleasure, this is 
because it affects the listener in the manner of an incantation. 
Through its metrical form, its rhythm, its consonances, its musi-
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cality, and the gestures o r  the dances that sometimes accompany 
it, oral narration stimulates its public to an affective communion 
with the dramatic actions recounted in the story. This magic 
qual.ity of speech, which Gorgias celebrated and which confers 
the same kind of power upon various types of oral pronounce
ment - poetry, tragedy, rhetoric, and sophistry - is considered 
by the Greeks to be one of the specific qualities of muthos as 
opposed to IOBos. By deliberately foregoing drama and the marvel,;,.,
lous, the IOBoS acts upon the mind at a different level from an opera
tion involving mimesis or emotional EarticiEation _(sumeatheia) on 
the part of the audience. Its purpose is to establish the truth fol-"" 

lowing a scrupulous inquiry and to express it in a manner that 
should,  by rights at least, appeal to the reader's critical intelli-

. gence alone. It is only when it has thus assumed the written form 
that a· discourse, divested of its mystery and, at the same time, 
of its suggestive force, loses the power to impose itself on others 
through the illusory but irrepressible constraint of mimesis. Its sta- -
tus is thereby changed: It becomes something "common," in the 
sense that this term had in Greek political vocabulary. No ionger 
is it the exclusive privilege of whoever possesses the gift of elo- . 
quence; now it belongs equally. to all the members of the com
munity. To put a text in writing is to set down one's message es 
meson, at the center of the community - that is, to place it openly 
at the disposal of the group as a whole. By being written down, 
the IOBoS is brought into the public square; like magistrates who 
have just discharged their duties, it 'must now give an account of: 
itself before all and sundry and justify itself in the face of the objec'!- : 
tions and challenges that anyone has the right to bring against it. 
Thus, it can be said thanhe rules'ofpolitical intercourse, as they 
function in a de�ocratic city governed by iseBoria, an eq�al right 
to speech for all, have also become the rules tor intellectual inter
course. The internal organization of written discourse conforms 
with a logic that henceforward implies a form of debate in which 
each man fights on equal terms, through discussion and counter
argument. It is rio longer a rriatter of overcoming. one's opponerit 
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by spell-binding, or fascinating him with one's own superior power 
over the spoken word. It is now a matter of convincing him of 
the truth by gradually inducing his own internal discourse to fall 
into agreement, according to his own logic and criteria, with the 
reasons put forward in. the text presented to him. Seen in this per
spective, everything that had hitherto given speech the power to 
impress and convince its audience is now reduced to the level of 
muthos, that is to say, the stuff of the fabulous, the marvelous. It 
is as if discourse could only win in the sphere of truth and intel
ligibility by simultaneously losing out in the sphere of what is 
pleasurable, moving, and dramatic. 

B. FROM MYTH TO H ISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 
There is  already evidence of this change in Thucydides' histori
cal account. This does not grapple with that area of the past that 
cannot be discussed except in 'the mythical fonn assigned to it 
by tradition. With the exception of the passages devoted to "arch
a�ology," it concentrates upon the facts of recent history that are 
sufficiently close fer the writer to have lived through them him
self, or for him to have investigated with the required exactitude. 
Thucydides, whom one is tempted, notwithstanding Herodotus, 
to call the first true Greek historian, has three outstanding char
acteristics. He displays a respect for the truth in presenting the 
facts, an insistence upon clarity in this account of the changes 
(wars and political revolutions) that take place in the lives of cit
ies, and a knowledge of "human nature" accurate enough to dis
cern, underlying the web of events, the order that enables the 
intelligence to grasp their significance. And each of these quali
ties is associated with a disd�inful rejection of the fabulous, to 
muthodes, which he considers fit only as an ornament for the cir
cumstantial character of oral discourse but quite out of place in 
a written text whose contribution should be one oflasting value: 

To a listener the absence of anything marvellous in the facts 
being reported will nci doubt appear.to detract from the charm 
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of the account; however, i f  one desires to understand the events 
of the past clearly and also events of the future that, by rea
son of the human character they betray may present similari
ties or analogies with them, then so long as one judges the 
reported facts to be useful that should suffice: They represent 
a permanent treasure (klema es aiei ) ,  rather than something 
impressive produced for a temporary audience.s . 

The best commentary to Thucydides' text is provided by the criti
cism that Polybius directed, three centuries later, against Phylar-
chos, whom he accused of wishing to rouse the reader's pity and 
emotion by displaying scenes of terror ( ta deina )  before his eyes: 
"A historical author should not try to thrill his readers by such 
exaggerated pictures . . .  but simply record what really happened 
and what really was said, however commonplace"; for the pur
pose of history is not to "thrill and charm the audience for a 
moment" but to "instruct and convince serious students for all 
time, by the truth of the facts and speeches he narrates."6 

It is significant that this same opposition between on the one 
hand the muthodes, the marvellous, suited to oral expression and 
the poetic genres (Plato, Rep. ,  5 22a 8 ;  Timaeus, 26e 5 ), and on 
the other the alethinos 10Bos, truthful discourse, reappears in the 
philosophers and arouses the same response to muthos which, in 
its narrative form, is compared to old wives' tales (muthos Braos: 
GOfBias, 5 27a 4) such as nurses tell to amuse or frighten children. 
When Plato, in The Sophist, is out. to disparage the theses of his 
Eleatic or Heraclitean predecessors, he criticizes theITI for hav:
ing used accounts of dramatic events and unexpected reversals of 
fortune as.demonstrations: . -

Every one of  them seems to tell us a story, a s  if we were chil
dren. One says there are three principles, that some of them 
are sometimes waging a sort of war with each other, and some
times become friends and marry and have children and bring 
them up. 
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Childish minds may well be beguiled by the spectacle o f  feud
ing, fighting, reconciliation, marriage; and procreation provided 
by mythical tales; but it has nothing to offer to anyone who seeks 
to understand, in the strict sense of the word, because understand
ing refers to a form of intelligibility that muthos does not encom
pass and that only explanatory discourse possesses. I f, speaking 
of Being, one were to recount misfortunes similar to the misfor
tunes myth attributes to the gods and heroes, it would be impos
sible for anyone to distinguish truth from legend. Plato notes 
ironically that these story-tellers did not "cast their eyes so low" 
as the crowd of those who, like him, distinguish the truth from 
falsehood by insisting upon discourse that, at every juncture, can 
account for itsf,!lf if challenged. To put it another way, it can explain 

( itself by making clearly understood what its subject is, how it tack
les it, and what it says about it. 

On this point Aristotle is in full agreement with Plato. Pos
ing the question, in Metaphysics, of whether the principles of cor
ruptible and incorruptible beings are the same or different, he 
refers to the tradition of Hesiod and those whom he calls the 
"theologians," that is to say, the authors of myths about the gods, 
with the purpose of emphasizing that the distance that separates 
him from them is not so much temporal as intellectual: 

The school of Hesiod' and all the theologians considered only 
what was convincing to themselves and gave no considera
tion to us. For they make the first prinCiples Gods or gener
ated from Gods and say that whatever did not taste of the 
nectar and ambrosia became mortal - clearly using these 
terms in a sense significant to themselves; but, as regards the 
actual application of these causes, their statements are beyond ' 
our comprehension. 

This apparently modest statement is in reality an outright con
demnation of myth. Aristotle goes on to say: "However, it is not 
worthwhile to consider seriously the subtleties of mythologists. 
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Let us tum rather to those who reason by means o f  demonstra
tion" ( I I I ,  1000a 11-20).  The fact is that the difficulties raised by 
Aristotle in connection with the food of the immortals do not, 
in the excessively logical form of a choi�e in which he expresses 
them, make any sense at all once the myths are seen as accounts 
that do not set out to pose this type of question and furthermore 
do not formulate in these terms the problems that they do tackle. 
Aristotle reads the myth as if it were a philosophical text. He 
argues that there are two alternatives: Either the gods take these 

��������_c���������fi�o,,:o,,:d�s�fi'::'.o�r eure enjoyment, in which case they do not constitute 
the causes of their immortal nature; or they really are the causes 
for their being and, if this is so and the gods need to take food, 
how can they possibly be immortal? For a historian of religion the 
interest lies in the misplaced, not to say misguided, character of 
Aristotle's remarks where myth is cOf.lcerned. There is now such 
a gap between muthos and 1080S that communication between the 
two breaks down; dialogue becomes impossible since the break 
is complete. Even when they appear to have the same object, to 
be directed toward the same end, the two types of discourse 
remain mutually impenetrable. From now on to choose one of 
the two types of language is in effect to dismiss the other. 

C. THE FORMS AND LEVELS OF MYTH 

The opposition between muthos and 1080s, both as forms of expres
sion and as types of thought, is matched by other oppositions that 
can be detected by the very heart of religious tradition in the 
�phe!,e of myth. As Herodotus noted, it was Homer and Hesiod 
who provided the Greeks with a kind of canonical repertory of . 
stories about the Powers of the Beyond. This traced, through mis
fortunes of every kind, the story of their biiths, genealogy, family 
relationships, their respective privileges, functions and areas of 
influence, their rivalries and affinities, and their interventions in 
the world ofmeri. In the case of both poefs,-these sfories are inte
grated into literary works that, through their metrical form and 
the literary genre to which they belong (heroic .epic, theogony, 
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wisdom texts) continue a tradition o f  oral poetry deeply rooted 
in the past. Here again, the development of writing affects both 
the composition and the transmission of the stories. When works 
are written down, even when they continue to be sung or recited 
at appointed times, the specifically literary features of the text 
gain emphasis while at the same tirrie the genres of expression 
become diversified, each with its own public and its own formal 
rules and aesthetic aims. Elegiac, lyric, and tragic poets all draw 
on the common stock of mythology; but while creating litera
ture out of mythical themes, they treat these themes with great 
freedom, adq.pting them to fit their needs and sometimes even 
attacking them in the name of some new ethical or religious ideal. 

Quite apart from a writer such as Xenophanes, who rejected 
the anthropomorphism of the common mythology in the sixth 
century and - if we are to believe Diogenes Laertius - launched 
an attack in iambics against Homer and Hesiod, we should note 
the shifts of emphasis introduced in myth ,even by a poet as keen 
on the traditional forms of belief as Pin dar was . His victory odes 
follow a schema of composition in which myth holds a place of 
central importance. Set between an introduction and a conclu
sion consecrated to the victor - his person, his family, and his 
city - the part devoted to myth may, as in the first Olympian, take 
up more than two thirds of the text. However, Pin dar may inter
rupt his account to announce that he will say no more, his lips 
being loath to attribute unworthy actions to the gods, or even to 
say that he is about to depart from the traditional version and give 
his own instead, which is different from those of his predecessors.7 
Thus, in a case like that of the feast of Tantalos, this is to avoid 
describing any god as cannibalistic.8 This is because, in the frame
work of an epinician ode, the traditional stories have acquired a 
new function and meaning. To adapt the expression suggested by 
Andre JoBes, it could be said that it has shifted from myth, in the 
strict sense of the term, toward legend.9 It is no longer va]id for 
and in itself but only in relation to something else, to exemplify 
some action or type of behavior for men to emulate. The story 
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o f  the pious Pelops becomes the prototype for every victory i n  a 
chariot race; that ofTantalos, connected with it, provides a warn
ing against the dangers inherent in success, The myth has acquired 
the significance of a paradigm. It constitutes the framework of -
reference that allows one to assess, understand, and judge the 
eX'ploit that the poem is celebrating. It is only by being refracted 
through the legendary adventures of the heroes or gods that human 
actions, conceived as imitative, can reveal their meaning and fall 
into position on the scale of values. 

In the tragic poets the shift is even more marked. The themes 
----�for-their-dramas-are-borrowed-from-the-Iegends-about-the-heroes:------

in the form in which they appear in the epic cycles and in vari- , 
ous local traditions. But the tragedies do not merely alter cer-
tain points in the plot so as to make them truly tragic - as, for 
example ,  when Aeschylus and Sophocles change HoITler's Oedi-
pus, who died on the throne of Thebes, into a man blinded by 
his own hand, an exile rejected by the world of men. By setting 
a myth on the stage, the dramatist both brings it closer to the 
contemporary audience and, at the same time, distances it from 
them. In the epic the heroes are men, not supernatural powers 
such as those worshipped in the public religion of the fifth-century 
city. The exploits the Iliad sings of were accomplished during the 
Trojan War in the course of a military expedition that, even if we 
may today doubt its historical veracity, was described by the bard 
and accepted by the public as if it had really happened and was 
�ituated in the sa�e continuum of time as the iives of the bard 
and his audience. In this way, in the Homeric poems, the mythi-
cal stories about the gods are associated with the "high deeds" 
of the great families, celebrating their exploits and justifying the 
privileges still considered the due of their descendants: 
.. In contrast, t'ragedy creates a distance betWeen the characters 

that it depicts upon the stage and the public who are its specta
tors .. The .tragic hero belongs to a different world from the world 
of the city and to a different age from fifth-century Athens. It is 
only by relegating them to a far�distant past, aJegendary, other 
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time outside the present, that the democratic polis can integrate 
into its own culture the dramas that tore apart those royal houses 
and the misfortunes and ancestral curses that beset them. The 
effect of the theatrical presentation, the costumes, the special bus
kins, the masks and, in sum, their larger-than·-life characters was 
to remove these figures to the level of the legendary heroes to 
whom cults were devoted in the city. Yet, at the same time, by 
reason of the familiar, almost prosaic way they spoke and the dis
cussions they entered into with the chorus and with each other, 
they were brought closer to the ordinary man and were made, as 
it were, the contemporaries of the citizens of Athens who crowded 
the stepped banks of the theater. Beca�se of this constant ten
sion and opposition between the mythical past and the present 
of the polis that operates within each drama and each protagonist, 
the hero ceases to be regarded, as he was in Pindar, as a model 
and becomes instead an object of debate. He is brought before 
the public as a subject at issue. Through the debate that the drama 

_ sets up, it is the very status of man that becomes the problem. 
The enigma of the human condition is brought into question, not 
that the inquiry pursued by tragedy, ever started anew and never 
completed, can find any resolution or definitive answer. Myth, 
in its original form, provided answers without ever explicitly 
formulating the problems. When tragedy takes over the mythi
cal traditions, it uses them to pose problems to which there 
are no solutions. 

This literary manipulation of myth is all the more striking 
because other accounts were at this time being produced with 
the purpose of collating the various versions that were current 
in different parts of the oral tradition. In the fifth century, Phere
cydes of Athens and Hellanicos present in their chronicles local 
legends about the founding of cities and the genealogies of gods 
or heroes that were the object of public or family cults within 
the framework of these cities . . It must be recognized that these 
collections are in part concerned to present a reinterpretation of 
the mythical material - an operation that was certainly set in train 
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even earlier by logographers such as Hekataios, Charon o f  Lamp
sacus, and Xanthos of Lydia. But at the same time Pherecydes and 
Hellanicos were certainly preparing the way for the work of col
lation undertaken by scholars from the Hellenistic period onward 
and culminating in the composition of veritable mythographical 
anthologies such as the Pseudo-Apollodorus' Bibliotheka, the Fables 
and Astronomica of Hygienus, Book IV of Diodorus' Histories, the 
Metamorphoses of Antonius Liberalis, and the collection known as . 
the Mythographi Vaticani: To this body of work we must add snip-

�����Bets of information and fragments of stories to be gleaned, here 
and there, from the glosses of the scholiasts and lexicographers. 
In contrast to the literary transpositions, these texts provide us 
with evidence on the myths and their variants that, while not being 
altogether in the original "untouched" state ( for, as we shall see, . 
even in the oral traditions of peoples we describe as "primitive" 
there is no such thing as myth in the untouched state), neverthe
less remains unaffected by any reinterpretation inspired by norms 
that are anachronistic to mythical thought. 10 ' 

D .  MYTHS AND MYTHOLOGY 
A distinction needs to be drawn between, on the one hand, these 
collections of stories put together and more· or less coordinated. 
through the diligence of the mythographers and, on the other, 
what constitutes in the case of the Greeks not simply a number 
of myths but a mythology, that is to say, a unified, narrative cor
pus of stories. By vi�tue of its range and internal coherence, this 
represents an or�ginal system of thought as complex and rigor; 
ous in its own way as a philosopher's construction may be, in a 
different mode. The typical example of such a mythology is pro
vided_by the w��k of Hesiod, in particular the TheoBony. Gone are 
the days when philologists used entirely arbitrary logical criteria 
to justify - as they believed - their condemning the composite, 
even . incoherent character of the text. They use.d to claim to be 
. able to cut it up into differerit sections, discovering a whole series 
of successive strata and additions inserted at different dates, which 
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were quite heterogeneous or even incompatible with one another. 
However, ever since H. Fraenkel's dassic study, it has been impos
sible not to recognize Hesiod as the first Greek thinker to put 
forward an ordered, general vision of the divine. and human uni
verse . ! !  (This is not to deny the reservations one may feel about 
his reading of Hesiod, which understands him retrospectively and 
interprets him, on the basis of later philosophy, as having put for
ward an early form of ontology. ) I f  one wishes to avoid think
ing of muthos in terms more relevant to the logos that superseded 
it, any decoding of the text must first and foremost pay scrupu
lous attention to every aspect of the narrative organization of the 
account. In this ·connection, the analyses carried out by Peter 
Walcot, and in particular the study by Hans Schwabl are conclu
sive: On the one hand they show that the text as a whole is an 
example of "ring composition" that gives the story its cohesion 
and makes it possible to distinguish its fundamental structure; on 
the other, they point out Hesiod's repeated use of syntactical par
allelisms that, by linking together the various episodes and rig
orously correlating all the details, guarantee the general balance 
of the work and the unity of its structure.!2 However, the mytholo
gist cannot limit his inquiry to the formal framework of the story. 
The philological study must be accompanied by an analysis of the 
contents aimed at revealing the semantic relationships, the inter
play of corresponding symbols, the many layers of meaning in the 
text, and the hierarchy of the codes by which its message is con
veyed. Clearly, this decoding operation raises all the methodologi
cal and other, fundamental problems in the interpretation of myth, 
and we shall come back to these later. At this point we should 
simply like to indicate the exceptional character of the evidence 
that Hesiod's work provides and the interest it must hold for any 
mythologist: While they still show links with oral poetry, his 
works are already written compositions. They belong to a living 
and complex mythological tradition in which a number of Ori
ental influences have been detected. 1 3  At the same time, how
ever, this is a new creation, the work of a unique personality whose 
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theory of poetry constitutes a deliberate departure from that of 
his predecessors and contemporaries. Hesiod declares that, being 
inspired by the Muses, he will reveal the "Truth" and celebrate 
"what has been, what is and what will be," unlike other writers 
whose works are merely fictional lies designed to flatter the van
ity of the aristocratic public for whom they were composed. He 
displays a proud consciousness of being one who, by introduc
ing a new type of poetry, brings the word of truth, playing a pro
phetic role that places the poet, seen as the mediator between ' 

------gods.and-men,-in.a-position-comparable-to-that.oLkings.JUs-this--------
that confers upon the long collection of tales that make up the 
Theo8ony the force of a veritable �ody of theological teaching and 
turns the fables, warnings, and moral or practical counsel gener-
ously dispensed in the Works and Days into the teaching of a Mas-
ter of Wisdom who has been deemed comparable to the prophets 
of Israel. 14 Hesiod sifts the mythical material provided for him 
by tradition. In particular he as it were recasts his varied mate- ' 
rial into an original integrated construction. The mythical themes, 
episodes, and figures that he retains, and sometimes touches up, 
fit together in the course of his account as the combined parts 
of a unified message whose global significance and rich complexity 
it' is the poet's purpose to transmit. In the work of Hesiod, then, 
we have to recognize what may be described as a learned mythology , 
richly and subtly elaborated that possesses all the finesse and rigor 
of a philosophical system while at the same time remaining totally 
committed to the language and mode of thought peculiar to myth. 

Other theogonies also existed in Greece - vast constructions 
of the same type as Hesiod's, but of which only a few fragments 
have corne down to us. Although they may not have carried the ' 
weight and almost canonical authority that the Greeks responded 
to in Hesiod's work, their authors - such as Pherecydes of Syros, 
Epirnenide�, and the Orphic poets -::- had similar aims and ambi
tions in writing them. In that they deliberately depart, on cer
tain essential points,_ from Hesiod's "orthodox" model , these 
accounts testify to the presence of an element of-criticism and 
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disagreement i n  the field o f  myth. I t  does not take the form of 
explicit objections or discussion but makes i tself felt ,  rather, 
through significant divergences and differences in both the form 
and content of the works. These many altemative versions show 
that, even when the myths of a culture appear to conflict with 
one another, they are in fact complementary and their very diver
gences represent different aspects of a single mode of communi
cation; they are all bounded by the same intellectual horizon and 
can only be deciphered within this general framework, each ver
sion acquiring meaning and emphasis from its relationship to all 
the others. The importance of this dialogue in which mythical 
thought constantly engages so long as it remains alive should not 
be underestimated. In' the case of Greece two recent discoveries 
have confirmed the authenticity and antiquity of these mythical 
compositions that are sufficiently "marginal" for most Greek schol
ars to have seen fit, on the basis of their unusual or even contra
dictory character in comparison with the mainst�eam of tradition, 
to treat them as oddities composed at a much later date, mere 
by-products of the Hellenistic imagination. The first of these texts 
is a papyrus bearing a commentary on a cosmogonic poem com
posed by Aleman in Sparta during the seventh century; the sec
ond is a roll of papyrus discovered in a tomb at Derveni , bearing 
the text of a commentary on an Orphic Theology, composed in 
the second half of the fourth century, proving that the sacred 
Orphic accounts of the genesis of gods and men attested at a 
later date are in fact the direct continuation of a much more 
ancient tradition . 

. E. MYTH BETWEEN NONSENSE AND ALLEGORY 
This brief summary of the different types of texts that we, fol
lowing the ancient Greeks themselves, class as myth gives already 
some indication of the comparatively disparate character of that 
category: It includes many different fragmentary versions in the 
form of short tales or even schematic summaries - literary trans
positions more or less artificially elaborated, as well as vast, sys-
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tematic constructions with theological aims. The first common 
feature that all these 'texts belonging to very different levels of 
thought share is that, despite their. divergences, they are all con
nected with the same tradition. They may introduce modifica
tions on certain points but they nevertheless adopt the same 
general line and, even when they innovate, they accept a num
ber of constraints and observe the rules of a particular network 
of themes, associations, analogies, and oppositions without which 
the message would no longer be intelligible within a given cul-

-��- -���ture�Seeondly,t;hey-are�all-aGGounts�capable�of�captivating-their����'--���

audience, who must enjoy listening to them as they do to ordi-
nary stories and fables; at the same time, however, the mythical 
accounts have to be "serious" ;  they adopt a fictional, fantastical 
manner to speak of things that are essential, touching upon the 
most fundamental truths of existence. Finally, through their nar-
rative form they present "agents" who, in the course of the story, 
perform such actions as to alter the initial situation so that by the 
end it is quite different from what it was at the beginning. In myth, 
those who operate this transformation - in other words, the fig-
ures whose actions determine the series of changes that take place 
between the beginning and the end of the story - are Powers from 
the Beyond, supernatural agents whose adventures take place in 
a different time, on a different level, and in accordance with a dif-
ferent mode of being from those of the life of ordinary men. 

Instead of distinguishing these general characteristics of myth 
and examining how they affect the significance and implications 
of myth and the way it functions, Greek scholars appear to have 
been more concerned to select one particular type of text, ignor
ing the rest, in order to base" their general conceptioIl oFmyth 
upon it. Sometimes, when multiple and apparently contradictory 
versions of a single story have been considered, the conclusion 
reached has been that they represent the result of the "free play 
of the i.nlagination," the uncontrolled product offantasy run wild. 
Other scholars have concentrated ilpon the literary aspects of these 
creations. Considering them as part of a single written cult�re 
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i n  conjunCtion with mi;lny other texts, they have applied to them 
the historico-philological methods of analysis that are valid for 
quite a different type of writing; in this way they have limited 
themselves to tracing the recurrences and transformations of a par
ticular theme from one author to another as if, in order to under
stand a myth, all one had to do was retrace its literary develop
ments exactly, establishing its family tree and making a complete 
list of its ancestry. Others, finally, have attempted to discover a 
hidden truth or secret theology under the veil of the narrative. 
They have tried to penetrate the veil of mystery of the fable and 
reach the religious wisdom lying beyond it and transmitted by 
it, disguised in symbolic form. 

Here again modern scholars have simply followed in the foot
steps of the ancient authors, remaining in a sense a part of the 
classical tradition that they had set out to study. Restricted within 
the bounds of this horizon, they examined and saw the myths as 
the Greeks did,. The ancient Greeks themselves did not simply 
relegate myth, in the name of the loaos, to the shadows of unrea
son and the untruths of fiction. They continued to make literary 
use of it as the common treasure-house on which their culture 
could draw in order to remain alive and perpetuate itself. Fur
thermore, as early as the archaic period they recognized its value 
as a means of teaching, but an obscure and secret one. They con
sidered it to have some function as truth , but this truth could 
not be formulated directly, and before it could be grasped had to 
be translated into another language for which the narrative text 
was only an allegorical expression. As early as the sixth century 
Theagenes of Rhegium embarked upon a work of allegorical expla
nation for the myths of Homer that substituted symbolic equivac 
lents for Homer's own terms and thus transposed his account into 
the terminology of cosmology, physics; moral philosophy, or meta
physiCS. Myth was thus purged of its absurdities, implausibilities, 
and immorality, all of which scandalized reason. But this was 
achieved only at the cost of j ettisoning myth's own fundamental 
character, refuSing to take it literally and making it say something 
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quite different from what it actually told. This type of interpre
tation was at its most spectacular when undertaken by the Stoics 
and .the Neo-Platonists, 15 but it is fair to say that throughout Greek · 
tradition - whenever, that is, it does not simply ignore myth -
the attitude is the same and myth is seen in one of two :ways: Either 
it expresses in a different, allegorical, or symbolic form the same 
truth as the logos expresses directly or, alternatively, it conveys 
what is not the truth -. that which, by its nature, lies outside the 
domain of truth and which consequently eludes knowledge and 
has nothing to do with speech articulated according to the rules 
of Clem on strati on. P1ato often appears to reject mUIlios utterl':Cy;-:;a=-=s-, ---�--� ----
for instance, when in the Philebus ( 14a) he writes of an argument, 
logos, which, being undermined by its own internal contradic-
tions, destroys itself as if it were a muthos; or when, in the Phaedo 
(61b), he has Socrates say that muthos is not his affair but that of 
the poets - those same poets who, in the Republic, are exiled, as 
liars, from the city. However, this same Plato grants an important 
place in his writings to myth, as a means of expressing both those 
things that lie beyond and those that fall short of strictly philo-
sophical language. How could one give philosophical expression, 
through an ordered network of words, to the concept of the Good, 
the supreme value that is not an essence but, being the source of 
Being and Knowing, lies beyond essence in both dignity and power 
(Republic, S09b ff. )? And similarly, how would it be possible to 
speak philosophically of Becoming, which, in its constant change, 
is subject to the blind causality of necessity? Becoming is too much 
a part of the irrational for any rigorous argument to be applied 
to it. It cannot be the object of a true knowledge, only of a belief, 
pistis, Or opinion,.Joxa. Thus,jn referring .to the.gods onhe birth 
of the world, it is impossible to use logoi homologoumenoi, totally 
coherent arguments. One must make do with a plausible fable, 
eikota muthon ( Timaeus, 29b and c). When writing of the soul, its 
destiny and immortality, . Plato resorts to the old myths of rein-
carnation just as, in his theory of reminiscence (anamnesis) ,  he 
transposes the most ancient myths about memory i� which Mnemo-
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sune in the Beyond personifies the source o f  eternal life reserved 
for those who have been able to keep their souls pure from every 
defilement in this earthly life. The closing words of the Republic 
are as follows: "And it is thus, Glaucon, that the muthos has been 
saved from oblivion and has not been lost. I f we put our faith in 
it it may even save us, ourselves." 

In a text from the Metaphysics (1074b fr.), Aristotle distinguishes 
from myth all those fables that men have constructed to persuade 
the masses, for instance, to conceive the Gods as haVing a human 
form and human feelings; but he too immediately goes on to add: 
"If one separates the myth from its initial basis - that is to say, 
the belief that all the first substances are gods - and considers this 
basis alone, it will be seen that the tradition is truly a divine one." 

Thus, we can see that while Greek philosophy in many ways 
countered the language of myth, it at the same time continued 
to use it or transposed it to another level, divesting. it of the purely 
"fabulous" element in it. Philosophy can thus be seen as an attempt 
to formulate and demythologize that truth that myth, in -its own 
way, was already aware of and transmitted in the form of alle
gorical stories. 

However, there is another side to this reintegration of myth 
into the world of philosophical reason from which it had appeared 
to be rejected: Through being granted the rights of citizenship, 
as it were, it is naturalized with the status of a philosopher and, 
by winning acceptance, becomes absorbed. From Aristotle's point 
of view, to recognize an element of divine truth in myth is to 
accept it as a forerunner of philosophy in the same way as the 
speech of a child prepares the way for the language of the adult 
and is only intelligible in relation to the latter. This is to see myth 
as a preliminary sketch for rational discourse, to suggest that its 
fables are the vehicle for the first mumblings of the loaos. 

F. GREEK MYTHOLOGY AND WESTERN THOUGHT 

If, at the end of our analysis, we attempt to pinpoint the image 
of myth that classical antiquity has bequeathed us, we cannot fail 
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to be struck by the paradoxical, a t  first sight al�ost contradic� 
tory character of the status conferred upon it in Greek tradition. 
On the one hand, for more than a millennium it constitutes the 
common pool for Greek culture, providing a framework of refer
ence for not only religious but also other forms of social and spir
itual life; it can be seen as the canvas, as it were, on which are 
depicted not only the literature of educated writers but also the 
oral compositions in popular circles. On the other hand, within 
this same civilization it seems to have no recognized position, char-

---------------------aeter,or-funetion-of-its-own.-lvlcyth-is-either-defined-negatLvel:y,------
in terms of what.it lacks or fails to offer, as non-sense, non-reason, 
non-truth, non-reality or - if it is granted any positive mode of 
being - it  is explained away as something other than itself. It is 
as if its existence depended upon it being transposed or translated 
into some other language or type of thought. Sometimes, con-
sidered in its aspect of a fabulous tale, it is assimilated to poetic 
composition and literary fiction and connected with the power 
of the imagination that, to be sure, exerts a fascination over us, 
but only as "a mistress of error and falsity." In other instances it 
is credited with a truthful meaning but this is immediately inter-
preted as the truth purveyed by philosophical discourse, and in 
this case myth is presented as no more than a clumsy gesture 
toward the latter or an indirect allusion to it. In every instance 
myth is regarded as allegory and its message read as such. It no 
more occupies a position in its own right than it speaks with a 
language truly its own: In the tradition of thought that has come 
down to us from the Greeks, marked as-this is with the stamp of 
rationalism, myth, despite its place, its impact, and its importance, 

- finds its own specific aspects arid fun�tions effacec:J. when it is not 
purely and simply rejected in the name of logos. In one way or 
another myth, as such, is always exorcised. It was only with the 
advent of a thinker such as_ Schelling, who declared that myth is 
not allegorical at all but rather "tauto-gorical ," that the perspec
tive on myth was openly and radically changed. If myth is saying 
not "�omething else" but that v�ry thingJhat it is quite impossi-
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ble t o  say in any. other way a n�w problem arises and the entire 
scope of the study of mythology is transformed: What then is myth 
saying and what is the connection between the message it bears 
and the manner in which it expresses it? 

Meanwhile, like any other paradox, the paradox of classical 
mythology can teach us something. Myth appears both as the soil 
ih which, in the course of centuries, a culture takes root, and at 
the same time as a part of this culture whose authenticity the lat
ter seems to fail to acknowledge. The reason for this is probably 
that the fundamental role, function, and meaning of myth are not 
immediately apparent to those who make use of it; these things 
do not, essentially, lie at the surface level of the stories. A myth 
like those of ancient Greece is not a dogma with a form strictly 
fixed once and for all because it represents the basis for an obliga
tory belief. As we have pointed out, myth is the canvas upon which 
both oral narrative and written literature depict their message, 
each with such freedom that divergences between differenttra� 
ditions and the innovations that certain authors introduce neither 
scandalize nor are even difficult to accommodate from a religious 
point of view. If the myths can vary in this way from one version 
to another without damaging the balance of the general system 
it must be because what matters is not the way the story is told, 
which can vary from one account to another, but rather the 
mental categories conveyed by the stories as a whole and by the 
intellectual organization that underlies all the various versions . 
However, this mental architecture and underlying logic that. myth 
deploys as it elaborates the whole gamut of its many different ver
sions are absorbed unconsciously by each child who listens to the 
stories and repeats them, in just the same way that he learns his 
maternal tongue; and it is precisely because they seem so natural 
and so immediate that they are so difficult to apprehend. We must 
stand outside a culture, at a distance, feeling bewildered by its 
mythology and disconcerted by the unaccustomed character of a 
type of fable· and imagination that are unfamiliar to us, if we are 
to perceive dearly the need for a devious, less direct approach. 
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This must lead us from the surface text to the bases that provide 
its structural organization, and guide us through the many differ
ent variants of the myth to the structural framework that pro
vides the overall key we can use to decipher a veritable system 

. of thought not, at every level, immediately accessible to the habit
ual working of our minds. 

So it would seem that it is not so much the unfamiliarity of 
the Greek myths that initially constitutes the principal epistemo
logical obstacle to a vigorous analysis of them. Rather, it is the 

__ �facLthaLth�e_)' are too close to the mental universe of the West 
and seem too "natural" to us. This would explain why the most 
spectacular progress in contemporary mythological research has 
been made by the anthropologists and ethnologists rather than 
by Greek scholars, despite the fact that the latter were working 

. on material that had long been familiar in every detail, classified 
and commented upon. Perhaps two conditions needed to be sat
isfied before any new perspective could be adopted on the prob
lem of how to approach myth. First, it was necessary to disentangle 
our knowledge of classical antiquity from the general learning of 
commentators so that it should no longer be confused, as it had 
been, in Europe, from the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries, 
with an "erudition" dating from the Hellenistic period. In sum, 
the ancient data had at last to be viewed from both a historical 
and a cultural distance.16 The second and even more important 
requisite was that the Greek myths should cease to be regarded 
as the model, the focus of reference, for mythology as a whole. 
I t was necessary to develop a comparative_science of religions so 
as to compare them with the myths of other great, non-classical, 

. civilizations and to use the contributions of ethnographical research 
to set them alongside the myths of peoples withouf writing. The 
main trends of the contemporary inquiry into the world of myth 
emerged from this twof�ld movement th,at involved on the one 
hand a distancing from antiquity (making it possible -to see Greek 
civilization as a historical moment, one particular spiritual world 

_w��h its·own pecul!ar chatacteristics) and, on the other, the com-
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parison of Greek myths with those of other peoples (making it 
possible to conceive the mythical , in all its many forms, as one 
level of thought in general ). 

II. Toward a Science of MythoJ08Y 
Both these tendencies began to make themselves fel t  toward the 
.end of the eighteenth century. On the one hand, in Germany in 
particular, historical philology got going as a legitimate study that 
related history to Greek scholarship, no connection having hith
erto been made between them. (Until then, so far as the ancient 
world was concerned, history was understood to be simply what. 
the ancient historians themselves - Herodotus, Thucydides, and 
Polybius, et a1. - had actually written. )  At the same time, first 
Romanticism and then Hegelianism laid considerable emphasis 
on the ideas of Volk, Volkgeist, and Weltgeist, which foreshadow our 
concepts of culture and civilization and which could be applied 
in particular to the world of the ancient Greeks. On the other 
hand, as early as 1724, Father J .-F. Lafitau had established a paral
lel ,  further developed later by De Brosses, between the legends 
believed by the Greeks and the superstitions of the Indians of the 
New World. !7 The �imilarity they recognized between the myth
ology of Greece, the Mother of Civilization and Nurse of Rea
son, and that of the savages of America was, following the failure 
of the symbolist interpretations of Friedrich Creuzer, to precipitate 
a scandal. The three great schools of thought whose rivalry domi
nates the field of mythological studies at the end of the nineteenth 
century were all to attempt to dissipate it. The problem was this:18 
If we reject over-facile and gratuitous explanations of an allegori
cal nature, how are we to account for the presence, among the 
people that reached "the highest point of civilization," of this 
"nonsensical and incongruous" type of language used to purvey 
"savage and absurd" stories l9 that attribute to the gods "things 
that would make even the most savage Redskin shudder":2o namely, 
all the abominations of parriCide, incest, adultery, sodomy, mur
der, and cannibalism? How can one justify the presence, along-
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side the most rarefied reason, o f  this irration;:ti element o f  myth 
reminiscent of the pronouncements "of a mind temporarily de
mented"?21 In short, how is it that in myth one can detect a bar
barity lying at the very heart of the culture from which all our 
science and, to a large extent, our religion also directly proceed? 

Three very different types of so�utions were provided to this 
problem by, respectively, the school of comparative mythology, 
the English school of anthropology, and the German school of his
torical philology. Marcel Detienne devoted a number of seminars 
at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, during 1972 and 1973 , 
to situating these three streams oftliougnrintne nis(clt-y-ofmytho=-- ---------------

--------------�--�-
logical research. Rather than attempt to trace the line of argu-
ment that he himself demonstrates in detail far better than we 
could hope to, we will confine ourselves here to recalling some 
of the conclusions he reached in his article entitled "My the et 
langage: De Max Muller a Claude Levi-Strauss." 

A. MYTH AND LANGUAGE: . 
THE SCHOOL OF  COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY 
�ax Muller.and the school of comparative mythology (in which, 
among the Greek scholars, one may include Ludwig Preller2l and 
Alexander H. Krappe23 in Germany and Paul Decharme in France,24 

. and the influence of which extends far beyond its declared fol
lowers) see the absurd and incongruous character of myth as a kind 
of aberration, a metaphorical perversion that took place in the 
development of language, an unhealthy excrescence that afflicted 
it. For them, mythology is essentially a :pathological type of dis
course gr�fted onto and feeding on the tree of language, whose 
roots lie in the original experience of great cosmic phenomena 
such as the regular cycle of the sun or the unleashing of storms.25 
Th� task of the comparative mythologist is thus considered to be 
to explore the tangle of etymologies, morphological develop
ments, and semantic connections' in order to discover the origi
nal values which; before their meaning was lost, translated man's 
contact with nature into the "roots" of languag�. In this way a 
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naturalistic explanation took over from o r  even supplanted the 
analysis of the language of myth, and Paul Decharme went so far 
as to declare: "You can tell a good mythologist from his feeling 
for nature rather than from his linguistic reliability."26 

B .  MYTH AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION:  
THE ENGLISH SCHOOL OF  ANTHROPOLOGY 
For Edward B. Tylor and Andrew Lang's English School of Anthro
pology27 (which can be said to include James G. Frazer28 and, 
among the pure Greek specialists, Jane E. Harrison, Gilbert Mur
ray, Francis M. Comford, and Arthur B. Cook) the savagery of myth 
in the great historical cultures cannot be attributed to a degen
eration from a previous, better founded and more reasonable state 
of linguistic consciousness. On the contrary, it testifies to the sur
vival, in advanced civilizations, of the primitive barbarity exem
plified in certain existing peoples that have not yet emerged from 
it. For this school of  thought, the mythological "oddities" of 
the ancient Greeks could not be attributed to a wayward devel
opment of language but rather to a particular stage in the social 
and intellectual evolution of mankind - a stage that all peoples 
live through and from which those that were called archaic had 
not yet emerged. Myth is no longer a "pathological condition of 

, language" but a vestige of savagery that can be defined as the sav
age state of thought. This leads to an insistence upon those fea
tures which distinguish savage thought from our own civilized 
intelligence and a deteJ:mination to establish between the two 
types of mentality, a distance that, in the case of Levy-Bruhl, 
becomes a veritable gulf. Tylor had defined savage thought by its 
animism; Frazer had , seen sympathetic magic as its main charac
teristic, and finally Levy-Bruhl relegated it to a kind of ghetto, 
confining it within a "prelogical" stage just as a schizophrenic, 
whose madness is in many respects related to the primitive men
tality, is shut up in an asylum. Altogether ruled by affectiVity, 
unfamiliar with the principle of non-contradiction, insensible to 
causal seguence, barely able to distingUish subject from object, 
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and governed by a law o f  participation that assimilates the most 
diverse things together, the savage thought that is at work in myth 
is not merely different from our own conceptuahiysteiri; insofar 
as it is prelogical and mystical, it constitutes its contrary and 
reverse just as madness is not simply different from reason but is 
its precise opposite.29 

In thus laying the emphasis on the emotions and passions that 
control the behavior and thought of primitive peoples, the anthro
pologists of the English school tend to see ritual as the most impor
tant aspect of religion. Myth is considered to b�f secondary: 
importance. It is the reflection in language of the religious rit
ual, which is the only thing that is really important from the point 
of view of the needs of the group, and for which it provides an 
oral justification and commentary; The way to explain a myth is 
to discover the ritual to which it corresponds. Apart from this, 
the theory of evolutionism does not simply draw constantly upon 
the idea of a primitive survival. It  also fosters the use of compara
tivism between different civilizations and religions on a global 
scale. Rituals, divine figures, and episodes taken from myth belong-. 
ing to very different frameworks are lifted right out of their reli
gious, cultural , and social context. Their distinCtive features are 
disregarded and they are assimilated together in vast categories 
under such headings as mana, totem, fertility cults, mother god
esses, and spirit of vegetation - categories that are sufficiently 
general and vague to be applied all over the place, without being 
rigorously pertinent anywhere. In the end Tylor and Lang's dis
ciples, too, resort to explanations of a naturalistic nature although 
these take a different form from those of the school of compara
tive mythology. I t- i s  not the sun and the storms that archaic 
religions experience in the bedrock of natural reality but man's 
relations with the earth from which he draws his subsistence. The 
life and death of vegetation, the return of the forces of spring and, 
forancient Greece, the eniautos daimon form, through the rites of 
reneWal that they occasion, the onginal nucleus around which pan
theons and mythologies are believed to revolve. 
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c .  MYTH AND LITERARY HISTORY: HISTORICAL PHILOLOGY 
By opening up traditional Greek scholarship to linguistics and 
anthropology, both these schools of interpretation, each in its own 

. way and within its own limitations, gave new impetus to the study 
of myth. The new German school of philology opposed them both. 
In this school, at about the same time - the end of the nineteenth 
and beginning of the twentieth century - philology turned in on 
itself and also manifested a desire to take over the study of clas
sical mythology. While it certainly contributed toward the col
lection of evidence and the construction ·of research tools that 
are still indispensable today, it nevertheless, in its presentation 
of the facts, imposed a general view and methodology so narrowly 
positivist that the fundamental problems of myth, in the case of 
the Greeks, were pushed aside. One of its leaders, Otto Gruppe, 
gave a clear account of its spirit and techniques.30 The method 
adopted is historical and genetic. I ts purpose is to establish the 
exact credentials of a myth - that is, its origin and the way it devel
oped - using the tools of philology and chronography. Where does 
it come from, where did it first appear, when did it become estab
lished, what successive forms did it take, what is known of its 
first attested version which must be considered as its archetype? 

By rejecting all research specifically directed toward eluci
dating the myth's meaning, this reduction of the analysis of myth 
to a chronological and typographical inquiry ultimately leads to 
the assimilation of myth to history. I f  the archetype of a myth 
makes its appearance at a particular point in place and time it is 
assumed to reflect a particular historical happening such as tribal 
migration, strife between cities, the overthrow of a dynasty, and 
so on. At the extreme this becomes Euhemerism. Thus Jean Berard 
has no compunction in declaring: "One of the results of the 
research carried out since the beginning of this century into the 
study of ancient religions has been to bring to light the substra
tum of historical reality that often underlies legend." Yet is it not 
a fact that the essential interest of a myth stems precisely from the 
extraordinary distance that separates the event we sometimes 
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believe we can place at its origin from the cycle of stories as they 
have come down to us? 

The second aspect of the work of the philological school is 
linked with this failure to recognize myth's own specific charac
ter. It is the purely literary nature of its analysis of the texts. The 
various versions of a myth are studied from the point of view of 
the type of literature, the genre of composition and the person
ality of the writers who used them. Thus Carl Robert devotes him
self to the development and transformation of myths in literature 
and in art)! Ultimately, myth is considered to result from �th�e ___ � 
same type of analysis as aesthetic, poetic, or intellectual creations 
and to be the same kind of phenomenon. According, to Ulrich 
von Wilamowitz-Mollendorf,32 the noblest and most authentic 
manifestations of religion are to be found in the works of the great 
writers and philosophers. 

The historical positivism of this school is the essential direct
ing element in Martin P. Nilsson's work, which represents the 
epitome and model of the history of religion and mythology in 
Greece)3 The works of the Swedish scholar, whose authOrity con
tinues to exert a heavy influence on the development of stuqies 
in this field, are conditioned by a sharply defined attitude of mind 
and a distinctive intellectual approach both to the myths them
selves and to the religious data. The study of Greek religion is 
not approached in such a way as to discern the basic st�cture of 
the organization of the pantheon, the various forms of grouping 
by which the divine. powers are associated together or opposed 
to each other, or the articulations of the theological system. Its 
purpose is to reveal the fundamentally composite, syncretic, het
erogeneous nature of classical religion, which is regarded not-as 
an organized whole but as a collection of gods associated together 
more as the result of historical chance than through any internal 
logic. A gallery of disparate portraits is thus presented in what 
might just as well be alphabetical order, as in a dictionary. In this 

. disjointed perspective the individual characteristics of each of 
these divine figures seem to bear little relation to t;!ach other and 
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they are ascribed to a process o f  fusion between elements o f  dif
ferent origins that happen by chance to have come together. Thus, 
for Nilsson, the Greek Dionysus is the result of a fusion between 
an Asiatic spirit of vegetation and an orgiastic cult devoted to a 
Thracian deity. But the fundamental question remains the status 
of the Greek Dionysus in the archaic and classical periods, the 
position he holds in a religio'us consciousness that was quite 
unaware of his possible double origin. The important points are 
the functions of this god and his religion within the global sys
tem to .which he must have belonged for a very long time (a fact 
that diminishes the relative significance of the problems concern
ing his origins) since his name already appears on tablets from 
Mycenaean Pylos and, in any case, festivals in his name certainly 
predated the Ionian colonization of Asia Minor. 

The same disparate character is attributed to mythology as a 
whole. The theory is that it comprises three radically separate 
basic strata: the first ,  causal or etiological explanations; the sec
ond, history's contribution to legend; and the third, "imaginary" 
elements that the historian of myth is unable to explain in terms 
of an actual event. Because he fails to detect in them any reflec
tion of reality, he assumes them to result from the "free play of 
the imagination" (to use an expression of Nilsson's). He sees them 
as a gratuitous fantasy whose vivid creations express a body of 
popular beliefs and peasant superstitions s till very close to the 
earth "which is the source of all religion and the origin even of 
the great gods."34 

The concept of a pantheon with barely any structure, an eclec� 
tic collection of many unconnected elements, and that of a myth
ology that is an amalgam of random material are closely linked. 
Thus Edouard Will writes that Greek religion presents "an aston
ishing collection of contradictions and paradoxes which it is dif
ficult to resolve on the basis of local myths. It seems clear that it 
is this infinite diversity within Greek religion as a whole, this con
fusion that affects all the local pantheons and religious systems, 
that accounts for the absence of any great systematic texts of the 
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type that have come down to us from India or Iran."35 
According to the bias and logic of this kind of traditional phi

lology then, any attempt to decipher Greek religion and mythology 
seems doomed to failure. How can one hope t� find any order in 
what appears, by its very nature, to be a muddled rag-bag? When 

, classical scholarship turns in on itself in this way ,it emphasizes 
the paradox inherent from the start in the, opposition between 
logos and muthos as expressed by the ancient writers: namely, that 
the same people, the same civilization held to be the embodi-

,-----,--,�ment-0f-the-virtues-0f-intelleGtual-darity,-rigor,-and-order-couldl------
have lived in a sort of chaos where their religion and mythology 
were concerned. 

D. THE INTELLECTUAL HORIZON OF  

MYTHOLOGICAL STUDIES 
The three currents of thought that mark the beginnings of a mod
em science of mythology certainly rival one another and occa
sionally engage in bitter polemic, but their discussions are aired, 
so to speak, within closed walls, within the 'framework of an intel
lectual space that confines them all equally. We can define the 
outlines of this framework and 'the limitations it imposes upon 
all three currents of thought' despite their profound theoretical 
and methodological differences. 
1 .  In different, even contrary forms, the point of view adopted , 
is always fundamentally a genetic one, research being always 
directed toward discovering "origins ." Whether it is different 
stages in the evolution oflanguage, the successive points in social 
and intellectual development, or the historical transformations 
a particular theme may have undergone, the principle of expla
nationis always the same, namely in terms of a primitive state or 
an original archetype. 

, ,2,.,_ There is, as yet, no sign , of the idea that religion and myths 
Jorm an organized, system whose coherence and complicated work
ings it is important to grasp. Each myth, each version, and each 
deity are studied in isolation. For example, the method of pro-
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cedure adopted in Farnell's classic work, The Cults of the Greek states, 
is to study each god in tum, together with the mythology con
nected with him, as if a pantheon, a totality of individual enti
ties, could be cut into separate slices. 
3. The method of tackling myth is reductionist. Instead of seeing 
it as a specific form of expression, a language to be decoded, these 
writers explain it in terms now of an accident, an aberration in 
the development of language, now of a ritual practice, now of a 
historical event. If ever myth is lucky enough to be considered 
something more than the realities that underlie it and onto which 
it is grafted, this additional dimension . is then dismissed as unim
portant, the result of a kind of gratuitous game, an unnecessary 
fantasy of no intrinsic significance. 
4 .  In default of any appropriate linguistic and sociological analy
sis, the notion of the religious symbol is used in a purely liter
ary, metaphorical way. Either the mythical symbol is connected 
with the original, primitive roots that all religion is believed to 
exp"ress ( the forces of nature, man's relation to the earth, the life 
and death of vegetation ) or else it is reduced to one of the "imag
inative fantasies" of the poets and philosophers. 
5 .  Restricted to this framework, the study of the mythical thought 
of the Greeks oscillates between two extremes: Either an attempt 
is made to restrict it to a primitive mentality of unvarying quality 
and invariably opposed to our own ( that is to say, a mentality 
obsessed with animism or sympathetic magic, a prelogical type 
of thought) - or, alternatively, our own categories of thought are 
applied to it as if the "common sense" of contemporary Greek 
scholarship was, like Cartesian reason, the most universally dis
tributed commodity in the world. In neither case can the inquiry 
be truly historical or recognize what it is that distinguishes Greek 
thought from other fonus of mythical expression any more than 
it can give any general synchronic account of the overall struc
ture of such systems of thought. 
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III. Myth Today 
During the period between the wars the horizon of mythologi
cal studies was transformed and a new problematic emerged-, The 
changes took many forms, depending on different points of view 
and originating in a number of different disciplines, such as the 
philosophy of epiStemology, psychology, sociology, ethnology, the 
history of religions, and linguistics. However, all these studies had 
one feature in common: They all took myth seriously, accepting 
it as an undeniable dimension in human experience. The narrow 
outlook of the positivism of the preceding century was rejected 
together with its naIve belief in the inevitable progress of;-s-o-c·l·e-------� 
ties from th'e shadows of superstition toward the light of reason . .  
A fuller knowledge of other cultures occasioned a reappraisal of 
the particular form of rationality adopted and developed by the 
West. There was a new interest in discovering the authentic and 
essential nature of that shadowy part of man that is hidden from 
him. This new attitude was eventually to lead, in various ways, 
to the rehabilitation of myth. Its "absurdity" was no longer de-
nounced as a logical scandal; rather, it was considered as a chal" 
lenge scientific intelligence would have to take up if this other 
form of intelligence represented by myth was to be understood 
and incorporated into anthropological knowledge. 

If we adopt a classification suggested by Edmund Leach, it will 
perhaps be possible' to distinguish the essential guidelines of these 
different methods of approach. They sometimes overlap and 
become confused bu� they resulted in the elaboration of the three 
main theories around which the study of myth revolves today, 
namely symbolism, functionalism, and structuralism. 

A. SYMBOLIsM AND FUNCTIONALISM 

Following Creuzer36 and Schelling,37 one of the main features of 
the modem inquiry into the meaning and significance of myths 
is that lhythical symbolism is recognized as a mode of expression 
that is different from conceptual thought. Ernst Cassirer is cer
tainly the scholar who has developed this line of a�alysis farthest 
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and most systematically. However, the concept o f  the symbol pro
vides, as it were, the main thread of thought for Freud's and Jung's 
psychology of the subconscious, for the religious phenomenology . 
of such writers as Van der Leeuw38 and Walter F. Otto,39 and for 
the overtly hermeneutical orientation of historians of religion such 
as Mircea Eliade40 and philosophers such as Paul Ricoeur.41 So 
despite the sometimes contrary directions in which they lead, all 
these different approaches to myth are linked together by one 
theme. Wy may thus attempt to define the common characteris
tics that these different points of view derive from their use of 
the notion of the symbol. 

The symbol differs from the sign used in conceptual language 
in a number of ways. The sign's relationship to what it signifies 
is an arbitrary one (or, to put it more precisely, using the termi
nology of the linguists, the sign is twofold; there are two sides 
to it: what signifies and what is signified, and the link between 
the two is \" at least when each sign is considered in isolation -
entirely arbitrary). The sign refers to something outside itself as 
to a known object (or referent). A sign can only signifY if it is 
related to other signs, in other words if it is part of a: general sys
tem. Within this structured framework that which at one level 
is signified may, at another, higher, level function as a signifier. 
The sign is determinate, circumscribed; it lends itself to certain 
precise operations; at the extreme, in technical and scientific lan
guage, it is simple, univocal, transparent. I t is defined by the series 
of operations in which it can be used, by the logic behind these 
operations, by the rules that govern their combinations. 

In contrast, there is something "natural" and "concrete" about 
the symbol; it belongs, in part, to what it expresses. According 
to the symbolists this natural link betw,een the symbol and what 
it embodies results from the fact that the symbol does not refer 
to some object outside itself, as in the relationship between a 
"knowing" subject and a known object. In this sense the mythi
cal symbol may be described as "tauto-gorical": I t does not rep
resent something else but stands on its own as a declaration of 
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itself. It is not knowledge of another object but a presence in itself. 
Thus it does not belong to the order of intellectual comprehen
sion, as the sign does, but rather to that of affectivity and desire 
in which the fundamental reactions and deepest aspirations are 
not only lived subjectively within each individual but are also pro
jected and objectivized externally in forms created by the imag
ination, in mythical representations whose basic structures (or 
archetypes, in the Jungian sense) are believed to be as consistent 
and as universal as those of logical thought. To be sure, this idea 

.� ___________ . _______ oLs:y:mb�Qlism can lead to two contrar:)' intelJlretations of my-=th"'--_______ � 
according to whether the symbol is judged to be on a higher or 
a lower level than the concept. If lower it is assimilated, as by 
Freud, with other forms of the "symptomatic" expression of 
unconscious desires; it is  connected with the products of the affec-
tive impulses as manifested in the imagery of dreams, and the fan-
tasies of certain neuroses that are occasioned by the condensation, 
displacement, and symbolical representation of the objects of the 
libido. Alternatively, the symbol may be placed above the con-
cept (and here it is stressed that it is only valid when applied to 
knowledge of the phenomenal world) .  In this case, as with Jung 
and Kerenyi, Van der Leeuw, Otto and Eliade, it is associated with 
the effort to translate that which, in the intimate experience of 
the psuche, or collective unconscious, cannot be contained within 
the limits of the concept and eludes the categories of understand-
ing: Such things cannot, strictly speaking, be known, but can nev-
ertheless be "thought" and recognized through forms of expression 
that convey man's aspirations' toward an unconditioned state, the 
absolute, the infinite, totality - that is to say, to use the language 
of religious phenomenology, his intimations of the sacred. The 
question of whether the symbol is. considered to be on a higher 
or a lower le�el than conceptual thought depends upon an author's 
personal philosophy. It does not, however, affect the necessary con-
ditions for a concrete analysis ormyths that follow from a sym-
bolist reading of them. The symbol is defined as fluid, diffuse, 

. indeterminate; complex, syncretic: In contrast to the sign, ide-
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ally univocal, the symbol is polysemic; it can become charged with 
a limitless number of new expressive meanings. Signs and cate
gories of signs can be defined precisely; they each have a distinc
tive function; they are employed in regular combinations. In con
trast, symbols possess a fluidity and freedom that enable them 
to shift from one form to another and to amalgamate the most 
diverse domains within one dynamic structure. They can efface 
the boundaries that normally separate the different sectors of real
ity and convey in the reflection of a network of mutual relation
ships the reciprocal effects and the interpenetration of human and 
social factors, natural forces, and supernatural Powers. Concepts, 
in contrast, isolate these different entities,' giving them precise 
definitions in order to arrange them in separate categories. The 
sign has no meaning outside the system to which it belongs. But 

. a true symbol can stand on its own by reason of its own internal 
dynamic, its ability to evolve indefinitely, its capacity to express 
one aspect of human experience as an echo of everything there 
is in the universe. It is this elasticity of the symbol that equips it 
to convey - in a form always necessarily limited - that which is 
beyond limitation, namely totality and the infinite. Thus the sym
bol is never at rest, never in a state of equilibrium. I t  possesses a 
constant impulse aiming toward something beyond what it imme
diately expresses. This iimer tension that impels myth to reach 
indefinitely beyond itself qualifies it to express the sacred, the 
divine. At the same time it explains the permanent vitality of 
myths, the way that they constantly become charged with new 
meanings and absorb commentaries, glosses, and new interpreta
tions that open them up to new dimensions of reality yet to be 
explored or rediscovered . 

This view of the symbol has the merit of bringing home the 
problem of mythical language and its specific relation to the mean
ing of the stories. However, it accepts as self-evident a whole series 
of assumptions that are, to put it mildly, questionable. Is it really 
the exclusive function of myth, of all myths, to aim at expressing 
the sacred, the divine, that which is free from all conditioning, . 
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i n  terms o f  symbols? Such a theory assumes myth and religion -
religion in the spiritual sense - to be one and the same thing. 
And many students of myth would not accept this assumption 
expressed in this form.42 Furthermore, for the various disciplines 
currently engaged in the study of myth - psychology, sociology, 
linguistics - this concept of the symbol raises more problems than 
it solves. Is there really any justification for drawing such a sharp 
contrast between the language of myth, which is symbolical and 
imagistic, and other, conceptual languages that use signs? Myth 

��� uses the common language of everyday even if it does use it in a --------�------------.------different way. It would be easy to demonstrate the many conti-
nuities between symbols and signs and to show how equivocal 
and uncertain the use of the term symbol (mathematical symbol, 
for instance) may still be. Above all, in connection with the more 
specific problems of myth, it will be objected that when a sym
bolist attitude .is adopted the work of patiently decoding the 
myth's structure by analysis is replaced by an immediate, intu� 
itive interpretation that, to specialists, always seems gratuitous 
and, more often than not, positively mistaken. To declare that the 
symbols myth deploys are constant and carry universal archetypal 
meanings is totally to neglect the cultural, sociological, and his
torical context. There is a real danger of being misled by the 
so-called familiarity of symbols and of drawing incorrect or anach
ronistic conclusions. Jung claimed that his collection of archetypal 
symbols - the earth mother, the wise old man, the divine child, 
the sun, the animus and the anima, the Self, the cross, the man
dala, etc. - are to be found universally, but his claim does not, 
to say the least, carry conviction. Besides, linguistic studies have 
shown that there are profound phonological, morphological, and 
syntactical differences between different groups oflanguages. So 
how, without a vestige of proof, is it possible to accept the idea 
of a single symbolical language conceived, not as a system oper
ating on several levels, but as a universal vocabulary the meaning · 
of whose components could be determined just by correlating 
them term for term? 
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The functionalists, and chief among them Malinowski,43 thus 
had no difficulty in drawing attention to the wide gap between 
the interpretations of a symbolist kind and the role myths actu
ally pl�y in the social and institutional context of the peoples 
among whom they have remained alive. For the anthropologist 
working in the field, myth is just one part, one fragmentary aspect 
of the much wider scene of social life seen as a complex system 
of institutions, values, beliefs, and modes of behavior. Considered 
from this point of view myth no longer appears as the bearer of a 
"metaphysical" truth, a religious revelation or even of a simple 
abstract explanation. It contains no theories and transmits no spir
itual teaching. It is integrally linked with ritual - oral narration 
and formal action representing the two inseparable sides of a sin
gle symbolical form of expression. Its role is to reinforce the social 
cohesion or functional unity of a group by presenting and justi
fying the traditional order of its institutions and modes of con
duct in a codified form that is agreeable to listen to and easy to 
remember and transmit from one generation to the next. Myth 
thus satisfies two needs in the life of the group. The first is the 
general need for regularity, stability, and long-term consistency 
in various kinds of hum�n society. Second, it makes it pOSSible, 
within a particular society, for individuals to adjust their reac
tions to each other in accordance with the customary procedures 
and rules, to accept the same norms of behavior ahd to respect 
the social hierarchies. 

Opposed as they are, functionalism and symbolism can be seen 
as the two sides of a single picture. Each conceals or neglects the 
features recognized and revealed by the other. The interest of the 
symbolists is focused on myth in its particular form as a story but 
they do not call upon its cultural context to help them to under
stand it. They restrict themselves to a consideration of the myth 
itself, the text as such, studying not the system of which it is a 
part, only the characteristics of the vocabulary taken in isolation.44 
The functionalists, in contrast, do indeed seek to discover the sys
tem that makes the myth intelligible, but instead of seeking it 
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i n  the visible o r  hidden structure o f  the text, that is, in the myth 
itself, they find it elsewhere, in the sociocultural context that pro
vides the framework to the stories, in other words in the ways in 
which the myth is embedded in social life. Thus, the specific 
nature of myth and its own particular significance are lost on the 
functionalists. For them, myth can tell us no more than social life 
itself does; and so, in their view, there is nothing more to be s�id 
about it except that, like every other element in the social sys
tem, it makes it possible for the life of the group to function. This 
teleologieal-optimism-no-more-gives-a-satisfactory_explanatio�of ______ _ 
mental and social phenomena than it does of biological facts. As 
Levi-Strauss points out: "To say that a society functions is a truism; 
but to say that everything, in a society, functions is an absurdity."45 

B.  A NEW ApPROACH:  FROM MAUSS TO DUMEZIL 

A new approach is evident in the works of Marcel Mauss, Marcel 
Granet, and Louis Gemet, an anthropologist, a sinologist, and a 
Greek scholar, all three associated with the French school of soci
ology. Together they modified Durkheim's theories so as to take 
account, in the study of myth, of the contributions of history, lin
guistics, and psychology. Mauss' criticism of certain theses of 
Wundt, produced as early as 1908,  is of the greatest importance 
in this respect.46 Wundt saw myth as less objective, less connected 
with social conditions and constraints than language, because it 
is affected by the fluctuating emotions of the social group as a 
whole: Mauss was not satisfied with objecting, according to ortho
dox Durkheimian theory, that myth has an institutional charac
ter, pointing out the constraints on its themes even when they 
appear most gratuitous and the fact that inyth represents a norm 
for the group. He goes on to compare myth with language, describ
ing it as a system of symbols that makes communication within 
a particular group possible. Once rescued from the sphere of affec
tive confusion and the spontaneity of fantasy in which Vfundt sit
uated it, the mythical symbol can be defined in terms of, on the 
one hand, the_ s9ciaCcondjtiQ!1s that affect it aDd, on the_ other, 
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the rules o f  linguistics. Myth i s  no vague expression o f  individ
ual feelings or popular emotions: It is an institutionalized system 
of symbols, a codified verbal behavior that, like language, con
veys various modes of class ifying facts - by coordinating, 
grouping, and opposing them, various ways of recognizing both 
resemblances and differences, in short, ways of organizing expe
rience. Thought takes shape by expressing itself symbolically in 

. and through myth as it does in and through a language: It comes · 
into being even as it communicates. This collection of classifi
catory norms and mental categories conveyed in myth creates, as 
it were, the general intellectual atmosphere of archaic societies, 
and governs their ethical and economic attitudes as much as their 
strictly religious practices. In this sense it can be said that, for 
Mauss, even though the individual characteristics of  different 
mythical systems are connected to their own particular sociohis
torical conditions, every symbolical mythical system conveys a 
"global" message, that is, a reflection of the total man. 

In his study of the legendary world of ancient China, Granet 
made no secret of his debt to Mauss .47 If he wri tes that, in 
the case of a civilization such as that of China, legend is in a sense 
truer than history, it is because he detects in it the same funda
mental features of thought for which language is both the vehi
cle and the instrument: the spatial and temporal frameworks, the 
relation between microcosm and macrocosm, a logical organiza
tion of thought and a concept of the universe constantly governed 
by the polarity between the great opposed principles of yin and 
yang. Granet uses legend to discover the social facts and intel
lectual structures that, together, constitute the institutionalized 
basis of the Chinese mentality. 

. 

Gernet's research in the field of Greek studies is compara
ble in that it too recognizes the interdependent nature of mythi" 
cal symbols, institutional practices, linguistic data, and mental 
frameworks. His thesis of 1 9 1 7  entitled Recherches sur Ie developpe
ment de Ia pensee jUridique et morale en Grice, still strongly marked 
by the influence of Durkheim, is - even at this early date - sub-
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titled "A Semantic Study." This inquiry into the way that reli
gious procedures, with the mythical symbolism connected with. 
them, developed into a jUridical system was perhaps the very first 
attempt to produce a structural semantic analysis.48 The mean
ings of particular terms, their use at different times in history, the 
initially mythical significance of words such as dike, hubriS, aidos, 
etc. ,  and the subsequent specialized meanings they acquired in 
their semantic evolution, the syntactical constructions in which 
they are used, the appearance of new words derived from old roots, 

-�--��--the-relati0nships-between-theffi-basecLon5imilarit)' and contrast -
in sum, the analysi's of a semantic field and the transformations 
it undergoes leads on to a study of the representations and cus
toms of a social group. There is.no break between the linguistic, 
institutional , and conceptual domains. When mythical concepts 
and themes are discovered they are consistently and Simultaneously 
studied from these three points of view. To this extent myth enjoys 
a rehabilitation. , It has a meaning, and a specific one, but the fact 
that it means something per se does not cut it off from other lin
guistic factors or intellectual structures any more than from 'its 
social context. It is not a confusion of emotions, an individual 
fantasy, a gratuitous product of the imagination, or an obscure rev
elation of secret knowledge. It refers one to the institutional and 
mental system that it, in its own particular way, expresses. Three 
characteristics define Gemet's conception of myth and the way 
he analyzes it: ( 1 )  Like Mauss and Granet, he sees myth as an 
expression of the "total social situation," peculiar to types of soci
ety in which the economic, political, ethical, and aesthetic cate
gories have not yet become distinguished and are all, as it were, 
contained symbolically in myth. In the case of the Greeks, the dif
ferentiation of functions that was to appear in time was not at first 
apparent. The various functions are still "more or less conflated" 
i� myth. Mythical t?ought "�eJ:l:�s to be total, it embraces eco
nomJc;:s,religion, politics, law and aesthetics all at once.t>49 One 
of its fundamental characteristics then is that it is polyvalent and 
polysemic. (2)  According to Gemet, myth is a kind oflanguage: 
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Taking heed o f  the lesson provided for us by the linguists, we ' 
ought to take account hoth of the connections between dif
fen�nt elements or moments in a single story and also of the 
associations through which an episode, a theme or an image 
can convey the same meaning. Connections and associations 
can help us to understand but we must not be impatient.50 

(3 )  The language of myth draws upon concrete images rather than 
abstract ideas although there is no radical break between images 
and ideas, only differences in the level of abstraction. , Within a 
given society the interrelationships between different combina
tions of images are governed by certain rules, so when a later Greek 
author takes a mythical model and transforms it he is still not com
pletely free to recompose it as he will. Even without realizing 
it, he "works along the lines of the legendary imagination." "The 
traditional associations continue to operate even in an imagina
tion which now works merely to give pleasure." True, a story told 
by the mythographers "is always, to some degree, a reconstruc
tion but the way it is fitted together does not depend entirely 
on the discretion of the narrator or on the literary sources: it  
reflects a tradition even in the connections that the mythogra-
pher may himself have invented."51 . 

Georges Dumezil takes a st�p further in the same direction. In 
the eyes of certain critics he has appeared to be resuming the 
studies in comparative Indo-European mythology so discredited 
by the excesses of Muller and his disciples. But this is because 
they have entirely misunderstood the orientation of his work. In 
reality, Dumezil radically deflects the course of these studies, com
bining in an examination of the history of religions both com
parative philology of the kind pursued by Meillet and Benveniste 
and the historical sociology of Mauss and Granet., By making a 
rigorous use of the combination of these disciplines it is possi
ble to regroup the different religiOUS systems of Indo-European 
peoples within a Single field of study. Here, beneath the signifi
cant differences in general orientation and pattern - what Dumezil 
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calls the different "ideological fields" - a comparative analysis 
re�eals profound structural analogies. These similarities may be 
summed up as follows: (1)  There is a truly intellectual significance 
to the model of triparti te functions that represents the keystone 
in the structure of the various ' lndo-European pantheons and 
mythologies. These three functions are sovereignty, seen both as 
magic and violent and also as law-giving and pacific; warrior power 
and physical strength; and fertility, the source of nourishment and 
prosperity for the human group. The fact is that the agreement 

.�� ���.-�.�-' '-lnthlsrespect oetween one religious�sysrem�and-anotheris-not 
merely one of language or theology. 'I t  reflects a complex and 
coherent body of concepts. (2 )  A religious system implies not so 
much a product of the imagination ( even if this be governed by 
certain rules) but rather what we may call an ideology. This ide
ology not only influences ritual and myths; it also detennines the 
type of discourse in literary genres that appear to be quite differ
ent, such as epic poetry and the annals of Roman history. So, to 
the extent that he is seeking to discover structures of thought, 
the comparative mythologist may find what he is looking for in 
literary works. Now, however, the relationship is reversed. He pro
ceeds from the religious ideology to the literary compositions 
instead of seeking to treat religious phenomena and mythical tra
ditions in a literary way. Thus the problems of the transforma
tions or transpositions that occur between the appearance of the 
myths as such and the creation of epics or novels are posed in quite 
different terms. (3 )  The structures that the comparativist seeks 
to reveal are mental structures: They are concerned 'with the great 
frameworks of thought - ways of representing both the human 
and the divine universe and the organization of society, maintain
ing a balance between its necessary constituents. They do riot 
relate to the historical events or even the social factors that they 
are sometimes thought to express directly or simply to reflect. 
The comparative mythologist does not attempt to recreate his
tory or to reconstruct the primitive state of societies .. There may 
be marked distortions and discontinuities separating the ideology 

2 45 
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that inspires the mythical traditions o f  a group and its actual sodal 
organization. Thus, in analyzing a society it is necessary to take 
account of all its many aspects, each one of which has its own 
particular features and develops relatively autonomously with its 
own dynamic and logic and its own type of temporality. The per
manence or longevity oflingutstic features, religious ideolpgies, 
and mythical traditio�s may stand in sharp contrast to the rapid 
and violent successio� of political or military events and the var-

_ ying rhythm of change in a society's institutions . .  
Georges Dumezil thus clears the way for an analysis that at every 

level respects myth's own specific features, that approaches it from 
within, considering the corpus of texts as an objective world that 
must be studied as itself and for itself. In such an analysis the writer 
refers to a myth's context in order to reveal or illuminate the 
semantic values of certain elements in the story, not so as to reduce 
the myth as a whole to an order of reality that may be separate 
from and alien to it, whether it involves emotive drives, ritual 
practices, historical facts, social structures, or man's experience 
of the absolute. 

C. THE STRUCTURALISM O F  LEVI-STRAUSS 

It fell to Cl�ude Levi-Strauss, after the Second World War, to 
undertake this exploration in a systematic way, taking the lead 
in the theoretical reflection on problems of myth and the con
crete analysis of a vast body of American-Indian mythology in the 
oral tradition. In four successive volumes he applies the princi
ples and methods of structural anal ysjs to the domain of myth
ology, and his work represents both a measure of continuity 
with earlier studies and, at the same time, a break and a new point 
of departure. 

There is : a  measure of continuity iIi the sense that myth is 
regarded, as it was by Mauss, as a system of communication whose 
categories and structures it is the mythologist's task to understand. 
As. in Gernet's work and even more in Dumezil's, a precise tex
tual analysis, which is alert to the internal connections between 
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the different elements o f  the story and the associations that link 
all the episodes and different versions together, is used to discover 
the- intellectual framework of the myth; an overall network of 
interconnected concepts, a coherent apparatus of oppositions. 

His work also marks a break, in the sense that, since Bachelard, 
one can talk of an epistemological break, and one that operates 
at several levels. From now on the model used in deciphering myth 
is drawn from linguistics - structural linguistics, to be precise -
which studies language as opposed to speech, that is, the rules 

._��_� __ ��_ �� _____ ___ � __ � _ _ _ g�veming langl!..age, its formal framework, not the particular utter
ances of different individuals. In a similar manner Claude Levi
Strauss makes a distinction, in myth, between the ordinary sense 
of a story as it is directly expressed in the narration, a sense that 
may appear fantastical, futile, or even totally absurd, and another, 
hidden sense that is not conscious as the former is. It is this sec
ond, non-narrative meaning that the mythologist aims to discover 
just as the linguist seeks the abiding structure of the language 
behind the flow of words. Myth is not simply a story that unfolds 
its syntagmatic sequence along the diachronic axis of an irrevers
ible time, in the same way as one word follows another in the 
discourse of a speaker. It is also, just as language is, an ordered 
arrangement of different elements that together form a synchronic 
system, a permanent order that constitutes the semantic space 
from which the story is produced, although those employing myth 
are no more conscious of this than they are of the phonological 
and syntactical rules that they automatically obey when they speak 
in a particular hmguage. So there are two levels at which a myth 
can be read. One is the manifest, narrative level. The other is a 
deeper level that can be reached by-means of an analysis-that finds -
among the "elemt'mts" that constitute the story (short phrases, 
originally termed "my themes" by Levi-Strauss, that condense its 
essential episodes into a simple relationship) oppositions and 
homologies that do not depend upon the narrative order, that is 
to say upon their position and function in the linear chain of the 
story. To get this permanent structure underlying the text to - - - - .� 
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emerge, the phrases expressing these relationships, or my themes, 
are arranged along two axes, one horizontal following the narra
tive order of the story, the other vertical . Along the latter all the 
my themes that can be classified together by reason of similarity 
of theme are regrouped in columns. Thus, in the myth of Oedi
pus chosen by Levi-Strauss as a universally familiar example to illus
trate his method of procedure, the total body of my themes is 
arranged into four separate columns. The first contains those that, 
in one form or another, express an overrating of blood relations 
(Cadmos abandons everything in order to find his sister; Oedi
pus marries his mother; Antigone buries her brother Polyneices 
despite his betrayal and the order that his corpse be denied burial ). 
The second contains those that convey an underrating or devalua
tion of these same blood relations (Oedipus kills his father, curses 
his sons; the brothers PolyneiCes and Eteocles kill each other). 
The third column is for the my themes that deny man's autoch
thony, his genealogical relationship to the earth (Cadmos kills the 
chthonic dragon; Oedipus triumphs over the Sphinx). In the fourth 
column are those my themes that, in contrast, express the idea· 
that man is rooted like a plant in the maternal soil (Oedipus' 
swollen foot, and all the abnormalities in the legs or gait of the 
line of the Labdacids). The arrangement of the my themes into 
columns makes their true meaning emerge because it shows them 
not as isolated elements but as groups comprising types of rela
tionship that are opposed or that correspond to each other. Thus 
it becomes apparent that although the first and seco�d, and the 
third and fourth columns are opposed to each other, this double 
opposition also encompasses a formal homology: The relationship 
of the fourth to the third column is as the first to the second. 
This proportional relationship that constitutes the structure of 
the myth turns the myth into a kind of logital tool , making it 
possible to mediate between exclusive terms of contradictory sit
uations. Thus, in the example of the Oedipus myth, we have on 
the one hand a belief in the autochthony of man (attested in the 
myths concerning his emergence from Mother Earth ) and, on the 
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other, his birth from the union of a man and a woman (necessary 
to the entire sociological code of filiation). It would, then, appear 
that what underlies the myth and is implied in the basic struc
ture of the text when it is seen as arranged into four columns is, 
as it were, a logical problem: Blood relations are first overrated 
then underrated; autochthony is first denied then affirmed. Explic
itly formulated, the question conveyed by the structure of the 
myth could perhaps run as follows: Is like born from like (man 
from man) or from something other (man from the earth)? By sug-

_____ gesting-thaCthe-ov:errating_o£blood.relations�s_to_the_underrat=-- ________ � 
ing of blood relations as the attempt to escape autochthony is to 
the impossibility to succeed in it," the mythical structure, at the 
same time as it places the terms used in the story in their rela-
tionships of mutual exclusion or mutual implication, stresses the 
impossibility of coming down definitively on one side or the other. 
It thereby expresses the consequent need to maintain a media-
tory balance between statements that are incompatible to each 
other but each of which, when taken in isoiation, splits into 
two and endlessly oscillates between the two opposite poles 
of, one the one hand, excessive affirmation, and on the other 
over-radical negation. 

Given that Levi-Strauss is not a specialist in Greek mythology, 
his choice of the myth of Oedipus to illustrate his method seems 
somewhat gratuitous. He himself refers to it as a "street pedlar's 
choice": It is a promotional "demonstration" like that of a ped
lar in the marketplace who wants to make it easy for his public 

. to grasp the method of using the instruments he is trying to sell 
and their advantages .  However, although this promotional .exer
cise may have its 'advaiifages'rrom-i:he point of:Vlew ofClanty, it 
is not without its disadvantages. In the first place it may suggest 
that it is possible to decipher a myth even without a knowledge 
in' depth of the civilization that produced it, and that it need be 
set in no context other than that provided by itself. Second, the 
process of separating out the different episodes and that of clas
sifying the my themes in the myth's matrix. according to,similarc 
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ity o f  theme cannot fail to strike the Greek scholar as equally 
ar/:>itrary. By this procedure (which is based upon, but not justi
fied by, certain remarks made"'by Marie Delcourt) Cadmos" mur
der of the dragon and Oedipus' triumph over the Sphinx are 
forced -'- or at least edged - into the same category involving a 
denial of autochthony, and Oedipus' swollen foot and the lame
ness of the Labdacids into the symmetrically opposite category 
involving an original rooting in the earth., Finally, and above all, 
interpreting Levi-Strauss' text literally and crediting it with 'a  uni
versal application, most readers have believed that the inference 
is that any and every myth can be used as a logical tool of media
tion between contradictions that, in life ,  are insoluble, and that 
this mediatory role is the exclusive and invariable function of 
mythology in the eyes of the structuralist. 

Now, in th� same year as he published AnthropoloBie Structurale, 
which contained his study of Oedipus, Levi-Strauss was pursuing 
in Le Beste d'Asdiwal, no longer a promotional examination of a myth 
chosen ad hoc, but a rigorous demonstration of his methods of 
decipherment as applied to a number of versions of a myth of the 
Tsimshian Indians of British Columbia, whose social ana mate
rial conditions of life are, thanks to the anthropologists, now very 
well-known. In this text, which we must take as our point of depar
ture since here Levi-Strauss is working in his own field, the myth 
is divided into different segments, each segment has attributed 
to it a semantic significance not directly determined by the .nar
rative itself, and these meanings are then arranged along a series 
of axes representing the many different levels on which they simul
taneously operate. And in this instance all these operations that 
are to reveal the structure of the myth, that is to say, the network 
of oppositions and parallelisms that coordinate many different 
codes at the same time, are only made possible by a precise and 
exhaustive knowledge of the myth's cultural and ethnographical 
context. The myth's semantic framework and the basis '  for the 
significant oppositions operative at various levels within it are 
provided by many different factors: geography, both physical 
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and human, ecology, seasonal migrations of population, technical 
and economic circumstances, social structures, institutions, kin
ship relations, and religious beliefs and practices; and it is all of 
these that make it possible to discover the many codes - geo
graphical , techno-economic, sociological and cosmological -
used, to convey the myth's message. Similarly, in Mythologiques, 
Levi-Strauss collected, analyzed, and interpreted a mass of data 
on the flora and fauna, the astronomy, the technology, the cloth
ing and ornaments, etc. ,  contained in the myths of the Ameri-

_ _ _____ can_Indians.�i.th9JJJ thi�f>ainstaking catalogue showing--"-h""o'-'-w'--__ _ 
plants, animals, objects, events, and human groups are classified 
in these societies, it would have been impossible to establish the 
semantic links that determine the interrelationships between 
the major protagonists in the rriyths - the lynx, the owl ,  the 
snake, the anteater, the jaguar, honey, tobacco, the moon, the 
Pleiades . . .  not to mention those between the son, the nephew, 
the parents, and the uncle.52 

Meanwhile, compared with Ie geste, Mythologiques represents, 
if not a new departure, at least a more decided orientation toward 
the problems of the relationships between different myths. To be 
sure, Levi-Strauss at the outset stressed the fact that it is in the 
nature of myth to produce variants of a single story. The diver
sity of these versions is not an obstacle to be removed by seek
ing out a single prototype, one authentic version, in order to . 
dismiss all the rest as derivative and of no consequence. For a 
mythologist every version is of equal value. The same mental 
equipment is at work in each and iUs more often than not by . 
comparing many different versions, through their differences, in 
fact; that 'one can disc�)Ver a �ommon pattern and make out the 
structure of the myth. But Mythologiques goes even further. The 
inquiry concerns the whole corpus of myths and perhaps looks 
even further toward the totality of actual and possible myths, 
seeing these as creations of the mind resulting frorn a pattern of 
transformations, governed by certain rules of permutation that, 
in principle aflea_st, can b<? subjeCted to logico-mathematical analy-
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sis. I t  has been pointed out that Levi-Strauss presents, as i t  wer�, 
two theories of myth, the one superposed upon the other.53 
According to the first, all myths emerge from two levels of analy
sis and are governed by two sets of rules: First, at the level of the 
myth's deep structure, it emerges from a system of interlocking 
codes; second, at the level of the linguistic expression, from the 
narrative form adopted by this logical structure in the telling of 
the story. According to the second theory, myth is discourse organ
ized in such a way that general rules can be applied to the trans
formations it may undergo, the whole body of myths being the 
product of the interplay of these transformations. In this sense it 
could be said that it is not so much a case of men thinking their 
myths but rather of the myths thinking themselves. 

Levi-Strauss forestalled and rejected this �ccusation of theo
retical ambiguity. He emphasized that the division of a myth into 
superposable segments that are shown to be variations on a sin
gle theme, and the superposition of an entire myth over others 
that are considered to be transformations of a single model, are 
simply two sides to or two stages in a single operation: 

The other procedure, which is complementary to the first, 
consists in superposing a syntagmatic sequence in its totality -
in other words a complete myth - on other myths or segments 
of myths. It follows, then, that on both occasions we are replac
ing a syntagmatic sequence by a paradigmatic sequence; the 
difference is that whereas in the first case the paradigmatic 
whole is removed from a the sequence, in the second it is 
the sequence that is incorporated into it .  But ·whether the 
whole is made up of parts of the sequence, or whether the 
sequence itself is included as a part, the principle remains the 
same. Two syntagmatic sequences, or fragments of the same 
sequence which, considered in isolation, contain no definite 

. meaning, acquire a meaning simply from the fact that they 
are polar opposites. 
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I t  i s  an open question whether one accepts this point of view 
or rejects it, questioning the relevance in the case of myth of the 
structuralist model of the two axes, one paradigmatic and the other 
syntagmatic (or, more generally, questioning the validity of a pure 
and simple transference of linguistic schemata to the structures 
of myth - which is not a language in itself but a way of using an 
already constituted mode of speech).  Nevertheless, one must 
recognize that following Levi-Strauss the situation is no longer 
the same either from a theoretical point of view or so far as the 
concrete wor:t<-6f-de�ciphermentis-concerned;-his-work-marks-a- --�- --� 
turning point and a new departure. For his adversaries as for his 
disciples and those working along parallel lines, mythological 
research now not only confronts new questions; it is no longer pos-
sible to pose even the old problems in the same terms. 

IV. In terpretations and Problems of Myth 
The first category of questions concerns the relation between, on 
the one hand, the narrative level of the text, its. immediate lin
guistic sense, and on the other its structural architecture, its mythi
cal meaning. How are these two levels artiCulated? There would 
seem to be two alternatives. One may accept that there are rig
orous implications between the two levels; the problem then is 
(1)  how to determine the rules that make it possible to pass from 
the structure to the narrative, and (2)  how to fit these rules into 
the organization of the general linguistic model to which we· have 
referred. Alternatively, one might assume there to be an arbitrary 
element in the composition ofthe stories; thafis iri the way in 

� which the !�xture_ of disc;ourse relates to the underlying struc
ture - which would explain i,vhy there may be an indefinite num
ber of variants. In the latter case one seeks to distinguish in the 
text only those elements pertaining to the underlying code that 
are part of the permanent-logical structure of the myth, paying 
no attention to the narrative composition that, in these circum� 
. stances, is considered to be without any intrinsic significance. 
However, at this point the linguists are bound to-protest. They will 
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point out that a myth, like any other story, i s  governed by strict 
narrative rules which one should attempt to define and analyze 
formally. For the 'very reason that the story unfolds within a lin-. ear time it irriplies an initial situation that, by the end of the nar
rative, has undergone a transformation. The transformation comes 
about through the performance - or actions - of the actors or 
"subjects" who are endowed with qualities or characteristics that 
are adapted to the situations and that ,put them in a position to 
accomplish these actions or suffer their consequences. It is pos
sible to draw up a formal table of the types of performances and 
the modalities of change that are implied in the mythical narra
tive and so one can propose a kind of general logic for this type 
of story. 54 To this point a mythologist will add that since the nar
rative form is one of the essential characteristics of myth, any deci
pherment that swept it aside, disrupting or destroying the narrative 
structures in order to fasten upon the mythical structure, would 
be failing to interpret the myth in all its dimensions. Indeed, a 
philosopher such as Ricoeur goes even further: While accepting 
that Levi-Strauss' method represents � necessary stage in the 
process of uncovering the myth's deep semantic meaning which 
eludes a. surface reading, he denies that it is a method capable 
of exhausting the full meaning of myths. 55 As Levi-Strauss sees it 
myth needs to be not understood but decoded. It is not a ques
tion of getting at the meaning of a message by deCiphering it on 
the basis of a known code but of using a particular message, in 
itself inSignificant or absurd, to find the secret code that under
lies it and that occasioned its expression. By thus denying that 
myth has a message to transmit, one denies its capacity to say any
thing, to formulate any statement, be it true or false, about the 
world, the gods, or man. It is assumed that, in itself, no myth 
has or indeed can have anything to say on any aspect of reality. 
I t  is only when considered all together, as a body, that myths 
bring into play rules of structural transformation similar to those 
that govern the organizatio_n of other structured systems, for 
instance matrimonial alliances, the exchanges between social 
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groups, or relations of political dominance or subordination. 
When posed in this way, so as to reveal its full implications, 

this discussion that today lies at the heart of the problems con
cerning myth raises a series of other, closely connected issues. If 
all myths have the same meaning, the structures one discovers in 
them are based upon a logic of categories inherent in the organi
zation of the mind; the world and man appear in myth only as 
the means for discourse; they represent the material that "js the 
instrument of meaning, not its object."56 Thus, the device of 
mythology has the role of a formal framework, an instrument of 

------tnoUg1it: But tliisimmeaiaee:lyraisenne-question-ofwhether this-- -- ----- - -- - --
framework or instrument represented by the device of symbol-
ism cannot also be used to express and transmit, in a narrative 
form different from the abstract pronouncements of the philoso-
pher or the sage, a knowledge of reality or a vision of the world -
what Georges Dumezil would call an ideolpgy. Through its syn-
tactical and semantic organization the language employed by myth 
in itself represents a way of arranging reality, a kind of classifica-
tion and setting in order of the world, a preliminary logical arrange-
ment, in sum an instrument of thought. It is nevertheless also used, 
in communication, to transmit messages and to say something to 
others; through Aristotle's thought this unconscious linguistic 
equipment even accedes to the status of theoretical knowledge. 
The example we have already used of a work such as Hesiod's, in 
which traditional mythological material is rethought and reorgan-
ized, testifies to such a use of mythical symbolism for the pur-
pose of setting out" a body of teaching, of communicating know-
ledge concerning the divine order in the form of theogonical , ." 

. cosmogonieal, or anthropogonical stories. So we ought to distin
guish between the many different forms and levels of mythical 
expression for which the methods of decoding may be similar but 
will not be identical. 
- - We should note in- this respect that -levi-Strauss works on a 
body of oral stories -that affordsTvery large number of variants. 
The nature of the material itself calls for a systematic com pari-
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son between the various stories to distinguish the formal features 
that' reappear from one myth to another, whether the relation
ships involved are tho�e of homology, inversion, or permutation. 
At the same time it excludes an exhaustive philological analysi� 
of each of the various versions. The problem is quite different in 
the case of a great written work with a strong and elaborate struc
ture such as the Theogony or the Works and Days. Here it is not a 
question of selecting as most important those elements that can 
also be found, in a more or less altered forrn, in other versions� 
Instead, the scholar must attempt an exhaustive analysis of the 
myth in all the detail of its textual form. Strictly speaking, every 
single episode and term used should be accounted for. On one 

. level the inquiry should focus upon the narrative as it appears from 
an analysis of the mode of composition, the syntactical relation
ships, and the temporal and consequential connections that are 
inherent in the story. But it is not enough to work out how the 
various episodes interconnect within the texture of the narrative. 
It is also necessary to shed light upon what the linguists would 
call the grammar of the story, that is, the logic behind the narra
tive, by revealing the model upon which the interplay of actions 
and reactions is constructed, the dynamic force beh!nd the changes 
that compose the web of the plot as the tale unfolds. It is then 
necessary to pass on to a second type of analysis aimed this time 
at the semantic content, and to distinguish the various levels of 
meaning within the strata of the text. This can be done by estab
lishing the many different networks of oppositions and homolo- . 
gies that connect all the details in the myth (places, times, objects, 
agents, or subjects, performances or actions, initial positions held 
and situations reversed). The problem then is to define the match 
between the formal framework constituted by the grammar of the 
story and the concrete semantic content that is present at many 
different levels. It should be noted, furthermore, that, like cer
tain syntactical elements in language, the "grammar" of the story 
may include semantic aspects while the semantic content itstrlf 
follows a certain order oflogical relations as a result of the mul-
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tiplicity o f  correspondences, polysemy, and ambiguity. This 
internal study of the text presupposes that, in order to reveal all 
the levels of meaning of the various terms together with all their 
mutual implications or exclusions, one also examines other 
texts - close variants and similar groups of different myths that 
present similar semantic configurations. However, for the myth to 
be completely decoded yet a third operation is necessary. By con
sidering a wider corpus of material to which it is related, the cul
tural context of the myth can be determined. In this way it is 

----�-��� ----"--- ----------possible�to�explore�the�semantiG-space-within�which __ the�stor:y, ___ _ 
in its own particular form, "vas both produced and understood: 
This comprises categories of thought, cla,ssificatory frameworks, 
the selection and codifYing of reality, and major systems of opposi
tions.57 It is by reference to this framework of categories and to " 
the logical combinations it gives rise to that the modem inter
preter can give a full interpretation of myth, carefully locating it 
in its rightful place in the context of a mental and social history. 

Such a procedure might make it possible to suggest certain 
solutions to some of the difficulties that we have indicated and 
also lead to the formulation of a nuri-tber of new problems. We 
would not, as Paul Ricoeur does, assume there to be a disconti
nuity in the domain of myth, only one part of which is suited to 
Levi-Straussian structural analysis while the other proves intrac
table - namely, the Semitic, Greek, and Indo-European sector (to 
which our civilization belongs) .  Rather, we would point out that 
mythical thought everywhere is composed of many levels and that 
the evidence that we possess, whichever cultural sector it bdongs 
to, does not always come from the same level. Ricoeur noted that 
it was not just by chance that L6vi-Strauss' examples all come from 
the" geographical area in which anthropologists of the last gener
ation identified the presence' of totemism: He suggested that these 
were peoples who excel at the mental procedure of making dis-

- -" --" �tinctions and classifications of every kind_ranging from the area 
of natural phenomena to that of kinship or exchange relationships, 
and that this emphasis on taxonomy is reflected in their myths. 
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The question that then arises is whether the structural appro�ch 
has not discovered in the sector where totemism has been found 
a type of myth in which oppositions and correlations, whose func
tion it is to convey distinctions, are more important than the 
semantic content. The implication is that precisely the opposite 
is the case at the other end of the spectrum of mythologies, namely . 
in the Semitic, Greek, and Indo-European traditions. Here, the 
relative weakness of the syntactical and classificatory organization 
stands in contrast to the semantic richness that affords endless 
reinterpretations and the renewal of meanings, as social and his
torical contexts change. This would account for a new opposi
tion that has been suggested between the two forms of mythology: 
the different ways they relate to time and history. In the case of 
the "cold" societies in which the dimension of time is. not stressed, 
myths, like institutions, are synchronically extremely coherent 
but diachronically fragile, since every new factor or change threat
ens to upset the earlier equilibrium. In contrast, at the other end 
of the spectrum myth is adapted to a temporal perspective since 
it is forever open to reinterpretation. Here, one's interpretation 
should therefore tak� this;diachronic dimension into account. 

We may well wonder whether it is really possible today to 
maintain this opposition between cold societies frozen in immo
bility, and hot ones at grips with history. All societies to a greater 
or lesser degree experience changes that their myths reflect, inte
grating or digesting them in their own particular ways. Certainly 
it is true that a mythical tradition such as that of the Greeks has 
always lent itself to being recast and reinterpreted. However, the 
many variants of a Single myth and the transformations, even the 
inversions that sometimes turn one myth into another among the 
peoples studied by Levi-Strauss, bear witness to a similar situa
tion: The myths are all related to each other and the appearance 
of a new version or myth is always connected with the myths that 
already existed before, myths that were current in that particu
lar group, or which belonged to neighboring peoples. When our 
evidence is of a kind that it is possible to date, and the myths 
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therefore contain indications of historical depth, we call them 
variations; when we come upon them all together, all collected 
at a' single time, we call them variants. But from the point of view 
of their mythical thought there is no difference betwe�� the two. 

For this reason a more useful distinction would seem to be 
' between oral and written traditions. The myths from oral cultures 
have been collected by anthropologists without any historical per
spective, in bulk, usually in fragmentary and dispersed order, just 
as they have come to hand. The only way to deal with them seems 
to be as Levi-Strauss does. And the frame\vork of categories, the 
network of codes that he discovers is of a simila.riype. totnose 
to be found, in a differynt genre, in the tales and stories of folk
lore. In written literature, alongside data similar to and on the 
same level as oral myth, we also find grand general systematized 
constructions the sum total of whose different parts integrates 
into one unified message. This conveys . an:interpretation .of the 
universe and provides an answer to those same problems that, in 
yet another mode, philosophy in its tum attempts to pose and 
resolve. This would suggest both a continuity and also a series of 
breaks between oral tales, myth or rather the various different lev
els of myth, and philosophy. 

But the real difficulties lie .else'\vhere. The first is well-known 
and we may formulate it as follows: What is the link between the 
semantic space revealed by structural analysis as the myth's intel
lectual framework, and the sociohistorical context in which the 
myth was produced,? What, from the point of view of the practi
cal task of decoding, is the relationship between on the one hand 
a synchronic study where every detail is explained in terms of the 
network of relationships that make it a part of the system .. and, - 
on the other, a diachronic inquiry in which all the details that 
appear in different temporal contexts are explained in terms of 
how they relate to those that preceded them in earlier versions? 
No doubt the answer would lie in showing that no details can be 
c���idere-d �i�-i;ol�tion, whether in a historical inquiry or in a 
synchronic analysis. What are always revealed are �tructures linked 
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more or less closely with others, and the versions that are found 
to vary at different times tum out to be new renderings, more or 
less extensive as the case may be, of the structures that lie beneath 
the very systems that are the object of a structural study. 

The second is less familiar. Myth is not only characterized by 
its polysemy and by the interlocking of its many diffe.rent codes. 
In the unfolding of its narrative and the selection of the seman
tic fields it uses, it brings into play shifts, slides, tensions, and 
oscillations between the very terms that are distinguished or 
opposed in its categorical framework; it is as if, while being mutu
ally exclusive these terms at the same time in some way imply . 
one another. Thus myth brings into operation a form of Iogic that 
we may describe, in contrast to the logic of non-contradiction 
of the philosophe.rs, as a logic of the ambiguous, the equivocal, a 
logic of polarity. How is one to formulate, even formalize, the 
balancing operations that can tum one term into its contrary while 
yet, from other points of view, keeping the two far apart? Ulti
mately, the mythologist has to admit to a certain inadequacy as 
he is forced to tum to the linguists, logicians, and mathemati
cians in the hope that they may provide him with the tool that 
he lacks, namely the structural model of another kind of logiC: 
not the binary logic of yes or no but a logiC different from that 
of the 1080s. 
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1 7. Hesychius s.v. Eavc'hKQ; cf. Sud a (= Polybius XXlI ,  10, 17),  s.v. tvavi(UJv: 

"tvayi(aval ouv rf!J Eav/)f!J oi MaKc66vcc; Kai Ka/)apjJov now val ailv innol iJJn).lajJtvou;." 

On this Macedonian month, the correct form of which is Eav6IK6r:� and which 
falls in early spring at the beginning of the military season, cf. Jean N. Kalleris, 
Les anciens Macedoniens. Etude linguistique et historique, I, pp. 237-8. Plutarch (Life 
of Alexander, 31 )  is clearly writing of the same ritual of the Xanthica or Xandica. 
The episode shows that the ritual battle serves as a trial and an omen. Of the 
two camps into which the fighting men are divided, one is supposed to repre
sent Alexander, the other his enemy Darius. It is necessary- that, without actu
ally cheating, the "good:' side should be victorious. The comparison with the 
data from Sparta is all the rnore striking in that the battle oftfieepJ1e6es at the 
Platanistas is preceded by a fight between two wild boars each of which repre
sents one of the moira. The outcome of this fight between the two animals fore
shadows the victory to be won by one of the two sides. 

1 8 . Cf. "La Tradition de l'hoplite athenien," ProbJemes de Ie guerre en Grece 
ancienne, pp. 161"81. . '  " ':, :. : .... 

19. L. Gernet, "Frairies antiques," Anthropologie de la Grece antique, pp. 21-6 1 ,  
and especially pp. 36-45. "Structures sociales et rites d'adolescence dans la Grece 
antique," Revue des Etudes arecques, 1944, Vol .  LVI ! ,  pp. 242-8. 

20. On the cult of Artemis Korythalia who is a kourotrophe deity, cf. M . P.  
Nilsson, op. cit. pp. 182-9. 

2 1 .  Cf. Diodorus Siculus, I I I ,  69-70. 
22. Aeschylus, Eumenides, 292; Pausanias, I, 14, 6; V I I I ,  26, 6;  IX, 33 ,  7; 

Schol. Apoll. Rhod., I, 109; Diodorus Siculus, V, 72. 
23. Herodotus, IV, 180 and 189. On the relation between the Libyan data 

and the story of Athena! cf. F. Vian, La Guerre des giants, Ie my the av;nt /'epoque 
hellenistique, Paris, 1952,  pp. 265-79. 

24. Aeschylus, Seven against Thebes, 529-44; Euripides, Phoenician Women, 
145-50; 115 3-6 L 

2S. Plutarch, Life ofLycurgus, 15 ,  5. It seems that in Argos the woman had 
to wear a false beard on her wedding night, to sleep with her husband. On the 
exchange of clothIng and its meaning, cf. Marie Delcourt, Hermaphrodite: /v�ythes 
etrites de /a bisexuci/ite.dans I'Antiquite cIassique, Paris, 1958 .  

26:--Th��ydides, I I ,  39,  1- and 4 .  
27. Even in  the fourth century, i n  Aeneas the Tactician's Siegecraft, secrecy 
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only plays a part on a tactical, operational level. I t is seen as a cunning trick of 
war, not a general characteristic of warfare as such. 

28. J .  de Romilly, Histoire et roison chez Thucydide, Paris, 1956, pp. 148-74. 
29. "La Phalange: Problemes et controverses," in ProbJemes de la guerre en 

Gn?ce ancienne, pp. 1 19-42. 
30. "La Fonction guerriere dans la mythologie grecque," ibid. pp. 5 3-68. 
3 1 .  ibid. pp. 1 83-202. 
32. Cf. Y. Garlan, "Fortifications et histoire grecque," ibid. pp. 245-60. 
33 .  Cf. Angelo Brelich, GueTTe, agoni e culti nella Crecia arcaica, Bonn, 196 1 .  
34. Herodotus, I ,  82; V, 1 ;  Diogenes Laertius, I ,  74; Strabo, 357.  
35 .  ProbJemes de 10 guerre en GTI?ce ancienne, pp. 207-20. 
36. ibid. pp. 2 3 1 -43. 
37. ibid. pp. 26 1 -87. 
38. M. Lejeune, "La civilisation myceenne et la guerre," ProbJemes de la 

guerre en GrI!ce ancienne, pp. 3 1-5 1 ;  G.S .  Kirk, "War and the Warrior in the 
Homeric Poems," pp. 93-117. 

39. ibid. pp. 69-91. 
40. ibid. pp. 5 3-68. 
4 1 .  ibid. pp. 1 1 9-42. 
42. ibid. pp. 1 43-60. 
43. ibid. pp. 161-81 .  
44. It i s  hardly necessary, at  this point, to  draw attention to  the work of  

G.  Dumezil and in particular, as  regards our present problem, to  Aspects de la 
fonetion guerriere chez les Indo-Europeans, Paris, 1956. 

45. Problernes de la guerre en. Greee ancienne, op. cit. appendix. For the Hittite 
data, see Albrecht Goetze, "Warfare in Asia Minor," Iraq, Vol. XXV, 2, 1963, 
pp. 1 24-30. 

46. "Le Role politique des armees dans Ie monde grec a l'epoque classique," 
Problemes de la guerre en Grcee ancienne, pp. 221-9. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER I I I  

1 .  First published i n  L a  Parola del Passato, Rome, 1973, pp. '5 1 -79. 
2 .  Against Stephanos, II, 18;  Against Leochares, 49. 
3. Cf. the remarks of H .J .  Wolff on the differences of meaning between 

ekdidonai or ekdidosthai, on the one hand, and apodidosthai on the other; 
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"Marriage Law and Family Organisation in Ancient Athens," Traditio, I I ,  1944, 
p. 48. 

4. On the rules g�verning the dowry, cf. L.  Gemet, "Observations sur Ie 
I -

mariage en Grece," Revue d'histoire du droit fran�ais, 1954, pp. 472-3; and in par-
ticular the text of the discussion which followed L. Gemet's paper given at the 
Institut de Droit remain on 17th Ap�1 1953.  A typed record of this text can be 
found in the archives of the Institut, in the University of Paris. 

5 .  Isaeus, I I I ;  Succession ofPyrrhos, 39. 
6. Against Neerq, 1 6- 17 .  

� _____ Uid. 1 18  and 13 ;  Against Leochares, 49. 
- .-"--� ---��-.--�--��,�-- ----�-�---�.--.��- -�----.. ���--�-,--- - - -8. Against Neera, 1 1 8.  

9.  ibid. 122.  
10 .  Gorgias, 464b. 
1 i .  Against Aristocrates, 5 3 ;  cf. also Lysias, I ;  On the Murder of Eratosthenes, 

30-1 and Plutarch, Life of Soloq, 23 .  
- .' _ , - . ' :� : . 12:;'Ori the-exClusiOn 6fthe::riotho!,fr6ri1 the anchisteia, cf. -Isaeus. VI ,  Suc� 

cession of Philoctemon, 47; pseudo-Demosthenes, XLIII ,  Against Macartatos, 5 1  
and LVII ,  Against Euboulides, 30; Athenaeus, 5 77b. For an interpretation of the 
facts, cf. H.J. Wolff, l.c., p. 75 f.; also W. Erdmann, Die Ehe im alten Griechenland, 
Munich, 1934, p. 363 f. ; W. R. Lacey, The Family in Classical Greece, London, 
1968, p. 280 f.; A.R. Harrison, The Law of Athens, The Family and Property, Oxford, 
1968, p. 6 1  f. 

13 .  Dves of the Philosophers, 2, 26. Cf. J.  Pepin, Aristote. De la noblesse (fragment 
3 )  in the collective volume Aristote. Fragments et temoignages, Paris, pp. 1 1 6-33. 

14.  Plutarch, Life of Pericles, 37, 5. Timotheus, the Athenian general , son 
of Canon, may have been the beneficiary of the same right. According to 
Athenaeus, 5 77a-b, his mother was a courtesan ofThracian origin. 

1 5 .  Aristotle, Politics, I, 3, 2. 
16 .  -E". Benveniste; Vocabulaire-des institutions indo�europeennes;- Paris; 1969, 

Vol. 1 ,  chap. iv: "L'expression du mariage," pp. 239-44. 
17. L. Gemet, "Aspects mythiques de fa valeur en Grece," journal de Psycholo� 

gie, 1948, pp. 415-62; Anthropologie de la Gnice antique, Paris, 1968, pp. 93-1 37. 
1 8 . Constitution of Athens, IV, 2 .  
19 .  ibid. , XlII , S .  Cf. H .J .  Wolff, op. cit. p. 87. 
20. C[ Isaeus, Succes�i?n of�hiloctemo�, 47, wit�

_ 
the fOITn

_
ula "ay�/cTrd� icpwv 
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Ka! oui6Jv"; cf. also Pseudo-Demosthenes, ABainst Macartatus, 5 1 :  ,"vo<'l(iJ 01: J1riiil: 

vo<'lnJ1n cival 0yx/arciav J1nlJ · i£prJv J1nlJ' oui6Jv . . . .  " 

2 J .  Dittenberger, SylloBe ( 3rd ed. ) ,  1 21 3  B; cf. H .J .  WolfT, l.c., p. 89. 

22.  Plutarch, Life of Solon , 221 4. 
23 .  "The key to the entire system of Athenian marriage l ies in the legal 

position of the nothoi and the way they are opposed to the Bnesioi" (l.c., p. 75) .  

24.  Cf. in Demosthen'es, XLIV, ABainst Leochares, 49,  the definition of the 
Bnesios as someone who, being the issue of a marriage through enBue, is son by 
blood, Bono Begonos. 

25.  I t would seem that this is how we should explain the "ideology" of mar

riage during the classical period, in particular the strongly emphasized opposi

tion between the wife and the concubine both in practice and in religious 
representations. The wife is seen from the point, of view of her child-bearing 
function and is associated with the cereal-producing earth of Demeter; the con

cubine, together with the hetaira, is associated with the domain of erotic seduc
tion presided over by Aphrodite and represented, in the myth of Adonis, as 
incapable of giving rise to authentic and lasting fruits. Erotic pleasure and legiti

mate marriage are classified into categories of thought which are the more firmly 
separated from one another precisely because, in social practice, the status of 

the palJakif remains in many respects equivocal, oscillating between the cour
tesan with whom she may often be confused and the wife from whom she is 
often not clearly distinguished from an institutional point of view. Cf. on this 
problem, M.  Detienne, The Gardens of Adonis: Spices in Greek Mythology trans

lated by J. Lloyd, Hassocks, 1977. In our introduction to this book, we wrote: 
"One might formulate the hypothesis that religious thought was all the more 
insistent in consecrating the unique significance of marriage by opposing it sys

tematically to erotic seduction since, in default of an unequivocal legal defini
tion, the distinction between concubine and legitimate spouse remained in the 

fifth and fourth centuries somewhat hazy and uncertain." (Cf. infra, p. [166] . )  
26 .  Cf. lliad, IX ,  146 and 288-90: Agamemnon promises Achilles that, over 

and above the presents to make reparation for the wrong he has done him, he 

will give him one of his own'daughters "ovo£ovov," exempting Achilles, as hus
band, from offering any hedno, while Agamemnon will, notwithstanding give 

him many "J1ciAIQ" gifts in token of his gratitude; also Iliad, X I I I ,  365 ff. : 
Othryoneus asks for Priam's daughter without hedna, ("ovo£ovov" ), promising 
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instead to perform some great exploit. Priam accepts. ' 

27. Iliad, I, 114. 

28.  ibid. IX, 336 and 340. 
29. ibid. XIX, 291 f. 

30. ibid. XXI I ,  48. 

3 1 .  ibid. V I I I ,  302 f. 
32.  ibid. XI ,  lOI  f. 

33 .  ibid. XVI ,  737 f. ; cf. also I I ,  726-8; XI I I ,  693; XV, 332:  on Medon, the 

bastard son of Oileus, the brother of Ajax. On the bastard Teucros, brought up 
�in hisJather's,house" Iliad,YU('2B.'1:Lon,Jb.e_hasta[d�I'aJl!liQUyboJIuhe wife,L.I:Q.,� � _ _ � � �  _ � � � ,� � 

please her husband, brings up carefully, treating him as an equal with her own 
children, cf. Iliad, VI ,  69-7 1 .  

34. ibid. X I I I ,  17I f. 

35 .  Od,Vsse,V, IV, 3- 1 5 .  

3 6 .  ibid. XIV, 199 f. 
37:' ibid. I ; '429"f: :" :,�,;: 

38 .  Herodotus, I ,  60; Aristotle, Constitution of Athens, 14, 4; cf. L. Gernet, 

"Mariage de tyrans," in Hommage d Lucien Febvre ( Paris, 1954),  pp. 5 2-3 
Anthropologie de la Crcce antique, pp. 358-9. 

39. L. Gernet, op. cit. pp. 344-59. 

40. Apollodorus, Bibl., I I I ,  7, 5-6. Gernet writes: "We know of at least one 

hero, Alcmaeon, who was certainly bigamously married." 
4 1 .  Xenophon, Polity of the Lacedaemoriians, I, 7-8; Plutarch, Life of L,Vcurgus, 

1 5 ,  1 3 .  
42. Even though, as P. Vidal-Naquet rightly notes, "Economie et societe 

dans la Gn!ce aridenne: I'oeuvre de Moses J. Finley," Archives europeennes de 
sociologie,VI , 1965 , p. 1 19,  the' expression is supported by the authoTity of Aris

totle, Politics, I I ,  1 268 b 40, "in the past the Greeks . . .  used to buy their wives 

-&ciiJ, �ach o�h��Trci, yuv�iKa dtdvou;;ro nap" d,uiiAlUv]." 

43. "Marriage, Sale and Gift in the Homeric World," in Revue' internatio

nale des droits de I'Antiquite, 3rd series, I I ,  1 955 ,  pp. 1 67-94. 
44. L. Gernet, ','Notes de lexicologie juridique" in Melanges Boisacq (Brussels, 

1937). pp. 396-8; o bserva ti?ns sur Ie marlage en :Cn1ce,( typescript ofthe discus� , 

sion. Institut de Droit romain, University of Paris). 

1;;,. J:li'!mdQtus.VI .J 26-,W; cL L. (JelJle�, "Mariages de tytans," Anthropologie 
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de la GT/ice antique, pp. 365-7. 
.-,'-

46. It is in this text of Herodotus that we find for the first time the term 

enBue with the verbs in active and passive forms: enBuan is used of the father 
engaging his daughter; enBuasthai of the future husband accepting the engage
ment. It is significant that Cleisthenes engaged his daughter "according to 

Athenian law" by declaring: "i:yyutf; naiaa niv i:pn� AwapiaTnv VOPOJaI ACinvaitiJv." It 
perhaps suggests that the i:yyun was already included in Solon's laws on marriage. 

It certainly implies that Agariste is engaged to be married to Megacles so that 
she shall go and live with him in Athens as Bune enBuete and their children will 
be Athenian. The fact that it  is specifically noted suggests that the case could 

have been otherwise, and that when the marriage competition was over the cho

sen son-in-law might have been installed in the house of his father-in-law ( as 
were many of Priam's sons-in-law) or, as in the case of the Argive marriage of 
Peisistratos, the sons might have remained, together with their mother, in the 

house of their maternal grandfather as citizens of Corinth, not of Athens. 
47. Life of Theseus, 1 3 , 4. 
48. Cf. L. Gernet, "Mariages de tyrans," AnthropoloBie de la GT/!ce antique, 

p. 350 f. 
49. Olympians, VI,  1 20 and 1 30. 

50. Cf. for example Pindar. Olympians, IX,  95. 
5 1 .  On the importance of this lineage that provided its daughters as wives, 

cf. L. Gernet, "Mariages de tyrans," AnthropoloBie de la Grece antique, pp. 35 1 

and 353 .  

52 .  Apollodorus, 1 . 9 , 8 and  I .  9 ,  1 1 .  
53 .  ibid. I I I ,  1 4. 1 8. 
54. lliad. XI ,  2 2 1  f.; other instances: Perseis, the daughter of Ocean, gives 

birth to Circe and Aietes by Helios (Hesiod, TheoBony, 956 f. ); Aietes marries the 
Oceanid, Iduia, the si;ter of his mother (ibid. 352-6). Actaeon, son of Aristaeos 

and Autonoe, the daughter of Cadmos, desires to marry Semele, his maternal 
aunt (Acousilaos, fro 3 3  Jacoby) .  According to one version, Telephos, whose 
mother Auge is a daughter of Laomedon, marries another of the latter's daughters. 

55 .  Herodotus, XI ,  122. 
56.  lphiBenia at Aulis, 49 f. 

57. Apollodorus, I ,  7, 9.  These mythical facts could be compared to the 

text of one of the laws of Charondas, reported by Diodorus Siculus, XVI I .  1 8 :  
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I t  allows a woman to leave her husband and cohabit as wife with whomever 
she chooses ( anOAUGIV rov iivopa Kai (JUVOIKCiv iii iiv jJouAnral). 

58. Cf. Iliad, VI,  190 f.: The king of Lycia, having in vain attempted to bring 
about the death of Bellerophon, who has come to his land from faraway Argos, 
gives him his daughter, at the same time sharing his royal honors with him arid 
presenting him with a vast domain in central Lycia. His intention is to "retain" 
(cf. line 192: KarcpvKc) the young man through this marriage. Similarly, when 
Alkinous suggests to Odysseus, who has only just landed on the island, that he 
should marry Nausicaa, he does so in the hope of seeing his son-In-law settle 
down to dwell (cf. pCvwv) in Phaeacia, where the king would provide him with 
a house and riches (Odyssey, VI I ,  3 13-15) .  

59.  On this double aspect of the woman in marriage, cf. J .-P. Vemant, ,Hythe 
et pensee chez les Grecs (4th ed. ,  Paris, 1971),  Vol .  I, pp. 139-41. 

60. For an interpretation of this myth, cf. G. Dumezil, Les trois fonctions 
dans quelques traditions grecques, eventail de I'histoire vivante (Hom mage d Lucien 
Febvre);_ I I ,  1954, pp. 25-32, reprinted in My the et epopee, I ,  -pp;,580-6�:To the 
evidence presented by G. Dumezil one may add the article by Collouthos, 
L'enlevement d'HeJene, which both in form and in substance brings new evidence 
to support his thesis. 

6 1 .  Euripides, Iphigenia at Aulis, 1 300 f. Mme Elena Cassin drew our atten
tion to this difference between Athena and Aphrodite on the one hand and Hera 
on the other, and fully realized its importance in respect of the relation between 
marital status and sovereignty. 

62. Cf. w'K. Lacey, "Homeric tova and Penelope's KUP/O�," Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, 1966, pp. 5 5-65 . 

63.  Odyssey, I ,  277-8. 
64. ibid; I I ,  5 3 .  
6 5 .  ibid. I I ,  1 14�15 and 195-7. 
66. ibid. ll,  132 ;  cf. XX, 343-4. 
67. ibid. I I ,  223 f. ; cf. XVI, 73. 
68. ibid; XX, 341. 
69. ibid. XVI, 387-92 and XX, 334. 
70>ibid. II, 335-6; VI , 384-6; cL also XVI I, 80. 
7 1 : 1� � q�it� different s<:clal �nd historic�l co�-text; this link between the 

woman and her house also appears extremely dearly in the difference the Gortyn 
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Law establishes between two cases: " If  the slave goes to. the free woman and 

marries her, their children will be free, but if the free woman goes to the slave 

and marries him, their children will be slaves" ( inscr. Cret. IV, 72, col . VI, 56 ;  
col. VI I  f.). 

72. Odyssey, XXI, 1 15-16. 

NOTE TO CHAPTER IV 

I. These two parallel studies were first produced by J. Gernet and J .-P. 
Vernant in November 1963 and published in the Bulletin de I'Association Guillaume 
Bude, Paris, 1964, 3, pp. 308-25 .  We should like to express our warmest thanks 

to Jacques Gernet for having allowed us to include the text of his comments . 
on China. 

NOTE TO CHAPTER V 
1 .  An earlier version of this text appeared in La naissance des dieux, Editions 

Rationalistes, Paris, 1966, pp. 55-78.  

NOTES TO CHAPTER VI 

I .  This text has already appeared in L 'Annee sOciologique, 195 3-1954, Paris, 
pp. 331-52.  

2 .  L.  Moulinier, Le pur et l'impur dans la pensee et la sensibilite des Grecs jusqu 'd 
la fin du IVe siecle avant J.-c., Paris, Klincksieck, 1952.  

3 .  ibid. , p. 28 .  
4. He writes (p. 26) :  "Homer's heroes are devoted to hygiene." 
5. Hesiod. Works. �24-60; Moulinier. pp. 33-7. 

6.  Aeschylus. Eumenides, 238-9; cf. Moulinier. p. 183 .  
7. Antiphon. Choreutes; cf. Moulinier. p. 1 92.  
8 .  Antiphon. Herodes. 82-3. 
9.  Eugen Fehrle. Di� kullischc Keuschheit im Altertum. 1910. 

1 0. Moulinier. p. 296 . 
. I I . Are they. in effect. real ly so positivist and simple even for us? Why are 

grease and cosmetics on the face of a woman not regarded as uncleanliness? 
1 2. Odyssey, XXII .  439 and 480. On the religious meanings of the term kakon 

and its derivatives. cf. L. Gernet. Recherches sur Ie developpement de la pcnsee 
juridique et moraie en GT/1ce. pp. 241-2 and 245. 
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1 3 . Iliad, XXIV, 480 If.; Moulinier, p .  3 1  If. 
· 1 4. lIiad, XIX, 267. 
1 5 .  Moulinier, pp. 34, 64-70, 162-4. 
1 6. ibid. 163 and note 13 .  
1 7. Moulinier writes: "The Selli must be very strange people not  to  wash 

their feet" (p. 28). Another ritual obligation for the Selli is to sleep lying on the 
bare ground (Sophocles, Trachiniae, 1 166), a rule that is neither more nor less 
strange than the first. It would seem that the two rules reflect the same sym

bolism. It is true that if one accepts that "the defilement is the dirt itself," one 
can�ot help but find a religious injunction to keep one's feet dirty "very strange." 

- -- - - -T8-:- Even if,asnas Deen aemonsffifea;Hestia-; in-certain-aspects;-is particu�--- -- --- --- --- - -
larly related to sexual life.  

1 9. Moulinier (pp. 260-70) bases his remarks upon a number of question
able points made by Rohde. L. Gernet, however, points out very clearly that the 

daimones "do not have individual personae"; "a 6aijJ(i)v is conceived as an imper
sonal divine being"; �'tlJ.e. ISeres ,?f Er!nyes (asso�iated_with the ��ijJ�v�.()4:.'} I � 
134-5) are not so much individual 'spirits' but rather manifestations of this divine 

being, particularly when it is seen as unpropitious." Recherches, pp. 316 and 317.  
20.  L. Gernet,' Recherches, p.  3 17. 
2 1 .  ibid. , p. 3 2 1 .  
22. P. Chantraine and O .  Masson: "Sur quelques termes d u  vocabulaire reli

gieux des Grecs: la valeur du mot liyol; et de ses derives," Sprachgeschichte und 
WortbedeutuDg, Festschrift Albert Debrunner, 1954, 

23. Cf. Moulinier, p. 16. 
24. Chantraine and Masson, op. cit" ,and Moulinier, p. 250 If. 
25 .  Persae, 628. 
26. Moulinier, p. 272 If. 
27. ibid. 
28. Cf. L. Gernet, Le Genie grec, p. 230. 

NOTE TO CHAPTER V I I  

1 .  This text was originally published as the Introduction to Marcel Deti

enne's The Gardens of Adonis: Spices in Greek Mythology. Translated by J. Lloyd. 
Hassocks; 1977 ; -
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NOTE TO CHAPTER V I I I  

1 .  This study has appeared i n  QEaderni Urbinati di Cultura Classica, Univer
sity of Urbino. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER IX 

1 .  This study could not  have been written without Marcel Detienne's 
researches on the history, or prehistory, of a science of myth. I have drawn exten
sively UPC,ln his findings, benefited from my discussions with him and made use 
of two of his as yet unpublished articles. I should like to take this opportunity 

to thank him for all the help he has given me. 
In a slightly different form this text is due to appear in the Italian and English 

editions of the Encyclopaedia of the Twentieth Century, Instftuto della Enciclopedia 
italiana, Roma, as an article entitled "Myth." 

2.  Cf. A. Parry, "Thucydides' use of abstract language," LanBuaBe as Action, 
Yale French Studies, 1970, 45 , pp. 3-20. 

3. Cf. E. Benveniste, "Categories de pen see et de langue," Les Etudes Philoso
phiques, 195 8 , 4, pp. 419-29 . 

. 4. cr. B. Gentili and G. Cerri, "Strutture comunicative del discorso storico 

nel pensiero storiografico dei Greci," I1 Verri, 2, 1973, pp. 5 3-78. 
5. Thucydides, II, 22, 4. For a commentary on this text, cr. B. Gentili and 

G. Gerri, I.e. 

6. Polybius, 1 1 , 56 , 7-1 2. 

7. Pindar, Olympians, I, 59.  
8 .  ibid., 82. 

9 .  A. Jolles, Einfache Form en. LeBende, SaBe, My the, Riitsel, Spruch, Kasus, 
Memorabile, Miirchen, Witz, Tiibingen, 1930; translated into French by A.M. Buguet 
under the title: Formes simples, Paris, 1972. 
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